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FOREWORD
Since 2019, after the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) relating to Smart City implementation, between the
Sarawak Government and Huawei Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn.
Bhd. (Huawei), it has been my desire to see this Kuching Smart
City Masterplan developed and completed.
I am very glad that this Masterplan for the next five years, is now
completed after the tremendous effort and time that had been put
into it by the public (citizens, businesses, and NGOs), respective
government agencies, the stakeholders, the project team of the
Sarawak Multimedia Authority and Huawei, our Consultant, from
middle of 2019 until November 2020.
The drive to apply Smart City concept in Sarawak, similar to those
in many other countries, is that the Sarawak Government has
been very concerned with the pressing problems (in the several
domains such as Living, Economy, Environment, Government and
Digital Infrastructure) faced in our cities or towns in Sarawak.
Over the next five years, this Masterplan aims to address these
problems via various prioritised initiatives and proven technologies
or technological systems/platforms. It will also aim to cushion
impacts of the current Covid-19 pandemic via its initiatives and
the use of relevant digital technologies and infrastructure.
The SMART CITY programme is an on-going journey, along which we expect cities, municipalities, and
towns in Sarawak to excel to a higher level of “smartness” that improves quality and standards of living
relating to safety, security, health, cleanliness, convenience, mobility, efficiency, income, resilience from
difficulties/disaster (such as pandemic and disasters), etc. by exploiting the most relevant technologies and
infrastructure. Although this Masterplan is for five years, it will be reviewed/revised every five years of this
worthwhile journey.
The SMART CITY journey begins with the required knowledge, commitment and passion. It is not just about
adapting and adopting technologies but about bringing all communities (be it ordinary people, business
communities, institutions of learning, government, and other entities in all level of society) together on
the journey to make Sarawak a better place to live in. The SMART CITY programme is also part of the
Sarawak Economic Action Council’s (SEAC) initiatives which involve getting the communities on board the
journey of Sarawak Digital Economy.
By executing this Masterplan, Sarawak will be the first state in Malaysia to start building SMART CITY
Operating System (OS) capabilities that will fuel data sharing and innovation and enable well informed
decision making. This will in turn facilitate and support the growth of Sarawak Digital Economy.
With the hope that this Masterplan will be successfully carried out over the next five years, I would like
to urge all relevant communities including civil servants to support, cooperate and work together in our
SMART CITY journey in order to enhance our cities, municipalities, and towns so that we will have a much
better Sarawak.

The Right Honourable Datuk Patinggi (Dr) Abang Haji Abdul Rahman Zohari Bin
Tun Datuk Abang Haji Openg

CHIEF MINISTER OF SARAWAK
CHAIRMAN OF SARAWAK MULTIMEDIA AUTHORITY
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PREAMBLE
The Sarawak Government has taken a leading role to act as
catalyst and facilitator for businesses to take the digital leap
into the Industry Revolution 4.0, for the Rakyat to learn new
skills in order to embrace the digital economy, and to lift the
under-privileged by narrowing the digital divide and doing it all in a
sustainable manner.
An innovative, resilient and inclusive Kuching Smart City that
would power the Digital Economy of Sarawak was the vision set
forth for this Kuching Smart City Master Plan. This is the essence
of the Master Plan to provide a framework to leverage on digital
technologies and talents in the current era, aligning with global
smart city trends and be well-established for the digital future.
To better serve the Rakyat and businesses in Sarawak, the
Master Plan identifies a total of 38 initiatives from the research
performed. These initiatives aim to achieve key outcomes in
five domains: Government, Environment, Economy, Living and
Digital Infrastructure.
A key concept in the Master Plan is the Kuching Smart City Operating System (KSCOS), where it aims to
deliver the various system services to enable the service providers within the Kuching Smart City ecosystem
to build and deliver their business services and products to the Services Consumers who need not have
an in-depth knowledge of the underlying ecosystem or technology architecture. The Kuching Smart City
ecosystem will comprise secure, open, transparent and technology agnostic platform, incorporate a wide
array of robust and best of breed technologies and solutions for entities to build on, thus enabling lower
total cost of ownership, faster development and implementation. Other key features of the KSCOS concept
are open standards, secure data sharing and exchange, shared services, better optimisation of resources
and enable trusted collaboration. As such, innovation and development not only depend on government
investment but also private, start-ups and individuals leading to sustainable accelerated growth of Sarawak
Digital Economy.
Also included are structural enablers covering effective smart city governance structure; policies and
standards to guide the development and management of the smart city initiatives; addressing ICT talent
development; specifications of a well performing digital ecosystem to support Smart City development; a
strong cyber security and many more.
As Sarawak Multimedia Authority (SMA) will be responsible for the governance and implementation of the
Master Plan, we look forward to work together and facilitate all relevant parties. SMA is always open to
new ideas and suggestions in order to achieve the vision set forth in this Master Plan.
Let’s move Sarawak forward with the Smart City agendas and aspirations for the benefit of the people.

Ts. Dr. Zaidi Bin Razak

GENERAL MANAGER OF SARAWAK MULTIMEDIA AUTHORITY
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PREAMBLE
There has been tremendous jump in digital adoption seen at
many levels of organisations and industry. The government is
putting Sarawak on the right path towards a vibrant growth
in the Digital Economy. I am grateful, as a Member of the
Authority, Sarawak Multimedia Authority appointed to be the
Advisor to the Steering Committee working one year on the
Smart City Master Plan.
The Kuching Smart City Master Plan is developed based on the
Sarawak Digital Economy Strategy and focusing on digitalising
the social and economic aspects of the livelihood of the people
and the businesses. It is formulated to provide plans and
solutions that can improve the livelihood of the people, and
create economic growth of the City. For example, living in a
city where its transportation, waste management and citizen
information and safety are highly enabled and managed by
technology, can provide good quality living for the people and
an efficient environment for doing business. There are many
other aspects of Smart City Solutions that has been developed
to make Kuching a better place for quality and pleasant living
and they are well chartered in the Master Plan. The Master
Plan was formulated through extensive citizen engagement,
the businesses, NGOs, and various government and private entities feedbacks and interaction as well as
surveys. A great deal of reference was also made on reviews of global smart city the trends both its positive
impact as well as lessons learn from failures became part of the study. The ever-changing technology that
has been undertaken by the consultant themselves, other than those experienced and adopted by other
cities are very critical in this study. All this methodologies and study approaches are to ensure the analysis
and the recommendations are based on grounded reality because Smart City must benefit the citizens in
all aspect of their lives be it directly or indirectly.
I believe with strong government support, good collaboration between the agencies especially the City
Councils and the positive respond from the people, this Plan will help improve the lives of our citizens and
create an environment that can provide excellent business opportunities and thus drive the economy of the
City in the years to come.
The Kuching Smart City Master Plan is the model for all cities and towns in Sarawak. Adopt, adapt and
implement it, and your city and town can become competitive regionally and globally. However do not
jump into any technology and get mesmerised by the product without actually undertaking deep analysis
of its capability and cost benefit.

Tan Sri Datuk Amar Haji Mohamad Morshidi bin Abdul Ghani

MEMBER OF THE AUTHORITY, SARAWAK MULTIMEDIA AUTHORITY
ADVISOR OF KUCHING SMART CITY MASTERPLAN
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Highlights of Kuching Smart City Master Plan Research Focus

HIGHLIGHTS OF KUCHING SMART CITY MASTER PLAN
The Kuching Smart City Master Plan (“Master Plan”) is a focused five-year plan to support Sarawak’s push into
the digital economy, and to prepare the citizens and businesses to embrace the incoming challenges so as to
keep pace with global developments.

RESEARCH FOCUS
Adopting a ground-up perspective to hear from the citizens, businesses, NGOs and various government
agencies, the primary research comprising public surveys, focus group discussions (FGDs) and interviews
was conducted from January to April 2020. This was bolstered by secondary research in literature reviews
(e.g. on the Digital Economy Strategy 2018-2022 and other strategic plans), global smart city trends and
technology developments. This ensured that the requirements analysis is both grounded by real needs on
the ground, as well as taken global views into consideration.
The research culminated into thousands of data points, further distilled into more than 120 issues to be
addressed and grouped into top 10 focus findings. These are mapped into an overall strategic direction,
a top-down perspective guided by Sarawak’s visionary leadership. This approach ensures both perspectives
are tightly coupled to strategic outcomes and strategic thrusts, and ensure that the Master Plan is not
tactical in nature.
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Figure 1: A Tightly-Coupled Ground-up and Top-Down Approach
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Highlights of Kuching Smart City Master Plan Key Findings

ECONOMY

KEY FINDINGS
Given the push towards transforming Sarawak into a digital economy, an aspect of the primary research
focused on the readiness of the people and businesses. Some of the related findings are:
• Most businesses do not see the potential of leveraging on technology and find it difficult (with
majority citing lack of skilled staff, high cost, inadequate ICT connectivity as key reasons) to invest in
ICT for office automation such as in HR, Finance, CRM and more;
• While more than two-third expressed interest or are already selling online (especially post-pandemic),
there is little interest to implement automation in sectors such as agriculture, services, manufacturing
and construction as local market is deemed small and automation cost will be high;
• The preferred mode for collection of payment via e-wallet is relatively low at 12%, while traditional
digital means such as online banking is higher at 57%;
• Nearly 60% cited difficulty in hiring workers with relevant digital skill-sets;
• 48% cited difficulties in setting up businesses such as procedures required, permit applications, which
significantly reduce investors’ willingness to start new businesses or expand existing ones.
Some of the key gaps arising from these findings are:
• There is lesser awareness and willingness by local businesses to invest and transform digitally or to
provide digital services;
• It is relatively difficult to find support / employee skill-sets for digitalisation or digitalised services
by local businesses;
• There are not many local platforms available that meet local needs for digitalised business, such as
provisioning of local business intelligence, etc.
• There is a need to further market the strength of digital tools such as e-wallet, digital IDs and more
that can help enhance the uptake of digital technologies to drive efficiencies;
• There is a need for the government to further optimise the setting up of businesses, and providing
information and clear procedures to reduce the time and cost incurred by businesses when liaising
with the government.
Hence, it is recommended1 that the government and the private sector should come together to support
the local businesses to create a seamless digital experience for businesses and to develop new digital
economy engines of growth, through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhancing digital marketplace and expertise sharing to accelerate commerce and trade;
Kick-starting the micro, small and medium enterprises’ digital journey through digital starter kit;
Improving ease of doing business;
Spurring innovation through smart city living lab;
Enhancing agricultural market information and capability development to increase income for farmers;
Developing smart tourism to enhance offerings and receipts;
Developing ICT industry as an engine of growth;
Building a digitally-ready workforce, such as putting in frameworks for aligning supply and demand
of ICT professionals, competency qualifications and more;
• Strengthening the key foundational ICT infrastructure such as connectivity, and continuing to push
the adoption of digital tools such as e-wallet and digital ID.

These recommendations form the bulk of the smart city initiatives under the Kuching Smart City Master
Plan. For more details on these initiatives, more information can be found in Section 4.2 Strategic Outcomes,
Strategic Thrusts and Initiatives and Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List.
1
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As Kuching develops into a smart city, it is important to continue to foster an involved and participatory
rakyat for co-creation with the government and local businesses, as well as develop conducive living
spaces for the ease and comfort of the people. Some of the findings from the research are:
• Some of the citizens may not be digitally-savvy due to lack of interest and exposure to digital
platforms available to interact with the government;
• Usage of internet and social media is primary for consumption of entertainment, shopping and
obtaining services. It is rarely used for revenue generation or knowledge / skill-set expansion; there
is a low awareness of digital learning platforms and the upside of potential digital opportunities;
• Training opportunities are not readily available in some companies, with cost cited as one of the key
reasons, even though staff may have express wish to have training;
• Lack of local training content in local languages that are free or affordable to the masses;
• Safety and security is a top 5 concern for rakyat. Rakyat would like to have more surveillance cameras
in key crime hotspots, and be informed during emergencies such as flooding, etc.; low lighting in
common facilities and public area, also contributed to such areas more susceptible to crime;
• More can be done to provide economic assistance to the under-privileged, elderly and disabled, while
encouraging greater community participation such as charity activities and such;
• In terms of healthcare, the waiting time in hospitals or healthcare facilities is more than an hour,
while long travelling time is required from rurban areas to the hospitals or clinics nearby; there is also
a lack of awareness among people towards the need for a healthy lifestyle;
• Traffic congestion is a key concern as 82% prefer to drive (with many citing last mile challenges,
hygiene, safety, OKU-unfriendly as key public transport concerns).
Based on the findings, some of the key gaps are:
• Need for free or affordable learning platforms that can cater and improve the digital literacy of the
masses, as well as highlight the upside available in the digital opportunities;
• Need for an interaction platform between the government and rakyat to solicit comments and
feedback on the development of Kuching and Sarawak, especially for major government policies
that affect the people drastically;
• There are many surveillance cameras initiatives, but there is no common framework or standards to
unify and integrate the systems; it is also not commonly used for remote assessment of incidents to
improve responses; emergency situations are mostly managed in an ad-hoc manner, such as using
Microsoft Excel, email or WhatsApp messaging;
• For common street lighting, implementations are done individually by different agencies or local
authorities; there is no common guidelines or standards to ensure interoperability;
• Lack of a platform where citizens can participate actively to support NGOs in charity activities;
• Federal and State healthcare agencies need to work together to improve the administration aspects
such as enhancing efficiencies from primary to acute to step-down care, enabling patients to book
medical appointments online, tracking queue lengths and reducing waiting time, allowing patients
to access their own personal electronic medical records and to take ownership for their personal
wellness by developing healthier lifestyles;
• Lack of medical facilities in the rurban areas, resulting in long travelling time ;
• Public transport is not able to meet the rakyat’s needs, with run-down infrastructure (such as lack of
bus-stops), frequency of services, concerns with hygiene and safety (e.g. road worthiness of the
vehicles and drivers’ safety records).
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Hence, the key recommendations are to raise the awareness and empower the citizens, and to build a
conducive and comfortable Kuching, through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting active citizenry through discovery and co-creation;
Make continuous learning affordable and widely available;
Enhancing public safety and assurance through advanced surveillance and response;
Enhancing emergency response;
Optimising street lighting;
Sharpening of welfare services through digital information and reach;
Improving health and wellness through outreach and efficient services;
Improving rurban communities’ access to healthcare;
Transforming Kuching commute through multi-modal transport;
Supporting the push for public transport;
Facilitation the administration and sustainability of free school bus service;
Scaling up traffic management to meet growing demands;
Transforming city parking to maximise utilisation and revenue.
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Environmental quality, waste management and sustainable development are important aspects of
Kuching Smart City. Some of the key findings from the research are:
• Aspects of municipal services are manually managed or in silos; use of technological solutions are not
consistent across all local authorities and some of the essential services are still managed through
paper-based or non-integrated manner;
• More than 53% of survey respondents shared that solid waste management is of utmost concern,
with issues such as availability of trashcans in public places, frequency of garbage collection at home,
and lack of separate trashcans for recycling;
• Illegal dumping of waste, such as construction, demolition, industrial, e-waste, garden and domestic
waste, is a serious issue. These pose serious health hazards with economic consequences, where the
local authorities have to spend hundreds of thousands of ringgit annually to clear these illegal dumps;
• Pollution by dumping solid waste (followed by chemical waste from industrial activities) into Kuching
waterways is also ranked highly as a priority issue for 75.5% of the respondents;
• Other concerns range from the monitoring and payment of utilities (residents may not be ICT-savvy
enough to understand online bills, hence resulting in complaints on late bill delivery) to request to
leverage on more green energy.
Key gaps arising from the research findings:
• There are limited manpower to manage large swathes of land. For example, in one of the councils,
there are only 23 uniformed enforcement staff managing 1,000 km2 of land. Most of the municipal
services are outsourced and the local authorities are not able to track work done efficiently. There is
also lack of centralised systems to monitor contractors, contracts, road maintenance, and tedious to
physically collect assessment rates. This resulted in much effort expended on trying to provide basic
services to the residents, with lesser focus on service innovation.
• As waste collection are outsourced, local authorities have no means to track and monitor the
contractors, unless done physically on-site. Besides conducting regularly inspections, they also rely on
residents to feedback on non-collection. This results in excessive manpower to monitor the delivery
of the basic services.
• As enforcement is done physically, it is not easy to detect illegal dumping. The local authorities are
always on the alert at known dumping sites, but it is difficult to enforce.
• Similarly, for the pollution to the water resources, with 11 tributaries flowing throughout Kuching,
there are no easy means for the enforcement agencies to monitor the quality of the water and to
detect illegal dumping.
• Though efforts are in place to build more green buildings, there is a need to have state-wide standards
that are recognised globally to enhance sustainable energy management.
The key recommendations arising from the environment gaps are to empower the municipal management
with digital tools and to promote a green environment, through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhancing the digitalisation of the municipal management system;
Optimising the solid waste management;
Real-time metering for utilities and consumers;
Encouraging sustainable buildings and estates;
Digitalising the water resources management;
Encouraging home power generation for resilience and sustainability.
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The government plays an important role in the development of the Kuching smart city. Besides
provisioning government services to the citizens and businesses, the government also plays an enabling
role to ensure the wellness of the people and to provide the conditions for them to aspire and reach
greater heights. During the research, some of the key findings are:
• There can be further optimisation to the government-related websites as it can be difficult to get
different information and services;
• Current citizen feedback mechanism need further optimisation and service level agreement
(SLA) management;
• Articulated demand for comprehensive city management system;
• Integration of processes between federal and state agencies can be further improved;
• Citizens want early warning on disasters, where possible.
Key gaps arising from the research findings are:
• For businesses dealing with the government, there are confusions as they are not able to find
relevant information online to help them. This may be due to complexities of the procedures and
requirements, or lack of knowledge on navigating the websites by the users. Hence, the government
can consider further optimisation, focusing on user-interface and user-experience refinements.
• The existing citizen feedback mechanism is well-received, though there are areas that can be further
improved, such as the routing of the tickets to the right agency in a timely manner, and enforcing a
service level agreement so that the citizens are able to get timely feedback.
• There are several initiatives to develop centralised city services management systems by the local
authorities and in other cities of Sarawak, focusing on individual needs and scope. However, to achieve
the greater good, it is important to have overall consolidated city services management platform
that is interoperable and can exchange data with the other systems. This integrated approach is
essential to reap the benefits of integration and transformation.
• As operations between the Federal and State governments are different, there is difficulty in sharing
data, especially in times of emergency. Manual exchange, in the form of hardcopies, are timeconsuming and may not meet the needs of the situation.
• In times of disaster, a broadcast system is essential to help provide early warning, evacuate the
people affected, and ensure the safety for all. Currently, there is no such system available to provide
a targeted approach to relevant stakeholders.
The key recommendations to address the government gaps identified are to build a transparent
and service-centric government and to implement unified digital services to enhance cross-agencies
collaborations, through:
• Providing a one stop service that meets the needs of the citizens, residents, businesses and NGOs;
• Centralising the feedback and response management to improve the city management and other
government services provisioning;
• Building an integrated and intelligent city operations centre, to transform city management;
• Implementing a pandemic management solution that can ensure seamless collaboration between
Federal, State and city-level authorities;
• Refining the flood management system to improve the drainage of the city, and to provide early
warning, as needed.
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A robust and agile underlying digital infrastructure is critical to the successful implementation of the
recommendations. Hence, it is important that the key components are designed and implemented as
part of an integrated architecture, leveraging on the combined strengths to form the whole that is
greater than the sum of the parts. Some of the key findings arising from the research are:
• Public connectivity coverage in city is not comprehensive where there are blind-spots in certain
public places;
• Processes for inter-agency data sharing and whole-of-government approach in digital transformation
are still work-in-progress;
• More than 52% do not see the need to use an e-Wallet, with 19% being unaware of it and 15%
found the current one difficult to use.
The key gaps arising from the findings are:
• There are capacity issues due to wavelength congestion, hindering bandwidth expansion, limited
wireless coverage especially in the rural area, with spotty networks in part of the rurban and city
areas. This may have also hindered the use of digital tools such as Digital ID and e-Wallet, whereby
less-than-ideal connectivity will affect speed of transactions and customer satisfaction.
• Data are residing in individual systems and sharing of data requires physical intervention. A digital
platform is needed to enable inter-agency data sharing, collaboration and transforming operations
model. A well-planned platform can also encourage greater participation from all solution providers,
so that Kuching Smart City can be inclusive and leverage on the best of breed solutions.
• A lot of good work has been achieved for e-Wallet and Digital ID. It is important to continue to
increase uptake so as accelerate social digitalisation transformation. However, the lack of awareness
or interest in using these digital tools can potentially create a digital divide in future. Hence, more
awareness, education and understanding of these technologies to the lay-person will be critical.
The key recommendations to address the digital infrastructure gaps are to ensure that the implementation
of these infrastructure and tools can facilitate socio-economic growth, while also instilling openness and
collaboration, through:
• Implementing a comprehensive connectivity to connect all stakeholders;
• Developing data centre and cloud that is reliable, secure, always connected with elastic and scalable
resources that can meet the dynamic nature of smart city resource demands;
• Implementing a smart city digital platform that fuses technology together, aggregates data and
enable applications, helps to drive business innovation, efficient operation and value generation, in
an open and inclusive manner;
• Implementing a digital communications platform that bring together isolated communications
systems to overcome cross-agency collaboration difficulties, improve communications with nonobservable on-site conditions and resources, so as to improve decision-making at command level;
• Designing a data infrastructure that allows for seamless, safe and secure sharing of data, with proper
data security classification place and enables the ease of open data sharing;
• Enhancing the Digital ID solution by addressing the concerns of the users, while sharing with them
the key benefits and importance of the Digital ID, allowing the government to provide targeted
services and care for the relevant stakeholders;
• Enhancing the existing e-Wallet that addresses the concerns of the users, while highlighting the
convenience, ease and security of the solution.
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ORGANISING THE FINDINGS
The Master Plan delves into five portfolio domains, identified based on where digital technology can play a
strong catalyst role for transformation: Economy, Living, Environment, Government and Digital Infrastructure.
These portfolio domains were translated correspondingly into the following strategic outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strategic Outcome 1: Digitalised & Vibrant Economy
Strategic Outcome 2: Empowered & Enjoyable Living
Strategic Outcome 3: Clean & Balanced Environment
Strategic Outcome 4: Unified & Transparent Government
Strategic Outcome 5: Available & Agile Digital Infrastructure

The Master Plan describes each of these outcomes, and the strategic thrusts and associated initiatives that are
required to support it. This resulted in an overall vision, guiding five strategic outcomes, 10 strategic thrusts
and 38 initiatives, mapped to an implementation timeline over the next five years.
The key Kuching Smart City’s anchor tenets are to lay a strong foundation, enable an open ecosystem, and
allow best of breed technologies and solutions to participate in the development of the city. With greater
reliance on digital to deliver services, there is a need to build trust between government, rakyat and solution
providers. Thus, an open and transparent platform, “Kuching Smart City Operating System”, is advocated to
contribute towards a trusted digital ecosystem.
At the initiative-level, the outcomes, recommended mitigation strategies, key performance indicators (KPIs),
lead agency ownership and estimated budget have been recommended. At the Master Plan-level, KPIs have
also been determined and how initiatives will contribute towards their achievement. All initiatives and lead
agencies must be approved at the appropriate governance forum and all proposed targets will need to be
reviewed and confirmed by the agency assigned to lead the respective initiative.
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Figure 2: Kuching Smart City Conceptual Framework
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Figure 3: Strategic Outcomes, Strategic Thrusts and Initiatives
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REQUIRED STRUCTURAL ENABLERS
From past experiences gleaned from successful implementation of smart cities, it is noted that effective
governance, standards, ICT capability development, digital ecosystem, cyber security, operations and
maintenance and strategic communications are critical structural enablers to the achievement of Kuching Smart
City’s vision. Hence, the Master Plan has recommended appropriate interventions such as the establishing of
an Architecture Governance Committee (to support the relevant Digital Economy / Government Governance
Committees), refining the existing Government Chief Information Officer (GCIO) / Agency Chief Information
Officer (CIO) structures, and more.

Figure 4: Recommended Structural Enablers
The Master Plan also recommends the setup of two funding sources: a central fund for development and
implementation of cross-agency shared digital infrastructure and systems, and a “4P” fund to encourage
public-private-people partnerships. As resources are limited, it is necessary to channel the resources effectively.
Hence, technology investments and the returns must be reported regularly to ensure that it delivers the
expected outcomes.

Conclusion
The report concludes with the recommended follow-up actions to lead the implementation of the Master
Plan. Amongst these are engagements within the government, as well as with the public, formalisation of
the governance structure and processes, as well as the confirmation of the initiatives, allocation of funds and
performance measurement. These will pave the way for the successful implementation of the Master Plan to
meet the desired strategic outcomes and strategic thrusts to achieve the Kuching Smart City vision.
More importantly, this Master Plan must result in a mind-set change for all to transition to a digital economy.
The people, the businesses and the Sarawak Government must work in unison. Everybody must be prepared
to do things differently, and adapt to new ways of learning and living, doing business and staying “connected”
to the global economy, as well as delivering public services.
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T

he world’s population is expected to reach 9.7 billion in 2050, and peak at 11 billion by the end of
the century ( United Nations, 2019 ). It was also noted that the world’s population is growing older
due to increasing life expectancy and falling fertility levels. Together with accelerating urbanisation 2,
these conditions, if left unchecked, may result in exacerbation of economic disparities, poor living conditions
and increased environmental concerns.

With the advent of new technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI) and 5G, the digital revolution has caught
the world by storm. It has transformed governments, businesses and lives, providing opportunities to level the
playing field for all willing to participate. As data (deemed to be the new oil, as coined by mathematician Clive
Humby and oft-quoted by many), and platformisation 3 continue to drive the expansion of digital economy,
there is growing recognition that digital economy and smart city development should be the way forward,
especially in the face of the growing and aging population, and rapid urbanisation.
Under the leadership of Chief Minister of Sarawak, The Right Honourable Datuk Patinggi (Dr) Abang Haji Abdul
Rahman Zohari Bin Tun Datuk Abang Haji Openg, Sarawak underwent a paradigm shift in her development
strategy. Moving away from heavy reliance on non-renewable resources towards emerging technologies, the
state embarked on her journey towards a digital economy.
Since the early 80s, Sarawak has been earnestly planning and developing her economy strategically. These
ranged from developing the agriculture economy, to manufacturing in the 2000s, to renewable energy planning
in mid-2000, to socio-economic transformation from 2016 onwards, as well as Kuching’s competitiveness study
and regional development plans.
Each of these plan serves to modernise Sarawak and be connected to the global economy. One of the first
guiding documents focusing on the digital economy is the five year Sarawak Digital Economy Strategy (20182022). See Figure 6: Sarawak’s Development Journey Within the document, it highlighted the possible directions
Sarawak can take in order to leapfrog into the digital economy to be at the forefront of the digital world. One
of the anchor sectors is the development of Smart City in Sarawak.
While multiple smart city initiatives have been launched in various cities of Sarawak, the Kuching Smart City
Master Plan (“Master Plan”) builds on the work of the Sarawak Digital Economy Strategy (“DES”), listens to the
voices of the rakyat and businesses in Kuching, and puts forth smart city recommendations holistically. Through
the Master Plan, the Sarawak Government aims to develop an efficient government machinery to serve the
rakyat, improve the quality of lives of the people, drive economic growth by creating opportunities for the
businesses, and to ensure a sustainable environment for Sarawak, even as she crosses into the digital era. The
Master Plan is also not just limited to Kuching, but can be applied to the other cities of Sarawak, with suitable
adaptation, modification and customisation to the local context.
With the onset of COVID-19 pandemic in Sarawak in late February 2020, the situational norms may have
changed, but the guiding aims behind the Master Plan remain true and relevant. It is even more important for the
Master Plan to provide the strategic directions from a smart city perspective and leverage digital technologies to
support the people and businesses under the current difficult conditions. There is a greater imperative to guide
the local businesses to take the digital leap and transform, encourage the people to learn new skills targeted
at the digital economy, lift the under-privileged by narrowing the digital divide, and all done in a sustainable
manner. These will in turn contribute towards Sarawak’s efforts in the development of a secure, prosperous
and sustainable state.
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With the above in mind, the Kuching Smart City Master Plan was formulated to support and contribute
towards the overall strategy of the digital economy. It seeks to guide the ICT investment of the public sector
over the period from 2021 to 2025, capitalising on the foundation laid by the past hard work and effort by the
Sarawak Government and other stakeholders, and to recommend new strategies to adapt to the needs of the
“new normal”, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In the subsequent chapters, the Master Plan highlights the key findings arising from primary and secondary
research spanning over a three-month period, involving the public, businesses, Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) and the Sarawak Government. It also shares on the design process to develop the Kuching Smart
City framework, highlighting the vision, strategic outcomes, strategic thrusts and proposed interventions in
the form of initiatives. These are supported by key enablers such as governance, standards, ICT capability
development and more. Finally, an implementation roadmap is proposed to advise on the logical sequencing
of implementation of the initiatives, as well as suggestions on performance management and sustainable
development and continuation of the Master Plan.

Figure 5: Kuching City and Related Local Authorities
Source: Ministry of Local Government and Housing and Department of Land and Survey Sarawak (2021)
The world’s population living in urban areas increased from 30% in 1950 to 55% in 2018, and is projected to increase
to two-thirds of world population by 2050. ( United Nations, The speed of urbanization around the world, 2018 )
2

Platformisation refers to the digital platforms that “provide the mechanisms for bringing together a set
of parties to interact online”. It can be transaction platforms that support exchanges between a number
of different parties, or innovation platforms that create environments for code and content producers to
develop applications or software. ( UNCTAD, 2019 )
3
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

A

research was undertaken over a four month period from January to April 2020. It aimed to develop a
current “as-is” picture of the smart city-related situation in Greater Kuching (henceforth, “Kuching” will
be synonymous for “Greater Kuching”, if not otherwise specified), identify key issues to be addressed,
as well as suggest possible solutions. This chapter presents the research methodology undertaken, and the top
key findings arising from the analysis 4.

2.1

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research comprised of both primary and secondary research (See Figure 7 for the research process). The
primary research adopted a bottom-up perspective to reach out to the citizens, businesses, Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs) to understand their needs, aspirations and concerns. During this phase, 1,236 respondents
participated in a public survey, 73 participants were involved in eight (8) sessions of Focus Group Discussions
(FGDs) and 148 attendees participated in 37 interview sessions.
In the secondary research, the project team analysed macro conditions in Sarawak and Kuching, world-wide
smart city trends, and the digital economy / smart city-related literature to develop an understanding of the
current state of smart city development in Kuching.
The resulting thousands of data points from the opinions, needs and observations from the primary research,
as well as the trends, observations and conclusions from the secondary research were filtered and distilled
into more than 120 issues 5. These issues could be motivations for actions such as identified opportunities or
threats, or an expression of need or dissatisfaction.

For more information, refer to the report titled “Kuching Smart City Master Plan Research Report” that was
developed after the research phase to detail the findings arising from the primary and secondary research.
4

An “Issue” is a point observation made from Primary and Secondary Research. Primary Research points
include opinions from Focus Group Discussion (FGD) participants, Interviewees, Survey participants, and also
issues arising from prior work including a Pre-Engagement Workshop with government stakeholders in August
2019. Secondary Research points include observations and conclusions from prior studies like the EPU Reports,
the RMK12, the DES Report, as well as other publicly available global study reports. “Issues” are filtered from
the set of observations if they are motivations for actions, like identified opportunities or threats, or desires and
aspirations, or simply an expression of need or dissatisfaction.
5
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Figure 7: Research Process
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The issues were further analysed and mitigation strategies were proposed. These mitigation strategies could
address the issues from various angles such as recommending further study, proposing a governance structure
review, putting in place new infrastructure, developing an ICT system or more. The associated mitigation
strategies were clustered into 38 smart city initiatives and grouped accordingly into five (5) portfolio domains
6
(i.e. Economy, Living, Environment, Government and Digital Infrastructure). This logical clustering at the
initiatives’ level would address the issues identified during the research phase, but more importantly, provided
a means to further develop the scope of the initiatives in future to address additional needs that might not
have surfaced during the initial research phase.

2.2

KEY HIGH LEVEL FINDINGS

Based on the information collated during the primary and secondary research, there are top 10 focus findings
that Kuching Smart City Master Plan has to address. More details can be read in the subsequent sections.
1. Need for Digital Economy: Sarawak’s traditional industries are heavily reliant on non-renewable resources.
The government has made a clarion call for the local industries to transform digitally, leveraging on
emerging technologies to seed innovation and create new business opportunities. This push towards digital
economy is especially timely, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
2. Enrich Ecosystem of Digital Companies: To develop the digital economy, Sarawak will need to build a
strong ecosystem of digital companies. This will help to support the development of the Kuching Smart
City, the digital transformation of the local industries, and more importantly, to build up local digital
companies to go global. This should be enabled by ample digital manpower, providing the relevant digital
skill-sets and earning competitive incomes.
3. Nurture Digitally-Savvy and Participatory Rakyat: As Sarawak transits to the digital economy, there
is an inherent risk of a small group (such as the under-privileged, OKUs 7 , rurban 8 dwellers) being left
behind. Help them understand the need to go digital and provide them with opportunities to pick up
digital skills. Secondly, encourage citizen participation, involving them in public policy-making decisions,
speaking out for the under-privileged, or even taking ownership in aspects such as personal health / wellbeing and helping the local communities. Key aim is to encourage the citizens to own the issues and work
with the government in unity to build a better place to live, work and play.
4. Build Attractive Living Space: To reverse brain drain of skilled manpower, attract foreign talents to take
root in Sarawak, and enhance the living conditions of the citizens, the government needs to provide a
conducive and comfortable living environment. Some of the highlighted issues were the increasing traffic
congestion, as well as concerns with public safety and security (such as management of stray animals or
crime related matters).
5. Speed up Innovation in Municipal Service Delivery: Due to urban sprawl development in Kuching, it is
costly to provide high quality municipal services and infrastructure development for the rurban dwellers.
Hence, the impact is felt more keenly by the citizens and residents, in areas such as road maintenance,
fallen trees and branches, illegal waste dumping, solid waste collection, and other similar services.

The five portfolio domains were determined based on key smart city definitions by global organisations such
as International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and British Standards Institute (BSI).
6

Orang Kurang Upaya (OKU): Under the Disability Act 2008, OKUs are “People with disabilities including those
with long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory disability who when interacting with various barriers,
can restrict their full and effective participation in society”. ( Department of Social Welfare, Sarawak, 2020 )
7

Refers to the outskirts and edge of the city, especially residential areas that are relatively undeveloped
or under development.
8
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6. Promote Sustainable Development: Protect and conserve Kuching’s beautiful environment and
waterways, even while developing the economy. Develop the city through sustainable consumption and
production, carefully managing the natural resources and taking action on climate change so as to meet
the needs of the present and future generation.
7. Improve Government Service Provisioning: Develop a transparent and service-centric government that
provides seamless and round-the-clock government services to the public. Provide avenue(s) for public to
feedback on government services or municipal matters, be transparent and implement reasonable service
levels to improve service provisioning.
8. Harness Digital Technology to Enhance Cross-Agencies’ Cooperation: Consolidate and expedite
information sharing between multiple agencies, so as to provide a coordinated and integrated approach
towards city management and disaster management.
9. Ensure Optimal Investment of Digital Infrastructure: Though the government has been investing in
technology and the digital economy, a targeted approach is recommended to enhance digital infrastructure
coverage for the masses, while using technology as equaliser for all stakeholders, so as to bridge the
digital divide.
10. Embrace an Open and Collaborative Model: Smart city development relies heavily on both government
and private enterprises support to be implemented successfully. The government should continue to focus
on developing key digital infrastructure and common platforms, dictating sound policies and encouraging
private enterprises to work collaboratively and in an open manner, so as to deliver relevant best of breed
solutions for the city.

2.3

SUPPORTING THE FINDINGS

2.3.1

MACRO ENVIRONMENT

Kuching is in a favourable position to develop into a smart city:
1. Malaysia, as a nation, is striving to become the Heart of Digital ASEAN (MDEC, 2020). This bodes well for
Kuching and other cities, as they can ride on the wave of digital infrastructure, innovative technologies and
digital talent development, as well as attracting start-ups to setup shop.
2. 5G and other technologies are mature and AI is fast gaining traction.
3. The society as a whole is developing towards intelligence. According to GIV@2025 (Huawei, 2018), the
near future will be:
• Sensing Technology, Interconnections – The Intelligent World.
• +Intelligence – Foster New Businesses, Leapfrog Industrial Development.
• Mass Innovation – Tap into the Opportunities of a Digital Economy Valued at US$23 trillion.
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4. Smart city is perceived to have developed to the fourth stage, i.e. the digital transformation stage, with
several reference cities from all over the world such as London, Singapore, Seoul and more.

Figure 8: Evolution of Smart City
5. The pandemic COVID-19, though unfortunate, is helping to accelerate the pace of digitalisation. This
ranges from government responses to curb the pandemic ( see Figure 9: Responses to a Pandemic using
ICT ), to brick-and-mortar businesses undergoing digital transformation as part of survival instinct.

Figure 9: Responses to a Pandemic using ICT
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6. The country has released a framework (Malaysia Smart City Framework) for smart cities and made Kuching
one of the five pilot cities. (Ministry of Housing and Local Government, KPKT, 2018)
Meanwhile, Kuching is also facing some critical external challenges:
1. Developing the economy is one of the major objectives and is also a fundamental aspect of Smart
City development. With the COVID-19 pandemic, it is difficult to eliminate the negative impact on the
economy in the short term. This will affect Kuching Smart City development to a certain extent. Hence,
the government must remain steadfast and uses this opportunity to invest and transform the government,
people and businesses.
2. There is a discernible gap between the theory and real-world practices of the digitalisation process. This
may potentially lead to confusion, hesitation and delay during implementation. An agile approach will be
to implement in stages that allow for course correction, as needed.
Kuching has the following strengths to develop into a smart city reference:
1. The government recognises the importance of the digital economy and promotes digital transformation
in a planned manner. This is also supported by a strong operational culture such as the annual High
Performance Team (HPT) and dedication of the Sarawak Civil Service to deliver the best for the citizens
and businesses.
2. The existing Digital Economy Strategy (DES) 2018-2022, Kuching City Competitiveness Master Plan
(KCCMP) and other strategic plans can boost the agenda for Kuching Smart City development.
3. Climate, environment, abundant natural resources and the diverse culture of Kuching can be further
leveraged, developed and positioned to attract capital investment into the smart city.
4. Kuching occupies an important position and is the main gateway for travellers visiting Sarawak and Borneo.
On the other hand, Kuching faces the following potential weaknesses that may hinder the development of the
smart city:
1. The Greater Kuching area has a small population of less than 700,000 over a sprawling land size of more
than 2,000 km2. Investment in smart city development (or any other development) will result in a higher
cost per capita and returns of investment may take a longer time. Hence, the government needs to have
a targeted approach when developing Kuching Smart City.
2. The number of digitally skilled employees are limited due to brain-drain to other cities or countries such as
Kuala Lumpur or Singapore 2. There is a need to consider ways to reverse the brain-drain, incentivise the
overseas diaspora to return, and to attract more overseas digital talent to migrate in the city.
3. Economic development is not balanced, and consumer services industry accounts for a relatively high proportion.
4. The local industry is not highly developed, with few large sized corporations or multi-national corporations.
Most of the local companies are micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs)10, and generally lack
knowledge on digital transformation and the need for it.
5. Though large investments have been made on digital infrastructure, due to the large land size, coverage
and bandwidth are still inconsistent and lacking in city areas, but especially in the rurban areas.

9

This was shared in the primary research during interviews with business leaders in Kuching,

Based on SME Corporation statistics, 76% of local companies have less than 5 employees, and 21% have
6-75 employees.
10
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2.3.2 THE FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC SURVEY AND FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS
In the public survey, based on an initial list of nine (9) areas of improvement, the following five (5) areas
have been selected by citizens (632 respondents) as having the biggest impact on family and daily lives by
the citizens.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Home and utilities (e.g. water and electricity);
Health, sports and wellness;
Employment, income and life-long learning;
Mobility, travel, transportation and traffic;
Safety and Security.

the 5 areas of improvement that would provide the biggest positive
impact on citizen family and daily life.
20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

Home and utilities

75.5%

Health, sports and wellness

69.5%

Employment, income and life-long learning

67.4%

Mobility, travel, transportation and traffic

65.0%

Safety and security

63.8%

Entertainment, leisure, shopping and dining

48.6%

Waste mgmt. and environment protection
Internet usage
Social welfare

80.0%

43.8%
35.0%
31.5%

Figure 10: Top 5 Areas of Improvement for Living
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Some of the issues highlighted can be found below:
Table 1: Key Issues Highlighted During Primary Research
Areas

Examples of Issues

Home and utilities

Physical bill delivery not on time, sometimes by up to 3 months.
Perceived high cost of water and electricity due to accumulated bills
and irregular bill delivery.

Health, sports and wellness

There is a lack of awareness among people towards the need for a
healthy lifestyle.
For lifestyle sports and wellness, residents have no idea where to go
for outdoor activities or methods to obtain access to facilities.

Employment, income and lifelong
learning

There was generally a low awareness of digital learning platforms
and the services available, as well as upside of potential digital
opportunities.

Mobility, travel, transportation and
traffic

Public transport riders would like to see bus services improved with
a shorter distance between bus stops, a higher frequency of service,
better hygiene, comfort and safety.

Safety and security

Council enforcement officers may at times take a long time to travel
to a specific incident location due to traffic, weather or terrain.
Remote video surveillance access can allow the officers to assess the
situation through their mobile device and provide early advice to the
rakyat even before their arrival to improve emergency response.

Hire people with the right skills and
experiences

It is relatively difficult to find support / employee skill-sets for
digitalisation or digitalised services by local businesses.

Ensure legal and statutory
compliance

Businesses concerned about high cost, complicated procedures,
unclear information and unknown waiting time for approvals to
set up new businesses in Sarawak, especially when dealing with the
government.

Obtain market, consumer
information to develop strategy,
business plan

There are not many local platforms available that meet local needs
for digitalised business, such as provisioning of local business
intelligence, connecting local buyers and retailers, resources for
logistical arrangements such as delivery, cold storage, etc.

Improve marketing and advertising

With plenty of natural and beautiful tourism resources, Sarawak has
not leveraged on this strength and is relatively not as well-advertised
to foreign visitors, compared to similar places in the region.

Upskill current workforce

Employees may wish to have training, but opportunities are not
readily available in some companies.
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In the survey, based on an initial list of nine (9) focus areas for running business over the next two years, the
feedback (604 business respondents) shows the businesses facing several challenges (as shown below):

Focus areas for running business over the next two years
40.0%

45.0%

50.0%

55.0%

60.0%

65.0%

70.0%

Hire people with the right skills and experience

71.7%

Ensure legal and statutory compliance

67.7%

Obtain market and consumer information to develop
strategy and business plan

67.5%

Improve marketing and advertising

65.6%

Upskill current workforce

64.4%

Find suitable suppliers

61.3%

Automate business operations

57.3%

Secure funding
Secure business premises

75.0%

53.3%
49.3%

Figure 11: Focus Areas for Running Business over the Next Two Years

Figure 12: Focus Group Discussions

Figure 13: Fieldwork of Public Survey
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2.3.3 INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM TALIKHIDMAT
TALIKHIDMAT acts as a one stop communication channel for the public to reach government agencies or
NGOs in the state of Sarawak concerning public services. It is also an important source of feedback to
understand the status of public service. According to the records from Oct 2018 to Sep 2019, the top 10
popular service categories ( shown in Figure 14: Top 10 Service Categories ) could be classified into the
following four (4) groups:
•
•
•
•

Group 1: Road, Public Facility, and Drainage
Group 2: Enforcement, Animal & Wildlife, and Landscape
Group 3: Water, and Health
Group 4: Electricity, and Administration

With the exception for the theme on stray animals, which accounted for 7.6% of the 1-year record, the rest of
the themes are very diverse ( as can be seen in the next Figure 15: Thematic Distribution ).
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Figure 14: Top 10 Service Categories

Information Obtained from TALKHIDMAT
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Figure 15: Thematic Distribution
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2.3.4 INTERVIEWS WITH KEY STAKEHOLDERS
The interviews mainly took place via face-to-face and on-site visits (as shown below). In the later stage, due
to the COVID-19 situation, the online tele-conferencing model was adopted.

Figure 16: Face-to-Face Interviews and Site Visits
The interview focuses on five dimensions: strategies, IT governance, data governance, IT infrastructure, and
IT applications. Every dimension collected four layers of information: basic information, planned or ongoing
initiatives, pain points and challenges, and expectations for Kuching Smart City.
As part of the analysis process, the interview responses were sieved for popular key words. These reflected the
focus and interests of the interviewees, which could be issues highlighted, solutions or mitigation strategies, or
even knowledge of industry trends. Some of the more notable key words are 5G, Agricultural, AI, Bus, Cashless,
CCTV, Data, Digital Economy, Digital Transformation, Dog, Efficiency, Emergency, Flood, Healthcare, Illegal
dumping, Inclusive, Integrated, IoT, Liveable, Market, Mobile, Parking, Platform, Sharing, Sustainable, Talent,
Tourism, Water, and more.
Feedback from the public survey, FGD and interviews were analysed and categorised into five (5)
portfolio domains:
1. Smart Economy
2. Smart Living
3. Smart Environment
4. Smart Government
5. Digital Infrastructure
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Figure 17: Key Words from Interviews
As the original intent of the primary research was to determine the underlying needs, aspirations and concerns,
the following key findings arising from the public surveys, FGDs and interviews will be focused on issues to be
addressed under the Master Plan.
The key findings in Smart Economy are:
1. Not enough well-paying jobs from the digital economy to reverse the brain drain;
2. Local businesses’ lack of awareness and willingness for digital transformation;
3. The skill-sets of current workforce cannot match the demands of business, especially the digital skills;
4. Some government processes are not transparent and not easy to do business in Kuching.
The key findings in Smart Living are:
1. Traffic congestion is a big concern, especially as the city continues to grow;
2. Safety and security is slowly becoming a concern for the rakyat, especially in residential areas and other
densely populated locations;
3. Lack of interest in using digital for lifelong learning, with potential for bigger future digital divide;
4. Lack of awareness on health education and the availability of rural healthcare.
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The key findings in Smart Environment are:
1. Some aspects of municipal service management are managed manually or in silos;
2. High level of illegal dumping and solid waste collection was cited as one of the key areas for improvement;
3. Pollution of the waters from solid waste and chemical / industrial activities.
The key findings in Smart Government are:
1. There can be further optimisation to the government-related websites as it can be difficult to get
different information and services;
2. Current citizen feedback mechanism need further optimisation and service level agreement (SLA)
management;
3. Articulated demand for comprehensive city management system;
4. Integration of processes between federal and state agencies can be further improved;
5. Citizens want early warning on disasters, where possible.
The key findings in Digital Infrastructure are:
1. Public connectivity coverage in city is not comprehensive;
2. Processes for inter-agency data sharing and whole-of-government approach in digital transformation
are still work-in-progress;
3. Greater uptake in Digital ID and e-Wallet is necessary to accelerate social digitalisation transformation.

This was shared during the public surveys, FGDs with business stakeholders, as well as with business leaders
in the individual interviews in areas such as permits’ applications.
11
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CHAPTER.3

DESIGN FOCUS

B

uilding smart cities is increasingly a core objective for governments around the world. Fundamental
aim is to modernise the cities to a state of the art urban environment that is safe, provides ample
economic opportunities and thrives on Industrial growth and innovation. While designing the Kuching
Smart City Master Plan and to ensure its effectiveness, it is important that the Master Plan is designed as a
“live” document and the Sarawak Government can continue to review the document regularly, and to develop
a new version every five years to keep pace with the evolving needs of the city and to ensure the continued
relevance of the Master Plan in future. This chapter discusses the following:
•
•
•
•

Fundamental design principles that are key to a robust and resilient smart city master plan;
Design priorities in terms of the continuously evolving needs of Kuching City, as well as the smart city
developments from around the world;
Targeting the end beneficiaries and the benefits to bring to them; and
The coupling of the ground-up and top-down approaches to address the needs of the rakyat, as well as to
dovetail to the visions of Sarawak’s leadership.

Key drivers while envisioning the Master Plan include:
1. Defining a well-designed framework: To realise the full potential of ICT, the framework must address
real world problems, with built-in flexibility to update and shape the application layer, and supported
by a robust and modular foundation layer that can meet current and future demands.
2. Solving rakyat needs, through cross-agency systems and applications: Focus on increasing urban
management capability to promote evolutionary transformation of public service models.
3. Emphasising the need for organisational transformation: Structural and holistic transformations for
an end to end digital environment.
4. Developing an implementation roadmap for the next five years: A well-defined roadmap that
has been prioritised and is flexible to cater to evolving requirements, while ensuring the realisation
of end objective.
5. Recommending funding and operations models for sustainable development: Public-private-people
partnerships (4P), where applicable, and continuous investments.
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3.1

DESIGN PRINCIPLES & PRIORITIES

Kuching Smart City Master Plan aims to prioritise the outcomes for the rakyat and ensure their active
participation along with government and industries. However, there are other considerations to ensure
the continued relevance of the master plan. Hence, fundamental design principles are necessary to guide
the development of Kuching Smart City, while supporting the design priorities. See Figure 18 in the
following page.

3.1.1

FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Robust Foundation – Leveraging the digital Infrastructure of existing broadband networks, upcoming
5G, AI and cloud layers. Having an integrated database to ensure in depth analytics and Intelligence led
urban ecosystems development.
Security at all levels – Efficiency of digital development is achieved through accelerated digital adoption
in public services. Digital adoption is directly a result of trust building with the end user. Thus, protecting a
citizens’ data, securing the infrastructure they use, building resilience for service uptime and cybersecurity are
building blocks of a robust Kuching Smart City Infrastructure.
Whole-of-Government approach – Effectiveness of the Master Plan will be ensured through transparency in
plan development and its implementation, constant focus on integrating more value oriented digital services
for the citizens with safety as its top priority.

Figure 18: Fundamental Design Principles and Design Priorities
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3.1.2

DESIGN PRIORITIES

Alignment – While developing the Master Plan, aligning to the local needs, regulations and national plans
is a basic qualification. In order to set realistic objectives, synchronisation with the strengths that Malaysia
as a nation, and Sarawak as a state, have developed over the years, is important. With the introduction
of Malaysia Smart City Framework by the Ministry of Housing and Local Government, the smart city
development focus in RMK11, the upcoming RMK12, and the Digital Economy Strategy (2018-2022), both
the federal and state governments have stayed committed to transforming the cities and these are good
guiding directions for all elements of Kuching Smart City.
Benchmark – Rapid urbanisation creates new urban management challenges. Creating economic opportunities,
ensuring safety, traffic management, provisioning government and utility services, developing industrial
applications, and more, are fundamental needs that every nation or state government has to prepare for. Globally
many countries have built successful models that are proving to be good references for others ( see Figure 19 ).
London, UK (#1)
Focus on Development of Human Capital, Governance, Urban Planning, Technology,
Mobility and transportation Social Cohesion and Environment need more focus
New Your (#2)
Focus on Development of Human Capital, Urban Planning, Technology, Mobility and transportation
Social Cohesion, Governance and Environment dimension have pulled the city down a bit in recent times

Paris, France (#3)
Focus on Development of Human Capital, Urban Planning, Mobility and transportation

Global Leaders

Social Cohesion, Governance, Technology Environment dimension need focus

Tokyo, Japan (#4)
Focus on Development of Human Capital, economy and Environment Social Cohesion,
Mobility and transportation challenging

Asian Leaders

Singapore (#9)
Good progress on technology and Environment Economy, Human Capital Development,
Transportation key areas need for more development compared to global leaders

Hong Kong (#10)
Global leaders In Smart city Technology dimension
Social Cohesion and transportation remain key challenges to address

Seoul, South Korea (#19)
All aspects of Smart city dimensions being developed

Figure 19: Global and Asian Smart City Leaders (IESE Cities in Motion Index 2020)
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Evidence suggests that the leading cities are focusing on areas that are appropriate to the economic and social
priorities of each city, as well as to the different stages of development of each city. Hence, it is important for
Kuching Smart City develops a strong understanding of her underlying issues to be resolved, while referencing
other cities’ development models.

Sustainability – To ensure continuous development and value addition, the Master Plan should be reviewed
halfway through implementation, as well as refreshed before the end of the fifth year. This ensures that it is
constantly updated to reflect the concerns on the ground and providing the necessary interventions to address
them. Not only so, as a “live” document, the Master Plan should provide leeway for adjustment to the focus
areas. The framework is designed to address the issues shared by the rakyat and businesses at this point in
time. As these issues evolve, the strategic outcomes and strategic thrusts should be tweaked accordingly.
Performance metrics that can be measured, audited and communicated periodically is key to promote
accountability of objectives. When overseen by senior leaderships within the government, this helps to drive
agencies to participate actively in the implementation of the Master Plan.
The engagement model is also important as it enables the ecosystem and foster citizen-business-government
collaboration. An active citizenry and involved businesses is an integral aspect of development of smart cities.

3.2

VALUE PROPOSITIONS

The development of Kuching Smart City ultimately aims to benefit two key stakeholders: the citizens, as
well as the businesses.
For the citizens:
1. 21st century skills for all;
2. Digital technology access for the under-privileged, OKUs and rurban dwellers;
3. Seamless and convenient access to public healthcare;
4. Timely access to information (e.g. traffic, environment);
5. Round-the-clock quality services from the government;
6. Greater citizenry participation and collaboration with the government;
7. Clean, green and sustainable environment for the current and future generations.
For the businesses:
1. Digital competencies development for local enterprises;
2. Generation of greater demand for digital services;
3. Increased business opportunities for individuals, MSMEs and bigger-sized local enterprises;
4. Increased ICT professionals to address manpower crunch;
5. Support to go digitalisation and improve productivity.
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3.3

HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT

For Kuching Smart City Master Plan, the fundamental findings ( listed in the earlier section on the Key High
Level Findings ) that are supported by the feedback from the rakyat, businesses, NGOs and government, are
mapped towards an overall strategic direction in a ground-up perspective. The push by Sarawak’s visionary
leadership results in a top-down perspective. Both perspectives are designed to tightly couple to strategic
outcomes and strategic thrusts to ensure alignment.
This combined approach provides strategic guidance to the implementation team to ensure alignment and
coherence of execution. It also highlights the existing focus of the Master Plan, so that it can be more easily
tweaked and refined in future as the fundamental findings continue to evolve.

Figure 20 below showcases the hierarchical structural arrangement of the Master Plan.
Each of the finding is mapped to a relevant Strategic Thrust (ST) 12, where several initiatives are formulated
to support the strategic thrust. Two or more of the strategic thrusts are mapped to a Strategic Outcome (SO),
and all the strategic outcomes contribute towards the achievement of the overall Vision.
Moving forward, this arrangement helps to guide the development of the Kuching Smart City’s framework and
architecture in the coming chapter.

Figure 20: Hierarchical Structural Arrangement of the Master Plan

The strategic thrusts articulate at the high level the strategic priorities or focus areas for the period of the
Master Plan in order to attain the strategic outcomes and ultimately, the vision.
12
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CHAPTER.4

T

KUCHING SMART CITY FRAMEWORK

his chapter discusses how the Kuching Smart City conceptual framework is used to frame the
key ideas of the Master Plan, leading to the development of the technical architecture and the
relevant components.

The first section discusses the conceptual framework and on the vision that sits at the highest level,
cascading to the strategic outcomes to be achieved, and further supported by a strong foundational layer
comprising of the digital infrastructure.
This is followed by a section discussing how each strategic outcome is further delved into to determine the
key strategic thrusts required. Within each strategic thrust sits several initiatives, whereby each initiative will
highlight key information such as the issues to be solved, the benefits to be achieved and the proposed
mitigation strategies. These are based on the information analysed from the primary and secondary researches,
as mentioned earlier in Chapter.2 Summary of Research.
The next section discusses the concept of the Kuching Smart City Operating System, supported by a technical
architecture that links the various layers together.
The last section discusses the structural enablers required to form the support for the initiatives to succeed.

4.1

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Based on the design focus shared in the previous chapter, the Kuching Smart City Master Plan aims to develop
an open conceptual framework (see Figure 21: Kuching Smart City Conceptual Framework below) that can be
continuously refined, easily replicated and guides future Kuching Smart City development, in response to the
global fast-changing political, economic, social and environmental climates.
Hence, though the development of this master plan is in response to the bottom-up primary research conducted
on the Kuching citizens, residents, businesses and NGOs’ highlighted issues and aspirations, the proposed
framework serves to bolster with a top-down strategy in order to cater for future iterations, as discussed in the
previous section 3.3 Hierarchical Structural Arrangement.
On the vision, the Kuching Smart City Master Plan took reference from Sarawak’s top leadership, speaking
at the official launch of International Digital Economy Conference Sarawak 2019 (IDECS), the Chief Minister
urged the people:
“We can no longer be left behind in terms of digital technology adoption and digital economic growth
that can very well benefit for our people.”
“Either we push ahead in new research areas or we will be always a follower …”
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Figure 21: Kuching Smart City Conceptual Framework

Design Priorities
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Separately, in an interview on May 6, 2020, he highlighted the importance of a “… resilient environment for
the current and future generations”.
Given these, Sarawak has been steadfast in moving forward these agenda and aspires to develop her digital
economy, through the innovation in new research areas, bringing benefits to the people in a resilient manner.
Hence, the Kuching Smart City Vision is reflective of these focus:

Innovative, Resilient & Inclusive
Kuching Smart City
Powers the Digital Economy of Sarawak

Figure 22: Vision Statement

4.2

STRATEGIC OUTCOMES, STRATEGIC THRUSTS AND INITIATIVES

In harnessing information and communication technologies to better serve citizens and businesses, the Master
Plan aims to achieve key outcomes in five portfolio domains for a start – Government, Environment, Economy,
Living and Digital Infrastructure.
1. For Smart Government, the effort is to achieve a unified and transparent government that can serve the
rakyat efficiently and effectively;
2. For Smart Environment, the desire is to achieve a clean and balanced environment, whereby all is in
harmony and the environment is conducive for the future generations;
3. For Smart Economy, the aim is to achieve a digitalised and vibrant economy, such that all businesses are
able to embrace the digital world and create better opportunities for themselves;
4. For Smart Living, the Master Plan strives to help the rakyat to live empowered and enjoyable lives,
supporting them to achieve their aspirations;
5. For Digital Infrastructure, with focus on being available and agile, it allows better sensing, communicating,
collaborating, sense-making and decision-making for Kuching Smart City. It is also designed to serve as the
Kuching Smart City Operating System.
Each of the Strategic Outcome is supported by two Strategic Thrusts, resulting in 10 Strategic Thrusts. Within
each Strategic Thrust, several initiatives have been identified. A total of 38 initiatives have been formulated to
address the 10 focus areas highlighted in the previous section titled Key High Level Findings.
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Table 2: Strategic Outcomes, Strategic Thrusts and Initiatives
Strategic Thrusts

Initiatives

Strategic Outcome 1: Digitalised & Vibrant Economy

ST1: Create a Seamless
Digital Experience for
Businesses

ST1.1: Enhancing Digital Marketplace & Expertise Sharing to Accelerate
Commerce & Trade
ST1.2: Kick-starting MSME Digital Journey through Digital Starter Kit
ST1.3: Improving Ease of Doing Business
ST1.4: Spurring Innovation through Smart City Living Lab

ST2: Develop New Digital
Economy Engines of Growth

ST2.1: Enhancing Agricultural Market Information & Capability Development
to Increase Income of Farmers
ST2.2: Developing Smart Tourism to Enhance Offerings & Receipts
ST2.3: Developing ICT Industry as an Engine of Growth

Strategic Outcome 2: Empowered & Enjoyable Living
ST3.1: Promoting Active Citizenry through Discovery & Co-Creation
ST3: Raise Awareness and
Empower Citizens

ST3.2: Making Continuous Learning Affordable & Widely Available
ST3.3: Sharpening of Welfare Services through Digital Information & Reach
ST3.4: Improving Health & Wellness through Outreach & Efficient Services
ST3.5: Improving Rurban Communities’ Access to Healthcare

ST4.1: Enhancing Public Safety & Assurance through Advanced
Surveillance & Response
ST4.2: Enhancing Emergency Response
ST4.3: Optimising Street Lighting
ST4: Build a Conducive and
Comfortable Kuching

ST4.4: Transforming Kuching Commute through Multi-Modal Transport
ST4.5: Supporting the Push for Public Transport
ST4.6: Facilitating the Administration & Sustainability of Free School Bus Service

ST4.7: Scaling up Traffic Management to Meet Growing Demands
ST4.8: Transforming City Parking to Maximise Utilisation & Revenue

13

Individual reports have also been prepared for the 15 initiatives highlighted in “blue, bold and italics”.
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Strategic Thrusts

Initiatives

Strategic Outcome 3: Clean & Balanced Environment
ST5: Empower the
Municipal Management
with Digital Tools

ST5.1: Enhancing the Digitalisation of Municipal Management System
ST5.2: Optimising Solid Waste Management
ST5.3: Real-time Metering for Utilities & Consumers
ST6.1: Encouraging Sustainable Buildings & Estates

ST6: Create a Green
Environment

ST6.2: Digitalising Water Resources Management
ST6.3: Encouraging Home Power Generation for Resilience & Sustainability

Strategic Outcome 4: Transparent & Unified Government
ST7: Build a Transparent
and Service-Centric
Government

ST7.1: One Stop Service

ST8: Implement Unified
Digital Services to
Enhance Cross-Agencies
Collaborations

ST8.1: Integrated & Intelligent City Operations Centre

ST7.2: Centralising Feedback & Response Management

ST8.2: Pandemic Management
ST8.3: Flood Management

Strategic Outcome 5: Available & Agile Digital Infrastructure

ST9.1: Connectivity
ST9: Facilitate SocioEconomic Growth

ST9.2: Data Enablement
ST9.3: Digital ID
ST9.4: e-Wallet

ST10: Instil Openness and
Collaboration
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4.2.1

STRATEGIC OUTCOME 1 (SO1) – DIGITALISED & VIBRANT ECONOMY

Smart Economy
Leaders of Sarawak hold responsibility for promoting the digital transformation of the local economy.
The city that had been relying heavily on non-renewable resources for its economic development
is hoping to improve her attractiveness for local and international investment, create better job
opportunities for the working age population, and increase average income for Sarawak families. A
digital economy strategic plan (DES) has then announced and executed since the year 2018.
In view of this, a list of goals in this smart city planning document is set to support the digital
transformation of local economy in the next 3 to 5 years, which includes improved ICT capability that
raises workforce competitiveness, increased business efficiency through adoption of ICT tools, reduced
operation costs by using cloud services and common computing resources, and wider market space
and better business opportunities for local MSMEs through internet-based marketplaces. By doing this,
Sarawak businesses is expected to be well equipped to face the challenges and opportunities while
entering the new digital economy era.

Strategic Thrust 1 (ST1) – Create a Seamless Digital Experience for Businesses

ST1.1
Enhancing Digital Marketplace & Expertise Sharing to Accelerate Commerce
The business community highlighted the need for a one-stop location to conduct commercial transactions,
gain business intelligence and learn about the use of technology to support their businesses. It was noted that
there were generally lesser awareness and willingness by local businesses to invest and transform digitally, on
top of the relative difficulty to find support or employees with relevant digitalisation skill-sets.
There is a need to develop a one-stop platform for the business community. The expected benefits include:
1. Encourage online retail / e-Commerce.
2. Support digital skill-sets development for employees (where possible, these programmes should be made
to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges).
Some of the mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative are:
1. Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at the MSME owners, as well as the employees.
2. Develop or tie-in with existing digital marketplace provider with enhanced features such as:
• Online retail with accompanying data for analytics;
• Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
• Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information on grants
availability (and direct links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming trade missions and
opportunities for regional or overseas expansion.
3. The government can also provide grants to MSMEs for online sales, with targeted discounts aimed at
consumers, resulting in win-win for both the MSME retailers and the Sarawakian consumers.
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ST1.2
Kick-starting MSME Digital Journey through Digital Starter Kit
The micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in Sarawak are facing many challenges today. The local
tech start-ups felt that they need to incur high CAPEX and OPEX in digital tools investment to start their
business. Other MSME users do not have enough ICT knowledge to take up digital tools.
There is a need to support MSMEs to start their digitalisation journeys by providing cost efficient options to go
digital. The expected benefits include:
1. Support MSMEs to go digital with needed helps including technical know-how and funding support.
2. Enable MSMEs to move their business from off-line to on-line.
3. Help MSMEs to use digital technologies to become more efficient and productive.
The Government can formulate MSME programmes including Talent programme, innovation programme and
adoption programme to support MSMEs in many ways. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this
initiative include:
1. Understand the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by MSMEs.
2. Develop incentives to encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of subsidies, free
training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.
3. Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage digitalisation for
their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available
to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.
4. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal and attract Tech-MSMEs and service providers to offer
suitable MSME digitalisation solutions such as HRM, CRM, ERP and Financial packages relevant to
Sarawak’s businesses at attractive price-points.
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ST1.3
Improving Ease-of-Doing-Business
In face of globalisation, a local business environment with competitive advantage has become the primary
factor for enterprises to choose to settle down. The Sarawak government is committed to continuously
changing the local Ease of Doing Business (EoDB) environment through information technologies.
EoDB can bring a number of benefits to the local economy, include:
1. Enhanced interactions between businesses and government.
2. Optimised experiences that reduce the wait-time, improving customer satisfaction and enable businesses
to start their operations faster.
3. An attractive location for starting new businesses.
The main strategy to create an ease of doing business environment are in two major aspects:
1. The government shall conduct a review of the key aspects of the Ease of Doing Business improvement
areas for Sarawak. Identify the areas with the highest impact and room for improvements which can
support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local investors. The findings
should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing government processes, linkages with Federal
processes, as well as set the direction for future ones.
2. The government shall then set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered
Chairman to foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
i. Commission BPR to set up processes to support “one-stop” approvals.
ii. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining, in conjunction with
overall Ease of Doing Business optimisation programme under Smart Economy.
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ST1.4
Spurring Innovation through Smart City Living Lab
To promote innovation and collaboration among government and local tech companies, Sarawak shall build a
living lab to test out new township development models such as collaborative and integrated town planning
involving all agencies, and where new technologies can be tested as trials or POCs to determine effectiveness
and usefulness in the local context.
The living lab is committed to achieving the following objectives:
1. Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face of the new norm
arising from COVID-19.
2. Provide a pool of local tech professionals to the labour market.
3. Promoting scientific and technological cooperation between local and foreign enterprises.
The key mitigation strategies includes the ICT developments in the following areas:
1. Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at the business owners to encourage digitalisation
for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
2. Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart street lights,
smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the effectiveness of such technologies
in Sarawak’s context and the programmes shall be made widely available to the MSMEs for free or at
nominal charges.
3. Along with the development of the living lab, the government shall also build a collaborative effort for
integrated digital town planning at the local planning phase.
Strategic Thrust 2 (ST2) – Develop New Digital Economy Engines of Growth
ST2.1
Enhancing Agricultural Market Information and Capability Development to Increase
Income of Farmers
Agriculture is an important part of Sarawak’s economy, and the agricultural workforce accounts for a
significant proportion of Sarawak’s working population. As the current agricultural businesses are mainly
performed in traditional way and businesses feel it difficult to adopt digital technology to help them improve
their situation, Smart City roadmap in Sarawak shall include the ICT developments to support the local
agriculture industry to move towards digitalisation.
The development of a smart agriculture will bring benefits to local agricultural economy include:
1. Helping the farmers and agricultural business to optimise resources.
2. Reduce information asymmetry.
3. Increase product yields and earnings through using to ICT technology.
The key mitigation strategies includes the ICT developments in the following areas:
1. Building of a common digital connect the farmers to the buyers, cutting out the middlemen to reduce price
to the consumers and increase income for the farmers.
2. Establishment of an Expert-Network-As-A-Service that can provide advice or services as needed to the
farmers, at a much reduced rate.
3. Building of a cold chain platform and instrument sensors to monitor the temperature chains. Additional layers
such as block chain could also be utilised to ensure food safety and the quality of food is not compromised.
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ST2.2
Developing Smart Tourism to Enhance Offerings and Receipts
Though endowed with beautiful and natural tourism resources, Sarawak seems to suffer from a lack of renown
by foreign visitors, compared to similar places in the region. This leaves a significant room for growth in
tourism economy in the future. International experience shows that the use of digital technology can effectively
improve the regional visibility and promote the growth of tourism income, which can serve to motivate the
government to start the smart tourism initiative in Sarawak.
The government can target to develop an overall concept for smart tourism with the expected benefits such as:
1. Optimise tourism revenue with limited resources.
2. Develop a new engine of growth (from tourism receipts) for the economy.
The key mitigation strategies in the smart tourism initiative include digital developments in the following areas:
1. A one-stop tourism platform for research and booking or ticketing of services / facilities / attractions that
provide an online + mobile application to enable the booking or ticketing of services, facilities and attractions.
2. Augmented reality of attractions, provide augmented realities of the attractions to provide more information
or gamification to the user.
3. Wayfinding for Points of Interest (POIs) that help the user to search for certain facilities, dining places, etc.,
and provide way-finding function to help them navigate their way to destinations.
ST2.3
Developing ICT Industry as an Engine of Growth
As ICT industry plays an important role in local digital economy development, the government plans to explore
potential areas to grow the ICT industry in Sarawak by developing an all-encompassing strategy to guide the
development of a local ICT industry to become a strong engine of growth for the State.
The development of an ICT industry will bring benefits to local economy and labour market include:
1. Promote the transformation and upgrade of high-value-added industries.
2. Promote the transition of the labour market to higher-income sectors.
3. Increase the competitiveness of the local economy as a whole.
The ICT industry development initiative focus mainly on the following:
1. Develop an ecosystem, make available research organisations, universities, funding organisations, service
providers, big companies and support organisations to help the start-ups grow and develop and put in
mentoring system to advise the start-ups on how to go global.
2. Explore the feasibility of building data centre parks by making Kuching the data centre hosting and disaster
recovery centre for the region.
3. Consider how to attract more regional and global companies to setup local or regional offices in Kuching.
4. Setup a one-stop team to attract, lobby, connect, and apply permits and more, for the investors to make
Sarawak an attractive location for investment.
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4.2.2

STRATEGIC OUTCOME 2 (SO2) – EMPOWERED & ENJOYABLE LIVING

Smart Living
Smart Living’s goal in to improve the quality of life for all the Sarawak residents and visitors via
strategic digital inclusion approach which focuses in areas such as safety, productivity enhancement,
sustainability and an immersive digital experience across all age group and demographics. With the
growing and evolving population in Sarawak, there will be various challenges in areas of mobility,
transportation, public safety, citizen welfare and resistance towards digital transformation despite
prevalent emerging trends.
Therefore, ICT will be positioned to assist and improve various services delivery, enhance security
and optimise traditional processes, simplifying the complex to enable easier and higher adoption of
technology amongst the Sarawak citizens and visitors. For example, promoting active citizenry through
discovery and co-creation; making continuous learning affordable and widely available; enhancing
public safety and assurance through advanced surveillance & response; enhancing emergency response;
optimising street lighting; sharpening of welfare services through digital information and reach;
improving health and wellness through outreach and efficient services; improving urban communities'
access to healthcare; transforming Kuching commute through multi-modal transport; supporting the
push for public transport; facilitating the administration and sustainability of free school bus service;
scaling up traffic management to meet growing demands; transforming city parking to maximise
utilisation and revenue.

Strategic Thrust 2 (ST2) – Raise Awareness and Empower Citizens

ST2.1
Promoting Active Citizenry through Discovery & Co-Creation
As a city develops, citizen participation forms an important feedback loop to the government.
Some of the expected benefits include:
1. Provide private individuals opportunities to influence public decisions and help to shape the development
of the city.
2. Ensure that the continued development of the city is based on pressing real-world issues experienced
by the citizens and businesses, while at the same time, seeking new ideas and co-creation with them to
garner the best ideas for implementation in Kuching.
3. Inculcate ownership into all participating individuals, strengthening the sense of belonging and willingness
to work with the government to overcome issues.
There are several ways to build the movement, where some of the suggested mitigation strategies are:
1. Build a simple-to-use Kuching Smart City Engagement Portal, serving to inform on the progress of Kuching
Smart City development, harness the creativity of the public on improving Kuching, solicit feedback on
projects, programmes and policies, as well as provide a communication platform for solution providers and
city planning experts to hear from the public.
2. Mandate key public policies to be shared with the public to solicit feedback.
3. Develop a campaign to encourage the public to contribute, sharing with them on the importance of active
participation, as well as providing an avenue to connect common interests / hobbies public to increase the
level of engagement among the public, as well as with the government.
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ST3.2
Making Continuous Learning Affordable & Widely Available
There was generally a low awareness of digital learning platforms and the services available, as well as upside
of potential digital opportunities in Sarawak today. Online platforms are used mainly for consumption basis
such as shopping, entertainment and obtain services, and not to learn new skills. For businesses, employees
wish to have training but opportunities are not readily available in some companies.
There is a need for a local learning platform that can bring local training content in local languages free or
affordably to the masses. The expected benefits include:
1. Enable higher employment and enhanced ICT education capability.
2. Improve ICT talent competence and build up ICT talent pool supply.
3. Drive digital inclusion for Sarawak citizens including the underprivileged groups.
As Kuching embarks on its smart city development, there is a need to bridge any digital divide and ensure
the under-privileged are not left behind. Government need to review the existing policies that are in place to
encourage lifelong learning. A Lifelong Learning Platform is needed to support the functions. Some of the key
mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Deliver e-learning content and made available in local languages.
Educate on the latest technologies, trends, best practices and more.
Provide credits for certain courses which can lead to future certifications for ICT professionals.
Cooperate with major universities or training certifications by major global multi-national companies (MNCs).
Cooperate with the industries to provide courses on the actual needs and skills of the industries, and
many more.
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ST3.3
Sharpening of Welfare Services through Digital Information & Reach
In a rapidly changing world, targeted social welfare is an important tool to help the needy. However, the
rendering of such assistance, especially of the economic nature, is easily hampered by the lack of information,
which may result in such assistance not reaching the relevant audience. Hence, there is a need to modernise
and enhance the provisioning of social and welfare services to the under-privileged in a transparent and
sustainable manner.
Some of the expected benefits may include:
1. Ensure that citizens who are in need of support, can be easily identified and verified, and targeted aids are
rendered effectively and with dignity.
2. Ensure social cohesion and solidarity, whereby no one is left behind.
3. Provide an avenue for those who wish to participate in charity activities so as to lend a helping hand to
the under-privileged.
4. Encourage greater citizens’ participations to take ownership for societal issues, so that everybody can work
in unison for the greater good of the city.
Suggested mitigation strategies are:
1. Conduct regular reviews of the needs of residents and existing coverage of support by the government and
NGOs to ensure the effectiveness of policies and programmes.
2. Institute a strong corporate governance in the charity organisations to enhance public confidence and
remote self-regulation in the charity sector.
3. Build up Internal capabilities of charity organisations to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements
and enhance public accountability.
4. Support with a social service platform that can provide the following features:
• Instil best practice processes for NGOs in corporate management, operations management, etc.
• Profile welfare recipients and use data analytics to review effectiveness of programmes.
• Ease donation contributions with automated registration for tax relief (if any) for donors.
• Match volunteers with charitable organisation for both short, or long term causes.
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ST3.4
Improving Health & Wellness through Outreach & Efficient Services
With escalating healthcare cost and increasing demand in quality primary care services, there is the need to
raise awareness and empower citizens to take charge of their health. One way to do is to increase citizenry
participation to take responsibility for their health and reduce the lifestyle-related diseases through
preventive measures.
Key benefits may include:
1. Improve efficiency of healthcare covering primary to acute to step-down care.
2. Cut down on waiting time and queues by providing patients with information to manage their doctors’ visits.
3. Educate the public to take ownership for their personal well-being.
4. Reduce chronic disease among the citizens and reduce stress on the healthcare system.
Proposed mitigation strategies may include:
1. Provide a medical portal for citizens and residents, some possible services that can be provisioned are:
• An appointment-making eService to visit the doctor.
• Personal patient record where patients can self-input their medical data (e.g. blood pressure readings,
blood sugar level, etc.) or other health-related data through wearables devices (e.g. frequency of
exercise, number of steps per day, heart-rate readings, etc.).
• Health / medical care related information for citizens and residents on the lifestyle-related diseases,
whereby users can get regular prompts or information to promote healthy lifestyle.
• Social network online and Communities of Practices (CoPs) to provide support for home caregivers.
• Information and support for the healthcare and para-health care workforce.
2. Provide a Healthy Lifestyle Portal to:
• Share government approved healthy lifestyle messages, including articles on nutrition, fitness, disease
prevention, etc.
• Provide incentive programmes to encourage healthy-eating and regular exercise through gamification
and social influence.
• Provide other services such as the booking of public and private sports facilities.
• Allow private sector to promote health-related services and products (subjected to a vetting process).
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ST3.5
Improving Rurban Communities’ Access to Healthcare
For citizens and residents staying far from Kuching city area, there are concerns with long travel time
from these rurban areas to hospitals, limited polyclinics and limited transportation available (especially
during medical emergencies). Hence, there is a need to improve the healthcare support for them through
provisioning of remote healthcare education, telemedicine and even stepdown homecare for post-ops
patients who live far away.
By improving rurban communities’ access to healthcare, some of the expected benefits include:
1. Shorter travel time for the citizens and residents to access basic, but quality healthcare services.
2. Reduce heavy reliance on city healthcare services, especially for stepdown care for post=ops patients.
3. Generate side income through “gig” economy work for the locals, but more importantly, provide avenues
for them to contribute back to their communities through various means.
Proposed mitigation strategies may include:
1. Incentivise and subsidise public and private healthcare providers to set up more satellite clinics and
treatment centres in remote areas.
2. Train and tap on part-time nurses, allied healthcare workers, vehicle owners in the community to provide
basic frontline and transportation services in a “gig economy” style of remuneration.
3. Approve and implement the use of telemedicine systems for remote consultation and diagnosis,
treatment for simple procedures, remote monitoring of patients’ medical indicators and consumption
of food and medicines.
4. Deliver medicines through various means such as drones, to reduce reliance on manpower delivery.
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Strategic Thrust 4 (ST4) – Build a Conducive and Comfortable Kuching

ST4.1
Enhancing Public Safety & Assurance through Advanced Surveillance & Response
Perceived high crime rate and no confidence to walk alone at night are reasons the public requested for more
surveillance cameras to be deployed in Kuching. For government agencies, they require additional pair of eyes
to assess location situation remotely for the purpose of investigating or assessing disasters, accidents, crime
without sending man down to site which is less efficient and ineffective if the situation is time sensitive.
Implementing Advanced Surveillance & Response system for government will help to address the challenges
above. The expected benefits include:
1. Prevent and detect crime, creating a perceived safer environment and forming a stronger deterrence to
criminals.
2. Standardise the deployment of existing and new cameras, empowering Kuching to stream massive video
streams on-demand and perform advanced analytics with proper user controls to prevent misuse.
3. Provide city management insights through use of Big Data platform by the output of video analytics.
Information such as traffic density, human traffic density, peak hours, and demographics shall support the
Digital economy of Kuching.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Increase the degree of government digitisation using ICT technologies to build up a Video Hub to enhance
Public Safety and assurance to safer living.
2. Establish policies to include surveillance and integration into the Video Hub as part of new or upgrading
construction works for Kuching. To manage safety and security efficiently and effectively for years to come.
3. Setup cross-departmental/cross agency working teams with empowered chairman to foster and enforce
collaboration, with initial agenda to address the internal and external stakeholders’ concerns highlighted.
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ST4.2
Enhancing Emergency Response
The need for digitalisation with advanced communication was a common critical requirement across Kuching
city councils to improve emergency response and provide better service to the citizens. The city councils lack
a system to manage and communicate for incidents in Kuching, to ensure accuracy and security of the data.
In addition, to determine a decision for an incident may still require a supervisor or management experienced
decision which could be bias or flawed. They hoped that a system could help by recommending SOPs to the
respective problems of the incidents; ensuring incidents are managed in a fairer and more efficient manner.
Implementing Emergency Response system for government will help to address the challenges above. The
expected benefits include:
1. Aligning communication for each city councils through its Command Centre with a communications system
to unify or distribute voice, video, and data with high security in times of emergency.
2. All incidents shall be recorded, tracked, and guided by the respective department’s SOP in a structured and
organised manner.
3. It shall raise the service standards through quicker response thus attaining a higher satisfaction with citizen
of Kuching.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Increase the degree of government digitisation using ICT technologies to build up a Command Centre to
enhance emergency response.
2. Establish common communication protocols to tackle emergencies efficiently and effectively between
departments and agencies in Kuching.
3. Setup cross-departmental/cross agency working teams with empowered chairman to foster and enforce
collaboration, with initial agenda to address the internal and external stakeholders’ concerns highlighted.
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ST4.3
Optimising Street Lighting
Street lighting promotes security in urban areas and increase the quality of life by artificially extending the
hours in which it is light so that activity can take place. Street lightings are acknowledged by the citizen of
Kuching that increasing the density of lightings and optimising will have direct impact to safety for drivers,
riders and pedestrians as well as giving them an extra sense of safety.
Implementing and optimising street lighting system for government will help to address the challenges above.
The expected benefits include:
1. Increase coverage of lightings to provide extra sense of safety.
2. Conservation of energy and the reduction of environmental pollution through the use of an automatic
system that will switch ON or OFF the streetlights at given time and also depending on the intensity of
the ambient light. This system also detects the movement of vehicles, people and interrupts the system
to increase the intensity of light on the roads or pavements. This shall not only reduce cost but also to
establish sustainable living for Kuching.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Increase the degree of government digitisation using ICT technologies to manage street lighting leading
to perceived safety and energy conservation.
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ST4.4
Transforming Kuching Commute through Multi-Modal Transport
With the increase in population and ramping up of economic activities, transportation in Kuching will play a
key role in ensuring connectivity and mobility for the citizen of Kuching. The development of a multi-modal
transport connectivity will be aimed to support the use of public transport from rural to urban areas, reducing
use of private vehicular transport and resultant traffic congestions.
By transforming Kuching commute through multi-modal transport, the expected benefits include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increased ridership and utilization of public transportation.
Increased revenue for public transportation services.
Reduce private vehicle usage thus improved road traffic.
Reduction in emission from vehicles will improve overall air quality.

Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Develop the public transport options such as Autonomous Rapid Transit (ART), feeder bus service, riverine
transportation, e-Bike / PMD-sharing and Private Hire Vehicles (PHV). Improve supporting infrastructure
such as more sheltered bus stops, covered pedestrian walkways, connecting bridges, safe traffic crossings,
OKU-friendly facilities, cleanliness of facilities and vehicles, etc.
2. Develop policies to address the following:
• Ensure the legality, safety and other concerns for alternative forms of transportation such as Van Sapu;
• Ensure regularity of service levels for public transport, maintenance schedule, cleanliness requirements,
safety records, OKU-friendliness and more.
3. Develop an integrated transport system with the following features:
• Ensure the availability of ICT infrastructure and connectivity at the specific connecting nodes;
• Develop an online application to enable the planning of seamless and efficient journeys (e.g. shortest
time or lowest cost to reach one’s destination) using the various connecting means of public transport;
• Integrate the booking of e-Bike / PMDs / PHVs / express boats tickets, with Digital Wallet for online
payment and more. If necessary, Digital ID can be utilised for the purpose of convenience for booking;
• Allow for feedback mechanism within the application on delays, safety, hygiene, driver, addition of
routes and more.
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ST4.5
Supporting the Push for Public Transport
In line with ST4.4, upon readiness of the various transportation modes, there is a need to further encourage
the public to use public transport more regularly by improving the experiences of the passengers in areas such
as waiting time, safety and hygiene of the public transport. As is with the current bus services, there are many
areas of improvements which can be done from a policy, operations and system perspective. The main aim
is to ensure affordable cost for citizens, increase public transportation coverage area, reduce the reliance on
private transport and ensure OKU-friendliness.
By supporting the push for public transport, the expected benefits include:
1. Reduced reliance of private vehicle thus reducing traffic on the road.
2. Improved ridership in public transportation.
3. Reduction in emission from vehicles will improve overall air quality.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Upon the readiness of ST4.4 whereby public transportation can meet the needs of the residents, there is a
need to develop strategies to encourage commuters to leverage on public transport, rather than driving.
• Lower cost of commute for citizens (tied in with Digital ID), compared to visitors and tourists;
• Increase the coverage by public transport;
• Increase the cost of using private vehicles, especially in city centres for parking, road usage, tolls, etc.;
• Consider OKU-friendliness in the design of the public transport system;
• Incentivising public transport drivers to ensure better ride experiences.
2. Further enhance “ST4.4 Transforming Kuching Commute through Multi-Modal Transport”” through the following:
• Use of data analytics to determine the frequency of services, efficient / effective maintenance of
vehicles and shorter waiting times for the commuters;
• Perform driver profiling and accident predictive analytics to ensure optimum drivers’ performances in
ensuring safe rides;
• Recommend discounted fares for off-peak travels to encourage staggering of rides;
• Optimise journey planning to show seats availability, and other features, based on the comments and
feedback received from ST4.4.
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ST4.6
Facilitating the Administration and Sustainability of Free School Bus Service
With the existing free school bus service provided by the government for needy students, consider expanding
the scope of the service to attract more students to leverage on the service.
Some of the benefits may include:
1. Provide a safe transportation means for needy students, ensuring that they have a seat on the school bus service.
2. Ensure the safety of the students, and timely arrivals at their schools.
3. Help to alleviate other traffic related issues such as traffic jams near schools during peak hours.
Proposed mitigation strategies include:
1. Review the policies and standards from a safety and sanitation / hygiene perspective, such as drivers’
selection criteria, safety requirements, bus cleanliness feedback and maintenance requirement.
2. Conduct studies on route planning for better coverage and frequency.
3. For the basic free service, implement features such as:
• Registration of passengers and booking of seats, with priority given to the under-privileged;
• Feedback mechanism that can help the government fine-tune the service.
4. For the cost-recovery model, implement features such as:
• Track students to ensure they reach home and school safely and on time;
• Monitor the situation within the bus via CCTV cameras, supporting real time report to relevant
management office.
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ST4.7
Scaling up Traffic Management to Meet Growing Demands
With the increased vehicle ownership and traffic congestions in Kuching, it is vital that there is an integrated
platform which is always online, supported by AI, big data and Internet of Things (sensors and video cameras)
to regulate and reduce traffic congestions issues, optimise traffic flow and provide real-time information
through apps or digital signage to drivers in order to help them make better decisions on road-usage.
By scaling up traffic management to meet growing demands, the expected benefits include:
1. Reduced traffic congestions and improved traffic flow.
2. Improved citizen work and operation efficiency as there is less time wastage being stuck in traffic jams.
3. Clear insights on the traffic condition for actual data and information for a much precise traffic and
town planning.
4. Improved enforcement capabilities with assistance of technology.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Conduct a public transportation study for city road planning in line with future city planning.
2. Provide real-time traffic information sharing, travel advice and estimated travel duration via digital signage
and viable message signs.
3. Develop an intelligent traffic light control system to adapt to real time traffic situation.
4. Analyse traffic congestion caused by road condition and implement upgrade or new road construction programmes.
5. Develop a traffic control and command centre with integrated video surveillance, enabling real time
abnormal capturing and responding.
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ST4.8
Transforming City Parking to Maximise Utilisation & Revenue
The limited space in city area of Kuching causing limited parking availability and drivers circling around
the area searching for parking is one of the key cause of traffic congestion within the city. A smart parking
initiatives would be able to improve the overall city parking challenges in Kuching.
By transforming city parking, the expected benefits include
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maximized parking utilization and improved parking occupancy.
Improved parking revenue.
Reduction in traffic congestions.
Accurate insights on parking utilization enabling better town planning strategy.

Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Review on parking fare regulations and parking lot set up policies.
2. Perform analysis on traffic and city parking situation and for better city planning and variable parking charges.
3. Develop parking application, with the following features:
• Parking lot finding based on current or specific location and traffic situation;
• Route planning and travel time estimation to parking lot;
• Payment via online payment or e-wallets;
• Parking space reservation.
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4.2.3

STRATEGIC OUTCOME 3 (SO3) – CLEAN & BALANCED ENVIRONMENT

Smart Environment
One of the goals of Smart Kuching is to ensure environmental resilience and sustainability. Environmental
factors such as natural resources, climate, environmental compensation and climate change will have
a broad impact on tourism, agriculture and even the insurance industry. The living environment is also
one of the most important issues. High-density urban population, solid waste management, sewage
management, and maintenance of urban facilities are huge challenges.
Therefore, ICT will be used in a smart environment to improve working methods, optimise operating
procedures and assist supervision. For example, enhancing municipal management capabilities;
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of solid waste management, strengthening water resources
management of rivers and sewage; promoting the application of smart meters, guiding users to save
resources while ensuring accurate metering and timely billing; promoting smart buildings and estates
to improve energy efficiency ratio; promoting the deployment of solar energy to solve energy supply
problems while reducing non-renewable energy consumption.

Strategic Thrust 5 (ST5) – Empower the Municipal Management with Digital Tools

ST5.1
Enhancing the Digitalisation of Municipal Management System
Under the constraints of the limited funds and the limited capacity, there is a need to enhance the digitalisation
of municipal management system.
The expected benefits include:
1. Support local authorities to effectively supervise and manage the implementation of municipal services
through big data, mobile terminals, AI and integrated communications (rather than manual, excel forms
and social tools).
2. Evaluate the service quality of service providers and quickly respond to municipal construction and
maintenance needs.
3. Improve the quality and efficiency of municipal services.
4. Reduce the workload of limited workforces.
The Government can formulate the programmes including policy review programme, capability development
programme and adoption programme to enhance the digitalisation of municipal management system in
many ways. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Review the existing policies that are in place to optimise the across local authority collaboration mechanism
and processes to share the data and IS systems especially the platform.
2. Carry out the digitalisation transformation programme (Mind-sets and Digital Skills) for the local
authorities’ employees, for example IT training, campaign, reference visiting, etc.
3. Optimising Municipal Management system.
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ST5.2
Optimising Solid Waste Management
The public survey selected solid waste management as the primary area of improvement to be addressed
by local authorities. ICT technology will be applied to the supervision, operation assistance and process
optimisation of waste management activities and actions, such as waste collection, transportation, treatment
and disposal, waste management process supervision and management.
The optimising solid waste management can bring Kuching a clean and health living environment, while under
the constraints of constraint funding.
The Kuching can formulate the programmes including campaign, optimising management. Some of the key
mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Promoting the 3Rs (Reduction, Reuse and Recycle) in waste management, especially restrict the use of
plastic bags, carry out more education program, encourage the recycle business.
2. Optimise the Solid Waste management with following features.

ST5.3
Real-time Metering for Utilities and Consumers
Public survey feedback said that energy and water bills were not timely, the bills were inaccurate, and the
expenses exceeded expectations.
The deployment of real-time metering can:
1. Make residents satisfied with consumption.
2. Guide the reduction of resource consumption.
The Kuching can formulate the programmes including the regulation review, the smart metering system
deployment. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Review the regulation to promote the smart meter rather than traditional meter, especial for new real
estates and industrial parks. Review the regulation to allow suppliers to adopt tiered pricing strategies to
encourage or discourage resource consumption.
2. Deploy the Smart Metering System.
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Strategic Thrust 6 (ST64) – Promote a Green Environment

ST6.1
Encouraging Sustainable Buildings & Estates
Sustainable is critical issue, buildings and estates (such as university campuses, industrial parks) are the first
choice for sustainable development in term of energy consumption.
Sustainable buildings & estates can:
1. Reduce the time cost of tenant.
2. Reduce the waste of resources for scattered construction.
The Kuching can formulate the programmes including the regulation review, the smart estate system
deployment. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Review the standards for carbon emission, solid waste management, waste water management, air and
land pollution management of estate.
2. Update the design standards and specifications of estates and buildings in terms of ICT infrastructure,
estate security and access.
3. Deploy a smart estate system.

ST6.2
Digitalising Water Resources Management
Kuching has an equatorial climate. It is the most populous area in Malaysia (on average), with an average of
two-thirds of rainy days per year. The average annual rainfall is between 3,300 mm and 4,600 mm. Adequate
rainfall not only brings abundant water resources, but also brings serious flooding (flooding issues will be
discussed in the government section).Abundant water resources, relatively low-density scattered residential
patterns, dense rivers and ditches, industrial development along the river, sewage discharge and water
transportation have brought great challenges to water management.
The water resource management digitalisation can:
1. Reduce the water pollution.
2. Reduce the negative impact of abundant water.
The Kuching can formulate the programmes including the regulation review, the smart water system
deployment. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Review the regulation on drainage outlets (e.g. must be with equipment monitoring system) to control the
quality of discharge to rivers.
2. Deploy the Smart Water system.
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ST6.3
Encouraging Home Power Generation for Resilience and Sustainability
Malaysia plans to produce at least 20% of its energy from renewable energy sources by 2025, higher than the
current 6%. According to the data analysis of the Talikhidmat of Kuching 2018 OCT-2019 Sep, even though
it has improved a lot, electricity interruption are still among the top 20 problems; and in many places in
Sarawak, there is still no grid to provide stable energy.
Household power generation can:
1. Bring a good alternative that cannot be achieved by the State Grid.
2. Bring an auxiliary improvement plan for grid instability.
3. Improve environmental resilience and sustainability.
The Kuching can formulate the programmes including the regulation review, the smart water system
deployment. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Review the regulation to encourage the solar power and the micro grid (home grid).
2. Deploy the solar power.
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4.2.4

STRATEGIC OUTCOME 4 (SO4) – TRANSPARENT & UNIFIED GOVERNMENT

Smart Government
Smart Government is the key goal of Smart Kuching to incorporate intelligence into government services,
making government services digital, smart, efficient and transparent. From research findings, Sarawak
government has been constantly investing efforts to improve various aspects of government services
including breaking the silos, provide better services to the citizens, increase the degree of government
digitisation, and improve the cross-agency collaborations, city data collection and visualisation.
Proven ICT technologies and solutions can be deployed to achieve smart government goal in Smart
Kuching. Some of the key initiatives include one-stop services to provide convenient services to
citizens and businesses with faster turnaround time, centralising feedback & response management
application to provide the public with multiple channels for providing feedback, integrating city
operating system & management to improve city services management including flood management,
pandemic management and many others. These initiatives will help to make government transactions
available anytime / anywhere and improved the overall experiences of citizen interactions. It also help
government to improve the cross-agency collaborations, visualised and feel the Kuching city beats.

Strategic Thrust 7 (ST7) – Build a Transparent and Service-Centric Government

ST7.1
One Stop Service
The citizen and business surveys, as well as government agency interviews concluded there are still area
of improvements needed for the collaboration between government agencies on information sharing and
approval. Citizens and businesses wanted a more integrated government services to break some of the silos
and multiple touch points when they engage the government in various government related transaction.
Specifically, businesses lack knowledge of legal and regulatory requirements due to changing regulations;
and the lengthy and difficult process needed in complying. There are also too many different websites to get
different information and services.
Implementing One Stop Service for government will help to address the challenges above. The expected
benefits include:
1. Streamline the government processes for the citizens and businesses. Making government services more
digital, more efficient and more transparent.
2. Improve customer satisfaction on the use of e-Government services.
3. Improve degree of cross-agencies collaborations, data and information sharing.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Increase the degree of government digitisation using ICT technologies to build up a One Stop
e-Government Portal.
2. Commission BPR to set up processes to support “one-stop” approvals and set up physical One-Stop Service
Centre(s) with appropriate processes will help to enhance the public’s interactions with the government,
such as enabling ease of secured access and making government transactions available anytime / anywhere
and more, thereby improving the overall experiences of the interactions.
3. Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered chairman to foster and enforce
collaboration, with the initial agenda to address the citizens and businesses concerns highlighted.
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ST7.2
Centralising Feedback & Response Management

With the rapid development of Kuching, both the government and citizens have raised higher demands on
Talikhidmat. From the perspective of citizens, they need more friendly service access methods, such as social
media integration. For agents, they want to improve work efficiency and reduce workload through advanced
technologies. For government departments, they want to improve collaboration in incident management to
speed up government service efficiency.
In this initiative, we propose build a “Centralising Feedback & Response Management” system. The
expected benefits include:
1. For the public, it provides more convenient service access modes such as WhatsApp, WeChat, and Facebook.
2. For hotline agents, it provides intelligent assistant tools and uses AI and voice analysis technologies to
improve service efficiency.
3. For agencies, it provides an end-to-end case management engine to support cross-department case
management and tracking.
4. For management, it provides big data-based case analysis and AI-based quality monitoring.
Centralising Feedback & Response Management is a unified portal for government hotlines and an engine for
government incident management. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Talikhidmat enhancement: it provides multi-channel access, intelligent agents enabled by AI technologies,
and intelligent management enabled by big data technologies.
2. Universal case management: it provides unified event specifications, unified event scheduling, and
centralized event supervision.
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Strategic Thrust 8(ST8) – Implement Unified Digital Services to Enhance Cross-Agencies Collaborations

ST8.1
Integrated & Intelligent City Operations Centre
Aligning to the state government’s plans, the Integrated & Intelligent Operation Centre is poised for consolidation
of information from all agencies with the purpose of monitoring and managing disasters, safety, security and
development in the state. It will allow management of city operations efficiently in an integrated manner,
automating monitoring and response where possible. The IOC will feature adoption of key technologies such
as Hybrid Integration Platform, Big Data Analytics, Deep Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Multi-Cloud, etc.
The Integrated & Intelligent Operation Centre expected benefits include:
1. Single pane view of Kuching with detailed and extensive information for accurate and effective
decision-making.
2. A holistic end to end approach with meaningful insights in management and utilisation of information to
ensure optimum service delivery and efficient city management.
3. Reduced cost with a single shared digital platform amongst all agencies.
4. Data sharing and integrated agency collaboration delivering efficiency public services to the
Kuching citizens.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Build multi-tenant Operations Centre with flexible and configurable work spaces, and which allows for
integrated rich-media presentation supporting high tempo 24x7 operations.
2. Build Core Operations team to manage Ops Centre as “co-working space”” as well as to provide valueadded services like operations, analysis and reporting for user Agencies without sufficient scale to deploy fulltime headcount.
3. Develop and deploy Operations Management, Intelligence, Visualisation, Transactions, Data Collation &
Sense-Making, Predictive and other Systems to support Integrated City Operations. Systems will also be
supported by IoT Platform and Big Data Platform to integrate and manage information.
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ST8.2
Pandemic Management
The Covid-19 pandemic hits the world by surprise and posed a few challenges to Sarawak government include
insufficient quarantine centres, lack contact tracing capability and single pandemic information repository.
There is also improvements needed to streamline the cross-agencies pandemic processes and the safer way in
handling of PUI (Person under Investigation).
Using ICT Technologies can help to enhance the state’s responses to pandemic management & recovery. The
expected benefits include:
1. Improve overall efficiency in fighting the pandemic.
2. Well defined pandemic management and recovery process to facilitate cross-agencies operations.
3. Create better visibility with the command centre with readily data feeds from sensors on the ground for
better pandemic monitoring, tracking and control.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Starting from discovering, detecting, isolating and treating of the disease. Formalise multi-agency virtual
teams and prepare drawer plans to meet future Pandemic scenarios. Participation and considerations
should include health, public safety, trade & industry, finance and communications. In addition, team
structures should be formalised to allow ICT development agencies like SMA to participate in Post Action
Reviews and other strategic and operational analysis meetings to learn the detailed challenges and needs,
so as to allow development of appropriate systems to support Pandemic Management.
2. Develop dynamic and flexible Command & Control, Workflow and Data Analytics systems that supports
changing cross-agency teams and missions for all phases of Pandemic Management.
3. Develop field-deployable integrated detection, alert and tracking systems for vital installations and
crowded areas, including non-intrusive temperature scanners, video analytics to detect violation of
social distancing and mask wearing.
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ST8.3
Flood Management
While the Government has allocated multi-millions budget and putting constant efforts to flight flooding in
Kuching city, flooding is still an issue for Sarawak citizen today. 9% of Citizens have been victims of a flood
in Sarawak Kuching city. Citizens want early warning on affected areas so that they can plan out the journey
in advance to avoid any inconvenience. Residents who experienced disasters showed a higher demand for
disaster notification application. This was highlighted as the top desired area of improvement.
Smart digital technologies with IoT sensors can be utilised to develop smart flood management system. The
expected benefits include:
1. Enable proactive prediction, management and recovery from flooding, so as to mitigate loss of lives and property
damages.
2. Provide early warning to citizens to reduce inconvenience and potential dangers.
3. Enable data collection via the flood sensors to better plan for future preventive measures.
The integrated smart flood management platform can monitor the floods in the city. Some of the key mitigation
strategies proposed in this initiative include
1. Forecast disasters and notify citizen via disaster notification application.
2. Utilise flood sensors, including those developed by DID with a Kuching city GIS map to provide early
warning on flood alerts, collect flood statistics to plan for focused areas of drainage system maintenance,
and to maintain historical flood records to provide data points for future flood mitigation projects.
3. Perform flood simulations and formulate action plans to tackle potential flood prone areas.
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4.2.5

STRATEGIC OUTCOME 5 (SO5) – AVAILABLE & AGILE DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Digital Infrastructure
Smart Government is the key goal of Smart Kuching to incorporate intelligence into government services,
making government services digital, smart, efficient and transparent. From research findings, Sarawak
government has been constantly investing efforts to improve various aspects of government services
including breaking the silos, provide better services to the citizens, increase the degree of government
digitisation, and improve the cross-agency collaborations, city data collection and visualisation.
The successful implementation of the various initiatives outlined in this Master Plan is heavily reliant
on a robust and agile underlying digital infrastructure. Also known as the new “bridges and roads” that
support the digital economy, it is critical that the individual components are designed and implemented
as part of an integrated architecture, leveraging on the combined strengths to form the whole that is
greater than the sum of the parts.
These recommended Digital Infrastructure initiatives form the common services that can be utilised
by the rest of the business initiatives. As the pedestal to the digital economy, these serve to connect
and bring digital to all, while also providing a platform for digitalisation, enabling the government to
support the users and businesses to embark on their own personal digital journeys.

Strategic Thrust 9 (ST9) – Facilitate Socio-Economic Growth

ST9.1
Connectivity
Smart city network provide comprehensive and reliable connections for the city, meeting the data transmission
and communication requirements of the public and governments. The Smart City network connects all
agencies, people and things in the state.
Smart city network is the foundation of smart city construction. The expected benefits of this connectivity
initiative include:
1. Increase the efficiency of the smart city, with providing the connectivity for the entire e-government
system with the high availability, reliability, and security.
2. Improve public service quality and experience in the city with the high broadband network.
3. Eliminates digital divide with connected systems and data, equal the opportunity for acknowledge
achievement for the citizens wherever living.
The smart city network consists of multiple layers. Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this
initiative include:
1. e-Government network: A dedicated e-Government network is constructed to meet the requirements
of network coverage and e-Government security. Build a government campus network to improve work
efficiency and data sharing, and build a dedicated video network to transmit more and more video data.
2. Communication network: 5G networks are constructed to meet the public’s requirements for highbandwidth and wide-coverage network connections. On the other hand, increase the base station
construction to improve the network coverage requirements in rural areas.
3. IoT network: The network layer is set up based on the existing communication networks such as GSM
/ UMTS / LTE networks in conjunction with new technologies such as NB-IoT / MTC / eMTC and 5G
communication technologies, fully connected to things
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ST9.2
Data Enablement
Data is considered as soul of smart city and key resource required by all smart city services. The establishment of
a comprehensive and effective data management strategy is one of the key measurements of the successfulness
of a smart city. The government shall review the current data sharing policies to ease the opening up of data
to the public, and to help them to find suitable data to create innovative services, and review data security
classification strategy to meet the government’s security needs.
The expected benefits of well managed public sector data include:
1. Capturing real-time city running information for further analysis.
2. Receiving high quality feedback from citizens, enterprises, and public sectors.
3. Generating high-quality reports to assist decision-making.
In order to provide suitable data tools or services (e.g. data catalogues, data dictionaries, standards, etc.) that
can help to push for inter-agencies data-sharing, the government shall develop a big data platform with the
following features:
1. The platform shall be extensible and scalable, starting with existing needs but with capability / capacity to
grow as the data demands of the government increases.
2. The platform shall put in place data catalogues and data dictionaries to help agencies know the existing
range of data collected by the government, and make government data available to the public via an open
government approach.
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ST9.3
Digital ID
With the current Sarawak ID focusing only in government services, the Digital ID would be positioned to
expand the coverage not only to all government portals and transaction but also private enterprises such as
banking and retail whilst ensuring seamless, reliable and secured identification, authentication and verification
of government personnel, Kuching citizens and visitors through not just verification through password but
verification enhanced with biometric authentication.
The Digital ID expected benefits include:
1. Improving convenience of users as users can easily seamlessly transact online anywhere and everywhere.
2. Reducing access cost to users with less travelling and other traditional services access cost removed.
3. Improved service delivery with application and system all available online with seamless access,
authentication, verification and transaction.
4. Improved security and reduced identity fraud and low chance of duplication of ID.
5. Potentially new revenue streams for public and private sector such as Digital ID authentication and
verification as a service.
6. Service delivery cost reduction as less physical location required, lowered usage of office consumables as
everything is online.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Ensure all government portals and transactions offer Digital ID for login and authentication.
2. Campaign to transform the attitude and increase the uptake towards Digital ID. Showcase the ease of
using a Digital ID:
• Ease of accessing social benefits provided by the government and other services, ensuring a
seamless experience;
• Single authentication to all government services, avoiding need to remember username and password;
• Simpler proof of identify for digital signing;
• Combat identity fraud;
• Emphasise the security and privacy concerns such as security measures taken to mitigate cyber security
risks; Examples of the use of Digital ID all over the world and steps taken to address privacy concerns;
• How to use the Digital ID with clear instructions in written and video format to show how to use the
Digital ID for transactions.
3. Develop eKYC API to support both public and private enterprises to leverage on the Digital ID, starting with
the government and banking sectors, to the retail sector. Review the Digital ID security in areas such as:
• National authentication infrastructure design and implementation;
• Registration of users;
• Use of technologies such as biometrics, blockchain, end-to-end encryption, patch management, etc.;
• Conduct regular code-testing, penetration testing, etc.;
• Continuous updates on risks in the macro environment and to ensure robustness of infrastructure
and system;
• Continuously simplify the user interface to encourage greater usages.
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ST9.4
e-Wallet
Citizens want a secure and easy to use and simple e-Wallet platform. Sarawak Pay subscribers has increased
from 265K in Q1 2020 to 396k in Q2 2020. Merchants’ adoption has also increased from 15k in Q1 2020
to 56K in Q2 2020. The surge in adoption of Sarawak Pay is mainly contributed to the Covid-19 pandemic
situation where going digital is the only way for merchants to survive their business and for citizens to order
food and goods online. While the adoption rate is encouraging for the last few months, there is a need to
keep the e-Wallet subscribers to continue using the e-payment method even after the pandemic. There is still
continuous improvement needed to make the Sarawak Pay more secure, easy to use and address the data
privacy concern on the use of Sarawak Pay.
For e-wallet, the expected benefits include:
1. Shift from cash to e-Wallet enables consumer to easily track their expenses.
2. Enable small businesses to ride on the wave of e-commerce and electronic payments to reduce operations
cost and time, and better serves the customers.
3. Cashless society would benefit the public sector in that fraud, corruption and money laundering can
be reduced.
To transform the trust level and the attitude on e-wallet and encourage citizens’ new behaviour and lift style
in using e-payment, the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Develop educational information for the public users the benefits and incentives to use e-wallet, how to
use e-wallet for transactions, and how secure is it to use an e-wallet.
2. Develop policies to support the merchant (e.g. subsidising the installation of equipment, if any; reducing
merchant fees, etc.)
3. Engage merchants to offer e-wallet payment service by providing training on how to collect payment and
understand their challenges (e.g. connectivity issues, time for transaction vs actual money, etc.).
4. Develop e-wallet APIs to support both public and private enterprises to leverage on the e-wallet.
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Strategic Thrust 10 (ST10) – Instil Openness and Collaboration

ST10.1
Cloud Data Centre
Government investment may not be fully optimised when different government agencies build multiple data
centres for different purposes. This may also result in valuable data stored in multiple silo locations. Not only
so, due to project-based system design, there is no unified management portal to maintain the systems, such
as platforms, applications, data life cycles, etc.
A well designed and deployed government cloud will benefit government, enterprise and public, in areas such as:
1. Provides MSME with lower costs access to digital infrastructure.
2. Promotes government efficiency through a common, cost effective, scalable computing and storage
infrastructure that is able to meet the demands of smart city applications, with capability to scale up as
the demand increases.
3. Encourages public to involve in smart city development by providing the necessary computing resources to
them at a nominal fee.
4. Drives local talent development towards digital transformation and digital economy, as the demand for
such skill-sets increase in future.
The proposed cloud platform is a hybrid cloud which includes private cloud and public cloud under unified
cloud management platform (CMP), and provides agile and scalable cloud services for all relevant smart city
initiatives. The cloud platform implementation should follow the strategies below:
1. Consolidate the existing data centres IT Infrastructure to a new hybrid cloud based solution to improve and
optimize the DC resource utilization and reduce OPEX & CAPEX.
2. The roadmap planning should consider transformational changes, application and workload migrations
and other factors.
3. Implementation phases planning should be in line with smart city other initiatives, such as setting up a
cloud with a smaller size and sufficient capacity in initial phase and expanding the baseline based on actual
resource demand.
4. A recommended approach will be to consider public cloud as part of a multi-cloud service platform.
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ST10.2
City Digital Platform
As Kuching aims to become a smart city, it will require the help of a robust ecosystem of ICT companies to
provide technological solutions to meet the business needs. The digital platform is the digital core of Kuching’s
smart city which acts as a hub for applications in various fields to obtain information from each other and for
processes in different agencies to integrate smoothly.
Through the use of open standards, protocols and APIs, the digital platform will bring benefits to smart city
development include:
1. Ensures that different ICT companies can contribute towards the building of Kuching Smart City in an
open, transparent and efficient manner.
2. Ensures that all solutions are aligned, interconnected and able to exchange critical information, an industry
enablement platform should be implemented.
3. Ensures that all applications, systems, Apps, etc. comply with the same cyber security standards.
4. Ensures that all ICT resources are available at any time.
A fundamental city digital platform in Kuching shall include the following features:
1. Embeds intelligent digital technology components (e.g. big data, IoT, AI, next-gen security, etc.) into the
government’s technological capability.
2. Uses data as a key production and operational resource to innovate.
3. Provides API-based standard digital services that will facilitate business development and operations.
4. Provides ease of integration features with multi-vendors’ solutions integrated in the platform to ensure
compatibility and openness.
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ST10.3
Develop a Digital Communication Platform for Kuching for better collaboration
Local authorities interviewed, shared that they are currently using manual approaches such as excel, pen &
paper and WhatsApp to record, track and communicate on incidents, which is resulting in untimely information
sharing. Another issue is that there are different silo modes / channels of communications such as GSM,
TETRA, etc., resulting in higher equipment maintenance cost and lower efficiency in communication. They
have acknowledged that they lack of a platform to provide multi-channel incidents reporting and unified
communication system to integrate the multiple silo system.
Implementing Digital Communication Platform for government will help to address the challenges above. The
expected benefits include:
1. Aligning communication for each city councils through its Command Centre with a communications system
to unify or distribute voice, video, and data with high security in times of emergency.
2. Provide an efficient and effective communication platform that enable fast and efficient responses to the
incidents and threats occurring in Kuching.
3. Integrate video, audio and digital information flow to provide an efficient way for sharing the information
across multiple responder agencies in an emergency and helps in monitoring and enhancing its decision
making capabilities.
4. Better connection between Kuching government and citizen and faster response of emergency events will
significantly improve the citizen satisfaction.
Some of the key mitigation strategies proposed in this initiative include:
1. Increase the degree of government digitisation using ICT technologies to build up DCP in Kuching’s
Command Centre to enhance emergency response.
2. Integrate communication of multiple terminals and media networks, such as PSTN, PLMN, GSM, Tetra
trunking, SMS message networks, and email networks, and security protection alarm networks
3. Future DCPs could adopt technologies such as AI, voice technology for language identification and big
data analytics to help in mining various data from different sources and provide actionable intelligence
for predictive responses.
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KUCHING SMART CITY OPERATING SYSTEM

Kuching Smart City aims to lay a strong foundation at the digital infrastructure layer, enabling an open
ecosystem that allows the best of breed technologies and solutions to participate in the development of the
city. But more importantly, in the midst of the on-going pandemic, with greater reliance on digital to deliver
services, there is a need to build trust between the government, rakyat, vendors and partners. Thus, an open
and transparent platform is necessary to build a trusted smart city ecosystem. The digital infrastructure is
designed as the Kuching Smart City Operating System and aims to achieve the following purposes:
1. Technology Agnosticism
2. Open Standards
3. Standardisation of Data Models
4. Aggregation and Normalisation of Data
5. Abstraction of Resources
6. Collaborative and Trusted
With the Kuching Smart City Operating System, it enables all smart city solution providers to build, integrate
or deliver their services via a common digital platform, without need for in-depth knowledge of the underlying
technology infrastructure. All government agencies can mine, collect, store, cleanse, analyse and consume
raw digital data from different sources, before aggregating and normalising to develop deeper insights and
spark innovation. The ownership of these data shall reside with the Sarawak Government, with Sarawak
Multimedia Agency as the data trustee on behalf of the Sarawak Government, and specific agencies identified
or designated as the originator, provider or acquirer of a dataset shall be the data trustee agency . More
importantly, with openness, transparency and clear data roles and responsibilities as the basic tenets, it creates
trust among the stakeholders.
To understand the technologies proposed, Figure 23 illustrates the proposed Kuching Smart City Technical
Architecture.

14

As stipulated in the “Sarawak Multimedia Authority (SMA) Ordinance 2017”.
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4.4

TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION

4.4.1

DEVICE LAYER

At the most basic Device layer, it is technology agnostic and can accept all types of end-devices such as IP cameras,
mobile devices, sensors (e.g. IoT) and other information collection devices such as electricity meters, etc.

4.4.2

ICT INFRASTRUCTURE LAYER

At the ICT infrastructure layer, this comprises of the connectivity and the cloud data centre components.
Connectivity refer to the physical transmission layer and networking equipment that make up the
telecommunications and broadcasting networks, wide area networks (WANs), local area networks (LANs)
and the Internet-of-Things (IoT) networks. All these networks serve specific purposes (e.g. Sarawak Net for
government connectivity) and together, provide a mesh of connectivity options to connect all devices and
systems in a resilient and effective manner. For the cloud data centre, it is leveraged as a common service for
government users, improving operational efficiencies and economies of scale, as well as easy implementation
of resiliency and protective measures to ensure the availability of the central environment upon which the
government’s critical businesses applications are hosted. Recent developments have seen government opening
up their cloud data centres to micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) so as to lower access costs to
digital computing and storage resources, promoting digitalisation.

4.4.3

CITY DIGITAL PLATFORM LAYER

The City Digital Platform is the key component of the Kuching Smart City Operating System that integrates
technologies, aggregates data and enables applications. It uses intelligent digital technologies as components,
data as production resources and standard digital services as output. It enables service innovation and efficient
operation of organisations, facilitates data operation management and value mining of organisations, while
reducing the technical operation and management complexity of organisations.
At the Technology Platform level, it provides basic capabilities for supporting multiple service applications
in a city, including:
1. Artificial Intelligence (AI) platform to provide intelligent sensing basis for city management and support AI
capabilities and AI applications in various industries.
2. Big Data platform to centrally store and manage data resources of the city of Kuching, aggregating municipal
department data, social data, Internet data, IoT data and more to the big data infrastructure platform.
3. IoT platform to standardise and guide the connection and management of various city devices and
sensors. It support aggregation and sharing of massive multi-source and heterogeneous city-level real-time
information resources.
4. Video Cloud platform is interconnected with the Kuching video networked sharing platform to provide the
video resource base for AI capabilities, making full use of the video resources to improve city management
intelligence level.
5. Digital Communications platform is key to coordinating command and dispatch resources of multiple
departments, such as city management, emergency management and disaster management, providing
unified access of information from multiple channels, unified scheduling of government resources, and unified
consultation of multiple departments, improving daily supervision and emergency command efficiency.
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6. Spatio-Temporal Geographic Information System platform serves to integrate available information models
onto one map based on the unified spatio-temporal benchmark to display complete GIS information and
provide fast and diversified GIS information services for the users at all levels.
7. Building Information Modelling platform involves the generation, storing and management of digital
representations of physical and functional characteristics of buildings and physical infrastructures. The
information is used by city urban planners and managers to plan, design, analyse, predict and track city
management metrics in areas such as maintenance, scheduling, logistics planning, disaster simulation
and more.
8. Blockchain platform serves as the catalyst to further transform Kuching’s smart city management. When
city management roles are further diversified with greater external stakeholders’ participation, the platform
is key to ensuring the security of data sharing, updating and verifying by trusted intermediaries in a fastpaced and agile manner. This allows city managers to further delegate city management to external
parties, while retaining key roles such as control, security, privacy, efficiency, transparency management
and more.
The Industry Enablement Platform integrates services, data and applications, streamlines service flows,
connects data and services, in order to fully utilise the capabilities of each platform and providing an open
development environment to enable rapid service innovation.
1. AI enablement: Automatically and intelligently detects city events, provide AI capabilities for applications,
reducing manual event processing and improving city management efficiency. Some of the possible AI
services may be voice recognition, OCR, vision recognition, license recognition, crowd analysis and more.
2. Data enablement: Optimises the information resource centre by defining the data standards, expanding
the sharing and exchanging of information, improving data quality, exploring data sharing and supporting
government with analysis and decision-making.
3. Service enablement: Provides the common services for front-end applications to tap on. It reduces the
need for additional development and unified the usage approach. Some possible services are Digital IDs,
e-wallet, case management, electronic license, digital stamps, digital approvals and more.
4. Integration enablement: Provides integration of distributed message services for applications from different
departments or integrate heterogeneous data sources such as text, messages, APIs, structured and
unstructured data.
5. Development enablement: Provide simplified development capabilities to help build applications, perform
agile iterations, accumulate common services or capabilities, and quickly develop and deploy service
applications online and offline.
The Operations Platform serves as a support platform to ensure the readiness, manageability and trustworthiness
of the Digital Platform. It performs tasks in areas such as service operations, cloud operations, data operations,
security operations, knowledge management and user management.
All these components work together within the Digital Platform, supporting the city to achieve the objectives
of Kuching Smart City Operating System.
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4.4.4

INTELLIGENT OPERATIONS CENTRE

The Intelligent Operations Centre (IOC) focuses on supporting the decision-making and collaboration in
key fields such as municipal facilities management, urban transportation control, public safety, ecological
environment development, macro-economy forecast and even analysis of public opinions.
IOC integrates the operational information of functional departments, streamlines communication between
departments, and enables city situation awareness, decision-making, and handling of complicated cases. It
provides a handy tool to municipality leaders to improve city service level and emergency handling efﬁciency
in Kuching, as well as the entire state of Sarawak. It includes real-time city status monitoring (Observe),
intelligent warning (Orient), intelligent decision-making (Decision), and collaborative handling (Act) of key
events to form a close loop of OODA (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) for city operation management.
Supported by the digital platform that provides technical capabilities, the ICT infrastructure layer’s cloud data
centres and network connectivity, it utilises sectoral resources to promote service collaboration and provide
scientific monitoring, analysis, warning and decision-making capabilities for city operations management.
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4.5

STRUCTURAL ENABLERS

Structural enablers form the support upon which initiatives rely on heavily to succeed. Hence, due attention
should be given to the structural enablers, so as to support the formulated strategic thrusts and initiatives.
Whilst there are many, the key enablers covered for this master plan include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Defining effective smart city governance structure;
Putting in place standards to guide the development and management of the smart city initiatives;
Addressing ICT manpower development as a key aspect for resource management;
Ensuring a well performing and robust ICT ecosystem to support Kuching’s smart city development;
Unifying the approach towards cyber security;
Establishing relevant Operations & Management (O&M) policies;
Getting critical messages across to the relevant stakeholders as part of the communications strategy.

4.5.1

GOVERNANCE

The responsibility of developing Kuching into a smart city lies with the entire Sarawak Government, as well
as her ability to muster support from the rakyat and business stakeholders. Hence, all government ministries,
agencies and departments (to be collectively called “agencies”) have important roles to play, ranging from
domain owners to drive smart city initiatives related to their domains, to agencies-specific expertise such as
advisory on financial-related matters, legal support, business process improvement (BPI), as well as digital
technologies. It is especially important for digital technologies as smart city initiatives are transformational in
nature and personnel who understand how digital technologies can support agencies’ business requirements
are required to bridge these business-technology gaps. Future initiatives (even those not pertaining specifically
to digital economy or smart city) will also entail some technological elements. Hence, skilled digital technology
personnel will be in great demand at the agencies’ level. It is not possible to just depend one or two agencies to
provide all the digital technology expertise; instead, this competency should be readily available in all agencies.

4.5.1.1 Establishing the Governance Committees
As the Master Plan’s overall objective is to support the transformation of Sarawak’s digital economy through
Kuching Smart City, the implementation team may wish to consider leveraging on the existing Digital Economy
/ Digital Government Governance fora and processes to support discussion, decision-making, enforcement
of the Government’s directions and tracking the progress of the initiatives. This also ensures that there is
alignment and synergy between the various digital economy programmes.
Hence, the governance committees should be finalised at the earliest opportunity.
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4.5.1.2 Instituting an Architecture Governance Committee
As Sarawak Government implements the digital economy and Kuching Smart City, it is important that the
digital infrastructure and solutions are able to work in tandem and coherently, with the systems “talking” to
each other and sharing data expediently. To achieve this, it is important that the entire government works
together and all solutions conform to specific architectures that are designed based on the principles of being
open and collaborative.
To achieve this, an Architecture Governance Committee is recommended to be setup to guide, design,
implement and ensure architectures’ compliance. The Committee is recommended to be part of Sarawak
Multimedia Authority’s governance structure, overseeing all digital economy / smart city projects funded by
the Sarawak Government, as well as projects with strategic interests, such as Sarawak ID and Sarawak Pay.
Agencies’ business domain experts and senior ICT professionals with digital architecture skill-sets shall be
invited to sit on the Committee. The agencies’ business domain experts, though non-technical in skill-sets, are
important in enterprise architecture as they understand the business services and processes of their agencies
and can provide inputs to build the business architectures. These business architectures form the baseline to
guide the development of the corresponding data, application and technical architectures. Should there be
no suitable personnel at the onset, these business domain experts from the agencies may be trained to level
up their data, application or technical architecture skill-sets. Private sector or overseas experts may also be
considered in the short to medium term, while local capabilities are built.
Some of the possible key responsibilities, as shared by The Open Group (The Open Group, 2020) are:
1. Ensuring consistency between sub-architectures;
2. Identifying re-usable components;
3. Building in adaptability and flexibility of the architectures so as to meet evolving needs and
changing technologies;
4. Enforcing architecture compliance;
5. Improving maturity level of architecture discipline within the government;
6. Ensuring the discipline of architecture-based development is adopted;
7. Providing the basis for all decision-making with regard to changes to architectures; and
8. Supporting a visible escalation capability for non-standard decisions.
See Figure 24 for the proposed Architecture Governance Framework.
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At the highest level, the “Architecture Governance Guidance” develops the following to guide architecture
design and implementation:
1. Overarching principles on the design of digital infrastructure and systems for the Sarawak Government;
2. Standards and specifications to for the solution providers to conform to;
3. Checklists for architectural reviews to ensure standardised checks.
At the “Architecture Design & Implementation” layer, the focus is on the implementation of the architecture
design guidelines into the management process through the architecture review checklist (from the upper
layer). Some of the management processes include:
1. Manage transformation planning and operations:
• Manage planning;
• Manage process quality;
• Manage continuous improvement.
2. Manage business architecture and processes:
• Manage business and process architectures;
• Manage process development;
• Manage process lifecycles.
3. Manage data:
• Manage information structure;
• Manage data quality;
• Manage data analysis.
4. Manage applications and digital infrastructure:
• Manage applications;
• Manage platforms and digital infrastructure;
• Manage engineering capabilities.
This layer also looks into the quality assurance of architecture design through the processes.
At the “Compliance Management” layer, the aim is to ensure architecture execution compliance through
various means such as architecture review, architecture maturity assessment and architecture audit.
Though the setting up of an Architecture Governance Committee is time-consuming, requires a lot of effort in
setting up the architectures, and manpower and resources to maintain, these will help to rein in the extraneous
cost resulting from the implementation of non-standardised architectures, one-off solutions and unconstrained
developments across the Sarawak Government. Once ready and fully operational, the Architecture Governance
Committee will be a key support to help the government achieve the digital economy and smart city outcomes
efficiently and effectively.

4.5.1.3 Refining the GCIO / CIO Functions
The current CIO function setup in every agency had been a good step forward to embed digital technology
skillsets into the domain agencies. Moving forward, the repertoire of digital technology skillsets needs to be
expanded and the number of personnel increased.
To strengthen the CIO function, it is recommended that the role of Government CIO (GCIO) be established at
the state level, while the Agency CIO (CIO) role be reinforced at the agencies’ level. Seated within SSMU, the
GCIO provides digital technology leadership to the entire Sarawak Government, while the CIOs matrix-report
to the GCIO, as well as to the head of their own ministry / agency, to drive agency-level business-technology
requirements.
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Table 3: Responsibilities of Government CIO (HQ)
Government CIO (HQ)
1. Provides central digital technology services which includes:
a. Technical advice and recommendations to the Chief Minister’s Office for digital technology matters
concerning the whole Public Sector
b. Definition of digital technology policies, standards and procedures
c. Advice on and management of service-wide ICT infrastructure
d. Project management of government-wide digital technology initiatives
2. Digital Technology Leadership through:
a. Digital Technology Governance
• Develop policies and standards
• Ensure compliance with these policies and standards across whole government for all government
digital applications, infrastructure and technology deployment
b. Digital Technology Master Planning
• Develop and execute digital technology strategies, plans, concepts of government digital services
and infrastructure for whole of government
c. Digital Technology Architecting
• Develop digital technology blueprint and architecture of central government infrastructure for
the whole of government
d. Digital Technology Exploitation
• Encourage and enable agencies to adopt digital technologies to achieve the whole of government
missions and objectives
e. Digital Technology Catalyst
• Drive digital technology innovation in government to exploit new technologies
f. Digital Technology Competencies Equipping
• Excite and equip the Public Service Officers with digital technology competencies to use and
exploit digital technologies in their daily work
g. Digital Technology Contract Management
• Develop, negotiate and manage contracts for centrally provided digital technology services
h. Digital Technology Service Management
• Manage delivery and operations of centrally provided digital technology services and infrastructure
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Table 4: Responsibilities of CIO (Agencies)
CIO (Agencies)
1. Provides professional IT manpower, site support and project services to government agencies
2. Seconded officers from SSMU, SMA, SAINS, etc., assume the roles of CIOs, IT Managers, IT Planners,
IT Architects, IT Data Officers, IT Analysts, Technical Service Managers, Application Service Managers,
Project Managers and Technical Specialists for the agencies.
3. Perform digital technology leadership roles at the agency
4. Provide day-to-day digital technology management at the agency
5. Provide digital technology planning and technical consulting services to the agency
6. Provide programme / project management services for the agency’s digital technology initiatives
The GCIO and CIO roles are recommended to be full-time roles and to be filled by qualified professionals with
relevant skillsets. The GCIO role should be pegged at minimum job grade N54 or higher, while the CIO role
should be pegged at the job grade N48/52 or higher, where possible. It is also recommended that both SSMU
and SMA have oversight in appointing suitable candidates for the CIO roles in the agencies.
Over time, the agency-level CIO function shall be further strengthened with additional staff such as project
managers, digital technology planners, technical specialists, business analysts, data analysts, etc. Where
possible, local institutes of higher learning (IHLs) should be involved to develop suitable digital technology
courses at the tertiary level to train more digital technology personnel to support the government, as well as
the digital technology industry. In the longer term, all agencies should aim to reach the full strength of the
proposed agency-level CIO function. However, it will take time, subject to availability of suitable manpower
resources and other factors. During the initial years, the smaller agencies can be supported by their parent
ministries and / or agencies such as SSMU and SMA, until they are able to build up their full CIO function.
It is important to instil a sense of ownership for the Kuching Smart City Master Plan in the public service. This
can be done by engaging agencies across the public service both as providers of key digital services and as
users of the common digital infrastructure and platforms. The agencies’ CIOs will be held accountable for
their respective ministries’ compliance with the government’s digital policies, budgeting and usage of relevant
budget. This is necessary as all agency-level smart city or digital economy initiatives must be owned and driven
by the relevant agencies, given their in-depth understanding of their business requirements. Collectively, they
support the GCIO to drive the entire public service to achieve the Kuching Smart City’s vision. However, they
will still be advised and supported by other relevant agencies such as SMA, State Financial Secretary’s Office,
State Attorney-General’s Chambers and more.
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4.5.1.4 Funding Models
Traditional Funding Models
Throughout the past a few decades, the governments around the world choose from several common funding
and payment models to get their ICT systems developed or get their ICT services delivered. The models include
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) / Operating Expenditure (OPEX) model, Pay-As-You-Grow (PAYG), Pay-Per-Use
(PPU) and Pay-How-You-Use (PHYx). The respective scenarios where each model is usually used can be seen
in the following table.

Table 5: Traditional Funding Models
Funding Model

Description

Typical Use Case(s)

CAPEX / OPEX

Pre-defined development and
maintenance/operation budget as part
of government yearly ICT funding.

Procurement of off-the-shelf software
and applications like HRM, Finance,
Admin software.

Pay-as-you-grow
(PAYG)

Government only pay for the resources
they need to grow, regardless of what
actual capacity is installed.

Storage based IAAS services or license
based SAAS services / software.

Pay-per-use (PPU)

XaaS with little or no upfront payment

Software / services that charge on pertransaction bases.

Pay-how-you-use
(PHYx)

Pay based on your habit or time-ofuse

Staged charges based on volume /
time / quality of service required. Not
commonly used by government due to
complicity of budget calculation.

Even though all traditional models described above require government funding as the sole source of investment,
they are still commonly used for most of the government ICT procurements and developments due to the following
reasons:
1. Firstly, it is suitable for small to middle size development, or for software procurement where the risk is low
and the budget can be easily calculated;
2. Secondly, these models have been in used for many years and the government project managers have
sufficient knowledge to manage the tendering process and the contracts;
3. Thirdly, these models are supported by most of the ICT suppliers and vendors.
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Smart City Funding Models – Risk and Revenue Sharing
The smart city era brings in new types of funding and development models that allows government and
vendors to work more closely with each other, to invest together and to share the risk and benefits. There are
generally three types of risk and revenue sharing models as seen in Table 6.
The risk and revenue sharing modes may reduce government’s upfront spending and help government to
smooth the cash flow as the government can choose to pay less in the beginning and finance the project
at the later stage using the revenue collected. It may also reduce the risk of white elephant projects and
encourage vendors to provide better services to the end users. However, those models may require complicated
cost/revenue calculation and may require the government to buy in 3rd parties for auditing or performance
measurement.

Table 6: Risk and Revenue Sharing Models
Funding Model

Description

Typical Use Case(s)

Revenue Share

Vendor and government agency share
revenue generated by project.

Usually applicable to ICT systems
that collects revenue directly from the
general public. Examples like smart
parking, highway with toll, etc.

Share of Savings

Vendor and government agency share
cost savings from project.

Usually applicable to ICT systems
that target to reduce cost or energy
consumption. Examples like smart
lighting, rubbish collection, etc.

Performance-based
Contracts

Vendor and government agency share
performance risks or vendor absorbs
risks.

Usually applicable to ICT systems
or services where the performance
of service delivery could be clearly
measured from end user. Examples
like lighting-as-a-service.

Smart City Funding Models – PPP models
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) models includes one or multiple third parties who fully or partially finance
the ICT project to lower government’s initial cost. Typical PPP models includes Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT),
Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT), Build-Own-Manage (BOM), Build-Lease-Transfer (BLT), etc.
PPP models are usually used by government and vendors together with the risk and sharing models. It allows
government to bring in financing and expertise when it lacks such resources. In most PPP models, build and
operate risks are transferred to the vendor as service provider. It encourages private investment by sharing the
potential revenues in the future.
Some of the successful PPP cases include: In Estonia, PPP models are widely used in building of schools and
provision of utilities; In Paris, the Velib Bike Program includes a 10 years contract using Build-Finance-OperateMaintain model to provide shared bicycles to the riders; In Indiana, USA, Xerox outsourced management of
3,600 parking lots in Indianapolis using BOOT model with advanced smart services. It is recommended
that government form a joint-venture with commercial vendors to provide risk and revenue sharing based
servicers to ensure a stable long term collaboration.
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A recent evolution to the PPP model is the Public-Private-People Partnership 15 (4P) model, or the
Public-Private-Community Partnership (PPCP) model. It is used to achieve sustainable development in which
the three parties jointly develop a business unit / service of mutual benefit and provide maximum benefit to
the wider community. Some of the key benefits arising from the use of 4P models are:
1. Provide opportunities to the local enterprises to scale up their service and delivery capabilities;
2. Encourage greater citizen’s participation in the co-creation process, enabling higher transparency, greater
buy-in and averting over-focus on economic considerations or sustainability, rather than on solving the issues;
3. Offloads part of the technical responsibilities from the government, allowing the businesses to play an
active role in supporting the government.

Tweaking the Funding Mechanism for Kuching Smart City Master Plan
There should be two types of funding arrangements to support the deployment of the Master Plan initiatives:
1. As cross-agency development becomes more and more common, a central fund is required to fund the
development and implementation of cross-agency digital infrastructure and shared systems such as the
connectivity and platforms. SMA is empowered as the designated agency to deliver these ICT infrastructure.
However, the usage should also be subsidised to encourage government agencies’ participation. This
will steer government agencies towards the use of shared systems and collaboration in the delivery of
integrated systems.
2. A “4P” fund is required to encourage Public-Private-People Partnerships. When certain digital solutions are
necessary to provide key services to the public but not within the core competency of the government, 4P
models should be explored and encouraged. This will allow the Government to focus on providing basic ICT
infrastructure, developing competitive policies and framework, planning for workforce training and more.
Indicative budget estimates for each initiative are listed in Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List. These figures may
be used for budgeting purposes but actual cost of the initiative is subject to the time of implementation, as
well as the outcome of the tendering process during the procurement of the initiative.
As each of the initiative is supported by a number of mitigation strategies (i.e. projects that may be in the form
of campaigns, policy development, detailed studies, governance review, capability development, infrastructure
build-up or system development), these may be subject to change and replace with alternatives that contribute
to the same strategic thrusts, and hence outcomes. Some situations that may warrant a replacement of a
mitigation strategy include changes in government policies or availability of new technology.

Though typical government’s interactions with enterprises and citizens take place separately, there is a growing
realisation on the benefits of involving both enterprises and general public in a joint process. (Perjo, 2020)
15
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4.5.2

STANDARDS

The Kuching Smart City Master Plan’s objectives are developed with a long term sustainable vision. In order to
ensure accountability, support collaborative engagements and prioritise initiatives, an approach based on open
standards is required. Hence, the Master Plan proposes leveraging the existing strategic, process and technical
global standards to enable a structured approach.
Key elements of the structured approach include interoperability of data between users, systems and solutions,
open and transparent information flow between stakeholders and government, and ensuring that Strategic
(leadership), Process (management) and Technical standards are adhered to at all times.
In 2016, representatives from ISO, IEC, ITU, IEEE, CEN-CENELEC & ETSI gathered with the aim to accelerate
and better align smart city standardisation work to “help move cities faster to greater smartness” (ETSI,
2016). British Standards Institution (BSI Group) has also contributed significantly to standards for the design
and development of smart cities.
Today, there are elaborate smart city standards that key stakeholders often refer to. The Master Plan
recommends leveraging the same to realise the Sarawak Smart City’s vision.
Taking reference from BSI Smart City standards, a selection of technical, process and strategic standards may
be referred to as a starting point and can be further developed to suit the local needs.
The strategic standards address ‘why’ and provide guidance for stakeholders in planning and management.
The Process standards deal more with the ‘how’ and are related to actions or steps to be taken. Finally, the
technical standards are mostly about ‘what’ needs to be done in terms of implementation and / or operation.

16

ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
ITU (International Telecommunication Union)
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
CEN-CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization)
ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)
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4.5.2.1 Strategic Standards
Table 7: List of Suggested Strategic Standards
Document ID

Title

Organisations

BS ISO 37120

Sustainable development and resilience of communities – Indicators
for city services and quality of life

ISO

BS ISO/TR 37150

Smart community infrastructures – Review of existing activities
relevant to metrics

ISO

CWA 15245

EU e-Government metadata framework

CEN

PAS

Smart city framework – Guide to establishing strategies for smart
cities and communities

BSI

BS EN
15331:2011

Criteria for design, management and control of maintenance
services for buildings

EN

CWA 16030:2009

Code of practice for implementing quality in mobility management
in small and medium sized cities

CEN

4.5.2.2 Process Standards
Table 8: List of Suggested Process Standards
Document ID

Title

Organisations

BIP 2207

Building information management – A standard framework and
guide to BS 1192

BSI

CAN/CS-ISO/TS
14049:03 (R2012)

Environmental management – Life cycle assessment – Data
documentation format

CSA

CWA 16649:2013
en

Managing emerging technology-related risks

CEN

ISO 16484-1

Building automation and control systems (BACS) – Part 1: Project
specification and implementation

ISO

ISO/IEC 17998

Information technology – SOA governance framework

ISO/IEC

NEN-ISO/IEC
16326-2010 en

Systems and software engineering – Life cycle processes –
Project management

ISO/IEC

NPR-ISO/TR
12859 2009 en

Intelligent transport systems – System architecture – Privacy aspects
in ITS standards and systems

ISO/TR

SS-ISO/IEC 27005
2013

Information technology – Security techniques – Information security
risk management

ISO/IEC

VDI 4466 Blatt 1

Automated parking systems – Basic principles
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4.5.2.3 Technical Standards
Table 9: List of Suggested Technical Standards
Document ID

Title

Organisations

ANSI/ASQ E 4

Specifications and guidelines for quality systems for environmental
data collection and environmental technology programs

ANSI

BS EN 149085:2009

Open data communication in building automation, controls and
building management implementation guideline – Control network
protocol – Implementation

CEN

BS ISO 148131:2007

Intelligent transport systems – Reference model architecture (s) for
the ITS sector – ITS service domains, service groups and services

ISO

CWA 152643:2005

User requirements for a European interoperable eID system within
a smart card infrastructure

CEN

DD CEN/TS
13149-6:2005

Public transport – Road vehicle scheduling and control systems –
CAN message content

CEN

EIA TSB 4940

Smart device communications – Security aspects

EIA

GOST R 55060

Automatized control systems of buildings and structures. Terms
and definitions

ISO 16354

Guidelines for knowledge libraries and object libraries

ISO

ISO/PAS 22720

Association for standardization of automation and measuring
systems open data services 5.0

ISO

ITU-T X.207

Information technology – Open systems interconnection –
Application layer structure

ITU

NEMA SG-AMI

Requirements for smart meter upgradeability

NEN 7512:2005

Health informatics – Information security in the healthcare sector –
Basis for trust for exchange of data

NEN

PAS 555:2013

Cyber security risk – Governance and management – Specification

BSI

GOST R

NEMA

Besides BSI Group’s Smart City Standards, The Open Group Architecture Framework, a standard developed
by The Open Group, is an ‘enterprise architecture methodology and framework used by the world’s leading
organisations to improve business efficiency’ (The Open Group, 2020).
It is used to create formal descriptions of an information system, in particular by defining components or
building blocks and how they will work together.
The standard is relevant for smart cities development as initiatives are often about integration and
interconnection, and TOGAF could help describe not only how the overall system works together but also
how individual components can be designed and developed independently (e.g. by multiple vendors) in a
way that they can be connected successfully.
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4.5.3

ICT CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT

To transform Kuching into a smart city, ICT capability is needed from both the workforce, as well as the general
public. This section of the Master Plan will focus on the following two areas of ICT capability development:
1. Nurture sufficient and qualified digitally-ready professional workforce to meet the local industries’ needs;
2. Develop a digital inclusion programme, especially targeting the non-digital natives and under-privileged /
OKUs / rurban dwellers, so as to narrow the digital divide.
Many renowned global digital economy and digital industry reports 17 have included ICT Capability as one
contributing measurement the indices. In Sarawak Digital Economy Strategy (2018 – 2022), talent development
was also defined as one of the key functions under the Sarawak Digital Economy Governance Structure. Action
34 of the strategic actions involved workforce planning and training including attracting foreign talents to
Sarawak.

4.5.3.1 Digitally-Ready Professional Workforce
As Sarawak develops the digital economy and Kuching to become a smart city, new ICT / digital skills are
necessary to meet the new types of jobs created. This can potentially result in four (4) challenges:
1. From the planning perspective, there is a lack of digital talent insight and strategy;
2. From the competency perspective, there may be ambiguity of future skills and competencies;
3. From development perspective, there is low alignment between the competency required and the training
/ learning available;
4. From qualification perspective, there may be a mismatch between talent supply and demand.
See Figure 25.

Some of the reports included ICT Development Index (IDI) by ITU, Global Connectivity Index (GCI) by
Huawei, Network Readiness Index (NRI) by World Economic Forum and Digital Competitiveness by Institute for
Management Development (IMD).
17
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Hence, the government has an important role to play to bring together the government bodies, the industries
and education institutions together to define the talent development policy and regulation to support
the build-up of the ICT talent community that matches the demand and supply of the required workforce
( see Figure 26 ) .

Align Supply and Demand of ICT Workforce
To promote the convergence and synergies between the government, industries and education institutions,
the Industry-Academia-Government (IAG) Collaboration Model ( Figure 27 ) is widely used. Currently, the
needs analysis is conducted and coordinated by SMA, Centre of Technical Excellence (CENTEXS) and Ministry
of Education, Science and Technological Research (MESTR). The main benefits of this model are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Industry-relevant graduates are produced and aligned to the ICT Industry;
Structured practical attachment for undergraduates through mentored real-life projects by the industry;
Enhancement of skills of faculty members in the delivery of industry-relevant ICT curriculum;
Development of soft skills such as critical Problem Solving & Entrepreneurship skills.

Some of the proposed interventions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Train-the-trainer (TTT) programs at collaborating institutions of higher learnings;
Collaboration to embed industry-relevant modules into the present curriculum;
Collaboration on providing final year students with industry projects;
Involvement of industry subject matter experts as guest lecturers to run industry relevant modules and
mentor the students;
5. Embed Industry relevant modules into curriculum;
6. Industry exposure via experiential learning programs.
In this way, it is possible to identify the synergies between supply and demand. The industry drives the
development and the specialisation of the workforce according to its demands. The Academia response is
direct, generating value for the state. Technology companies and professional associations can provide courses,
internships, scholarships, accreditations in order to train the workforce for the digital ecosystem. To ensure
education remains job-relevant, it is crucial to collect insights from government, academy, businesses, and
society in the curriculum design process. This collaborative initiative has to emphasise entrepreneurship as part
of the curriculum to bring innovation to the market landscape.

ICT Competency Qualification Framework
The next step is to formulate an ICT Competency Qualification Framework. Qualification is important for
a number of reasons:
1. National Education: For government and policy-makers, they provide a focal point and measurable output
for education and training policies. Researchers also benefit as qualifications offer a quantifiable means
for analysing the supply of knowledge and skills.
2. Recruitment and Hiring: For employers and enterprises, they convey what a potential employee is expected
to know and skill requirement.
3. Learning and Development: For education and training, teaching and training activities are defined to result
in recognition of qualification of a certain standard. It can provide patterns of incentives for participation
in education and training.
4. Personal Growth, Promotion and Career Advancement: For individuals, it provides career opportunities in
recognition of competencies obtained throughout their professional lives.
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Sarawak can consider the following steps to align and develop a localised qualification framework that can
meet international skill standard benchmark, set a reference for the state’s curriculum and certification, and
to set as industry reference for job role assessment, certification and recruitment.
1. Needs Analysis: This is necessary to understand existing digital talent strategy, stakeholder roles and
responsibilities, and targeted digital business / occupation / roles / skills.
A good reference is the Skills Framework for the Information Age (SFIA) (The SFIA Foundation, 2020).
Formally established in 2000, SFIA has become the globally accepted common language for the skills and
competencies required in the digital world, currently used in over 200 countries. Since it does not define
organisational structures, roles or jobs, but provides clear descriptions of skills and levels of responsibility,
SFIA makes it a flexible tool for HR systems and people-management processes. For countries like UK and
Australia, SFIA is used in the government recruitment and talent management documentation.
2. Competency Framework Design: As part of the designing of the framework, it is important to benchmark and
map ICT skills, responsibilities and proficiency levels to international skill frameworks, state qualifications
and industry standards. This allows for common understanding of the varying levels.
One of the more common is the National Qualifications Framework (NQF), used to align the demands
of the national workforce. It improves national understanding of qualifications (degrees, certificates, or
recognition of experiential-based learning and capabilities) in terms of the information they convey to an
employer about prospective workers’ competencies. They influence the ability to get a job, to carry out an
occupation or a profession, to pursue lifelong learning, and to move between countries.
In the academic world, these frameworks are critical to explain how qualifications relate to each other
and thus can be combined to build pathways within education systems. The focus of NQF’s emphasis is
on increasing the relevance and flexibility of education and training programmes, easing recognition of
prior learning, enhancing lifelong learning, improving the transparency of qualification systems, creating
possibilities for credit accumulation and transfer, and even developing quality assurance systems.
By pegging the design of the ICT competency qualification framework to the state’s NQF, it provides
reference points when evaluating ICT skills.
3. Competency Criteria Design: This step focuses on the design of the body of knowledge, skill requirement
and work performance criteria based on the industry standards. It also considers the career map for the ICT
professionals, with clear progression pathway for learning development, experience acquisition and work
achievements. It covers skills development path and certifications from ICT associate, ICT professional,
to ICT expert. The skills development and certifications should be based on the respective technologies
including ICT, AI, IoT, Cloud, 5G and any upcoming emerging technologies that will play a key role in the
smart city services development in Kuching Smart City.
See Figure 28 below for the entire overview to develop the framework.
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Industry Job Profiling and ICT Capability Mapping
The ICT Literacy and Capability Development programme are just initiatives to produce the needed ICT skilled
people. The complete ICT Capability Development Plan should be a Talent Life Cycle covering from talent
planning, talent development, resource pooling, job mapping to talent deployment five phases.
The Talent Life Cycle Management ( Figure 29 ) not only just focus on producing ICT skilled resources, it should
also cover programmes to support reskilling, upskilling and life-long learning. The key outcome of the Talent
Life Cycle should be focusing on job creations which help the trained people to be employed after they have
successful completed the skills upgrade or re-skilled.
Talent Planning: This phase focus on the creation of a Talent Development Framework. It is developed based
on inputs from:
•
•

Sarawak Talent Development Strategies;
Economic Planning & Industry Development which gather data points from industry jobs’ projection.

The framework covers areas such as specific industry job profiling, demand projection, skills profiles,
certifications, endorsement, funding, talent tools, job matching tools, etc.
Talent Development: Government entities such as MESTR, CENTEXS and relevant Authorities can focus on
formulation of needed courses and endorsement criteria to formally endorse the courses needed.
Universities, Training Institutes, Living Lab, Digital Innovation Hubs will be the delivery vehicles to runs these
academic and certification courses. Living Lab and Digital Innovation Hubs can be utilised to offer hand-on
practices needed to help to reinforce the learning.
Industry professional can attend these courses to upgrade their ICT skills for a better career in ICT industry and
join the ICT workforce.
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Resource Pooling: The ICT resource pools can be built up with proper execution during the talent development
phase. A detailed inventory of both local and foreign ICT professionals in the public and private sectors can
provide insights on the current level of expertises available, other expertises that are lacking, possible upgrade
paths for the professional, and storing of professional certifications for employee verifications, if needed.
Online e-Learning Portal can be a channel to offer these ICT professionals with more flexible and self-paced
training. For ICT skills that is lacking in Sarawak, programmes to attract foreign talents need to be formulated.
This will add on to the spectrum of capabilities in the resource pools and allow rare skills transfer to the local
workforce through on-the-job training.
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Figure 29: ICT Talent Life Cycle Management
Job Mapping: Government entities such as MESTR, CENTEXS and relevant Authorities, Universities and
Training Institutes can organise talent events such as Job Fairs to promote job mapping of right person with
right skills to right job. Industry organisations can also approach the Universities and Training Institutes for
potential hiring.
Government should develop the Upskilling Online Portal for job mapping. This online portal will enable
companies to do job posting and allow applicable to apply jobs online.
Talent Deployment: Companies with plans to adopt new ICT solutions and new concepts may perform trials
in the Living Lab and Digital Innovation Hubs. These Lab and Hubs can provide relevant support engineers to
participate in the trial including foreign talents. The trial can be a special arrangement to utilise Government
research and development fund. Once the trial is successful, these companies can decide to employ the support
engineer as part of the company workforce to continue with the project implementation. This is another
effective way to create job and at the same time, helping local company to adopt new ICT technologies.

ICT Capability Development Solutions
With the scoping defined from the above, this section details on specific training solutions. The diagram below
depicts the ICT capability development solutions.
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Table 10: Key Components of the ICT Capability Development Solutions
Key Solution
component
Sarawak
Digital Talent
Development
Planning

Main Features
Sarawak Digital Talent-Strategy Planning
Gain insight into state ICT talent requirements and supply, confirm the current
requirements and skills gap of ICT talent in the labour market, and provide input for
developing the ICT talent development strategy.
Talent Development System Operations
Identify operation issues of the talent development system, including operation/
business model, internal organisation, process, learning IT platform optimisation,
and professional capability improvement.
Sarawak Digital Competency Standards & Qualification Planning
Build a competence standard system that is consistent with industry requirements.
Digital Curriculum Planning
Develop curriculum to improve the education level and quality of the ICT talent
development system.

Sarawak Digital
Talent Cultivation
Service

Technical Training Programmes
Cutting-edge ICT technologies covering business transformation, operation
transformation, O&M transformation, and network O&M
Digital Leadership Training Programmes
Help managers improve digital leadership by “broaden their horizons, transform
their thinking”, “strategy transfer, effective decoding”, “manage teams, and
improve execution”.
Trainer Cultivation Service
With seven processes, combine online and offline, to help training institutions
cultivate qualified lecturers.
Course Authorisation Service
Partner’s comprehensive courses are oriented to digital leader, digital professionals,
and digital user, covering ICT courses on cutting-edge technologies such as 5G,
IoT, and cloud computing.

Sarawak Digital
Talent Certification

Partners’ Certification
Provide authoritative talent competence certification based on Partners’ best
practices in the ICT industry.
Collaborative Certification
Customise based on end-customer requirements and provide joint certification
for local country.
Authorised Trainer Certification
Help training institutions cultivate qualified lecturers.
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Key Solution
component
Digital Inclusion
Program for
Citizens

Main Features
Partners’ certification
Provide authoritative digital inclusive training certificates based on Partners’ best
practices for citizens.
ICT Literacy Course Authorised Service
ICT Literacy training courses for the general public.
ICT Literacy Trainers Programs
Help training institutions cultivate qualified trainers in the area of ICT literacy training.

Learning Cloud
Service

Online Learning Platform
Supports access of multiple terminals, including video learning, eLab access, online
test, interactive discussion, expert Q&A, and personal learning management.
Learning Management Platform
Training plan management, learning progress management, and trainee management

4.5.3.2 Digital Inclusion Programme
The second focus of ICT Capability Development as an enabler is on readying the citizens for the digital
economy transformation. It aims to equip all Sarawakians with ICT skills and no one is left behind during
the modernisation and development of Kuching and other cities. Hence, there is a need to develop a digital
inclusion programme for the citizens, with focus on the under-privileged, OKUs and rurban dwellers.
This should include ICT literacy awareness and basic skills, ranging from ICT literacy basic level, to intermediate
level, and to advance level. They key domain areas for this training should be based on Information Technology
(IT) such as using computers and laptops, Office Automation (OA) such as word processing, spreadsheet,
presentation and mobile technologies (such as the use of smart phones and tablets), interaction with the
government via the e-Government services, using other technology enablers such as Digital ID and e-Wallet
to transact with online sellers. Given the importance of this, an initiative under ST3.2 Making Continuous
Learning Affordable & Widely Available has been included in the Master Plan.
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4.5.4

DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM

For Kuching Smart City to succeed, it requires a strong partner ecosystem to ensure sustainability of city
services and fuel future re-investments to continuously develop and upgrade the city.
A sustainable model requires the commitment of not just the Sarawak Government, but must also involve
businesses, communities and the Sarawakians. The government has limited capability and resources to drive
the smart city initiatives in Kuching alone. The initiatives must involve private sectors and citizens to leverage
on the power of business world and the creativities of the citizens’ to jointly build up the Kuching Smart City.
Hence, Kuching Smart City must unify the various layers to incentivise, facilitate, enable and scale the larger
community to co-create Kuching Smart City together. The digital ecosystem is the formal mechanism to bring
the resources together to support the various Smart City initiatives.

4.5.4.1 Smart City Digital Ecosystem Framework
Moving into the digital era, more companies are adopting digital technologies to enable their businesses. This
change has enabled new ways of organising how value is created by the businesses.
There is a transition from traditional business ecosystem to digital ecosystem. Businesses that are conducted
in off-line mode have been transitioned to off-line + online mode to tap on the growing demand in the
digital world. This shift in business trend has created new types of enterprises from the internet that are vastly
successful in new value creation and new ecosystem establishment that serve billions of customers worldwide.
Ecosystem development is an important enabler of smart city. Smart city ecosystem development is one of
the focus priority in many countries when formulating smart city development plan, such as in countries like
United Kingdom, Holland, China and Singapore. The ultimate aim is establish a mature and vibrant smart city
ecosystems that offers various city services to enrich living, drive economy growth, made the city green and
safe, in a sustainable way.
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Taking references from global best practices in ecosystem development, there are three (3) key considerations
and six (6) enablers in the smart city ecosystem framework (Valdez-de-Leon, 2020) for consideration. These
present a systematic approach to develop Kuching Smart City’s digital ecosystem.

Business
Model

APIs

Ecosystem
Effects &
Impacts

Anchor
Products/
Services

R&D ICT
Platform
Innovation
Hub

Communities
Participation

Ecosystem
Demands
Ecosystem
Support
Open
Data

Digital
Marketplace
Living
Labs

Incubation
Platform

Digital Platforms

Governance &
Standards

3 Key Elements, 6 Enablers
Figure 31: Three Key Considerations and Six Enablers for Digital Ecosystem Development

The 3 Key Considerations
The 3 key considerations include: (i) the setup of various digital platforms, (ii) ecosystem effects and
impacts, which define good programmes that attract participants, and (iii) ecosystem demands, which people
perceived as a good ecosystem that will last in long run that attract more participation in its development.
Digital Platforms: Every digital ecosystem requires the setup of the needed digital platforms. These are the
foundational city digital platform ( such as the Kuching Smart City Operating System ) and other physical
platforms needed to support the initiatives.
The Kuching Smart City Operating System is where the various digital services are enabled to allow the
ecosystem partners to build and run their products and services.
The physical platforms may include an Innovation Hub, Living Lab, Incubation Platform and Digital
Marketplace, which are facilities and supporting services that serve the basic needs to support the ecosystem
participants to innovate.
The digital platforms need to be open, modular in design and of high quality.
1. Open in the sense of embracing open standards that encourage participating companies to build their
innovative city services without being lock-down in technologies used.
2. Modular in design to encourage cloud-native technologies for participants and companies to build
microservices with codes that are modular, re-useable and flexible. This will enable more effective coding,
code sharing and code trading to attract more participants.
3. High quality platforms to deliver high reliable, scalability, secure and trusted digital services. Create high
value for the participating parties, which in turn, help to attract further participants to the ecosystem.
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Ecosystem Effects and Impacts are programmes focusing on value creation by the ecosystem to achieve winwin-win for ecosystem owner, participants (developers and partners) and end-users (Citizens, Businesses and
Government):
1. Ecosystem owner needs to create attractive incentives to show the value of participating in the smart city
ecosystem development and attract participants to contribute their efforts to develop city services for the
city. These incentives can be in the form of monetary support, recognition of contribution to improve city
and community services, helping to create a safer living environment, etc.
2. The right balance between how much participants willing to contribute vs how much they gained from
their effort to build the city services will require the ecosystem owner to constantly monitor and nurture.
3. The various schemes such as funding for innovations, ecosystem standards and ecosystem support will
help to contribute to the creation of value for the ecosystem development.
Ecosystem Demands highlights whether an ecosystem is perceived to be widespread, with strong adoption
in the long run. It is the expectation generated by the market that the ecosystem is in good demand, being
adopted and will continue to expand with good benefits to the participating parties.
A successful digital ecosystem is measured by the number of participants actually participating in the ecosystem
development and have good digital services that drive its usage.
To shape positive market expectations, the ecosystem owner has several options:
1. First, create the signal of commitment by setting up digital units and investing in platforms. These may
include launching specific anchor smart city products and services to reinforce commitment to kick-start
the ecosystems.
2. Setting up an initial set of partnerships in support of the ecosystem is essential to further grow
market expectation.
3. Provide incentive and funding to attract local companies and developers to support the development of
the smart city ecosystem in Kuching.
The reason Apple App store ecosystem is so successfully is because they have created a great demand for
smart phones and build up a massive customer base. The initial anchor applications such as Google map,
Safari browser, iTunes Music are the investment that made this happened. They have developed the right
developer kits for IOS that are simple and easy for the developers to build new applications on the IOS
platform. This has further attracted big brands like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. to participant in the
Apple App store ecosystem, which further enrich the offering.
To build up and activate the above three elements, there are at least six specific set of enablers to build up a
smart city ecosystem. This will be discussed in the following section.

The Six Enablers
Governance & Standards: In order for an ecosystem to work well and grow, a set of transparent and
established ecosystem governance model and standards is needed. The governance and standards will
define clearly the rules of engagement among ecosystem participants or partners. The rules and standards
defined should include business model on how revenue is to be distributed, fees to be paid, the standard
process to deal with disputes, when it occurred, the quality standards and compliance need to adhere to,
etc. The governance and standards defined in a way that supports the development of the ecosystem and
helps create value for all stakeholders.
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Governance & Standards
•
•
•
•

Define rules of engagement among ecosystem partners.
Setup standards and certifications to enforce compliances.
Setup processes to deal with disputes.
Define business and revenue models that determine how value will be distributed.

The Anchor Products/Services are ‘Spearhead’ products/services. This is an essential driver of ecosystem
development. These can be products/services that the ecosystem owner developed or through 3rd party
collaboration on the smart city platform. This approach helps develop market expectations by signalling
commitment. It shows that the ecosystem owner is committed and ready to invest.
One way to visualise this is to look at how the video games industry relies on one or more key spearhead
games (such as Call of Duty, Mario Bros series) to drive early user adoption to consoles, which helps attract
developers to the platform and in turn brings in even more users.
The key challenge for ecosystem owner is to define the right smart city products or services that can become
‘killer apps’, also develop the skillsets in supporting these products/services. Here is where the developer
community becomes a key resource.
For example, Apple is reportedly commissioning new original content (TV shows, movies, and podcasts)
as a competitive tool to expand its customer base and in turn attract new content creators in those new
categories to its ecosystem.
Anchor Products/Services
•
•

Anchor Products/Services are ‘Spearhead’ products/services that helps develop market expectations by
signalling commitment.
Key challenge is to develop the right smart city “killer apps”.

The Business Model (or revenue model) constitutes a key feature of a successful digital ecosystems
development. Ecosystem owner need to define the right revenue generation and allocation model that will
attract ecosystem participants. One that incentivises participants to join the ecosystem at an early adoption
stage and at the same time reduced their risks to innovate. Many countries introduce funding programme in
support of such ecosystem development programmes to attract participants.
Some of the business model may include revenue-sharing model, licensing model, fixed royalty-based model
and ‘freemium’ model. Business models that aligned with the realities of current markets, and that is also fair
to all partners involved.
The business models defined in the smart city ecosystem must also constantly be revised in response to
changes in the market. One example is Amazon Web Services with famous cloud pricing revision downwards
a few times a year as a result of their cloud business expanded. This has created a good image of AWS being
the Cloud leader in the world that attract more customers and developers.
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Some considerations:
1. Define attractive business models (revenue sharing, fixed royalty-based, “freemium”) for revenue generation
that interest the participants to join the ecosystem.
2. Establish relevant business models that are aligned with current market condition.
3. Adjust business models in response to market changes.
APIs are the basic building blocks of a digital ecosystem to support the integration of various services both
internally and externally. APIs are the key elements that enable modularity and openness in application design.
APIs need to be simple and easy to use. If using the APIs is too onerous or does not create sufficient value,
ecosystem participants will be reluctant to invest time or effort. Developer experience is currently the number
one consideration. If you don’t make it easy, it will not be adopted.
APIs must support with good quality documentation, ease of use, comply with standards, steadiness and
dependability (not constantly changing) and with long-term support.
Some considerations:
1. Create a set of APIs that enable modularity and openness of the digital ecosystem.
2. APIs must be robust, easy to use to create good developer experience.
Communities’ Participation: For ecosystems to work properly especially for smart city, communities of
participants need to exist to leverage on the community power. These community participants should be able
to develop products and services based on platform resources (via APIs) and be encouraged to participate
in the smart city services development via some government funding schemes. Some key considerations in
developing an ecosystem community include:
1. Establish a fair and clear intellectual property model whereby third party developers can fairly
monetise their developments.
2. Open up the platform to a sufficient degree to allow and encourage innovation.
3. Create community with the support of government funding that attract participation, enable the exchange
of ideas and fostering collaboration.
4. Provide an open door for feedback from the community about the position and direction of the
ecosystem in the market.
By enabling people to invest and create new products and services on the platform, the ecosystem can provide
a richer set of options to end-users. As more developers are attracted to the ecosystem, more users are drawn
to new products and better services offered.
Ecosystem Support: Ecosystems need to be continually supported, after first being created over a period of time.
Dedicated teams are required to support an ecosystem. This support includes:
1. Technical – Answering to developer queries, support on how to use the APIs, resolving developer issues, etc.
2. Marketing - How to sell your apps on our marketplace, publishing of product web contents, etc.
3. Operational support - Logistics support services and others.
Online resources must be established to enable self-help for the various participants to obtain resources they
needed including dedicated developer portal with SDKs (Software Development Kits), app design guidelines,
user guide and documentation, registration details, partnership agreement, etc. Self-service and peer support
through online forums add additional value.
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4.5.4.2 Sarawak State of Readiness for Ecosystem Development and Proposed Next Steps
Malaysia and Sarawak state have many prior national and state digital master plans and multiple ecosystem
development initiatives have already kick-started.
Hence, the Kuching Smart City Master Plan proposes to build on this strong foundation, with various
incremental interventions to continue the good work to build up the digital ecosystem. See the following
tables for more information.

Table 11: Three Elements for Digital Ecosystem - Current State and Suggested Interventions
Current State of Development

Suggested Interventions

Digital Platform
Innovation Hub – Digital Village. Four co-working
spaces which are up and running: SMA-TEGAS
Digital Innovation Hub (iCOM Square), SMA-TEGAS
Digital Innovation Hub in Bintulu and Miri, and
Sarikei Innovation Centre.

City Digital Platform
• Implement the Smart City Kuching Operating
System (city digital platform) so as to achieve
an open and collaborative platform to jumpstart
the digital ecosystem development.

Talent Development - Centre of Technical Excellence
(CENTEX)

Physical Platforms
• Increase rollout of Innovation Hub from current
5 to >12 to facilitate smart city innovative
initiatives.
• Develop and rollout Problem-and-Solution
match platform to support MSMEs to kick-start
their business digitalisation.
• Increase rollout of living labs from current
5 to >10 to provide sufficient Lab capacity
to support new smart city initiatives. These
can be in new business scenarios such as AI,
IoT, 5G, autonomous vehicles, robotics and
Industry 4.0-related technologies, as well as
from the geographical perspective, in rolling
out new labs in other cities for ease of reach
and availability.

R&D Labs - Key labs in universities, five local
universities: Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS),
UITM, Swinburne University of Technology Sarawak
Campus (Swinburne), Curtin University, Malaysia
(Curtin) and University College of Technology
Sarawak (UCTS)
Living Labs – 5 Living labs as testbeds.
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Current State of Development

Suggested Interventions

Ecosystem Effects & Impacts
MSMEs programme -Digital Kenyalang, the
programme seeks to help 3,000 micro-entrepreneurs
across Sarawak market their products in Peninsular
Malaysia and the wider ASEAN region.

•
•

Continue to drive existing programmes.
Create Open Innovation Programme (OIP) 18
based programmes to perform problem-tosolution matching projects with Government
funding. Target 50 to 100 smart city projects
per year.

•

Setup digital units and investing in platforms
including launching specific anchor smart city
products and services to reinforce ecosystem
development commitment.
Established initial set of partnerships in
support of the smart city ecosystem to grow
market expectation.
Established incentive and funding to attract
local companies and developers to support
the development of the smart city ecosystem
in Kuching.

The Digital Kenyalang Programme also aims to
help uplift the earnings of our B40 segment as the
majority of micro-entrepreneurs participating within
the programme are from low income households.
Ecosystem Demands
Limited or no available.

•

•

Singapore IMDA’s Open Innovation Platform (OIP) is an industry focused programme. It is an online platform
open to any solutions providers and end-customers. Its objective is to help the industry mix and match the
solution seekers who are end-users with problem statements but do not know who can help to solve them, and
the problem solvers have technological know-how and solutions, but not aware of whom in the market may
need it. IMDA provide subsidies to support the matching project upon successful implementation and adoption
of the solution.
18
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Table 12: Six Enablers for Digital Ecosystem - Current State and Suggested Interventions
Current State of Development

Suggested Interventions

Governance and Standards
Limited or no available.

Established a set of transparent and established ecosystem
governance model and standards
• Define rules of engagement among ecosystem partners.
• Setup standards and certifications to enforce compliances.
• Setup processes to deal with disputes.
• Define business and revenue models that determine how value
will be distributed.

Anchor Products and Services
e-Payment programme - Sarawak
Pay @ ~400K subscribers. Sarawak
Pay Merchants adoption @ 58,200.

•
•
•

Improved penetration rate of Sarawak Pay to 1M subscribers.
Increase merchants adoption of Sarawak Pay in Sarawak to >75%.
Nurture smart city services killer apps from MNCs, Enterprises
and Tech-MSMEs in Government, Economy, Environment and
Living domains.

•

Established the right revenue generation and allocation model to
attract ecosystem participants
Define attractive business models (revenue sharing, fixed
royalty-based, “freemium”) Established relevant business models
that are aligned with current market condition and response to
market changes.

Business Models
Venture capital for youth
entrepreneurs - RM5 million
allocated to the Ministry of
Tourism, Arts, Culture, Youth and
Sports to help young entrepreneurs
with venture capital.

•

APIs
Limited or not started.

•

Cloud Platform based APIs.

•

Introduce more incentive programmes for citizens, startup
and MSME to attract community participation in smart city
related initiatives.

•

More holistic and integrated approach for Ecosystem support.

Communities Participation
Industry Group support for SMEs:
Sarawak Media Group (SMG) and
AZAM Sarawak help to promote the
startup and provide them a platform
to network with global players so
that they can scale overseas.
Ecosystem Support
Support team based on individual
projects’ scope.

References:
(Sarawak’s digital updates in 2019, 2019) (The rise of Sarawak’s digital economy, 2019)
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4.5.5

CYBER SECURITY

4.5.5.1 Security Construction Objectives
Unified planning and deployment of the overall architecture of the “Smart Kuching” cyber security system to
improve government system risk management, security monitoring, active defence and emergency response
capabilities, protect valuable data information assets from infringement, and ensure the stable operations of
government applications. The main objectives of the cyber security system include:
Build a security operation centre with active defence. Comprehensively improve the risk handling capability
and change risk prevention practice from passive to active. Use threat intelligence analysis, situational
awareness, APT monitoring, in-depth penetration testing, offensive and defensive drills to transform passive
defence focused on prevention into an active defence system based on risk prevention, real-time monitor of
various behaviours and environment data, and active prevent and process various risk factors, reduce and
mitigate the potential risks.
Establish a standardised, process-based, and effective security management system. Including to build
effective security organisation to manage, coordinate, and execute security. And establish an effective information
security process covering information asset security management, environment security management, and
IT security management. Build efficient security operation and maintenance system, proactive monitoring
before the incident, quick analysis during the incident, and effective response after the incident. The security
management system needs to comply with DKICT and ISO27001.
Comprehensively improve information security capabilities. By strengthening platform supervision
capabilities, realising information security rights and accountability mechanisms, and increasing penalties
for violations, so that relevant personnel dare not access data outside authority. By improving the data
classification, data protection systems, and data management systems, making relevant personnel
inaccessible data information outside its authority. Establish a multi-dimensional and fine-grained audit
mechanism to enhance personnel security training and improve personnel security awareness and make
relevant personnel no will to access the data outside their authority.
Cyber security construction includes three parts: security operation centre, security management system
and security technology.

4.5.5.2 Security operation centre
Establish a standardised, process-based, intelligent security operation centre to ensure the long-term, stable, and
efficient operation of the digital government. The improvement for security operation centre starts from three
aspect: security protection and early warning, security monitoring and analysis, incident response and handling.

Security protection and early warning
Security protection and early warning are proactive protection in advance, including routine security operations,
periodic inspections and evaluations, security offensive and defence drills, threat intelligence analysis, situational
awareness, and vulnerability detection.
Realise active security protection. By deploying external perimeter protection technology, actively prevent
all types of intrusion attacks, including attack event detection and alerting, attack prevention, log aggregation,
traceability audit, Trojan scanning and killing, vulnerability management, and address major network security risks.
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Establish a periodic inspection and evaluation mechanism to check security configurations based on the
security baseline. Detect vulnerabilities in equipment and systems through vulnerability scanning, and fixes the
vulnerabilities in timely manner. Conduct penetration testing, to understand the hidden vulnerabilities from an
attack perspective. Change the security concept of the operation team and transform security protection from
passive to active.
Build security offense capability, polish the security processes with offense and defence drills. Through
simulation exercises, discussion and deduction of the emergency decision-making and on-site handling process
of simulated scenarios, to promote relevant personnel to master the duties and procedures stipulated in the
emergency plan, and improves the ability of command, decision-making and coordination.
Conduct actual combat drills for pre-set emergency scenario, and obtain emergency response capabilities
through actual decision-making, actions and operations. The on-site coordination, team rendezvous, emergency
handling skills and logistical support can be tested and improved.
Building threat intelligence analysis capabilities. Use the intelligence sharing mechanism as a link to integrate
multiple resources to build a threat intelligence system. Through keyword matching, rule matching, fingerprint
identification, attack process identification, using machine learning and other technologies, combined with
those latest threat intelligence, security threats are fully monitored, tracked and quickly handled.

Security monitoring and analysis
Through terminal monitoring, network traffic monitoring, operation log analysis, and intrusion detection, to
realise the end-to-end data link monitoring. Build application risk monitoring, business risk monitoring, and
personnel risk monitoring systems to finally realise business risk visualisation and personnel risk visualisation.
Build APT threat monitoring system. The APT monitoring and protection system forms an overall unknown
threat defence system through four steps: discovery, tracing, evidence collection, and defence.
Improve the intrusion prevention monitoring. The IPS performs in-depth security defence and built-in
reputation protection from the network layer, application layer and content layer to detect botnets, hacker
attacks, worms, Trojan, and spyware in timely manner, and blocks the attack traffic.

Incident response and handling
Build an incident emergency response support system to provide 24/7 emergency response support services. When
a security event such as malicious intrusion, service unavailability, or data breach occurs, the security operation
team can respond to the event within the specified security emergency time, classify the security event, and
provide corresponding solution. Conduct the incident review and summarise experience after the incident.
Cyber security contingency plan. For network security scenarios such as abnormal network access traffic,
unauthorised access, network-related threat intelligence, etc., develop corresponding network security plans.
The contingency plan must be prepared at the personnel, process, and system levels, including the response
time, notification mechanism, response procedure, escalation mechanism, system control points, and operation
solution.
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Security incident response. When a security incident occurs and the system cannot provide services normally,
the security operation team shall dispatch emergency response experts within the security emergency response
time specified in the service requirements, including but not limited to: system security recovery, application
service security recovery, Data security recovery, network security recovery etc. recovery work.
Security incident summary and analysis. After recovering from the security incident, the security operation
team is responsible for analysing the security incidents, conducting intrusion tracking and evidence collection,
crime evidence collection, post-event security analysis, and handling, and regularly enhancing security training
for the security incidents.

4.5.5.3 Security management system

Security Leadership Team

Leadership Layer

Cyber Security Office

Administration Layer

Executes Layer

Security Team in
each Departments

Expert
Committees

Construction and
Operation Center

Third-party
Security Service

Figure 32: Security Organisation Management
Security organisation management. The security organisation has three layers, leadership level, and
management level and executes level. The organisation consists of the state cyber security leadership team,
state cyber security leadership team office, security management team of each department, expert committees,
security operation units, and third-party security service organisations.
Personnel management. Create a security culture atmosphere, establish an accountability review system,
and enhance the security awareness of all staff. Through the implementation of management measures, such
as security review, security training, reward for violation reporting, and security violation accountability, to
achieve the objectives of clean background, clean behaviour, and clean resign. The job design combines the
status quo and mutual security constraints, clarifies that mutually exclusive and incompatible roles must be
separated to ensure clear and controllable personnel permissions.
Hire
Background check
Labor contract
Confidentiality
agreement
Induction training

On-Job
Security training
Audit & appraisal
Security responsibility
Reward and
punishment

Resign
Smooth handover
Permission termination
Asset cancellation
Confidentiality
commitment

External
Cooperation
Background check
Qualification review
Confidentiality
agreement Security
training

Figure 33: Accountability Review System
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Security system management. In accordance with the requirements of DKICT related to cybersecurity
regulations, and with reference to international standards such as ISO27001, combined with the current
status of cybersecurity management, a four-level security management system structure consisting of security
strategies, management specifications, operation manuals, and record forms is established. The first layer
is cyber security policies and strategies, which are used to clarify the overall goals, scope, principles, and
security frameworks of digital government security work. The second layer is the cyber security management
standard, through the establishment of management standards and guidance on organisational security,
personnel security, asset security, construction security, operation security, and physical environment security.
The third layer is various network security technical standards and operation manuals, which regulate the
specific technical implementation details of the cyber security management system, and require managers or
operators to comply with them in the implementation. The fourth layer contains various records and forms,
which are used to keep relevant operation records in the process of implementing cyber security management.

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Policy, organization risk
assessment and guideline

Policy

Describe the security procedure
including owner, content, location

Specification

Describe how to accomplish specific security
tasks Operation Guide
Providing the proof for following the security management Record

Operation Guide

Record

Figure 34: Security Management System
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Figure 35: Kuching Smart City Security Architecture
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4.5.5.4 Security Technology
Enhance user security, build a unified identity management and authentication centre, provide unified
identity management and authentication services for the digital government, and establish a cross-system
and cross-application unified identity for users at all levels. Integrate multiple authentication methods and
authentication sources, Realise the state-wide unified identity management and authentication
Improve network security capabilities, including network security isolation, access control, abnormal traffic
monitoring, anti-DDoS, APT protection, VPN access, and intrusion detection. Network isolation measures are
taken to isolate the e-Government intranet, e-Government extranet, and Internet. Deploy firewalls/gatekeepers
at the network boundary, set reasonable access control rules, and prevent unauthorised access. Establishes
the anti-APT capability, detects known threats and identifies unknown risks through technologies such as
malicious code detection, real-time dynamic abnormal traffic monitoring, and association analysis, improving
the advanced persistent threat prevention capability.
For data security, focusing on data collection, transmission, storage, use, exchange, destruction and other
phases of the data lifecycle, establish data classification and tiering standards, design data security approval
procedures, build a unified data security management platform, and realise fine-grained data access
authorisation, Encryption protection of sensitive data, desensitisation of sensitive information, data traceability
based on data watermark technology, and to make data unrecoverable based on the data destruction
technology.
To achieve cloud security, the e-Government cloud platform complies with the six-layer security design,
including physical, platform, network, host, data, and application. Among them, cloud platform security focuses
on the four layers of physical security, platform security, network security, and host security. Data security and
application security are implemented by relying on cloud security services. To improve application security,
through vulnerability scanning, WAF, WEB anti-tampering, CC protection, website security monitoring and
other protection capabilities, focusing on the detection and protection of Web layer attacks.
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4.5.6

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

Achieving smart city objectives does not only mean a series of progressive deployment of a huge amount
of ICT systems over the years, but also includes the establishment of suitable ICT management policies and
the forming of a professional and competent operations and maintenance team to ensure seamless and
sustainable operation of the smart city.

4.5.6.1 O&M Policies and Standards
In the past, government ICT systems usually means independent software and web programs, which followed
simple O&M specifications. Smart city systems in modern context are usually complex and interconnected.
The service layer, computing layer, data layer, and physical space of a system may be deployed separately and
need to be managed by different teams. Therefore, a mature smart city requires establishment of a set of ICT
management policies to coordinate and monitor the end to O&M work. This includes:
•

•
•

Smart city O&M Policy. Policies that defines organisation structure, teams, roles, rules, procedures security
measurements, and KPIs. Agencies and their vendors shall develop individual ICT system O&M contracts
based on the government O&M policy.
ICT maintenance standards. Defines service level, maintenance service standards and security standards
for ICT maintenance activities.
Service operations standards. Categories operation activities and define operation standards as well as
security standards for all systems that requires operations.

4.5.6.2 O&M Organisation
The O&M teams shall be diversified and specialised to meet operations and maintenance requirements of
different types of ICT systems. The teams include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy and policy team. Includes senior officers from key agencies and ICT experts that defines O&M
policies and review the policies regularly.
ICT project management team. Manages all O&M contracts and vendors, coordinate O&M processes
among different internal and external teams.
Service audit and performance management team. Audit the service performance and make sure
compliance of security requirements.
Issue management team (1st level). Response to immediate issues and user requests.
ICT Technical support team (2nd level). Support 1st level team to solve technical issues related to
ICT systems.
IDC Technical support team (2nd level). Support 1st level team to solve technical issues related to
hardware and IDC server room.
Technical enablement team (3rd level). Senior experts that solves technical problems or security issues.
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4.5.6.3 O&M ICT Platforms
The O&M team shall use unified tools to manage operations and maintenance issues and ensure standardised
service performance and centralised issue logging and auditing. This is also important to make sure the
security level are at the acceptable standard across all agencies, all server rooms and all ICT systems.
The O&M systems may include Unified O&M management platform, ICT project management platform,
Government service catalogue management platform, and Service performance management platform.
The platforms shall collect information about the issues, occurrence, mitigation procedures, user feedbacks etc.
and generate analysis reports that support the future improvement of O&M service performance.

4.5.6.4 O&M Team Roles
The O&M team is holding key roles and responsibilities in operations and maintenance work respectively,
which is shown in the figure below:

Maintenance

Operations

Centralised Monitoring

Architecture Design

Centralised Alarm

Technical Support

Proactive Inspection

Operation Training

Emergency Management

Capability Development

Service Management

Figure 36: O&M Team Roles and Responsibilities
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4.5.7

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

The Kuching Smart City Master Plan relies on stakeholder’s engagements and collaboration between them, to
ensure the interactions continuous communication is fundamental block to realise the Master Plan objectives.
Smart city plans and initiatives are anchored on collaborations and partnerships across governments, citizens,
Industrial sectors, Innovators and Enterprises. Communications provide effectiveness to the joint plans and
initiatives undertaken. Communication enables channels that allow access to funding and expertise. Many
public and real life Industrial or Business problems are complex and can be too diverse for any one organisation
to tackle, however a transparent dialogue sets the tone for joint prioritisation of way forward.
Strategic Communication is identified as a structural enabler in the Master Plan as it will drive:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Engagement and buy-in from relevant ministries, Sarawak state government departments, other
stakeholders, residents and businesses. Communications ensures stakeholder’s alignment with all objectives
of the Master Plan. This overarching pillar is crucial in the success of the strategy as it will inform the
budgets, and impact acceptance during implementation.
Positioning Inclusivity as a key objective of the Master Plan through active and continuous participation
of all stakeholders.
To establish the needs and vision of the local community including being citizen -centric, focusing on
enhancing the quality of life and providing a competitive advantage for businesses attracting positive Digital
Economy growth.
Creating Awareness to be part of this inclusive development journey, Public messaging and branding of
the Master Plan is key to support the focusing of initiatives, and to remind stakeholders, key reasons for
undertaking projects.
Sharing the learnings, knowledge, that can provide guidance and connect people to lessons learned from
other regions, previous projects, national plans and global best practices.
Developing a Sustainable Smart City Culture, by driving the citizen and businesses to involve themselves in
constantly working towards improving the existing services and invest in innovative solutions.
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4.5.7.1 Building the Strategic Communication Model
The Master Plan should continuously engage the key stakeholders including “Government Agencies”, “Key
Reporting Forums”, “Industry, “Citizens & Community”, “Media” and through channels that allow them to
interact with each other at regular intervals and in a transparent manner.
The idea is to collaborate, measure the outcomes, share the ideas, invest in innovative solution, and create
awareness of the participation and progress and above all to stay committed to the objective as an integrated
Sarawak community. Each stakeholder is recommended to use collaborative engagement channels for effective
communications.

Government Agencies
The integrated Master Plan outcomes are primarily to be governed by Government agencies, thus communication
towards internal (intra-agency and inter-agency) alignment and transparency towards citizens and businesses
is proposed to be addressed through:
•
•
•
•
•

Annual HPT Sessions
Quarterly E-Bulletins to government email addresses
Half-yearly CIO/CDO Dialogue
Yearly Public Sector ICT Seminar
Roadshows to Government Agencies

Key Reporting Fora
The Kuching Smart City Master Plan’s program governance must be updated at all times. For sustainable
roadmap of the Master Plan, the effective reporting fora will be the anchor to the performance measurements,
Master Plan’s objectives fine-tuning and investment prioritisation. Periodic regular updates are proposed to
be reported to:
•
•
•

Chief Minister’s Office
DGC
SMA Board

Industry
Industry interactions are key to monitor the supply side objective of the Master Plan. This will provide a robust
mechanism to ensure active and problem solving based participation from the Industry players. This will
also assist the government to gauge the policy / regulatory intervention required to remove the Industrial
roadblocks and challenges in the Master Plan’s realisation process. Proposed engagement channels include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IDECS
Annual ICT Industry Dialogue
Digital Services Innovation workshops
Investment Dialogue through annual conference
PPP project Charter
Start-ups and SME engagements
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Citizens & Communities
To ensure citizens and communities are actively participating and driving element of the Master Plan,
continuous consultations and transparent performance reporting will help ascertain the demands on the
ground. Key engagement channels proposed include:
•
•
•

Public Consultation prior to acceptance
Post Launch – 6th month & 1st Year Public Roadshows with feedback forms
Brochures

Media
To stitch the “Government”, “Citizens & Communities” and “Industry” viewpoints, roles and aspiration, media
will act as a neutral checkpoint for the Master Plan. Media also plays an engagement-enabling role where the
Master Plan and its progress can be neutrally analysed and a feedback essential for course correction will be
available in the public domain. The media channels proposed to be leveraged include:
•
•

Traditional Media (e.g. press release, newspaper feature article, URL links to Kuching Smart City Master
Plan microsite with feedback facility)
Social Media

Figure 37: Summary of Strategic Communications
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IMPLEMENTATION ROADMAP

he Smart City planning exercise is not only about defining a series of suitable smart city initiatives, but
also includes a coordinated consideration of the implementation progress in each domain in order to
form a comprehensive smart city roadmap. This chapter describes the principles for starting smart city
initiatives and the recommended development roadmap. The purpose is to promote orderly and coordinated
smart city development in various fields to maximise the overall outcome.

5.1

IMPLEMENTATION PRINCIPLES

Building smart cities is a complex subject that includes many aspects, participants and interests, therefore an
important feature of smart city is its coordinated development. Many initiatives depend on other foundational
developments to achieve their maximum effect. In addition, the government spending in smart city shall be
stable. Annual investment shall not differ greatly from year to year to ensure a sustainable development. For
Sarawak, Smart City development plan shall follow the following principles:
1. Current initiatives shall be implemented accordingly to their existing schedule. For example, Development
schedule of smart initiatives in education and healthcare sector may have already been planned out in the
respective domain development plans. In that case, their development schedules in smart city plan shall
follow accordingly.
2. Initiatives that are considered foundational shall be scheduled to start earlier. Those includes building of
cloud data centres, digital platform development, skills development, policies reviews, etc.
3. Prioritised initiatives shall take precedence over other initiatives as they are considered as key initiatives
that are either highly valued by the citizens, businesses and government of Sarawak, or are expected to
have significant socio-economic effects in the next a few years.
4. Some initiatives may be implemented in waves so as to learn and refine the implementation approach along
the way. As the technology evolves and citizen’s social and economic behaviour changes, the initiative may
need to be re-examined to address the future demand. This includes initiatives like Integrating & Transforming
City Operations, Transforming Municipal Management, Promoting Active Citizenry through Discovery & CoCreation, etc.

5.2

ROADMAP

Based on the Sarawak Smart City Framework, smart city development roadmap falls into the following 5
categories: Digital Infrastructure, Smart Government, Smart Environment, Smart Economy and Smart Living.
Digital Infrastructure is foundational layer of smart city and shall be developed first. The cloud computing
centre of Sarawak shall be planned and developed at least three to five years ahead of the overall smart city
development to avoid becoming the bottleneck in the future. The capacity of cloud computing centre shall be
re-evaluated and upgraded every two years.
The digital platform provides basic data and connections for the entire smart city and shall start at an early
stage. As digital platform structure is complex and involves connectivity with many agency applications, it shall
be developed in phases. The Digital ID, E-wallet, and Digital Communication and Data Infrastructure can be
prioritised as first phase of projects.
The most important component of smart government is the Kuching IOC (i.e. the city operating system).
As the IOC is deeply integrated with the digital platform and government applications, it shall be developed
in multiple phases, with different focuses in each phase. Furthermore, pandemic management related smart
systems should be focused on in the near future to address the most urgent epidemic control issues in Sarawak.
For smart environment sectors, improving the level of services through using of ICT tools shall become a
consistent goal throughout the entire smart city journey. In other aspects, projects that are closely related to
the improvement of Sarawak eco-system as well as citizens’ living experience shall be implemented first, this
includes smart projects in solid waste and water resources management, and smart metering.
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The progress of smart economy development shall be aligned with the Sarawak economic development
blueprint. The first batch of initiatives shall include enhancing of the Ease of doing Business environment and
providing convenient Internet tools to local MSMEs followed by gradually improving the ICT capabilities of the
whole workforce.
Smart living sectors are most close to people’s day to day life. Public security related initiatives shall be
assigned higher priority and implemented first. Among the other initiatives, those citizens have strong desires
or raised most complaints shall start first.
With the uncertainty of technical development and the changes of internal and external situations, the
development focus of smart cities may change from year to year. It is recommended that Sarawak shall make
proper work plan along the roadmap, and review and update the work plan every two to three years in order
to meet future development needs.
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Figure 38: Proposed Implementation Roadmap
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REALISING THE KUCHING SMART CITY MASTER PLAN

he success of realising the Master Plan is hinged on having a strong performance management plan, as
well as knowing the critical success factors so as to support sustainable development. These will be the
key focus for this chapter.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

The Sarawak Government is accountable for the progress and success of the Kuching Smart City Master
Plan. The progress and success of the Master Plan must be based on performance measures that are finite
and agreed upon by stakeholders, and not arbitrary measurements. These must be clearly documented and
published so as to be accountable to the people.
Clear outcomes must be identified, measureable Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) must be defined, and
challenging but achievable targets must be set, assigned and owned by a specific government agency.
Kuching Smart City Master Plan emphasises on ownership and accountability of every initiative. Hence, all
initiatives are identified with suggested leading agency / agencies to be the key business owner of the initiative,
supported by a list of supporting agencies to contribute to the success of the initiatives. Each initiative has also
been tasked with two to four initiative-level KPIs to be achieved over the next five years 19.
The list of KPIs is based on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completeness: indicators should measure and balance all relevant aspects for evaluation of the smart city.
Technology neutral: not favouring one technology over another, existing or future.
Simplicity: indicators can be expressed and presented in an understandable and clear way.
Validity: indicators are an accurate reflection of the facts and data that can be collected using
scientific techniques.
Verifiability: indicators are verifiable and reproducible. Methodologies are rigorous enough to give
certainty to the level of implementation of the criteria.
Availability: quality data are available, or it is feasible to initiate a secure and reliable monitoring process
that will make them available in the future.

More importantly, these initiative-level KPIs must contribute towards the five strategic outcomes, and in turn
the Master Plan-level KPIs. This will also close the loop by addressing the top 10 high level findings as discussed
earlier in the master plan ( see section Key High Level Findings ).
Based on the defined strategic outcomes, the Master Plan explored several smart city ranking and maturity
evaluation systems, such as the Open Digital Maturity Model (ODMM 20), IMD-SUTD Smart City Index 21,
EasyPark Smart Cities Index 2019 22, IESE Cities in Motion Index 2019 23, the CITYkeys indicator framework 24,
and more, to propose 10 highest priority KPIs at the Master Plan-level. The following Table 13 lists the proposed
KPIs, while Table 14 highlights how each initiative contributes to one or more Master Plan-level KPIs.

These details can be found in “Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List”.
ODMM, led by the Open ROADS Community, is an assessment tool which benchmarks an organisation’s
current digital maturity level against its own digital transformation goals and the performance of best-in-class
organisations. ( The Open ROADS Community, 2020 )
21
The Insitute for Management Development, in collaboration with Singapore University for Technology and
Design (SUTD), has released the IMD-SUTD Smart City Index, with key findings on how technology is playing a
role in smart city developments. ( Institute for Management Development, 2020 )
22
A smart city index developed by the EasyPark Group to offer a clear city-to-city breakdown of the key
indicators defining a smart city. ( EasyPark Group, 2020 )
23
The IESE Cities in Motion Index is a study published annual by the business school of the University of Navarra
(IESE) that aims to evaluate the development of the world’s cities. ( Berrone & Ricart, 2019 )
24
CITYkeys provides a validated, holistic performance measurement framework for monitoring and comparing
the implementation of smart city solutions. ( CITYkeys, 2020 )
19
20
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Table 13: Proposed Master Plan-Level Key Performance Indicators
Strategic Outcomes

SO1: Digitalised &
Vibrant Economy

KPIs
SO1.1 Industry
Digitalisation

Rate of local companies moving
towards digitalisation.

SO1.2
Contribution to
GDP

Increase in the locallyregistered companies’
contribution to the GDP.

SO2.1 Citizen
Participation

Percentage of citizens involved
on the various government
platforms to interact with the
government, providing feedback
and influence policy decisions.

SO2.2
Comfortable
Living Spaces

Citizens’ and residents’
satisfaction level with their living
spaces in terms of public safety,
transport-related issues, access to
healthcare services and more.

SO3.1
Environmental
Cleanliness

Citizens’ and residents’
satisfaction level with their
municipal services in terms
of cleanliness and utilities
availability.

SO3.2
Environmental
Friendliness

“Greening” of the city, in terms
of carbon footprint, resource
usage efficiency, energy use per
capita, etc.

SO2: Empowered &
Enjoyable Living

SO3: Clean &
Balanced Environment

SO4: Transparent &
Unified Government

SO4.1 Government
Satisfaction
Rating

Proposed Next Steps
1. Stakeholders to
confirm and agree
on the Master
Plan-level KPIs;
2. Determine the
existing baseline
such sources such
as:
a. Statistical
data from
the relevant
agencies;
b. Conduct polls;
3. Determine the
annual targets
to be achieved,
challenging but
yet achievable;
4. Put in place a
measurement
process to track
the KPIs on an
annual basis;
5. Report to the
Cabinet annually.

Citizens’, residents’, businesses’
and NGOs’ satisfaction based on
the government services provided.

SO4.2 CrossAgencies
Collaboration

Number of ICT systems that are
shared across:
1. Two or more agencies;
2. Five or more agencies.

SO5.1 Bridging the
Digital Divide

Percentage increase in number
of citizens who are using digital
means to interact or transact
with the government

SO5.2 Data
Openness

Percentage of data sharing between
government agencies (G2G) and
with the public (G2B / G2C).

SO5: Available & Agile
Digital Infrastructure
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Table 14: Initiatives’ Contributions to the Master Plan KPIs
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Table 14: Initiatives’ Contributions to the Master Plan KPIs
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASTER PLAN

The Kuching Smart City Master Plan is designed to communicate the Government’s resolve to the objective.
Key recommendations to ensure sustainability include:

Committed Champion with Ability to Drive Outcomes
1. It is important for the Sarawak Government to appoint a champion who can help to drive the delivery of
the initiatives. The profile of the champion should be a person of relative seniority, who is committed and
able to drive clear outcomes.
2. He / she will be focused on staying on course to steer the implementation of the initiatives, extract
commitment and support from all stakeholders, make key decisions and ensure execution discipline for
all aspects of the Master Plan.

Effective Governance
1. An appropriate and effective governance structure is important to ensure that the Master Plan is able to
deliver on its promised value. Through constant alignments between the initiatives and outcomes, the
governance structure must provide ample oversight and control during execution. Hence, it is critical to
put in place a system of engagement fora and processes that can support discussion, decision-making and
enforcement of the Government’s directions.
2. The Master Plan may consider leveraging on the existing Digital Economy Governance fora and processes
to ensure synergy and alignment of the execution.

Performance Management
1. The Sarawak Government is accountable for the progress and success of the Master Plan. Hence,
performance measures must be finite and agreed upon by stakeholders, where clear ownerships of the
targets are assigned to specific agencies. It is also important to clearly document and publish these so as
to hold the owners accountable.
2. Given that the Master Plan is partially derived from the Digital Economy Strategy and contributes towards
the outcomes, the implementation team should consider incorporating the tracking into the existing
measurement framework for the DES or other suitable frameworks.

Communications
1. Commitment from other government agencies and business organisations will be instrumental in
implementing the Master Plan. Hence, it is important that early buy-in and commitment are obtained
from the various stakeholders to push for the initiatives’ implementation.
2. The key beneficiaries of the Master Plan should also be involved in the communications, where the
benefits specific to them are shared and highlighted, so as to generate greater participation when the
initiatives are launched.
3. Thus, it is important to instil a high level of awareness of the Master Plan, both within Sarawak and
Kuching, as well as nationally or internationally.
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NEXT STEPS

his Master Plan presents recommendations that stem from the primary research through surveys,
Focus Group Discussions and interviews with the public, NGOs and government stakeholders, from the
secondary research on the reviews of the various relevant documents, as well as best practices and
leading trends gleaned from the past implementation of smart cities globally. However, this being the Kuching
Smart City Master Plan, the proposed ideas should be further validated with government stakeholders, as well
as present to the public for public consultation. Stakeholder buy-in and inputs are invaluable to the Master Plan
and will strengthen the foundation that the plan is strategised upon.
Besides the government stakeholders’ engagement workshop and the public consultation, there is also
the need to concurrently formalise the Kuching Smart City governance, leveraging on the Digital Economy
governance, where possible.
Hence, the following needs to be put in place:
1. The confirmation of the relevant digital economy committees to support Kuching Smart City governance
(see section 4.5.1.1 Establishing the Governance Committees);
2. The setup of the Architecture Governance Committee ( see section 4.5.1.2 Instituting an
Architecture Governance Committee );
3. The appointment of the Government CIO and the Agencies CIOs ( see section 4.5.1.3 Refining the
GCIO / CIO Functions );
4. The establishing of the relevant strategic, process and technical standards to form part of the governance
checklist for current and future smart city initiatives ( see section 4.5.2 Standards ).
5. The confirmation of the smart city initiatives, allocation of funds and performance measurement of each
initiatives ( see section 4.2 Strategic Outcomes, Strategic Thrusts and Initiatives ).
With above in place, these will pave the way for the successful implementation of the Master Plan to meet the
desired strategic outcomes and strategic thrusts to achieve the Kuching Smart City vision.
More importantly, this Master Plan must result in a mind-set change for all to transition to a digital economy.
The people, the businesses and the Sarawak Government must work in unison. Everybody must be prepared
to do things differently, and adapt to new ways of learning and living, doing business and staying “connected”
to the global economy, as well as delivering public services.
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1. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Activities List
#

ST

SO1

Initiative

Description

Digitalised & Vibrant
Economy
ST1

Create a Seamless
Digital Experience for
Businesses

1

ST1.1

Enhancing Digital
Marketplace & Expertise
Sharing to Accelerate
Commerce & Trade

Provide a one-stop location for the business community
to conduct commercial transactions, gain business
intelligence, and learn about use of technology to support
their businesses.

2

ST1.2

Kick-starting MSME Digital
Journey through Digital
Starter Kit

Support micro, small and medium enterprises to start
their digitalisation journeys by providing cost efficient
options to go digital.

3

ST1.3

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

Enhance the interactions between businesses and
government, optimise the experiences to reduce the waittime, improve customer satisfaction and enable businesses
to start their operations faster, making the State an
attractive location for starting new businesses.

4

ST1.4

Spurring Innovation
through Smart City
Living Lab

Build a living lab to test out new township development
models such as collaborative and integrated town
planning involving all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in the local context.

ST2

Develop New Digital
Economy Engines of
Growth

5

ST2.1

Enhancing Agricultural
Market Information &
Capability Development to
Increase Income of Farmers

Support the local agriculture industry to move towards
digitalisation, helping them to optimise resources, reduce
information asymmetry, increase product yields and earnings.

6

ST2.2

Developing Smart Tourism
to Enhance Offerings &
Receipts

Develop an overall concept for smart tourism, so as to
optimise tourism revenue with limited resources and develop
another engine of growth for the economy.

7

ST2.3

Developing ICT Industry as
an Engine of Growth

Develop an all-encompassing strategy to guide the
development of a local ICT industry to become a strong
engine of growth for the State.
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ST

SO2

Initiative
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Description

Empowered &
Enjoyable Living
ST3

Raise Awareness and
Empower Citizens

8

ST3.1

Promoting Active Citizenry
through Discovery &
Co-Creation

Provide an avenue for the citizens to co-create with the
government on their ideal state / city, discuss policy
decisions, as well as learn new things (e.g. personal smart
farming), and open up the horizon for the citizens.

9

ST3.2

Making Continuous
Learning Affordable &
Widely Available

Encourage the public to constantly learn, upgrade their
knowledge / skills and achieve their fullest potential, by
making local training content available to all.

10

ST3.3

Sharpening of Welfare
Services through Digital
Information & Reach

Modernise and enhance the provisioning of social and welfare
services to the under-privileged in a transparent and sustainable
manner, and encourage greater citizens’ participations.

11

ST3.4

Improving Health &
Wellness through Outreach
& Efficient Services

Encourage the public to develop healthy living lifestyle, making
informed decisions on food and exercise choices, and enable
them to access their medical information (e.g. upcoming
medical appointments, medical records), where possible.

12

ST3.5

Improving Rurban
Communities’ Access
to Healthcare

Improve the healthcare support for residents in the rural
areas through provisioning of remote healthcare education,
telemedicine and even stepdown homecare for post-ops
patients who live far from the city.

ST4

Build a Conducive and
Comfortable Kuching

13

ST4.1

Enhancing Public Safety
& Assurance through
Advanced Surveillance &
Response

Improve public safety through the use of video surveillance.

14

ST4.2

Enhancing Emergency
Response

Optimise emergency responses to ensure efficient and
effective responses when reacting to incidents.

15

ST4.3

Optimising Street Lighting

Optimise the management and operations of street-lights to
reduce cost of OPEX, while increasing the functionalities to
make the city safer, brighter and yet, more energy efficient.

16

ST4.4

Transforming Kuching
Commute through MultiModal Transport

Develop multi-modal transport connectivity options to
support the use of public transport from rural to urban
areas, reducing use of private vehicular transport and
resultant traffic congestions.
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SO2

Initiative
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Description

Empowered &
Enjoyable Living
ST4

Build a Conducive and
Comfortable Kuching

17

ST4.5

Supporting the Push for
Public Transport

Encourage the public to use public transport more regularly
by improving the experiences of the passengers in areas such
as waiting time, safety and hygiene of the public transport.

18

ST4.6

Facilitating the
Administration &
Sustainability of Free
School Bus Service

Provide additional (paid) options to the public on the use
of the “Free School Bus Service”, such as putting in place
quality service levels, greater conveniences, priority on safety
and more.

19

ST4.7

Scaling up Traffic
Management to Meet
Growing Demands

Regulate / reduce traffic congestions issues, optimise traffic
flow and provide real-time information to drivers to help
them make decisions on road-usage.

20

ST4.8

Transforming City Parking
to Maximise Utilisation &
Revenue

Optimise parking spaces in the city to achieve efficient use
of the parking lots and maximise the revenue collection for
the city councils.

SO3

Clean & Balanced
Environment
ST5

Empower the Municipal
Management with
Digital Tools

21

ST5.1

Enhancing the
Digitalisation of Municipal
Management System

Support the local authorities to better monitor, manage,
maintain and enforce their precincts efficiently rather than
manually, excel table and WhatsApp.

22

ST5.2

Optimising Solid Waste
Management

Optimise the waste management, improving the environmental
supplement, bring a cleaner environment to citizen.

23

ST5.3

Real-time Metering for
Utilities & Consumers

Through the timely, real-time feedback on power or
water consumption to reduce the consumption of natural
resources, provide a better experience for the public, and
improve the internal efficiency of utility companies.
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Description

Clean & Balanced
Environment
ST6

Create a Green
Environment

24

ST6.1

Encouraging Sustainable
Buildings & Estates

Construct a management model for township, leveraging
on best practices to optimise management efficiencies,
enhance sustainable energy management, improve public
safety, and use of digitalisation to transform the residents’
experiences positively.

25

ST6.2

Digitalisation of Water
Resource Management

Enforce the quality and safety of Kuching’s rivers, tributaries
and reservoirs, beautify the city and ensure the sustainable
development of the city in tandem with the environment.

26

ST6.3

Encouraging Home Power
Generation for Resilience &
Sustainability

Encourage and support members of the public to leverage
on the use of alternative energy such as home solar panels.

SO4

Transparent & Unified
Government
ST7

Build a Transparent
and Service-Centric
Government

27

ST7.1

One Stop Service

Enhance the public’s interactions with the government, such
as enabling ease of secured access and making government
transactions available anytime / anywhere and more,
thereby improving the overall experiences of the interactions.

28

ST7.2

Centralising Feedback &
Response Management

Provide the public with multiple channels for providing
feedback (e.g. requests, complaints etc.) to the government,
and ensure that all feedback are tracked, managed,
responded and closed in a timely and satisfactory manner.
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Description

Transparent & Unified
Government
ST8

Implement Unified
Digital Services to
Improve Cross-Agencies
Collaborations

29

ST8.1

Integrated & Intellgent City
Operations Centre

Manage city operations efficiently in an integrated manner,
automating monitoring and response where possible.

30

ST8.2

Pandemic Management

Enhance the state’s responses to pandemic management &
recovery, starting from discovering, detecting, isolating and
treating of the disease.

31

ST8.3

Flood Management

Proactively predict, manage and recover from disasters such as
flooding, so as to mitigate loss of lives and property damages.

SO5

Available & Agile Digital
Infrastructure
ST9

Facilitate Socio-Economic
Growth

32

ST9.1

Connectivity

“Establish a unified smart city network for Kuching, including
New SarawakNet government network; public safety video
backhaul network, rural wireless broadband access network
and 5G communication network.
Provide high-quality and reliable connection and
communication services to Government agencies and
businesses and citizens through the Smart City Network.”

33

ST9.2

Data Enablement

Data is considered as soul of smart city and key resource
required by all smart city services. The establishment of a
comprehensive and effective data management strategy
is one of the key measurements of the successfulness of a
smart city. The government shall review the current data
sharing policies to ease the opening up of data to the public,
and to help them to find suitable data to create innovative
services, and review data security classification strategy to
meet the government’s security needs.
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Description

Available & Agile Digital
Infrastructure
ST9

Facilitate Socio-Economic
Growth

34

ST9.3

Digital ID

Digital ID would be positioned to expand the coverage not
only to all government portals and transaction but also
private enterprises such as banking and retail whilst ensuring
seamless, reliable and secured identification, authentication
and verification of government personnel, Kuching citizens
and visitors through not just verification through password
but verification enhanced with biometric authentication.

35

ST9.4

e-Wallet

Sarawak Pay has done relatively well and it is important to
continue the momentum of getting more subsribers. This
initiative recommends several continuous improvement
needed to make the Sarawak Pay more secure, easy to
use and address the data privacy concern on the use of
Sarawak Pay.

ST10

Instil Openness and
Collaboration

36

ST10.1

Cloud Data Centre

Establish a unified cloud service platform for Kuching Smart
City, providing IaaS, PaaS and SaaS cloud services for
agencies; in addition to basic cloud services such as virtual
machines, networks and storage, it also provides advanced
cloud services such as big data and AI. Through the unified
cloud management platform to achieve a unified service
interface, unified resource scheduling, unified O&M, unified
disaster recovery and information sharing; thereby improving
resource utilization, operation and maintenance efficiency,
reducing costs and shortening time to market.

37

ST10.2

City Digital Platform

As Kuching aims to become a smart city, it will require the
help of a robust ecosystem of ICT companies to provide
technological solutions to meet the business needs. The
digital platform is the digital core of Kuching’s smart city
which acts as a hub for applications in various fields to
obtain information from each other and for processes in
different agencies to integrate smoothly.

38

ST10.3

Digital Communications
Platform

There is a need to develop an integrated communications
platform that can provide multi-channel incidents’ reporting
and unified communications. This will replace the current
manual way of communications, which is not able to achieve
timely information sharing.
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SO4.1
Government Satisfaction
Rating

●

2

ST1.2

Kick-starting MSME Digital Journey
through Digital Starter Kit

●

●

3

ST1.3

Improving Ease of Doing Business

●

●

4

ST1.4

Spurring Innovation through Smart
City Living Lab

●

●

SO5.2

SO3.2
Environmental Friendliness

●

Data Openness

SO3.1
Environmental Cleanliness

ST1.1

SO5.1

SO2.2
Comfortable Living Spaces

1

Enhancing Digital Marketplace &
Expertise Sharing to Accelerate
Commerce & Trade

SO1

Initiative

Bridge Digital Divide

SO2.1
Citizen Participation

Create a Seamless Digital
Experience for Businesses

ST

SO4.2

SO1.2
Contribution to GDP

ST1

#

Cross-Agencies
Collaboration

SO1.1
Industry Digitalisation

2. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Initiatives - Objective Indicators Mapping

Digitalised & Vibrant Economy

ST2

Develop New Digital Economy
Engines of Growth

5

ST2.1

Enhancing Agricultural Market
Information & Capability Development
to Increase Income of Farmers

●

●

6

ST2.2

Developing Smart Tourism to
Enhance Offerings & Receipts

●

●

7

ST2.3

Developing ICT Industry as an
Engine of Growth

●

●
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SO2

SO1.2

SO2.1

SO2.2

SO3.1

SO3.2

SO4.1

SO4.2

SO5.1

SO5.2

Contribution to GDP

Citizen Participation

Comfortable Living Spaces

Environmental Cleanliness

Environmental Friendliness

Government Satisfaction
Rating

Cross-Agencies
Collaboration

Bridge Digital Divide

Data Openness

Initiative

SO1.1
ST

Industry Digitalisation

#
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Empowered & Enjoyable Living
ST3

Raise Awareness and Empower
Citizens

8

ST3.1

Promoting Active Citizenry through
Discovery & Co-Creation

●

9

ST3.2

Making Continuous Learning
Affordable & Widely Available

●

10

ST3.3

Sharpening of Welfare Services
through Digital Information & Reach

●

●

●

11

ST3.4

Improving Health & Wellness through
Outreach & Efficient Services

●

●

●

12

ST3.5

Improving Rurban Communities’
Access to Healthcare

●

●

●
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SO1.2

SO2.1

SO2.2

SO3.1

SO3.2

SO4.1

SO4.2

SO5.1

SO5.2

Contribution to GDP

Citizen Participation

Comfortable Living Spaces

Environmental Cleanliness

Environmental Friendliness

Government Satisfaction
Rating

Cross-Agencies
Collaboration

Bridge Digital Divide

Data Openness

SO2

Initiative

SO1.1
ST

Industry Digitalisation

#
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●

●

Empowered & Enjoyable Living
ST4

Build a Conducive and
Comfortable Kuching

13

ST4.1

Enhancing Public Safety &
Assurance through Advanced
Surveillance & Response

●

14

ST4.2

Enhancing Emergency Response

●

●

●

15

ST4.3

Optimising Street Lighting

●

●

●

16

ST4.4

Transforming Kuching Commute
through Multi-Modal Transport

●

●

●

17

ST4.5

Supporting the Push for
Public Transport

●

●

●

18

ST4.6

Facilitating the Administration &
Sustainability of Free School
Bus Service

●

●

●

19

ST4.7

Scaling up Traffic Management to
Meet Growing Demands

●

●

●

20

ST4.8

Transforming City Parking to
Maximise Utilisation & Revenue

●

●

●
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SO1.2

SO2.1

SO2.2

SO3.1

SO3.2

SO4.1

SO4.2

SO5.1

SO5.2

Contribution to GDP

Citizen Participation

Comfortable Living Spaces

Environmental Cleanliness

Environmental Friendliness

Government Satisfaction
Rating

Cross-Agencies
Collaboration

Bridge Digital Divide

Data Openness

SO3

Initiative

SO1.1
ST

Industry Digitalisation

#
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●

●

●

Clean & Balanced Environment
ST5

Empower the Municipal
Management with Digital
Tools

21

ST5.1

Enhancing the Digitalisation of
Municipal Management System

22

ST5.2

23

●

Optimising Solid Waste
Management

●

●

●

ST5.3

Real-time Metering for Utilities
& Consumers

●

●

●

ST6

Create a Green Environment

24

ST6.1

Encouraging Sustainable Buildings
& Estates

●

25

ST6.2

Digitalisation of Water Resource
Management

●

ST6.3

Encouraging Home Power
Generation for Resilience
& Sustainability

●

26
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SO2.2

SO3.1

SO3.2

SO4.1

SO4.2

SO5.1

SO5.2

Comfortable Living Spaces

Environmental Cleanliness

Environmental Friendliness

Government Satisfaction
Rating

Cross-Agencies
Collaboration

Bridge Digital Divide

Data Openness

Transparent & Unified
Government

SO2.1

SO4

Citizen Participation

Digitalised & Vibrant Economy

SO1.2

SO1

Contribution to GDP

Initiative

SO1.1
ST

Industry Digitalisation

#
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●

●

ST7

Build a Transparent and
Service-Centric Government

27

ST7.1

One Stop Service

28

ST7.2

Centralising Feedback & Response
Management

●

●

ST8

Implement Unified Digital
Services to Improve CrossAgencies Collaborations

29

ST8.1

Integrated & Intellgent City
Operations Centre

●

30

ST8.2

Pandemic Management

31

ST8.3

Flood Management
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SO1.2

SO2.1

SO2.2

SO3.1

SO3.2

SO4.1

SO4.2

SO5.1

SO5.2

Contribution to GDP

Citizen Participation

Comfortable Living Spaces

Environmental Cleanliness

Environmental Friendliness

Government Satisfaction
Rating

Cross-Agencies
Collaboration

Bridge Digital Divide

Data Openness

Initiative

SO1.1
ST

Industry Digitalisation

#
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●

●

Available & Agile Digital
Infrastructure

SO5
ST9

Facilitate Socio-Economic
Growth

32

ST9.1

Connectivity

●

●

33

ST9.2

Data Enablement

●

●

●

●

34

ST9.3

Digital ID

●

●

●

35

ST9.4

e-Wallet

●

●

●

ST10

Instil Openness and
Collaboration

36

ST10.1

Cloud Data Centre

●

37

ST10.2

City Digital Platform

●

38

ST10.3

Digital Communications Platform
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3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

SO1

ST

Label

ST1

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Digitalised & Vibrant Economy
Create a Seamless Digital Experience for Businesses
Enhancing Digital
Marketplace &
Expertise Sharing
to Accelerate
Commerce &
Trade

Provide a one-stop location for the Capability
business community to conduct
Development
commercial transactions, gain
business intelligence, and learn
about use of technology to
support their businesses.

Mitigation Strategy

Year
1

Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
online retail / e-Commerce, and digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the
programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Develop training programmes on:
1. Selling on the digital
marketplace (key initial steps to
be taken);
Note:
2. Using data and analytics to
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as improve online sales;
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
3. Online marketing to reach a
wider audience.

Year
2

Year
3

Review and refine training
programmes.

Year
4 ~5

Review and refine training
programmes.

L

MINT

Provide training at a nominal fee. Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Provide access to practitioners'
expert advice.
Provide training for free for the
participants in the 1st year.

System

1

1. Identify suitable local platform to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp emarketplace), with focus on B2B;
2. Develop starter-kit for first time
users to start their online selling
quickly;
3. Identify the key products
Note:
available and the targeted
1. If self-develop, to leverage on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
audience - market the platform to
Centre and Cloud, Smart City Digital Platform, Data Enablement, Digital ID and e-Wallet. these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
4. Create an online community to
encourage information exchange,
advice-sharing, aggregation of
business data and government
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
ensure active participation and
longer dwell time.
5. Build government trade
database and share information
via the platform.

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
online forum for expertisesharing and connecting.

Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing
cost efficient options to go digital.

Understand the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by start-ups, micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSME).
1. Initiate RFI with public cloud and technology solution providers to understand the
industry landscape, solutions available locally / regionally, functionality, pricing and
suitability.
2. Poll the MSMEs on their willingness to participate, price-sensitivity, issues to
overcome, level of digitalisation knowledge and training required.

Perform MSME Market Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
landscape and digital adoption
needs.

Perform annual MSME Survey to Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
understand Sarawak state MSME
MSME digital adoption rates and digital adoption rates and new needs.
new needs.

Policy

Develop incentives to encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of
subsidies, free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.

Formulate MSME Incentive
programmes for top 3 industries
with MSME funding allocation.

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 6 more
industries with MSME funding
allocation.

ST1.1 Ec1

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Develop or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
2. Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
trade missions and opportunities for regional or overseas expansion.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Capability
Development

2

ST1.2 Ec2

System

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

ST1.3 Ec3

Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer satisfaction and enable
businesses to start their
operations faster, making the
State an attractive location for
Governance
starting new businesses.

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
Capability
through Smart City township development models
Development
Living Lab
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.
4

ST1.4 Ec7

5 October 2021

Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Formulate MSME related
marketing and training
programmes.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

MINT

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINT
understand Sarawak state
MLG
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

MINT
MLG

JKM

Note:
Conduct MSME training
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as programmes via CENTEXS,
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Conduct MSME training
Conduct MSME training programmes
programmes via CENTEXS,
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
Digital Village and private training private training centres.
centres.

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2. Attract service providers to offer suitable MSME digitalisation solutions such as HRM, Starter Portal
CRM, ERP and Financial packages relevant to Sarawak's businesses at attractive pricepoints. Incentives can be in the form of sharing market size, proposed financial
Recruit basic MSME digitalization
schemes to support the MSMEs, tax-breaks and more.
solutions covering HRM, CRM,
ERP and Financial packages.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal to enrich functions and
security.

Conduct a review of the key aspects of the Ease of Doing Business improvement areas Yearly survey with local
for Sarawak. Identify the areas with the highest impact and room for improvements, that enterprises and MNCs on their
can support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local EoDB experience and demands.
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
government processes, linkages with Federal processes, as well as set the direction for
future ones.

Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local enterprises
enterprises and MNCs on their and MNCs on their EoDB experience
EoDB experience and demands. and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to
foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining,
in conjunction with overall Ease of Doing Business optimisation programme under Smart
Economy.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using digital
tools that supports cross-agency
process collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
of the new norm arising from COVID-19. Develop marketing and training programmes
targeted at the business owners to encourage digitalisation for their businesses, and
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available to
the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Invite experts from government,
MNCs, universities and local
leading enterprises to provide
trainings to MSMEs that inspires
collaboration of innovation in
Kuching.

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organise trainings and forums in trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.
different topics.

Note:
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Policy

1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
Build a collaborative effort for
phase. Involves technical and planning agencies such as JKR, JBALB, DID, Sewerage, integrated digital town planning at
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant the local planning phase.
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Test business models

Infrastructure

Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.
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Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.
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MINT
MLG

MINT

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

Year
4 ~5

Review and refine training
programmes.

Leading
Agency

MINTRED

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Other Stakeholders

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

e-Marketplace
provider

DES

KCCMP

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital N.A.
technologies in transforming the
agriculture and driving innovation
Strategic Action 3. Develop new
markets and expand existing ones for
agriculture produce and products

MYSMART

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

MINTRED

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
SDEC;
MITeC

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Examples of Implementation

Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity Digital Technologies: China
1. Percentage of establishments
To increase the
with internet that utilises it for
private sector and
https://world.taobao.com/
specified purposes, by sector
citizen uptake and
readiness on
digitalisation to at
Henan-China
least 50%
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
Singapore

Strategic Action 7. Promote Sarawak
through Digital Media

https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business
Strategic Action 9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online
Strategic Action 18. Develop integrated
logistics solutions to support eCommerce
Strategic Action 21. Provide a worldclass specialist healthcare services
and grow health tourism in Sarawak
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform
Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINTRED /
understand Sarawak state
MLGH
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.
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MINTRED /
MLGH

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
1. Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

India
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEAR-2017-18-Eng.pdf

4. Number of companies
benefitted from collaboration
through intermediaries

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
opportunities for alternative energy

JKM

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

MINTRED /
MLGH

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

SMA

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform
Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets
Strategic Action 47. Establish a digitalready community through developing
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation.

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
Industry Chambers
SFSO;
(External)
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

MINTRED

Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to 3 Enhancing economic density
fuel the digital transformation of the
- Foreign businesses.
manufacturing Sector
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
infrastructure for smart cities platform for tourism product and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
service providers to enhance their
mind-set of Government to be
business
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector
SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
SMART GOVERNMENT: 5.
Percentage of users satisfied
with e-government services
provided per year

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end
Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html

Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
Government

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

SDEC

5 October 2021

Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
fundamental and translational research
in core areas of digital economy and
other economic sectors in partnership
with universities, industry, governments
and community.
Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

13 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity and innovation:
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity Talent &
of companies benefitted from
Innovations:
collaboration through
Sarawak
intermediaries
benchmarked
against Top 20
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries in
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
measures

Lausanne, Switzerland
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/

Technology Partners
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Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

ST

SO1

ST2
ST1

5

1

Label

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Develop New
Digital Economy
Digitalised
& Vibrant
Economy Engines of Growth
Enhancing
Support
theExperience
local agriculture
Study
Create
a Seamless
Digital
for Businesses
AgriculturalDigital
Market
Enhancing
Information &&
Marketplace
Capability Sharing
Expertise
Development
to
Accelerate to
Increase Income
of
Commerce
&
Farmers
Trade

industry atoone-stop
move towards
Provide
location for the Capability
digitalisation,
helping them
to
business
community
to conduct
Development
optimise resources,
reduce
commercial
transactions,
gain
information
asymmetry,
increase
business
intelligence,
and
learn
product
yields
and earnings.
about
use
of technology
to
support their businesses.

Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at agricultural business owners to
encourage online retail / e-Commerce. Other content areas can include the sharing of
global practices and use of new technology (e.g. IoT, sensors Big Data, etc.),
approaches and mechanisms to improve agricultural productivity and to remain
competitive. Make the programmes widely available to the agricultural business owners
for free or at nominal charges.

System

Note:
Develop
or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
1. Online
The strategy
should
leverage ondata
"Lv3for
Making
Continuous Learning Affordable and
1.
retail with
accompanying
analytics.
Widely
Available".
2.
Forum
for expertise-sharing or connecting;

System

Developing Smart
Tourism to
Enhance Offerings
& Receipts

Develop an overall concept for
Study
smart tourism, so as to optimise
tourism revenue with limited
resources and develop another
engine of growth for the economy.

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing
cost efficient options to go digital.
System

6

Policy

ST2.2 Ec5

Capability
Development

2

ST1.3 Ec3

SO2
ST3

4

ST1.4 Ec7

8

ST3.1 Lv1

Form a expert team with
agricultural
experts
and ICT on:
Develop
training
programmes
experts
study
local market,
1.
Sellingtoon
the digital
past trials, and
smart
technology
marketplace
(key
initial
steps to
to improve.
be
taken);
2. Using data and analytics to
improve online sales;
3. Online marketing to reach a
wider audience.

Provide access to practitioners'
Organise
yearly training and
expert
advice.
forum with agricultural business
owners to
sharefor
smart
Provide
training
freeagricultural
for the
trends, technology,
local
tools
participants
in the 1st
year.
available and successful cases.

1. Identify suitable local platform to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp emarketplace), with focus on B2B;
2. Develop starter-kit for first time
users to start their online selling
quickly;
3. Identify the key products
available and the targeted
audience - market the platform to
these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
Note:
4. Create an online community to
1. If self-develop, to leverage on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
encourage information exchange,
Centre and Cloud, Smart City Digital Platform, Data Enablement, Digital ID and e-Wallet. advice-sharing, aggregation of
2. Consider to leverage on "Ec1 Accelerating Commerce and Trade through Digital
business data and government
Marketplace and Expertise Sharing" for the e-Commerce platform.
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
ensure active participation and
Develop a smart tourism master plan, outlining the strategic imperatives to pursue for
Develop
smart
tourism aster plan
longer
dwell
time.
Sarawak:
forBuild
next government
3-5 years. trade
5.
1. Work with the service providers such as hotel owners, tour-guides, tour operators,
database and share information
transport owners, as well as government agencies in charge of tourism, public
via the platform.
transport, public safety, economic development to understand the issues for local
tourism and how to address them.
2. Re-develop tourism sights and improve infrastructure, as needed.
3. Consider how the use of technology can help to improve the local tourism industry
Understand
thethe
supply
demand
of digitalisation
tools bywith
start-ups,
micro, small
and Perform MSME Market Survey to
and to support
localand
tourism
community
to be equipped
the necessary
skill-sets
medium
(MSME).
understand Sarawak state MSME
to move enterprises
towards digitalisation.
1.
with public
cloud targeted
and technology
solution
providers to understand
the
landscape and digital adoption
4. Initiate
Build a RFI
marketing
campaign
at affluent
and high-spending
tourists, focusing
industry
landscape,
solutions
available
locally
regionally,
needs.
on their interest
areas
and what
Sarawak
can /offer
them. functionality, pricing and
suitability.
2. Poll the MSMEs on their willingness to participate, price-sensitivity, issues to
Provide a one-stop
tourism application
(bothand
online
and required.
mobile versions) with the
overcome,
level of digitalisation
knowledge
training
following features:
Develop
incentives
to encourage
uptake
of digitalisation
tools
by MSMEs,
in the
formof
of Formulate MSME Incentive
1. Aggregate
local information
to help
guide
foreign tourists
research
the local
points
subsidies,
free
tax-breaks
for higher
productivity,
and more.for accommodation, programmes for top 3 industries
interest, rate
thetraining,
local service
providers,
as well
as make bookings
with MSME funding allocation.
transport or tickets to sights.
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information
Develop
tie-in with(and
an existing
digital marketplace
with the following
features:
on
grantsoravailability
links forlocal
application),
business intelligence
data, upcoming
1. Online
retail with
for analytics.
trade
missions
and accompanying
opportunities fordata
regional
or overseas expansion.
2. Forum for agriculture expertise-sharing or equipment-sharing locally;
3. Aggregate agriculture-related information in a single location, with information on
Note:
grants
availability to
(and
links for
business intelligence
trade
1.
If self-develop,
leverage
onapplication),
the digital infrastructure
initiativesdata,
suchupcoming
as the Data
missions
and
opportunities
forDigital
regional
or overseas
expansion. Digital ID and e-Wallet.
Centre
and
Cloud,
Smart City
Platform,
Data Enablement,

2. Provide online language translation in selected major languages such as English,
Chinese, Japanese, German, French, etc.
3. Create wayfinding for points of interests, planned walking routes or cycling tours in
the civic districts, with voice explanations of key interest points via on-site QR-code
scanning.
4. Recommend local cuisine to try, local produce to buy, where to pamper themselves
Develop
marketing
and training
programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
(luxury spa,
massages)
and more.
digitalisation
their businesses,
digital
skill-sets
development
employees.
5. Gamify thefor
experiences
for the and
young
ones,
enhance
the tourismfor
experience
through
Make
thecollect
programmes
to the
MSMEs
for freespots
or at to
nominal
AR / VR,
stampswidely
along available
routes, play
games
at various
collectcharges.
points to

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Formulate MSME related
marketing and training
programmes.

Year
3

Review and improvement as a
yearly practise.
Review
and refine training
programmes.

Review and improvement as a yearly
practise.and refine training
Review
programmes.

Year
4 ~5

L

Review and improvement as a
yearly practise.

MAN
(Dep
MINT
Agric

Provide training at a nominal fee. Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Organise yearly training and
forum with agricultural business
owners to share smart
agricultural trends, technology,
local tools available and
successful cases.

Organise yearly training and forum
with agricultural business owners to
share smart agricultural trends,
technology, local tools available and
successful cases.

Organise yearly training and
forum with agricultural business
owners to share smart
agricultural trends, technology,
local tools available and
successful cases.

MAN
(Dep
Agric

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
online forum for expertisesharing and connecting.
Build agricultural database and
connect to agricultural-related
government and commercial
information systems. Get
external data resources.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making
Build data analysis tools to analyse
Build or tie-in with existing digital
agricultural data. Build online forum for marketplace portal to share
expertise-sharing and connecting.
analysed agricultural data with
public for further study and
decision making

MINT

Yearly progress review.

Yearly progress review. Review and
update the plan every 2 years.

MTA

Yearly progress review. Review
and update the plan every 2
years.

MAN
(Dep
Agric

Perform annual MSME Survey to Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
understand Sarawak state MSME
MSME digital adoption rates and digital adoption rates and new needs.
new needs.

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINT
understand Sarawak state
MLG
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Enhance the one-stop tourism
portal with more live information
Enhance
Incentive
and link toMSME
commercial
tourism
programmes
for top 6 more
websites for information
industries
MSMEbooking.
funding
searching with
and online
allocation.

Build personalised features with
AI tools to recommend suitable
Enhance
MSME
Incentive
programmes
to tourists.
Build
programmes
the resttoofstudy
the
data analysis for
functions
industries
with MSME
funding
tourist behaviour,
spending
allocation.
habits, expectations etc.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Build tourism app with searching,
booking, digital identity, e-payment,
Enhance
Incentive
navigationMSME
features,
etc.
programmes for top 10 industries with
MSME funding allocation.

Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
programme to attract participants.

Annual review and revision of MSME
related marketing and training
programmes.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Conduct MSME training
Conduct MSME training programmes
programmes via CENTEXS,
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
Digital Village and private training private training centres.
centres.

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.
Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Continuously
improve
theand
ICT
Portal
to enrich
functions
industry eco-system.
security.

JKM

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Continuously
improve
theand
ICT
Portal
to enrich
functions
industry eco-system.
security.

Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer satisfaction and enable
businesses to start their
operations faster, making the
State an attractive location for
Governance
starting new businesses.

Conduct a review of the key aspects of the Ease of Doing Business improvement areas Yearly survey with local
for Sarawak. Identify the areas with the highest impact and room for improvements, that enterprises and MNCs on their
can support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local EoDB experience and demands.
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
government processes, linkages with Federal processes, as well as set the direction for
future ones.

Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local enterprises
enterprises and MNCs on their and MNCs on their EoDB experience
EoDB experience and demands. and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to
foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining,
in conjunction with overall Ease of Doing Business optimisation programme under Smart
Economy.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using digital
tools that supports cross-agency
process collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
of the new norm arising from COVID-19. Develop marketing and training programmes
targeted at the business owners to encourage digitalisation for their businesses, and
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available to
the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.
Carry out programmes for rakyat to:
1. Interest the citizens and residents on the importance of active participation in building
Note:
Kuching
Smart City.
1.
The strategy
should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as
2. Highlight
benefits ofLearning
enhanced
engagement
amongAvailable".
the residents of similar
"Lv3
Makingthe
Continuous
Affordable
and Widely
interest/hobbies, between the rakyat and state agencies.
1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
DevelopInvolves
a Kuching
Smart and
City planning
Engagement
Portalsuch
with as
theJKR,
following
features:
phase.
technical
agencies
JBALB,
DID, Sewerage,
1. Inform
onSurvey,
the progress
Kuching
City development.
DOA,
Land
SIMU,ofEPU,
SMA,Smart
telecommunication
operators and other relevant
2. HarnessTest
the business
creativity models
of citizens
and residents
on improving Kuching.
agencies.
to ensure
sustainability.
3. Test
Solicitbusiness
feedbackmodels
on the to
Kuching
City projects and programmes, and other
2.
ensureSmart
sustainability.
government-related policies.
Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart
4. Provide a communication platform for solution providers, experts and cities.
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
5. Leverage on mobile tools such as WhatsApp to increase possible feedback channels.
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.

Invite experts from government,
MNCs, universities and local
leading enterprises to provide
trainings to MSMEs that inspires
collaboration of innovation in
Develop campaign and actively
Kuching.
engage the citizens and residents.

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organise trainings and forums in trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.
different topics.

Capability
Development

Campaign

Policy
System

Infrastructure

Policy

Note:
Trial
here beforefor
rolling
out to "En4policies
Smart Campus".
1. Make
it mandatory
all government
development (new or existing) to be
shared via the engagement portal to solicit feedback from the citizens and residents of
Kuching.
2. Formalise the processes and mechanisms for the engagement.
3. Put in place a team to actively create and manage the conversations / dialogues
between the Rakyat and the government.

Build a collaborative effort for
Implement digital
system
integrated
town planning at
the local planning phase.

Choose a suitable location and
start to provide high-tech infra
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Develop policies, processes,
mechanisms and setup the team.
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Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Send out periodic messages to
the citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback
channels, as well as current
issues under discussion.
Test business models
Review and refine system, as
needed.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to
Continuously
improve
the ICT industry
enrich
functions
and security.
eco-system. Consider to build data
centre parks
Recruit
new productivity based MSME

MTA

MINT
MLG

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
Explore
to grow
the ICT
industry
in Sarawak,
withsolutions
focus onsuch
the following:
Setup aPortal
one-stop team to promote
2.
Attractpotential
serviceareas
providers
to offer
suitable
MSME
digitalisation
as HRM, Starter
1. Develop
to encourage
the creation
of more
start-ups,at
leveraging
CRM,
ERP an
andecosystem
Financial packages
relevant
to Sarawak's
businesses
attractiveon
price- investment in ICT industry.
the situation
as defined
byinthe
under market
COVID-19.
available
research
Developbasic
ecosystem
engage
points.
Incentives
can be
thenew
formnorm
of sharing
size,Make
proposed
financial
Recruit
MSME and
digitalization
organisations,
universities,
fundingtax-breaks
organisations,
service providers, big companies and solutions
the international
and
localCRM,
ICT
schemes
to support
the MSMEs,
and more.
covering
HRM,
support organisations to help the start-ups grow and develop. Put in mentoring system ERP
companies.
and Financial packages.
to advise the start-ups on how to go global.
2. Explore the feasibility of building data centre parks (given the relatively cheap cost of
electricity and water), by making Kuching the data centre hosting and disaster recovery
centre for the region.
3. Consider how to attract more regional and global companies to setup local or regional
offices in Kuching, bringing in new ideas, products, constructive competition to engage
the local ICT companies. Put in place incentives to get the big companies to provide
mentorship to the smaller companies or to form alliances for knowledge transfer. Open
up more government spending on ICT to the industry to encourage continued
investment in manpower to create more jobs locally.
4. Setup a one-stop team to attract, lobby, connect, apply permits and more, for the
investors to make Sarawak an attractive location for investment.

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
through Smart City township development models
Living
Lab
such as collaborative
and
Empowered
& Enjoyable
Living
integrated town planning involving
Raise Awareness and Empower Citizens
all agencies, and where new
Promoting Active
Provide an avenue
the citizens
technologies
can befor
tested
as
Citizenry through
to co-create
with
the government
trials
or POCs
to determine
Discovery & Coon their ideal state
/ city, discuss
effectiveness
and usefulness
in
Creation
policy
decisions,
as
well
as
learn
the local context.
new things (e.g. personal smart
farming), and open up the horizon
for the citizens.
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Year
2

System
Develop an all-encompassing
Study
strategy to guide the development
of a local ICT industry to become
a strong engine of growth for the
State.

ST2.3 Ec6

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

Year
1

exchange for souvenirs and more.
Note:
Conduct MSME training
1.
TheTo
strategy
should
leverage
on the enabler,
ICTDigital
Capability
Development,
as and
well as programmes via CENTEXS,
Note:
leverage
on digital
infrastructure
such as
Platform,
Data Centre
"Lv3
Making
Continuous Learning
and Widely Available".
Digital Village and private training
Cloud,
Data Enablement,
Digital IDAffordable
and e-Wallet.
centres.

ST1.2 Ec2

Developing ICT
Industry as an
Engine of Growth

7

Develop a holistic understanding of the agriculture industry and develop a strategy to
increase marketing
the GDP contributions
of the industry:
Develop
and training programmes
targeted at MSME owners to encourage
1. Review
trials conducted
on smart
farming,
the results for
andemployees.
effectiveness,
sothe
as
online
retailpast
/ e-Commerce,
and digital
skill-sets
development
Make
to determine suitable
strategies
of farmers.
programmes
widely available
to for
thevarious
MSMEstypes
for free
or at nominal charges.
2. Understand the local, regional and global agriculture market size and demands, so as
to align the local production with the buyers.
Note:
3. The
Identify
key agriculture
products
on, roping
in researchers,
academia,
1.
strategy
should leverage
on to
thefocus
enabler,
ICT Capability
Development,
as well as
industry
players
to develop
a concerted
pushand
for the
selected
agriculture produce. This
"Lv3
Making
Continuous
Learning
Affordable
Widely
Available".
can be in the form of developing new breeds, best global practices, use of technology
for smart farming, logistical support, assurance of cold-chains, etc.

Capability
Development

ST2.1 Ec4

ST1.1 Ec1

Mitigation Strategy

digitalization solutions.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Send out periodic messages to the
citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback channels,
as well as current issues under
discussion.
Continuously test business models
Review
and
refine system,
as needed.
and
make
necessary
changes.

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.
Review and refine the policies,
processes, mechanisms and the
team, as needed
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MINT
MINT
MLG

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

MINT

Send out periodic messages to UKA
the citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback
channels, as well as current
issues under discussion.
Continuously test business
SMA
Review and make
refine necessary
system, as
UKA
models
needed.
changes.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

UKA

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

Review and improvement as a yearly
practise.
Review and refine training
programmes.

Year
4 ~5

Review and improvement as a
yearly practise.

Leading
Agency

MANRED
(Department
MINTRED of
Agriculture)

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Organise yearly training and forum
with agricultural business owners to
share smart agricultural trends,
technology, local tools available and
successful cases.

Organise yearly training and
forum with agricultural business
owners to share smart
agricultural trends, technology,
local tools available and
successful cases.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making
Build data analysis tools to analyse
Build or tie-in with existing digital
agricultural data. Build online forum for marketplace portal to share
expertise-sharing and connecting.
analysed agricultural data with
public for further study and
decision making

Yearly progress review. Review and
update the plan every 2 years.

MANRED
(Department of
Agriculture)

MINTRED

MANRED
(Department of
Agriculture)

All trade agencies;
SMA

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
SDEC;
All
trade agencies;
MITeC
SMA

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

DES

KCCMP

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital
technologies
in transforming
Strategic Action
1. Adopt ICTthe
and digital
agriculture
and
innovation
technologies
in driving
transforming
the
agriculture and driving innovation
Strategic Action 2. Establish efficient
distribution
system
for agriculture
Strategic Action
3. Develop
new
inputs
and
products
markets
and
expand existing ones for
agriculture produce and products
Strategic Action 3. Develop new
markets
expand
existing
ones forto
Strategic and
Action
6. Provide
incentives
agriculture
produce
products
grow local SMEs
andand
to provide
opportunities for globalisation
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak
and services
Strategic e-Commerce
Action 7. Promote
Sarawak
ecosystem
through Digital Media

12 Strengthening knowledgebased
N.A. clusters: Developing
talent: Collaborate with a
reputable university to have a
second off-campus university
in Kuching, with particular
emphasis of the accreditation
of the university’s curriculum

Strategic Action 23.
Increase
8. Provide
a digital
awareness
Sarawak
products
platform for of
tourism
product
and and
services
through digital
platform
service providers
to enhance
their
business
Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce
adoption
Strategic Action
9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online

MYSMART

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Economic Prosperity N.A.
Percentage
of establishments
Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity Digital Technologies:
with
internet that
it for
1. Percentage
of utilises
establishments
To increase the
specified
purposes,
by sector
with internet
that utilises
it for
private sector and
specified purposes, by sector
citizen uptake and
SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number
readiness on
of companies benefitted from
digitalisation to at
collaboration through
least 50%
intermediaries

13 Strengthening knowledgeSMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
based clusters: Fostering
youth and adult with ICT skills
creativity and innovation:
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

Examples of Implementation

Wuzhen-Zhejiang-China
China
https://www.sohu.com/a/339816077_1202891
55
https://world.taobao.com/

Henan-China
Shan'xi-China
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
https://www.sohu.com/a/339816077_1202891
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
55
Singapore
https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

26 Strengthening digital
infrastructure for smart cities Digital Economy: Cultivate the
mind-set of Government to be
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
solution

Strategic Action 18. Develop integrated
logistics solutions to support eCommerce
Strategic Action 21. Provide a worldclass specialist healthcare services
and grow health tourism in Sarawak
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

Yearly progress review. Review
and update the plan every 2
years.

MTAC (STB)

SMA;
State Local
Authorities;
MOTS

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

Build tourism app with searching,
booking, digital identity, e-payment,
Enhance MSME
Incentive
navigation
features,
etc.
programmes for top 10 industries with
MSME funding allocation.

Build personalised features with
AI tools to recommend suitable
Enhance MSME
Incentive
programmes
to tourists.
Build
programmes
the resttoofstudy
the
data
analysis for
functions
industries
with MSME
funding
tourist
behaviour,
spending
allocation.
habits,
expectations etc.

SMA;
State Local
SMA;
Authorities;
SDEC;
MOTS
CENTEXS

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to
Continuously
improve
the ICT industry
enrich functions
and security.
eco-system. Consider to build data
centre
Recruitparks
new productivity based MSME

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Continuously
improve
theand
ICT
Portal to enrich
functions
industry
security.eco-system.

digitalization solutions.

Other Stakeholders

All trade agencies;
SMA
Trade Promotion e-Marketplace
Organisation;
provider
STATOS;
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINTRED /
understand Sarawak state
MLGH
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Annual review and revision of MSME
related marketing and training
programmes.

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.

Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
programme to attract participants.
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MTAC (STB)

MINTRED /
MLGH

JKM

MINTRED /
MINTRED
MLGH

Tour Operators;
Tour Guide
Association;
Transportation
Association;
Hotel Association;
etc.

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
Strategic
Action 6: Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
Strategic Action
Increase
opportunities
for 23.
globalisation
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through
digital
platform
Strategic
Action 23:
Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
Strategic through
Action 24.
Increase
eservices
digital
platform
Commerce adoption
Strategic Action 25: Create a Fintech
Strategicthat
Action
25. Create
a Fintechand
platform
provides
technological
platform that
provides
technological
and
business
tools
to secure
a competitive
business tools
to secure
competitive
advantage
in current
and afuture
advantage in current and future
markets
markets
Strategic Action 31: Develop an
international
internet
gateway a
in digitalStrategic Action
47. Establish
Sarawak
and a new
submarine
cable
ready community
through
developing
system
to connect
directly to and
digital skills
and competencies
international
internetdigital
gateway
promoting inclusive
participation.

SMA
SMA;
SDEC

Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
Industry Chambers
SFSO;
(External)
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Send out periodic messages to the
citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback channels,
as well as current issues under
discussion.
Continuously test business models
Review
and
refine system,
as needed.
and make
necessary
changes.

Send out periodic messages to UKAS
the citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback
channels, as well as current
issues under discussion.
Continuously test business
SMA
Review
refine necessary
system, as
UKAS
models and make
needed.
changes.

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

innovation centre in each divisions and
Strategic
Action(private
41: Collect
data from
facilitate others
sector,
current
and and
future
digital services to
universities
communities).
support data-driven decision-making

CENTEXS;
SMA;
TEGAS;
SSMU
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC
Technology Partners

12 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Developing
talent: Collaborate with a
reputable university to have a
second off-campus university
in Kuching, with particular
emphasis of the accreditation
of the university’s curriculum
13 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity and innovation:
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

28 Strengthening digital
infrastructure for smart cities:
Digital Economy: Build
Strategic Action 32:
Liberalise
the 4.0 to eFulfilment
as partdensity
of
4. Adopt
Industry
3 EnhancingFlub
economic
infrastructure
to attractofforeign
Digital
Free
Trade Zone near
fuel the digital sector
transformation
the
- Foreign
businesses.
digital
businesses
to set-up their
the Kuching Airport
manufacturing
Sector
operation in Sarawak
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 38:
Establish
Digital
8. Provide
a digital
infrastructure for smart cities Village
facilitate
technology
transfer Digital Economy: Cultivate the
platformtofor
tourism
product and
and
commercialisation
and accelerate
service
providers to enhance
their
mind-set of Government to be
the
maturity of the start-ups through
business
the leader in Kuching in
global accelerator partnership
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
Strategic
Action
40: Setup
"Digital and
platform that
provides
technological
Landing
promote
businessPads"
tools overseas
to secure to
a competitive
Sarawak
high tech
advantageasindestination
current andforfuture
innovation
markets and entrepreneurship like
Silicon Valley of Shanghai, etc. and to
encourage
both domestic
foreign
Strategic Action
26. Initiateand
Digital
investment
Government
Strategic Action 42: Monetise Big Data
Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
fundamental and translational research
in core areas of digital economy and
other economic sectors in partnership
Strategic
Action 29:
Social:governments
Accelerate
with universities,
industry,
the
development support to
andsocial
community.
disadvantage communities through the
use
of
digital
and
data
technologies.
Strategic Action 37: To establish one

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

SDEC

26 Strengthening digital
infrastructure for smart cities Digital Economy: Cultivate the
mind-set of Government to be
1. Personalisation
Adopt ICT and digital
Fostering
Strategic Action 9.
of
the
leader creativity
in Kuchingand
in
technologies
in transforming
the
innovationonline
- Develop
the and
entire
tourist
experience
online
adopting
services
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
solutions
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 22. Improve the
Strategic e-Commerce
Action 2. Establish
efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
Sarawak
and services
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
ecosystem
inputs and products
Strategic Action 23. Increase
Strategic Action
4. Adoptproducts
Industryand
4.0 to
awareness
of Sarawak
fuel the digital
transformation
of the
services
through
digital platform
manufacturing Sector
Strategic Action 24. Increase eStrategic Action
5. Explore various
Commerce
adoption
opportunities for alternative energy

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

Economic Prosperity N.A.

SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number
of companies benefitted from
collaboration through
Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
intermediaries
1. Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

Chongqing-China
https://www.cqggzy.com/xxhz/014003/01400
3001/20180508/cdd41d2c-96fa-48f6-9335b9a912acd83e.html

India
Hunan-China
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEhttp://www.pingjiang.gov.cn/35048/36278/362
AR-2017-18-Eng.pdf
79/36648/content_1651010.html

4. Number of companies
benefitted from collaboration
through intermediaries

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.

12 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters - Developing
talent.

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

MINTRED

Strategic Action 7.
23.Promote
IncreaseSarawak
through
Digital
Media products and
awareness
of Sarawak
services through digital platform
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform
tourism
Strategicfor
Action
24. product
Increaseand
eservice
providers
to enhance their
Commerce
adoption
business

Strategic Action 47: Establish a digitalready community through developing
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation

13 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity and innovation:
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startN.A.
ups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

Economic Prosperity N.A.

Jiangxi-China
http://www.xinhuanet.com/fortune/201907/30/c_1124816140.htm

SMART ECONOMY: 2. Number
of employment in ICT sector
SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number
of companies benefitted from
collaboration through
intermediaries
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
youth and adult with ICT skills

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector
SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
SMART GOVERNMENT: 5.
Percentage of users satisfied
with e-government services
provided per year

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end
Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity Talent &
of companies benefitted from
Innovations:
collaboration through
Sarawak
intermediaries
benchmarked
against Top 20
N.A.
Contribute to the
1.
Create inclusive
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries
in
inclusivity of society digital
participation of
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
Sarawakians.
through continuous
measures
engagement with the
citizens and residents
on policies'
discussions,
aspirational
dialogues, and solicit
feedback on
development of
Kuching.

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html

Lausanne, Switzerland
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Taipei

Fribourg, Switzerland
https://smartcity.taipei/
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/
Singapore
https://www.reach.gov.sg

UKAS
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3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

SO1

ST

Label

ST1

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Digitalised
& Vibrant
Economy
Making
Continuous
Encourage
the public to constantly Study
Learning
learn,
upgrade
their knowledge
/
Create aAffordable
Seamless
Digital
Experience
for Businesses
&
Widely Available
anda achieve
fullestfor the Capability
Enhancing
Digital skills
Provide
one-stoptheir
location
potential,
making local
training Development
Marketplace &
business by
community
to conduct
available
to all.
Expertise Sharing content
commercial
transactions,
gain
to Accelerate
business intelligence, and learn
Commerce &
about use of technology to
Trade
support their businesses.

System
9

ST3.2 Lv3

System

1

10

ST1.1 Ec1

Sharpening of
Welfare Services
through Digital
Information &
Reach

Modernise and enhance the
Governance
provisioning of social and welfare
services to the under-privileged in
a transparent and sustainable
manner, and encourage greater
citizens' participations.

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing
cost efficient options to go digital.

ST3.3 Lv7

System

Improving Health &
Wellness through
Outreach &
Efficient Services

2

Encourage the public to develop
healthy living lifestyle, making
informed decisions on food and
exercise choices, and enable
them to access their medical
information (e.g. upcoming
medical appointments, medical
records), where possible.

Review the existing policies that are in place to encourage lifelong learning. As Kuching
embarks on its smart city development, there is a need to bridge any digital divide and
ensure
under-privileged
are programmes
not left behind.
Developthe
marketing
and training
targeted at MSME owners to encourage
online retail / e-Commerce, and digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the
Development
can beavailable
made in upskilling
pathways
foror
the
defining
areas of
programmes widely
to the MSMEs
for free
atusers,
nominal
charges.
training content that should be made free or affordable to the masses, as well as target
certain
Note: groups (e.g. elderly or OKUs) to help them embark on leading more fulfilling lives
under
Digitalshould
Economy.
1. Thethe
strategy
leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".

Implement an NGO support (ERP) system with the following features:
1. Best-practice processes for NGOs in Corporate Management, Operations
Understand the
demand
of digitalisation
tools by start-ups,
Management
andsupply
Case and
/ Client
Management
(with payments,
if any) micro, small and
medium
(MSME).
2.
Able toenterprises
profile all welfare
recipients and provide various analytics to review
1. Initiate RFI of
with
public cloud including
and technology
solution providers to understand the
effectiveness
programmes,
fraud detection
industry
landscape,
solutions integrated
available locally
/ regionally,
pricing and
3.
Marketing
and Awareness,
with Social
Media functionality,
and other Channels
suitability.
4.
Traceable Donations acceptance through popular payment gateways and e-Wallets
2. Poll thewith
MSMEs
on theirregistration
willingnessoftoTax
participate,
systems,
automated
Relief (ifprice-sensitivity,
any) for donors issues to
overcome,
level
of
digitalisation
knowledge
and
training
required.
5. Match volunteers with charitable organisations for both short-term or long-term

Governance

Form a Commission to study ways to improve the efficiency of healthcare service
providers across Private and Public Sector, covering Primary to Acute to Step-down
Care.

Capability
Development

Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

System

Governance

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

ST1.3 Ec3

Improving Rurban
Communities'
Access to
Healthcare

12

ST3.5 Lv9

4

ST1.4 Ec7

System
Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer satisfaction and enable
businesses to start their
operations faster, making the
State an attractive location for
Governance
starting new businesses.

Improve the healthcare support
Policy
for residents in the rural areas
through provisioning of remote
healthcare education, telemedicine
and even stepdown homecare for
post-ops patients who live far from
the city.

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
through Smart City township development models
Living Lab
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.

Capability
Development
Capability
Development

System
Policy

Infrastructure
Capability
Development
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1. Formulate lifelong standard
and professional certification
plan
for workforce.
Review
and refine training
programmes.
2. Formulate ICT inclusive
comprehensive
plan for
Provide training training
at a nominal
fee.
elderly and under-privileged
groups.

1. Continuous training plan refresh to
adapt to new ICT technologies
development.
Review and refine training
programmes.
2. Continuous inclusive training plan
refresh
adapt with
to new
ICT
Provide to
training
70%
government
technologies
subsidy to thedevelopment.
training providers.

Develop system with the featured
functionalities, integrating with:
Perform
MSME
Market
1.
Sarawak
ID for
ease Survey
of login; to
understand
Sarawak
state MSME
2.
Sarawak Pay
for online
landscapeas
and
digital
adoption
payment,
well
as other
needs. e-wallets or online
common
payment available in Sarawak;
3. Tax department for automated
application of tax relief for donors
(if
any). MSME Incentive
Formulate

1. Develop and implement "Train- 1. On-board key industries companies,
and-Match" Industry Job
IHLs and Technology Partners to
"Train-and-Match" portal to create
matching portal.
industry demands for ICT jobs.
2. Implement advanced
2. Marketing and Awareness
certification courses on Cloud,
programme for "Train-and-Match"
AI, 5G, IoT, Devops,
Build data analysis tools to
Build or tie-in with existing digital
portal to encourage job matching.
Microservices apps, etc..
analyse online retail data. Build marketplace portal to share analysed
online forum for expertisetrade data with public for further study
3. Enhance certification courses on
3. Enhance and extend ICT
sharing and connecting.
and decision making
new ICT technologies
inclusive training advance
programmes.
4. Enhance ICT inclusive training
programmes on new ICT technologies.

1. Continuous training plan
refresh to adapt to new ICT
technologies development.

1. Enhance Lifelong learning
platform and "Train-and-Match"
portal.
2. Continuous improvement on
certifications and training
programmes

Review the Commission or
Council as needed

Leverage AI (if available) or data
analytics to:
Perform
annualthe
MSME
Survey to
1.
Understand
effectiveness
understand
Sarawak state
of
the system;
MSME
digital
adoption
ratestoand
2.
Tap on
public
donations
new needs.
uplift
and charitable

Review and refine system, as needed. Review and refine system, as
needed.
Perform annual MSME Survey to
Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
understand Sarawak state
digital adoption rates and new needs. MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

organisations;
3. Encourage greater
volunteering participation to
develop
civil, caring
and
EnhanceaMSME
Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
philanthropic
Sarawak. programmes for top 10 industries with
programmes for top 3 industries
programmes society
for top 6inmore
with MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
MSME funding allocation.
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to
Conduct marketing events to create
createof
awareness
of MSME
awareness of MSME incentive
Setup
Commission,
comprising Conduct marketing events to
incentive
programme
to attract
create awareness of MSME
programme to attract participants.
of
members
from: Administrators
participants.
incentive programme to attract
from
Federal and State health
participants.
agencies; law (e.g. SAG); Chief
FormulateOffice.
MSME related
Annual review and revision of
Annual review and revision of MSME
Minister's
marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
related marketing and training
programmes.
training programmes.
programmes.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using digital
tools that supports cross-agency
Develop
implement relevant
process and
collaboration.
policies.

Reg
Soci
MINT
MLG

JKM

MINT
MLG
State

Dep

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Form a multi-agency Commission to look into the overall health and wellness of
Setup of Commission, comprising
residents, and to recommend programmes to educate and incentivise residents to adopt of members from: Administrators
healthy lifestyles
from State health agencies,
nutritionists, sports agencies, etc.

Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to
foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining,
Incentivise
andwith
subsidise
and
private
healthcare
providers
to set up more
in conjunction
overall public
Ease of
Doing
Business
optimisation
programme
undersatellite
Smart
clinics
and treatment centres in remote areas.
Economy.

Reg
Soci

State
Dep

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal
enrich
functions
and
Reviewtoand
refine
system,
as
security.
needed.

Leverage on the platform above
to:
Yearly survey with local
Phase
1: Develop
content
enterprises
and MNCs
on for
their
healthy
lifestyle living;
EoDB experience
and survey
demands.
participants on their exercise and
food nutrition understanding and
interest areas.

MINT

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal to
functions
and
Phase
2:enrich
If electronic
health
security.system has been
records
implemented in Malaysia, allow
Recruit
new
productivity
based
patients to view their health
MSME digitalization
solutions.
records
(e.g. latest lab
tests,
etc.) online via this system.

Seed the development of a (Healthy) Lifestyle portal:
1.
Embedding
Govt.
healthyoflifestyle
messages,
on nutrition,
Conduct
a review
of approved
the key aspects
the Ease
of Doing including
Businessarticles
improvement
areas
fitness,
disease
prevention
etc. with the highest impact and room for improvements, that
for Sarawak.
Identify
the areas
2.
Allow
for administration
and tracking
of incentive
for to
eating
healthy
and
can
support
the other economic
incentives
that the programmes
State is offering
foreign
and local
exercise
and social
influence)
investors.(e.g.
Thethrough
findingsgamification
should be used
to guide
the optimisation of the existing
3.
Allowing residents
to book
public
andFederal
privateprocesses,
sports facilities
government
processes,
linkages
with
as well as set the direction for
4.
While
allowing the private sector to promote related services and products
future
ones.

MES
(PUS

MINT
MLG

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2. Attractand
service
providers
to offer
suitable
MSMEthat:
digitalisation solutions such as HRM, Develop
Starter Portal
Develop
promulgate
mobile
enabled
systems
the platform via several
CRM,
and Financial
packages
relevant
to Sarawak's
businesses
at attractive price- phases, such as:
1.
AllowERP
patients
to register
and submit
paperwork
for appointments
online
points.
can be access
in the form
of sharing
market
proposed
financial
Recruit1:basic
MSME related
digitalization
2.
Give Incentives
patients real-time
to queue
lengths
and size,
realistic
appointment
times
Phase
All logistics
schemes
to
support
the
MSMEs,
tax-breaks
and
more.
solutions
covering
HRM, CRM,
3. Give patients access to their electronic medical records
aspects such
as booking
of
ERP and Financial
packages.
4. Allow patients to order, pay online for medicine for chronic illnesses and have
appointments,
checking
queue

lengths, and on-target medical
appointment timing.

MES
(PUS
MINT

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for the rest of the
industries with MSME funding
allocation.

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to
enrich functions
and
security.
Phase
3: Allow for
online
order,
payment and delivery of medicine for
Recruit new
productivity
based
MSME
patients
not required
for prior
doctor
digitalization
solutions.
consultation.

L

2. Continuous inclusive training
plan refresh to adapt to new ICT
technologies development.

Conduct MSME training
Conduct MSME training programmes
programmes via CENTEXS,
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
Digital Village and private training private training centres.
centres.

Note:
1. A strong, secure and pervasive Digital ID system to ensure integrity and
confidentiality of personal medical information
2. A widely electronic medical records and exchange system

ST3.4 Lv8

1. Review and enhance existing
policies to encourage lifelong
learning.
Develop training programmes on:
1. Selling on the digital
2.
Formulate (key
lifelong
basic
learning
marketplace
initial
steps
to
plan
for workforce.
be taken);
2. Using data and analytics to
3.
Formulate
ICT
inclusive basic
improve
online
sales;
training
plan
for elderly
and under3. Online
marketing
to reach
a
privileged
groups.
wider audience.

Year
4 ~5

Note:
Conduct MSME training
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as programmes via CENTEXS,
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
Digital Village and private training
centres.

medicine delivered, without need to step into the clinic or hospital.
11

Year
3

Provide access to practitioners'
expert advice.
1. Develop and rollout Cloud
based Lifelong Learning Platform.
Provide training for free for the
participants in the 1st year.
2. Implement certification courses
based on ICT technologies
relevant to smart city and digital
economy development including
1. Identify suitable local platform to
Cloud, AI, 5G, IoT, Devops,
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp emicroservices apps, etc..
marketplace), with focus on B2B;
2. Develop starter-kit for first time
3. Rollout ICT inclusive training
users to start their online selling
basic programme targeting elderly
quickly;
and under-privileged groups.
3. Identify the key products
available and the targeted
audience - market the platform to
these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
4. Create
online community
to
To appoint a Commission or Council to:
Setup
the an
Commission
or Council:
encourage
information
exchange,
1. Conduct regular reviews of the needs of Residents and coverage / effectiveness of
1.
Comprises
10-12 members;
advice-sharing,
aggregation
of
existing NGOs to ensure full coverage while eliminating overlaps.
2.
A mix of both public
and private
business data and government
2. Recommend policies and programmes to support the organisational improvement,
sectors;
resources
grants, upcoming
service provision and fund raising for NGOs.
3.
Expertise(e.g.
in accountancy,
overseas tradeshows,
3. Promote and encourage the adoption of good governance and best practices, to help corporate
governance, etc.) to
ensure active participation
enhance public confidence and promote self-regulation in the charity sector.
entrepreneurship,
law, etc.;and
longer
dwell time. from key
4. Build capabilities of charities so that they are able to comply with regulatory
4.
Administrators
5. Build government
requirements and enhance public accountability.
government
agenciestrade
such as
database and
share
information
education,
health,
social,
etc.
via the platform.

causes.
Develop incentives to encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of
subsidies, free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.

System

Year
2

Develop a Lifelong Learning Platform with the following features:
1. Deliver e-learning content and track learning progresses and achievements, and
made available in local languages.
2. Educate on the latest technologies, trends, best practices and more. Focus can be
given to the under-privileged to bridge the digital divide, equipping them with skill-sets to
keep them relevant and competitive.
3. For professionals using the platform, it can provide credits for certain courses which
Develop or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
can lead to future certifications.
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
4. Cooperate with major universities or training certifications by major global multi2. Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
national companies (MNCs).
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information
5. Cooperate with the industries to provide courses on the actual needs and skills of the
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
industries.
trade missions and opportunities for regional or overseas expansion.
6. Combine online learning with on-site practice, where possible. This will be useful in
certain industries such as food industries where practical learning is highly relevant.
Note:
7. Ensure the online learning allows for non-scheduled start and stop, allowing for
1. If self-develop, to leverage on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
fragmentation of learning time.
Centre and Cloud, Smart City Digital Platform, Data Enablement, Digital ID and e-Wallet.

Policy

ST1.2 Ec2

Year
1

Mitigation Strategy

State
Dep

Phase 2: Gamification of health
lifestyle,
such as
encouraging
of
Yearly survey
with
local
steps
walking
and
exercise,
enterprises
and
MNCs
on their
using
EoDB wearables
experienceand
andproviding
demands.
incentives to encourage
participants to develop healthy
habits.
(Excludes the cost of wearables
Choose the most concerned
and incentivisation programme.)
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Review and refine system, as needed.
State
Dep
Yearly survey with local enterprises
Yearly survey with local
MINT
and MNCs on their EoDB experience enterprises and MNCs on their
and demands.
EoDB experience and demands.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINT

State
Dep

Incentivise and attract more students into the nursing and healthcare profession, with
additional incentives for those willing to be based in rurban or rural communities.
Incentivise rurban vehicle owners to participate in schemes to transport people to
hospitals and clinics within their community. Provide subsidies that will match the cost to
Educate
and market to make
local businesses
the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
send
an ambulance,
the schemeon
attractive.
of thepart-time
new normnurses
arisingand
from
COVID-19.
Develop
marketing
and training
programmes
Train
allied
healthcare
workers
in the community
who
can be
targetedonatinthe
business owners
to encourage
digitalisation
for their
businesses, and
tapped
a "gig-economy"
manner
to provide
basic frontline
services.
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available to
the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.
Note:
Implement
Telemedicine
systemsonwhich
allow for:
1. The strategy
should leverage
the enabler,
ICT Capability Development, as well as
1.
Remote
consultation
diagnosis
"Lv3
Making
Continuousand
Learning
Affordable and Widely Available".
2. Remote treatment for simple procedures
1. Remote
Build a collaborative
effort for integrated
digital
town planning at the local planning
3.
delivery of medicines
(e.g. through
drones)
phase.
Involves
technical
and planning
agencies
such
JKR, JBALB,
4.
Remote
monitoring
of patients'
medical
indicators
andasconsumption
ofDID,
food Sewerage,
and
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant
medicines
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2.
Test
business
models
to
ensure
sustainability.
(Excludes the ICT infrastructure required for the rural connectivity.)
Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart
Outsource
local transport
operators
to recruit andand
trainmore
rurban
vehicle owners
street lights,tosmart
parking, smart
city management
to showcase
the to
serve
to transport
people
to hospitals
and clinics context.
within their community, with "gig
effectiveness
of such
technologies
in Sarawak's
economy" style remuneration and matching / despatch system (e.g. part-time "Grab
drivers").
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

Invite experts from government,
MNCs, universities
andoflocal
Determine
the number
leading enterprises
provideand
healthcare
workers to
required
trainings
to MSMEs
that
set
specific
targets to
beinspires
trained
collaboration of innovation in
progressively.
Kuching.

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organiseand
trainings
forums in Review
trainingsand
andrefine
forums
different as
topics. organise
trainings
forums in State
Review
refine and
the scheme,
theinscheme,
Review and
refine and
the scheme,
different
topics.
different
topics.
as
needed.
needed.
as needed.
Dep

Trial the Telemedicine system in a
nearby community (easily
accessible) to understand the
Build a collaborative
associated
difficultieseffort
to befor
integrated digital
town
addressed.
Refine
the planning
policies, at
the local planning
phase. as
processes
and systems

Progressively roll-out to more
rurban communities to provide
wider coverage. Refine the
Test business
models
policies,
processes
and
systems as needed.

Choose a suitable location and
Work
with
local transport
start to
provide
high-tech infra
operators
to develop
on-boarding
support (like
5G, smart
sensors,
training
programme
for the
rurban
etc.) that
supports ICT
POCs.
vehicle owners. Progressively roll
out the training, as needed.

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testReview
refine the Provide
Review
and refine the programme.
test-bedand
environment.
bed environment.
programme.
roll
Progressively roll out.
opportunitiesProgressively
for POCs/trials.
out.

Progressively roll-out to more rurban
communities to provide wider
coverage. Refine the policies,
Continuously
test
business
processes
and
systems
as models
needed.
and make necessary changes.

Progressively roll-out to more
State
rurban communities to provide
Dep
wider coverage. Refine the
Continuously
test business
policies, processes
and systems SMA
models
and make necessary
as needed.
changes.

needed.
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Continuously improve the smart
Review and
refine the
test-bed
environment.
programme. Progressively roll
out.

CEN
State
Dep

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

1. Continuous training plan refresh to
adapt to new ICT technologies
development.
Review and refine training
programmes.
2. Continuous inclusive training plan
refresh
adapt with
to new
ICT
Provide to
training
70%
government
technologies
subsidy to thedevelopment.
training providers.

Year
4 ~5
1. Continuous training plan
refresh to adapt to new ICT
technologies development.

Leading
Agency
MESTR
(PUSTAKA)
MINTRED

2. Continuous inclusive training
plan refresh to adapt to new ICT
technologies development.

1. On-board key industries companies, 1. Enhance Lifelong learning
IHLs and Technology Partners to
platform and "Train-and-Match"
"Train-and-Match" portal to create
portal.
industry demands for ICT jobs.
2. Continuous improvement on
2. Marketing and Awareness
certifications and training
programme for "Train-and-Match"
programmes
Build or tie-in with existing digital
portal to encourage job matching.
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
3. Enhance certification courses on
and decision making
new ICT technologies

MESTR
(PUSTAKA)

MINTRED

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

Other Stakeholders

Yayasan
Sarawak;
Ministry
of
Trade Promotion
Welfare,
Organisation;
Community
STATOS;
Wellbeing,
Industry
Women,
Family
Chambers;
and
Childhood
SDEC
Development;
SMA

Yayasan
Sarawak;
Ministry of
Welfare,
Community
Wellbeing,
Women, Family
Trade Promotion
and Childhood
Organisation;
Development;
STATOS;
SMA
SDEC;
MITeC

e-Marketplace
provider

Review the Commission or
Council as needed

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Strategic Action 34: Build, develop and
head hunt a workforce that is agile,
digital-savvy
and1.industry-ready
Strategic Action
Adopt ICT and digital
technologies in transforming the
Strategic
35: Strength
current
agricultureAction
and driving
innovation
STEM and ICT education in primary,
secondary
and tertiary
institutions
Strategic Action
3. Develop
new
markets and expand existing ones for
Strategic
47: Establish
a digitalagricultureAction
produce
and products
ready community through developing
digital
skills
and competencies
and to
Strategic
Action
6. Provide incentives
promoting
digital
participation
grow local inclusive
SMEs and
to provide
opportunities for globalisation

Developing talent Collaborate with a reputable
university
to have a second
N.A.
off-campus university in
Kuching, with particular
emphasis of the accreditation
of the university’s curriculum

MYSMART

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

Smart People SEAC Top Level
20. Rate of youth and adult with Outcomes ICT
skills
Inclusive
Smart
Economy:
EconomicSociety
Prosperity
1. Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes
SEAC Digital Sector
Level Outcome 9 Talent
& Innovations
Digital Technologies:
-To increase the
100%
the and
privateofsector
population
are and
able
citizen uptake
to
access on
readiness
accredited
digitalisationSTEM
to at
training
and
least 50%
education online,
80% of the youth
and workforce are
STEM trained

Examples of Implementation

China
http://www.ccgp.gov.cn/cggg/zygg/gkzb/2017
China
12/t20171205_9284061.htm
https://world.taobao.com/
Khan Academy
Henan-China
https://www.khanacademy.org/
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
Udemy
https://www.udemy.com/
Singapore

https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/
Coursera

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

https://www.coursera.org/

Strategic Action 9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

MINTRED /
MLGH

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to
enrich functions
and
security.
Phase
3: Allow for
online
order,
payment and delivery of medicine for
Recruit new
productivity
based
MSME
patients
not required
for prior
doctor
digitalization
solutions.
consultation.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal toand
enrich
functions
and
Review
refine
system,
as
security.
needed.

Strategic Action 21. Provide a worldclass specialist healthcare services
Strategic Action 29: Social: Accelerate N.A.
and grow health tourism in Sarawak
the social development support to
disadvantage communities through the
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
use of digital and data technologies.
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

Registrar of
Ministry of
Societies (ROS) Welfare,
Community
Wellbeing,
Women, Family
and Childhood
Development;
Tax department
(e.g. JPNS).

Registrar of
Societies (ROS)
MINTRED /
MLGH

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

KCCMP

Strategic Action 18. Develop integrated
logistics solutions to support eCommerce

Review and refine system, as needed. Review and refine system, as
needed.
Perform annual MSME Survey to
Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
understand Sarawak state
digital adoption rates and new needs. MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

DES

Strategic Action 7. Promote Sarawak
through Digital Media

4. Enhance ICT inclusive training
programmes on new ICT technologies.

Review and refine system, as needed.

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

Inclusive Society

Ministry of
Welfare,
SMA;
Community
SDEC;
Wellbeing,
CENTEXS
Women,
Family

NGOs

Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption
Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

State Health
Department

JKM

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

MINTRED /
MLGHHealth
State
Department

SMA
Federal Health
Private healthcare
Agencies;
providers
Public healthcare
providers

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
Strategic Action 19: Increase
N.A.
opportunities for alternative energy
accessibility and improve level of
medical and health services
Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
Strategic Action 20: Safeguard the
opportunities for globalisation
health of people who are living, staying
and working in Sarawak
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
Strategic Action 47: Establish a digitalservice providers to enhance their
ready community through developing
business
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

Jiaxing-China
http://mzj.jiaxing.gov.cn/art/2019/4/4/art_1597
159_32445330.html

Digital Technologies:
To increase the
private sector and
Singapore
citizen uptake and
readiness on
www.giving.sg
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform

and Childhood
Development;
Tax department
(e.g. JPNS)

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

N.A.

Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
1. Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

India
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEAR-2017-18-Eng.pdf

4. Number of companies
benefitted from collaboration
through intermediaries

Smart Living:
N.A.
3. Percentage of clinic/hospital
using ICT and integration
through e-health
4. Increase in the number of
beds per population
5. Reduce the gap in doctors to
population ratio
6. Increase of doctors per
population per year

Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

Singapore
https://www.healthhub.sg/apps/25/healthy365

Digital Technologies:
To increase the
private sector and
citizen uptake and
readiness on
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform
Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

State Health
Department

State Health
Department
Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Federal Health
Agencies;
All trade agencies;
Public
SAGC;and private
healthcare
SFSO;
providers
SSMU;

State Local
Authorities

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINTRED

State Health
Department

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
Public healthcare
State Local
providers;
Authorities
MOTS

Strategic Action 47. Establish a digitalready community through developing
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation.
Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Industry Chambers
(External)
Private healthcare
providers;
Local transport
operators

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
Review
theinscheme,
refine and
the scheme,
trainingsand
andrefine
forums
different as
topics. Review
organiseand
trainings
forums in State Health
needed.
as
needed.
Department
different
topics.

TEGAS;
Public
healthcare Private healthcare
Yayasan
providers
providers
Sarawak;
SDEC

Progressively roll-out to more rurban
communities to provide wider
coverage. Refine the policies,
Continuously
test
business
processes
and
systems
as models
needed.
and make necessary changes.

Progressively roll-out to more
State Health
rurban communities to provide
Department
wider coverage. Refine the
Continuously
test business
policies,
processes
and systems SMA
models
and make necessary
as
needed.
changes.

Public healthcare Private healthcare
providers;
providers;

Continuously improve the smart testReview
and refine the programme.
bed environment.
Progressively roll out.

Continuously improve the smart
Review
refine the
test-bedand
environment.
programme. Progressively roll
out.

SDEC
MOTS

CENTEXS
State Health
Department

5 October 2021

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to 3 Enhancing economic density
fuel the digital transformation of the
- Foreign businesses.
manufacturing Sector
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
infrastructure for smart cities platform for tourism product and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
service providers to enhance their
mind-set of Government to be
business
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
platform that provides technological and
business Action
tools to19:
secure
a competitive N.A.
Strategic
Increase
advantage inand
current
and future
accessibility
improve
level of
markets and health services
medical
26. Safeguard
Initiate Digital
Strategic Action 20:
the
Government
health
of people who are living, staying
and working in Sarawak

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
SMART GOVERNMENT: 5.
Percentage
Smart
Living:of users satisfied
with
e-government
services
3.
Percentage
of clinic/hospital
provided
using
ICTper
andyear
integration
through e-health

N.A.

Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency
measures
Digital
Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

Digital Technologies:
To increase the
private sector and
uptake and
Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre 13 Strengthening knowledge- SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity citizen
Talent &
readiness
on
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
based clusters: Fostering
of companies benefitted from
Innovations:
digitalisation
to at
fundamental and translational research creativity and innovation:
collaboration through
Sarawak
least
50%
in core areas of digital economy and
Develop the entire ecosystem intermediaries
benchmarked
other economic sectors in partnership of entrepreneurship (e.g. startagainst Top 20
with universities, industry, governments ups, incubators, accelerators, SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries in
and community.
mentors)
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
measures
Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html
Henan-China
http://m.xinhuanet.com/ha/201903/31/c_1124306865.htm

Lausanne, Switzerland
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/

Technology Partners
Local transport
operators
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Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

ST

SO1

ST4
ST1

1

13

Label

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Digitalised
& Vibrant
Economy
Build a Conducive
and
Comfortable Kuching
Create
a Seamless
Digitalpublic
Experience
for Businesses
Enhancing
Public
Improve
safety through
the
Policy
Enhancing
Safety & Digital
Marketplace
&
Assurance through
Expertise
AdvancedSharing
to
Accelerate&
Surveillance
Commerce
Response &
Trade

ST1.1 Ec1

ST4.1 Lv4

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

14

ST4.2 Lv5

Optimising Street
Lighting

ST1.3 Ec3

15

ST4.3 Lv6

Transforming
Kuching Commute
Spurring
Innovation
through Multi-Modal
through
Smart City
Transport
Living Lab

4

ST1.4 Ec7

ST4.4 Lv10

5 October 2021

Formulate MSME related
marketing and training
programmes.

1. Integrate or replace cameras
implemented by other gov't dept.

MLG

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
online forum for expertisesharing and connecting.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

MINT

1. Determine operational
scenario(s) for departments
2. Deploy and apply multiple
analytics on the camera streams

1. Deploy big data analytics, utilising
historical data to create insights and
business value for Kuching City
operations and management.

MLG

1. Review and refine the policies,
processes, mechanisms and the
team, as needed
2. Ensuring policy to support the
utilisation of the system for the
Perform
annual MSME Survey to Perform annual MSME Survey to
next 5 years.
understand Sarawak state
understand Sarawak state MSME
MSME digital adoption rates and digital adoption rates and new needs.
new needs.

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 6 more
industries with MSME funding
allocation.

Conduct
MSME
training
programmes
3. Relevant
digital
signage
boards
via
CENTEXS,
Digital Village
and
could
be implemented
and help
private
training
centres. council level
government
to broadcast
announcements.

Develop an end-to-end emergency management system that supports the following
functions:
1. Input and case manage incident notifications from multiple sources and channels,
from incident reporting to closure
2. GIS-based, visualisation, sense making and decision support
3. Intelligent automated despatch considering ground officers' skill sets, equipment,
Conduct
a review
of the
key aspects
location and
workload
/ availability
etc.of the Ease of Doing Business improvement areas
for
Sarawak. and
Identify
the areas
with the
highest
impact
and room
for improvements,
4. Monitoring
tracking
of incident
and
resolution
progress
through
real-time data that
can
the other economic
incentives
thesources
State is like
offering
tomedia
foreignfeeds
and local
fromsupport
video surveillance,
other sensors,
andthat
other
social
etc.
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
government processes, linkages with Federal processes, as well as set the direction for
future ones.
Install smart-lighting in all under-lit areas and convert all street lighting to smart-lighting
progressively as lights reach end-of-life or where it makes economic sense.
Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to
foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining,
in conjunction with overall Ease of Doing Business optimisation programme under Smart
Economy.

1. To integrate SOPs
management system, and
existing emergency systems for
Whole of Government

Policy

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINT
understand Sarawak state
MLG
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal to enrich functions and
security.

Develop multi-modal transport
Infrastructure
connectivity options to support the
Build
living lab
to test from
out new
use ofa public
transport
rural Capability
township
development
models
Development
to urban areas,
reducing
use of
such
asvehicular
collaborative
and and
private
transport
integrated
town congestions.
planning involving
resultant traffic
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.

MLG

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2. Attract service providers to offer suitable MSME digitalisation solutions such as HRM, Starter Portal
CRM, ERP and Financial packages relevant to Sarawak's businesses at attractive pricepoints. Incentives can be in the form of sharing market size, proposed financial
Recruit basic MSME digitalization
schemes
to support the
MSMEs, tax-breaks
andTeam
more.vested with the authority and
solutions
HRM, CRM,
Set up a multi-agency
Emergency
Management
1. Identifycovering
stakeholders.
andteam.
Financial packages.
accountability (including core KPIs) in making sense of and responding to emergencies. ERP
2. Setup
SOPs and scenario plans should also be developed to facilitate quick action in times of 2. Identify existing relevant
emergencies.
policies for review.
3. Develop new policies,
processes, mechanisms with
inputs from the various
participating departments.

Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer satisfaction and enable
businesses to start their
Optimise the
management
and
System
operations
faster,
making the
operations
of street-lights
State
an attractive
locationtofor
Governance
reduce cost
OPEX, while
starting
new of
businesses.
increasing the functionalities to
make the city safer, brighter and
yet, more energy efficient.

L

MLG
MINT

System

Capability
Development

Year
4 ~5

1. Review and refine the policies,
Review
and mechanisms
refine trainingand the Review and refine training
processes,
programmes.
programmes.
team, as needed
2. Walkthrough policies with the
Provide
at a nominal fee. Provide training with 70% government
relevant training
participants
subsidy to the training providers.

Conduct
training
2. ReviewMSME
and deploy
additional
programmes
CENTEXS,
Smart poles atvia
strategic
Digital
Village
and private
locations
in Kuching
City. training
centres.

Infrastructure

16

7. EV charging
Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
etc.
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.
Note: This policy will apply to all Systems with field deployment of devices and sensors

Year
3

Note:
Conduct
MSMEtrial
training
Deployment of Smart Poles at City councils
1. Commence
of 20 smart
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as programmes
via4CENTEXS,
poles in across
councils in the
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
Digital
Village
Kuching
City. and private training
centres.

System

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

Optimise emergency responses
to ensure efficient and effective
responses when reacting to
incidents.

Review the policies to assure the video sharing in case of public safety .
Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
online retail / e-Commerce, and digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the
programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Year
2

System

ST1.2 Ec2

Enhancing
Emergency
Response

Year
1

1. Identify stakeholders.
Develop
training
programmes
on:
2. Develop
policies,
processes,
1.
Selling on the
mechanisms
anddigital
setup the team.
marketplace
initialstandards
steps to
3. Determine (key
the open
be
for taken);
departments to adhere.
Note:
2.
data the
andphysical
analyticssecurity
to
4. Using
Determine
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as improve
online
sales;surveillance
standards
for video
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
3.
Online
marketing
to reach
a
on-site
setup,
including
signages,
wider
audience.
high security
lock and tamper
alarm.
Provide
access
practitioners'
5. Determine
thetoICT
security
expert
advice.
standards
for video surveillance
setup.
Infrastructure Deploy surveillance cameras in important and critical locations.
1.
Identify
existing
deployed
Provide training for free for the
cameras by in
respective
gov't dept.
participants
the 1st year.
and determine its value.
2. Determine camera compatibility
requirements with the new back
end
to share
videolocal
and resources.
System
Develop or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
1.
Identify
suitable
platform to
3. Identify and
deploy
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
collaborate
(e.g.
SME new
Corp ecameras at strategic
areas
2. Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
marketplace),
with focus
onsuch
B2B;
as Develop
high crime
rate andfor
critical
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information 2.
starter-kit
first time
location
existing
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
users
toand
startreplace
their online
selling
incompatible cameras.
trade missions and opportunities for regional or overseas expansion.
quickly;
3. Identify the key products
System
Deploy a Video Cloud Platform with the following features:
1. Identifyand
users
project
Note:
available
theand
targeted
1.
Aggregate
all
camera’s
video
stream
installed
by
the
State
departments.
owner for -the
system.
1. If self-develop, to leverage on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
audience
market
the platform to
2. Provide
videoCity
surveillance
services
including
analytics
andID
bigand
data
for all these
2. Setup
project team
and them
Centre
andseamless
Cloud, Smart
Digital Platform,
Data
Enablement,
Digital
e-Wallet.
companies
to attract
government departments.
determineas
thebuyers;
system
on-board
3. Establish an open ecosystem to support existing and new hardware and software.
requirements
and specification.
4.
Create an online
community to
4. Provide an environment to support multiple analytic software from different vendors to encourage
3. Establishinformation
an open video
exchange,
create a competitive environment, thus reducing cost, and support specialised analytics advice-sharing,
management platform
to integrate
aggregation
of
for specific scenarios.
existing and
10,000
new cameras.
business
data
and government
5. Support real time scenarios analytics, monitor, match and alert on the edge
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
6. Support the investigative functions such as verification, tracking, correlating and
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
sharing.
ensure active participation and
7. Situational awareness integrated with predicative analytics could be integrated with
longer dwell time.
the IOC to better manage and improve emergency response and event
5. Build government trade
8. Support the video aggregation with private sector.
database and share information
Policy
Institute a Smart Pole / Point policy requiring all Smart City system owners to implement via
1. Identify
stakeholders.
the platform.
full-fledged Smart Poles / Points in the respective locations that the Systems are
2. Develop policies, processes,
required. The Smart Poles / Points will then provide ready power, connectivity and
mechanisms and setup the team.
physical anchor for other Systems. For example, if a Video Surveillance camera needs 3. Determine operational
to be put in place in a set of locations without existing infrastructure, the Video
scenarios and community needs.
Support micro, small and medium Study
Understand
supply
and demand
of digitalisation
by start-ups,
micro, small
MSMEsubsidy
Market for
Survey to
Surveillance the
system
owner
will emplace
Smart Polestools
/ Points
in those locations
to and Perform
4. To consider
enterprises to start their
medium
enterprises
state MSME
support the
cameras.(MSME).
Subsequently, if a Local Authority (for example) wants to deploy a understand
deployment Sarawak
to encourage
digitalisation journeys by providing
1.
Initiate
RFI
public
cloud
and technology
solutionwith
providers
understand
landscape
and digital adoption
Smart
Light
orwith
Panic
button
in some
of those locations
Smart to
Poles
/ Points,the
the
participation.
cost efficient options to go digital.
industry
landscape,
/ regionally,
pricing
and
needs.
Smart Poles
/ Points solutions
can then available
be used. locally
The Smart
Lightingfunctionality,
or Panic Button
system
suitability.
owner then only needs build Smart Poles / Points in the areas without them. Over time, it
2.
Poll the MSMEs
their willingness
participate,
price-sensitivity,
issues
to will
is expected
that all on
locations
in the Citytowith
requirement
for Smart Poles
/ Points
overcome,
level of
knowledge
and training quickly
required.
have one, ready
fordigitalisation
future Systems
to be implemented
and at low incremental
cost.
Policy
Develop incentives to encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of Formulate MSME Incentive
subsidies, free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.
programmes for top 3 industries
Examples of use cases for Smart Pole / Points include:
with MSME funding allocation.
1. Lighting
2. Panic Button
Conduct marketing events to
3. Environment Monitoring (air, noise)
create awareness of MSME
4. Wireless Connectivity (WiFi)
incentive programme to attract
5. Surveillance
participants.
6. Digital signage

Provide
a one-stop
location for the Capability
use of video
surveillance.
business community to conduct
Development
commercial transactions, gain
business intelligence, and learn
about use of technology to
support their businesses.

Capability
Development

2

Mitigation Strategy

MINT
MLG

JKM

Conduct MSME training
MLG
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Recruit new productivity based MSME
Recruit
new
productivity
Recruit new productivity based
1. Review
and
refine the based
policies, digitalization solutions.
MSME
digitalization
solutions.
MSME digitalization solutions.
processes,
mechanisms
and the
team, as needed

MINT
MLG

SSE

1. Establish a Computer Aided
Dispatch system with GIS,
Incident Management console and
integrated communications
between four City Councils and
departments.
Yearly survey with local
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local enterprises
enterprises and MNCs on their and MNCs on their EoDB experience
EoDB experience and demands. and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

1. To replace 10% of the 41,000
street lights in Kuching
Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using digital
tools that supports cross-agency
process collaboration.

1. To replace 30% of the 41,000
street lights in Kuching
Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

1. To replace 30% of the 41,000 street
lights in Kuching
Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

1. To replace 30% of the 41,000 MLG
street lights in Kuching
Choose the most concerned
MINT
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Obtaining land rights

Obtaining land rights

Obtaining land rights

Develop the public transport options such as Autonomous Rapid Transit (ART), feeder
bus service, riverine transportation, e-Bike / PMD-sharing and Private Hire Vehicles
Educate
and market
to localinfrastructure
businesses on
the as
imperative
to digitalise,
especially
in face
(PHV). Improve
supporting
such
more sheltered
bus stops,
covered
of
the new norm
arisingconnecting
from COVID-19.
marketing
and training
programmes
pedestrian
walkways,
bridges,Develop
safe traffic
crossings,
OKU-friendly
facilities,
targeted
at the
business
owners
to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and
cleanliness
of facilities
and
vehicles,
etc.
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available to
the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Develop/update overall
transportation masterplan
Invite
experts latest
from government,
incorporating
city
MNCs,
universities
andART,
local bus,
development
involving
leading
to provide
riverine,enterprises
e-Bike / PMD
and PHV
trainings to MSMEs that inspires
collaboration
innovation in
Obtaining landofrights
Kuching.
Note:
Infra execution by phase of
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as transportation priorities /
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
complexity

1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
phase. Involves technical and planning agencies such as JKR, JBALB, DID, Sewerage,
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Build a collaborative effort for
Low Complexity
integrated digital town planning at
1. Bus
the local planning phase.
2. Riverine transport
3. eBike
4. PHV
Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".
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SSE

MOT

Make
it a regular
Make
it a regular
Infra execution
bypractice,
phase of
Infra execution
bypractice,
phase oforganise
organise
trainings
and forums
in trainings
and forums
in different
topics.
transportation
priorities
/ complexity
transportation
priorities
/
different
topics.
complexity
High Complexity
1. ART
Low Complexity
1. Bus
2. Riverine transport
3. eBike
4. PHV

Makeexecution
it a regular
CEN
Infra
bypractice,
phase of
organise trainings
and forums
in
transportation
priorities
/
different topics.
complexity

Test business models
High Complexity
1. ART

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.
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High Complexity
1. ART

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

Year
4 ~5

Leading
Agency

MLGH
MINTRED

Review and refine training
programmes.

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

MLGH

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

MINTRED

1. Deploy big data analytics, utilising
historical data to create insights and
business value for Kuching City
operations and management.

MLGH

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

Other Stakeholders

SMA;
Trade
Promotion
State Local
Organisation;
Authorities;
STATOS;
SAG
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

e-Marketplace
provider

SMA;
State Local
Authorities

DES

KCCMP

Strategic Action 15: Ensure efficient
Kuching as a Composition of
Strategic
Action
1. Adopt ICThousing
and digital N.A.
development
of sustainable
Towns
technologies
transformingsafety
the and
and enhance in
convenience,
agriculture
and
driving
innovation
2. Sense of belonging and
comfort for city dwellers
security
Strategic Action 3.
new
17:Develop
Establish
a
markets
andand
expand
comfortable
safe existing
mobility ones
for for 5. Security for businesses
agriculture
and products
(e.g. costs on terrorism, crime
commutersproduce
using smart
technologies
and violence, reliability of
Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to police services) & id
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

MYSMART

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

SMART LIVING, Safety and
Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
Smart
Economy:
Economic Prosperity Digital
Technologies:
Security:
100% Government
1. Percentage
of rate
establishments
To
increase
services
arethe
digital
Ratio of crime
with
internet
that
utilises
it
for
private
sector and
end-to-end
2. Safe cities index (global)
specified purposes, by sector
citizen uptake and
readiness on
SMART PEOPLE,
digitalisation to at
Moral Intelligence:
least 50%
1. Crime Index

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Xiamen-China
China
http://www.ccgp.gov.cn/cggg/dfgg/gkzb/2019
https://world.taobao.com/
11/t20191129_13456373.htm

Henan-China
Shan'xi-China
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
http://www.ccgp.gov.cn/cggg/dfgg/zbgg/2018
01/t20180125_9523650.htm
Singapore

Strategic Action 7. Promote Sarawak
through Digital Media

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
SDEC;
MITeC

Examples of Implementation

https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business
Strategic Action 9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online
Strategic Action 18. Develop integrated
logistics solutions to support eCommerce

SMA;
SSMU;
Local Authorities

Strategic Action 21. Provide a worldclass specialist healthcare services
and grow health tourism in Sarawak
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

MLGH

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINTRED /
understand Sarawak state
MLGH
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

MINTRED /
MLGH

SMA;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
1. Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

India
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEAR-2017-18-Eng.pdf

4. Number of companies
benefitted from collaboration
through intermediaries

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
opportunities for alternative energy

JKM

Conduct
MSME
training
programmes
Conduct MSME training
3.
Relevant
digital
signage
boards
MLGH
via CENTEXS,
Digital Village
and
programmes via CENTEXS,
could
be implemented
and help
private training
centres. council level Digital Village and private training
government
to broadcast
centres.
announcements.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

SMA;
State Local
Authorities

MINTRED /
MLGH

SMA

SSEU

SSMU;
State Local
Authorities;

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness
of Sarawak
products
and
Strategic Action
14: Develop
a flood
services
through
digital
platform
mgmt. and
response
system
Strategic
eStrategic Action
Action 24.
15: Increase
Ensure efficient
Commerce
developmentadoption
of sustainable housing

(Propose
Governance via
SDMC)

SSEU

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

1. To replace 30% of the 41,000 street
lights in Kuching
Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

1. To replace 30% of the 41,000 MLGH
street lights in Kuching
Choose the most concerned
MINTRED
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Obtaining land rights

Obtaining land rights

MOTS

Makeexecution
it a regular
Makeexecution
it a regular
CENTEXS
Infra
bypractice,
phase oforganise
Infra
bypractice,
phase of
trainings and forums
in different
topics. transportation
organise trainings
and forums
in
transportation
priorities
/ complexity
priorities
/
different topics.
complexity
High Complexity
1. ART
High Complexity
1. ART

(Propose
Governance via
All
trade agencies;
SDMC)
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities
State Local
Authorities
All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

SDEC

SMART LIVING, Safety and
Security:
1. Safe cities index (global)

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

and enhance convenience, safety and
Strategic
Action
25. Create a Fintech
comfort for
city dwellers
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

SSMU;
State Local
Authorities;

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
TEGAS;
State Local
Yayasan
Authorities
Sarawak;
SDEC

N.A.

China
http://www.ccgp.gov.cn/cggg/dfgg/zbgg/2018
01/t20180125_9523650.htm
Anshun-China
http://www.ccgp.gov.cn/cggg/dfgg/zbgg/2018
01/t20180125_9523650.htm

Strategic Action 47. Establish a digitalready community through developing
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation.
Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Industry Chambers
(External)

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to 3 Enhancing economic density
fuel the digital transformation of the
- Foreign businesses.
manufacturing Sector
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
infrastructure for smart cities platform for tourism product and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
Strategicproviders
Action 10:
N.A.
service
toProvide
enhanceclean,
their
mind-set
of Government to be
reliable and cost-efficient energy using the leader in Kuching in
business
smart technologies
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
Government
SHEDA
Strategic Action 17: Establish a
Property Developers comfortable and safe mobility for
Strategic
Action
Establish
a centre
commuters
using36:
smart
technologies
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
fundamental and translational research
in core areas of digital economy and
other economic sectors in partnership
with universities, industry, governments
and community.

Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development 13
Strengthening
Public
Transport knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity
innovation:
Strategy: and
Expanding
transit
Develop
entire ecosystem
orientatedthe
development
- Land
of
entrepreneurship (e.g. startuse
ups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)
Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development Connections

Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
Strategy: Adopting
universities and communities).
greenbased development and
practices - Transport

Technology Partners

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
SMART LIVING,
Safety of
and
Number
of transactions
eSecurity:
government
services per year
1. Ratio of crime rate
2. Safe cities index (global)
PEOPLE,
SMART GOVERNMENT:
5.
Moral Intelligence:
Percentage
of users satisfied
1. Crime
Index
with
e-government
services
provided per year

Digital Services:
Economic Prosperity Sarawak
Digital Services:
100% Government
benchmarked
servicesTop
are15
digital
against
end-to-endin
countries
Government
Efficiency measures

Smart Environment - 6. Number Environmental
of days recorded as ‘Good’ and Sustainability
SMART
Number
‘Medium’ECONOMY:
measured by4.the
API Economic Prosperity
of
companies
benefitted
from
in the
study area
in a year
collaboration through
intermediaries
Smart People - 13. Level of
public satisfaction
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
youth
adult- with
ICT skillsin
Smart and
Mobility
4. Reduction
travel time (minutes)
Smart Mobility - 5. Percentage
of urban public transport stops
or stations for which traveller
information is dynamically
available to the public in real
time

Digital Services:
100% Government
Talent
& are digital
services
Innovations:
end-to-end
Sarawak
benchmarked
Digital Technologies:
against
Top 20
To increase
the
countries
in and
private sector
Innovation
citizen uptake and
measures
readiness on
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Canberra-Australia
Beijing-China
https://www.smartcitiesworld.net/news/news/a
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
ustralias-largest-standalone-smart-lightingxxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
project-announced-4083
6051/index.html

Hainan-China

Lausanne,
Switzerland
http://zw.hainan.gov.cn/data/jydt/2018/11/492
93/
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Florida
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.nctr.usf.edu/wphttps://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/
content/uploads/2015/08/77954.pdf

Smart Mobility - 6. Public
transport satisfaction
percentage
percentage
Smart Mobility - 7. Percentage
of transactions made using
cashless modes
Smart Mobility - 8. Public
transport modal share
Smart Mobility - 13. Percentage
of public transport fleet equipped
with sensors for predictive
maintenance

5 October 2021

Smart Mobility - 14. Percentage
of reduction in breakdowns and
downtime

© 2021, Sarawak Multimedia Authority. All rights reserved.
Smart Mobility - 15. Percentage
of increase in number of parking
lot/ spaces at LRT/ MRT/ KTMB
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Transforming
Kuching Commute
through Multi-Modal
Transport

Develop multi-modal transport
connectivity options to support the
use of public transport from rural
to urban areas, reducing use of
private vehicular transport and
resultant traffic congestions.

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

SO1
16

ST

Label

ST1 Lv10
ST4.4

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Digitalised & Vibrant Economy
Policy
Create a Seamless Digital Experience for Businesses
Enhancing Digital
Marketplace &
Expertise Sharing
to Accelerate
Commerce &
Trade

Provide a one-stop location for the Capability
business community to conduct
Development
commercial transactions, gain
business intelligence, and learn
about use of technology to
support their businesses.

Mitigation Strategy

Year
1

Develop policies to address the following:
1. Ensure the legality, safety and other concerns for alternative forms of transportation
such as Van
Sapu. and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
Develop
marketing
2. Ensure
of service
public transport,
maintenance
schedule,
online
retailregularity
/ e-Commerce,
andlevels
digitalfor
skill-sets
development
for employees.
Make the
cleanliness requirements,
safety
records,
OKU-friendliness
and more.
programmes
widely available
to the
MSMEs
for free or at nominal
charges.

Develop policies, processes,
mechanisms and setup the team.
Develop training programmes on:
1. Selling on the digital
marketplace (key initial steps to
be taken);
Note:
2. Using data and analytics to
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as improve online sales;
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
3. Online marketing to reach a
wider audience.

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4 ~5

Review and refine the policies,
processes, mechanisms and the
team, asand
needed
Review
refine training
Review and refine training
programmes.
programmes.

L

MOT

MINT

Provide training at a nominal fee. Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Provide access to practitioners'
expert advice.
Provide training for free for the
participants in the 1st year.

System

1

ST1.1 Ec1

Supporting the
Push for Public
Transport

17

ST4.5 Lv11

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Encourage the public to use public Policy
transport more regularly by
improving the experiences of the
passengers in areas such as
waiting time, safety and hygiene of
the public transport.

System
Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing
cost efficient options to go digital.

Policy

Capability
Development

2

ST1.2 Ec2

System
Facilitating the
Administration &
Sustainability of
Free School Bus
Service

18

Study

ST4.6 Lv12

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

ST1.3 Ec3

Scaling up Traffic
Management to
Meet Growing
Demands
Spurring Innovation
through Smart City
Living Lab

4

19

Provide additional (paid) options to Policy
the public on the use of the "Free
School Bus Service", such as
putting in place quality service
levels, greater conveniences,
priority on safety and more.

ST1.4 Ec7

1. Identify suitable local platform to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp emarketplace), with focus on B2B;
2. Develop starter-kit for first time
users to start their online selling
quickly;
3.
Identifypolicies,
the keyprocesses,
products
Upon the readiness of Lv10 whereby public transportation can meet the needs of the
Develop
Note:
and and
the targeted
residents, there is a need to develop strategies to encourage commuters to leverage on available
mechanisms
setup the team.
1.
If self-develop,
to leverage
on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
audience - market the platform to
public
transport, rather
than driving.
Centre
and
Cloud,
Smart City
DataDigital
Enablement,
Digital ID
e-Wallet.
1. Lower
cost
of commute
for Digital
citizensPlatform,
(tied in with
ID), compared
to and
visitors
and these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
tourists.
4. Create an online community to
2. Increase the coverage by public transport.
3. Increase the cost of using private vehicles, especially in city centres for parking, road encourage information exchange,
advice-sharing, aggregation of
usage, tolls, etc.
business data and government
4. Consider OKU-friendliness in the design of the public transport system.
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
5. Incentivising public transport drivers to ensure better ride experiences.
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
ensure active participation and
longer dwell time.
5. Build government trade
database and share information
via the platform.

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
online forum for expertisesharing and connecting.

Further enhance "Lv10 Transforming Kuching Commute through Multi-Modal Transport"
Understand
the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by start-ups, micro, small and
through the following:
medium
(MSME).
1. Use ofenterprises
data analytics
to determine the frequency of services, efficient / effective
1.
Initiate RFI of
with
public cloud
and technology
solution
providers
to understand the
maintenance
vehicles
and shorter
waiting times
for the
commuters.
industry
landscape,
solutions
/ regionally,
pricing and
2. Perform
driver profiling
and available
accident locally
predictive
analyticsfunctionality,
to ensure optimum
drivers'
suitability.
performances in ensuring safe rides.
2.
the MSMEs
on their willingness
to participate,
issues toof rides.
3. Poll
Recommend
discounted
fares for off-peak
travels price-sensitivity,
to encourage staggering
overcome,
level
of
digitalisation
knowledge
and
training
required.
4. Optimise journey planning to show seats availability, and other features, based on the

Implement system
Perform annual MSME Survey to Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
understand Sarawak state MSME
MSME digital adoption rates and digital adoption rates and new needs.
new needs.

Perform MSME Market Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
landscape and digital adoption
needs.

comments
and feedback
receiveduptake
from Lv10.
Develop
incentives
to encourage
of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of
subsidies, free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.
Note:
1. To leverage on "Gv3 Integrating & Transforming City Operations", as well as digital
infrastructure such as Digital Platform, Data Centre and Cloud, Data Enablement, Digital
ID and e-Wallet.

Formulate MSME Incentive
programmes for top 3 industries
with MSME funding allocation.

Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Formulate MSME related
marketing and training
programmes.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Review policies and standards.
Review policies and standards.
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.

Conduct a public transportation study for city road planning in line with future city
planning.

Conduct study and public
engagement

Capability
Development

Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
of the new norm arising from COVID-19. Develop marketing and training programmes
targeted at the business owners to encourage digitalisation for their businesses, and
Provide
real-time
traffic information
sharing, travel
and estimated
travel
duration
digital
skill-sets
development
for employees.
Makeadvice
the programmes
widely
available
to
via digital
signage
and
message
signs.
the
MSMEs
for free
or viable
at nominal
charges.

Invite experts from government,
MNCs, universities and local
leading enterprises to provide
Provide services
trainings
to MSMEs that inspires
collaboration of innovation in
Kuching.

1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
Build a collaborative effort for
DevelopInvolves
an intelligent
traffic
light
controlagencies
system tosuch
adapt
real JBALB,
time traffic
situation.
Implement digital
system
phase.
technical
and
planning
astoJKR,
DID,
Sewerage, integrated
town planning at
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant the local planning phase.
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Infrastructure

Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

Infrastructure

Analyse traffic congestion caused by road condition and implement upgrade or new
road construction programmes.

JKM

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

MINT
MLG

Yaya
Sara

Yaya
Sara

Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local enterprises
enterprises and MNCs on their and MNCs on their EoDB experience
EoDB experience and demands. and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Review and refine the system.

Review and refine the system.

Review and refine the system.

Yaya
Sara

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINT

MOT

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organise trainings and forums in trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.
different topics.
Update and enhance services
MOT

Test business models
System expansion

Continuously test business models
Continuously test business
Review
and
refine system,
as needed. models
Review and make
refine necessary
system, as
and
make
necessary
changes.
needed.
changes.
System update, support and
maintenance
System update, support and
maintenance
Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart test- Continuously improve the smart
System update, support and
test-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
test-bed environment.
maintenance
opportunities for POCs/trials.

SMA
MOT

Review and refine system, as
needed.

Conduct study and public
engagement

© 2021, Sarawak Multimedia Authority. All rights reserved.

MINT
MLG

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Conduct studies.

Study

Note:
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Review and refine system, as
MOT
Perform
needed. annual MSME Survey to MINT
understand Sarawak state
MLG
MSME
digital
adoption
rates
and
System update, support and
new
needs.
maintenance

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal to enrich functions and
security.

Regulate / reduce traffic
congestions issues, optimise
traffic flow and provide real-time
information to drivers to help them
Build
living lab to
out new
makeadecisions
ontest
road-usage.
township development models
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.

Policy
System

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 6 more
industries with MSME funding
allocation.

MOT

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2. Attract service providers to offer suitable MSME digitalisation solutions such as HRM, Starter Portal
CRM, ERP and Financial packages relevant to Sarawak's businesses at attractive priceReview the policies and standard from a safety and sanity perspective:
Review policies and standards.
points. Incentives can be in the form of sharing market size, proposed financial
Recruit basic MSME digitalization
1. School bus drivers selection criteria,
schemes to support the MSMEs, tax-breaks and more.
solutions covering HRM, CRM,
2. School bus service provider criteria and safety requirements,
ERP and Financial packages.
3. School bus maintenance requirement.

Conduct a study on school bus route planning for better coverage and frequency
between schools and homes.

MINT

Review and refine the policies,
processes, mechanisms and the
team, as needed

Conduct MSME training
Conduct MSME training programmes
programmes via CENTEXS,
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
Digital Village and private training private training centres.
centres.

Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer satisfaction and enable System
businesses to start their
operations faster, making the
State an attractive location for
Governance
starting new businesses.

Service

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

Note:
Conduct MSME training
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as programmes via CENTEXS,
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Conduct a
a review
study on
to payoffor
additional
such asimprovement
passenger areas Yearly survey with local
Conduct
of willingness
the key aspects
the
Ease of services
Doing Business
tracking,
real-time
situation
monitoring
theimpact
bus, etc.
for
Sarawak.
Identify
the areas
with thewithin
highest
and room for improvements, that enterprises and MNCs on their
can support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local EoDB experience and demands.
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
Enhance busprocesses,
administration
and monitoring
system
with follow
features:
government
linkages
with Federal
processes,
as well
as set the direction for Implement the bus administration
Basic services
(free):
system (basic service) to improve
future
ones.
1. Registration of passengers / booking of seats, with priority given to under-privileged. the ridership of the service.
2. Feedback mechanism.
Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to Choose the most concerned
Assuming there is a demand for
foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
business process (as from the
Paid services:
the paid services, implement the
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
survey) to improve by using digital
3. Passenger tracking, to ensure the student reach home and school safely and on
monitoring system.
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining, tools that supports cross-agency
time.
in conjunction with overall Ease of Doing Business optimisation programme under Smart process collaboration.
4. Situation monitoring within the bus via CCTV cameras, supporting real time report to
Economy.
relevant manage office.

ST4.7 Lv13

5 October 2021

Develop or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
2. Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
trade missions and opportunities for regional or overseas expansion.

CEN

MOT
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Strategic Action 17: Establish a
comfortable and safe mobility for
commuters using smart technologies

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development Public Transport

Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development - Land Smart People - 13. Level of
use
public satisfaction
Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development Connections

Year
3

Year
4 ~5

Leading
Agency

MOTS

Review and refine training
programmes.

MINTRED

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Implement system
Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.

MINTRED

MOTS

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
State Local
Trade
Promotion
Authorities
Organisation;
STATOS;
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

e-Marketplace
provider

DES

KCCMP

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital N.A.
technologies in transforming the
agriculture and driving innovation
Strategic Action 3. Develop new
markets and expand existing ones for
agriculture produce and products

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
SDEC;
MITeC

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Smart Mobility - 15. Percentage
of increase in number of parking
lot/ spaces at LRT/ MRT/ KTMB
stations

Strategic Action 9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online

Smart Mobility - 16. Percentage
of public buses electrified

Strategic Action 21. Provide a worldclass specialist healthcare services
and grow health tourism in Sarawak

MINTRED /
MLGH

JKM

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

MUDeNR;
SMA;
MLGH;
SDEC;
State Local
CENTEXS
Authorities

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

MINTRED /
MLGH

SMA

Yayasan
Sarawak

MOTS

School Bus
Association

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Review and refine the system.

Review and refine the system.

Yayasan
Sarawak

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINTRED

MOTS

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.
MOTS

Continuously test business models
Continuously test business
and
make
necessary
changes.
Review
and
refine system,
as needed. models
Review and make
refine necessary
system, as
changes.
needed.
System update, support and
System update, support and
maintenance
maintenance
Continuously improve the smart test- Continuously improve the smart
bed environment.
test-bed environment.

School Bus
Association;
Public

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
MOTSLocal
State
Authorities

Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)
School Bus
Association;
System provider

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
Industry Chambers
SFSO;
(External)
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

SMA
MOTS

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
MUDeNR;
Yayasan
MLGH;
Sarawak;
State Local
SDEC
Authorities

CENTEXS

SDEC

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

Smart Mobility - 15. Percentage
of increase in number of parking
lot/ spaces at LRT/ MRT/ KTMB
stations

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

Smart Mobility - 16. Percentage
of public buses electrified

https://world.taobao.com/
Henan-China
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm

Singapore
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/dam/ltagov/Ho
me/PDF/MTM.pdf
Shenzhen-China
http://m.coobus.cn/sharePC.html
http://www.coomix.com/

N.A.

India
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEAR-2017-18-Eng.pdf

Smart Mobility - 19. Percentage
Smart Mobility:
Environmental
2. Ratio of travel time during the Sustainability
peak period to travel time at free
flow period
4. Reduction in travel time
(minutes)
6. Public transport satisfaction
percentage
8. Public transport modal share
9. Number of shared vehicles
per 100,000 inhabitants

N.A.

Ohio -USA
https://spectrumnews1.com/oh/columbus/new
s/2019/07/30/columbus-city-schoolsintroduces-smart-technology-on-schoolbuses
Hopewell
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/hopew
ell-virginia-digital-divide-WiFi-access-schoolbus/577261/

Strategic Action 47. Establish a digitalready community through developing
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation.
Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to 3 Enhancing economic density
fuel the digital transformation of the
- Foreign businesses.
manufacturing Sector
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
infrastructure for smart cities platform for tourism product and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
service providers to enhance their
mind-set of Government to be
business
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

Technology Partners

China

benefitted from collaboration
Smart Mobility
- 8. Public
through
intermediaries
transport modal share

Smart Mobility - 14. Percentage
of reduction in breakdowns and
downtime

Strategic
Strategic Action
Action 26.
15: Initiate
EnsureDigital
efficient
Government
development of sustainable housing
and enhance convenience, safety and
comfort for city dwellers
Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
fundamental and translational research
in core areas of digital economy and
other economic sectors in partnership
with universities, industry, governments
and community.

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
State Local
Authorities
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
MUDeNR;
SDEC
MLGH;
State Local
Authorities

N.A.

Smart Mobility - 6. Public
transport
satisfaction
Smart
Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
percentage
1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
Smart
Mobility
7.
Percentage
specified purposes, by sector
of transactions made using
cashless
4.
Numbermodes
of companies

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

MOTS

Examples of Implementation

https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

Smart Mobility - 4. Reduction in
travel time (minutes)

Smart Mobility - 13. Percentage
of public transport fleet equipped
with sensors for predictive
maintenance

Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption

Yayasan
Sarawak

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

Singapore

Smart Environment - 6. Number Environmental
of days recorded as ‘Good’ and Sustainability
‘Medium’ measured by the API
in the study area in a year

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
opportunities for alternative energy

Strategic Action
Action 23.
17: Increase
Establish a
Strategic
comfortableof
and
safe mobility
for and
awareness
Sarawak
products
commuters
using digital
smartplatform
technologies
services
through

http://zw.hainan.gov.cn/data/jydt/2018/11/492
93/

Smart Mobility - 5. Percentage
Strategy: Adopting
of urban public transport stops
greenbased development and or stations for which traveller
practices - Transport
information is dynamically
available to the public in real
time

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development - Land Smart People - 13. Level of
use
public satisfaction
Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development Connections

Hainan-China

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

Smart Mobility - 7. Percentage
Smart
Economy:
Economic Prosperity Digital Technologies:
of transactions
made using
1.
Percentage
of establishments
To increase the
cashless
modes
with internet that utilises it for
private sector and
specified
purposes,
by sector
citizen uptake and
Smart Mobility
- 8. Public
readiness on
transport modal share
digitalisation to at
least 50%
Smart Mobility - 13. Percentage
of public transport fleet equipped
with sensors for predictive
maintenance

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

Strategic Action 18. Develop integrated
Strategic Action 17: Establish a
Strategy: Expanding transit
logistics solutions to support ecomfortable and safe mobility for
orientated development Commerce
commuters using smart technologies
Public Transport

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
State Local
Authorities

MYSMART
Smart Mobility
- 6. Public
transport satisfaction
percentage

Smart Mobility - 14. Percentage
of reduction in breakdowns and
downtime

Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption
Review and refine system, as
MOTS
Perform
needed. annual MSME Survey to MINTRED /
understand Sarawak state
MLGH
MSME
digital
adoption
rates
and
System update, support and
new
needs.
maintenance

Smart Mobility - 4. Reduction in
travel time (minutes)

Strategic Action 7. Promote Sarawak
through Digital Media

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Review policies and standards.
Review policies and standards.
Recruit new productivity based MSME

digitalization solutions.

Other Stakeholders

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.

Supporting
Agencies

Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

Digital Technologies:
To increase the
private sector and
Florida
citizen uptake and
readiness on
https://www.nctr.usf.edu/wpdigitalisation to at
content/uploads/2015/08/77954.pdf
least 50%

Smart Mobility - 5. Percentage
Strategy: Adopting
of urban public transport stops
greenbased development and or stations for which traveller
practices - Transport
information is dynamically
available to the public in real
Alignment
time

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

Smart Environment - 6. Number Environmental
of days recorded as ‘Good’ and Sustainability
‘Medium’ measured by the API
in the study area in a year

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
SMART GOVERNMENT: 5.
Percentage of users satisfied
with e-government services
provided per year

Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development Layout

Smart Environment - 6. Number Environmental
of days recorded as ‘Good’ and Sustainability
‘Medium’ measured by the API
in the study area in a year
13 Strengthening knowledge- SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity
based clusters: Fostering
of
companies
Smart
People benefitted
- 13. Levelfrom
of
creativity and innovation:
collaboration
through
public satisfaction
Develop the entire ecosystem intermediaries
of entrepreneurship (e.g. start- Smart Mobility - 1. Percentage
ups, incubators, accelerators, SMART
PEOPLE: 20.using
Rate of
of road intersections
mentors)
youth
andtraffic
adultcontrol
with ICT
adaptive
orskills
prioritisation measures

Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end
Talent &
Innovations:
Digital Technologies:
Sarawak
To increase the
benchmarked
private sector and
against
Top 20and
citizen uptake
countries
readinessinon
Innovation
digitalisation to at
measures
least 50%

Smart Mobility - 2. Ratio of travel
time during the peak period to
travel time at free flow period

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html

Yunnan-China
http://project.21csp.com.cn/c171/202002/113
93376.html
Lausanne, Switzerland

https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Multiple countries
https://www.globenewswire.com/newsFribourg,
Switzerland
release/2020/09/07/2089659/0/en/The-globalmarket-for-Intelligent-Transportation-Systemshttps://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/
ITS-is-projected-to-reach-US-50-4-billion-by2025.html

Smart Mobility - 3. Percentage
of major streets monitored by
ICT
Smart Mobility - 4. Reduction in
travel time (minutes)

MOTS

5 October 2021

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
State Local
Authorities

Smart Mobility - 15. Percentage
of increase in number of parking
lot/ spaces at LRT/ MRT/ KTMB
stations
Smart Mobility - 19. Percentage
of reduction in carbon emission
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ST4.7 Lv13

3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

SO1

ST

Label

ST1

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Digitalised & Vibrant Economy
System
Create a Seamless Digital Experience for Businesses
Enhancing Digital
Marketplace &
Expertise Sharing
to Accelerate
Commerce &
Trade

Provide a one-stop location for the Capability
business community to conduct
Development
commercial transactions, gain
business intelligence, and learn
about use of technology to
support their businesses.

Transforming City
Parking to
Maximise Utilisation
& Revenue

Optimise parking spaces in the
Policy
city to achieve efficient use of the
parking lots and maximise the
revenue collection for the city
councils.
Study

System
20
1

ST4.8 LV14
ST1.1 Ec1
System

SO3

Implement system

Review on parking fare regulations and parking lot set up policies.

Provide
to practitioners'
Developaccess
or enhance
policies,
expert
advice.
processes,
mechanisms and
setup the team.
Provide training for free for the
participants in the 1st year.

Develop training programmes on:
1. Selling on the digital
marketplace (key initial steps to
be taken);
Note:
2. Using data and analytics to
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as improve online sales;
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
3. Online marketing to reach a
wider audience.

Perform analysis on traffic and city parking situation and for better city planning and
variable parking charges.
Develop or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
2. Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
Develop
parkingand
application,
with for
theregional
followingorfeatures:
trade
missions
opportunities
overseas expansion.
1. Parking lot finding based on current or specific location and traffic situation.
2. Route planning and travel time estimation to parking lot.
Note:
3.
Payment
via
online
payment
or
e-wallets
1. If self-develop, to leverage on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
4. Parking
Centre
andspace
Cloud,reservation
Smart City Digital Platform, Data Enablement, Digital ID and e-Wallet.

Empower the Municipal Management with Digital Tools
Enhancing the
Digitalisation of
Municipal
Management
System

Support the local authorities to
better monitor, manage, maintain
and enforce their precincts
efficiently rather than manually,
excel table and WhatsApp.

Policy

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing System
cost efficient options to go digital.

Capability
Development

21

Develop an traffic control and command centre with integrated video surveillance,
enabling real time abnormal capturing and responding
Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
online retail / e-Commerce, and digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the
programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Clean & Balanced Environment
ST5

ST5.1 En1

Policy

Optimise the across local authority collaboration mechanism and processes to take
advantage of sharing.

2

ST1.2 Ec2

Optimising Solid
Waste
Management

Optimise the waste management,
improving the environmental
supplement, bring a cleaner
environment to citizen.

Campaign

System

System

Year
3

System expansion
system, as
Review and refine training
needed.
programmes.

Year
4 ~5

Review and refine system, as needed. Review and refine system, as
needed.

System and
update,
support
and
Review
refine
training
maintenance
programmes.

System training
update, at
support
and fee. Provide training with 70% government
Provide
a nominal
maintenance
subsidy to the training providers.

System update, support and
maintenance

Review and refine the policies,
processes, mechanisms and the
team, as needed

MOT

MINT

MOT

Conduct study

1. Identify suitable local platform to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp emarketplace), with focus on B2B;
2. Develop starter-kit for first time
users to start their online selling
quickly;
3. Identify the key products
available and the targeted
audience - market the platform to
these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
4. Create an online community to
encourage information exchange,
advice-sharing, aggregation of
business data and government
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
ensure
active
participation
Optimise
the across
local and
longer
dwell
time.
authority
collaboration
mechanism
5.
Build
government trade
and
processes
database and share information
via the platform.

L

MOT

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
online forum for expertisesharing and connecting.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making
Implement system

MINT

System expansion

MOT

Review and refine system, as
needed.
System update, support and
maintenance

MLG

Carry out the digitalisation transformation programme (Mind-sets and Digital Skills) for
the local authorities' employees.

Develop and implement Capability Implement Capability
Development programme
Development programme

Implement Capability Development
programme

Implement Capability
Development programme

Perform MSME Market Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
landscape
adoption
Implement and
staticdigital
digital
mapping of
needs.
managed objects

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital
adoption
rates anddigital
new mapping
needs.
Implement
the dynamic
of managed object, based on
crowdsource such as mobile phone,
cars

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINT
understand Sarawak state
MLG
MSME
digital
adoption rates
and MLG
Implement
AI-powered
municipal
new
needs.
facilities
inspection, such as
LiDAR for road checking.

Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Integrated with the certification
database, housing & building
database, enterprise database
Formulate MSME Incentive
programmes for top 3 industries
Implement municipal mgmt. grid
with MSME funding allocation.
(data)

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
MSME
digital
rates
and
Implement
theadoption
integrated
comm.
new
needs.
function
in mobile office for
collaboration based on the digital
comm. platform.
Implement the intelligent assign
Enhance MSME Incentive
function for complaints / cases
programmes for top 6 more
based on the big data and
industries with MSME funding
knowledge database.
allocation.

Implement the AI-based detection and
Enhance MSME Incentive
advice
programmes for top 10 industries with
MSME funding allocation.
Integrated with the individual and
enterprise credit system
Conduct marketing events to
Conduct marketing events to create
Integrated with the contract and
Implement the real-time tracing
create awareness of MSME
Conduct marketing events to
awareness of MSME incentive
function for complaints and cases contractor mgmt. system
incentive programme to attract
create awareness of MSME
programme to attract participants.
mgmt.
participants.
incentive programme to attract
Implement the dynamic digital
participants.
mapping of managed object,
Implement Mobile Office for
Formulate MSME related
Annual review and revision of
Annual review and revision of MSME
municipal mgmt.
based on the IoT data and VS
marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
related marketing and training
programmes.
training programmes.
programmes.

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for the rest of the
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

MLG

MINT
MLG

JKM

Note:
Conduct
MSME
training Plan and
Promoting the 3Rs in waste management, encouraging more citizen to participate the
Develop 3Rs
Promoting
1.
The
strategy, encouraging
should leverage
the enabler,
ICT Capability
Development,
well as programmes
CENTEXS,
3Rs
Activities
and on
funding
enterprises
to development
the 3Rs as
business
implement thevia
plan
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Conduct
MSME
training
Conduct
MSME
training programmes
Implement
the plan
Implement
the plan
programmes via CENTEXS,
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
Digital Village and private training private training centres.
centres.

Conduct
MSME
training
Implement
the plan
NRE
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2.
Attract the
service
to offer suitable
digitalisation
Optimise
Solidproviders
Waste management
with MSME
following
features: solutions such as HRM, Starter
DevelopPortal
the function to collect the
CRM,
ERP and
Financial packages
relevant
to Sarawak's
businesses
at attractive price- waste collection data about
1. Planning
the frequency
and the route
of household
garbage
collection.
points.
Incentives
can be
in the
formofofthe
sharing
Recruit
MSME
2. Planning
the location
and
amount
trashmarket
bins in size,
publicproposed
places. financial
routine, basic
operation
anddigitalization
weight.
schemes
to
support
the
MSMEs,
tax-breaks
and
more.
solutions
covering HRM, CRM,
3. Fast and multi-mode channels for waste reporting and tracing.
andthe
Financial
packages.
4. Management, analysis, and optimisation application for waste from its generation to its ERP
Develop
location
visualisation

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to
Portal
enrich
functions
and
enrich
functions
and security.
Realizetothe
dynamic
planning
Develop
the big data
analysis functions
security.
function of collection routes and for the end-to-end process from waste
new
productivity based MSME
timetables, and the placement of Recruit
collection
to disposal.
Recruit
new
productivity
based
digitalization
solutions.
facilities (such as garbage bins)
MSME digitalization solutions.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal
to enrich
functions
Develop
the AI for
waste and
security.
classification and sorting.

final disposal which includes the collection, transport, treatment and disposal.
5. AI-powered automatic system, such as CCTV, for supervision, detection and
sourcing of illegal dumping and littering.
6. Introduce the AI-driven automatic system for waste classification and sorting.

22

Year
2

Understand the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by start-ups, micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSME).
1.
Initiate
with
public cloudupgrade
and technology
providers
to understand
the
Align
withRFI
eLA2
programme,
Municipalsolution
Management
system
with the following
industry
features:landscape, solutions available locally / regionally, functionality, pricing and
suitability.
1. Provide mobile office for licensing, registration applications and enforcement.
2. Poll
the MSMEs
on theirmanagement
willingness to
price-sensitivity,
issues tosuch as
Support
the integrated
ofparticipate,
city services
with AI, and automatic,
overcome,
level of digitalisation
knowledge
and training required.
road maintenance,
grass-cutting,
etc.
3. Support the communication among the officers.
Develop incentives to encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of
4. Support the integration cross the authority and rapid development of new functions.
subsidies, free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.
5. Integrate with payment system.
Note: The system should leverage shared digital infrastructure.

Capability
Development

Year
1

Mitigation Strategy

ST5.2 En2

of waste management
infrastructures, facilities,
equipment, and devices.

Develop the real-time status
monitoring visualisation of
infrastructures.
Develop the illegal dumping place
dynamic distribution map and
deploy the CCTV at the hot spot .

MINT
MLG
NRE

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Develop potential construction &
demolition waste, industrial nonproduction waste registration
function for enforcement to
prevent the illegal dumping.
Develop mobile automatic
detection and registration
function for illegal dumping
issues.

Upgrade the collection application
function and case tracing function.

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

ST1.3 Ec3

23

ST5.3 En3

4

ST1.4 Ec7

Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer satisfaction and enable
businesses to start their
operations faster, making the
State an attractive location for
Governance
Real-time Metering starting
Throughnew
the businesses.
timely, real-time
Policy
for Utilities &
feedback on power or water
Consumers
consumption to reduce the
consumption of natural resources,
provide a better experience for the
public, and improve the internal
efficiency of utility companies.

Conduct a review of the key aspects of the Ease of Doing Business improvement areas
for Sarawak. Identify the areas with the highest impact and room for improvements, that
can support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
government processes, linkages with Federal processes, as well as set the direction for
future ones.

Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to Choose the most concerned
Carry and
out the
regulation
to promote
the
smart
meterinitial
rather
than traditional meter,
Develop relevant
foster
enforce
collaboration,
with
the
following
agenda:
business
processpolicies
(as from the
especial
for newBPR
realto
estates
industrial
1.
Commission
set upand
processes
toparks.
support "one-stop" approvals.
survey) to improve by using digital
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining, tools that supports cross-agency
in conjunction with overall Ease of Doing Business optimisation programme under Smart process collaboration.
Economy.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
Capability
through Smart City township development models
Development
System
Living Lab
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.

Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
of
the new
from
COVID-19.
Develop
marketing
and training programmes
Deploy
the norm
Smartarising
Metering
System
with the
following
features:
targeted
at the
business
ownersoftousage
encourage
digitalisation
for theironline,
businesses,
and
1.Real-time
accurate
recording
information
and available
allowing
users
digital
skill-sets
development
for payment
employees.
Makedeploying
the programmes
widely
to track
usage and
make online
through
the smart
meteravailable
for utilityto
the
or at
nominal charges.
andMSMEs
optimisefor
thefree
billing
system.
2.Increase possible payment options (e.g. online, kiosk, counter services, autoNote:
deduction);
1.
The strategy
should
leverage oninformation
the enabler,
Development,
as well as
3.Provide
up-to-date
consumption
toICT
helpCapability
shape user
behaviour on
"Lv3
Making
Continuous
Affordable
and Widely
Available".
managing
utilities
usages Learning
(e.g. reduce
peak-hour
usage etc.)

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organise
and forums in trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in SEB
Improvingtrainings
the consumption
different
different topics.
analysis topics.
function
LAK(
Wate
JBAL
Wate

5 October 2021

Yearly
survey
with(Anybody,
local
Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local enterprises
Develop
the Any4
enterprises
and MNCs
on their
enterprises and MNCs on their and MNCs on their EoDB experience
anytime, anywhere,
anyhow)
EoDB
demands.
waste experience
reporting & and
tracing
function. EoDB experience and demands. and demands.

Invite experts from government,
MNCs,
and local
Deploy universities
the centre management
leading
to provide
system enterprises
for smart meters
and
trainings
networksto MSMEs that inspires
collaboration of innovation in
Kuching.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Policy

1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
Build a collaborative effort for
phase.
technical
planning
agencies
such as JKR,
Deploy Involves
the IOT and
CCTVand
system
for utility
infrastructure
to: JBALB, DID, Sewerage, integrated digital town planning at
DOA,
Land
Survey,water
SIMU,
EPU,
SMA, telecommunication
operators and other relevant the local planning phase.
1. Detect
leakage,
and
electricity
stealing
agencies.
Test
business
models
to
ensure
sustainability.
2. Improve the availability and the stability of water and grid.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Test business models

Infrastructure

Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.

© 2021, Sarawak Multimedia Authority. All rights reserved.

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.
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Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINT
MOU

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

of road intersections using
adaptive traffic control or
prioritisation measures

readiness on
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Smart Mobility - 2. Ratio of travel
time during the peak period to
travel time at free flow period

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

https://www.globenewswire.com/newsrelease/2020/09/07/2089659/0/en/The-globalmarket-for-Intelligent-Transportation-SystemsITS-is-projected-to-reach-US-50-4-billion-by2025.html
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Smart Mobility - 3. Percentage
of major streets monitored by
ICT
Smart Mobility - 4. Reduction in
travel time (minutes)
Smart Mobility - 15. Percentage
of increase in number of parking
lot/ spaces at LRT/ MRT/ KTMB
stations

Year
3

Year
4 ~5

Review and refine system, as needed. Review and refine system, as
needed.
System
update,
support
and
Review and
refine
training
System update, support and
maintenance
programmes.
maintenance
Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

Implement system

Leading
Agency

MOTS

MINTRED

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
State Local
Trade
Promotion
Authorities
Organisation;
STATOS;
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

MOTS

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
Trade
Promotion
State Local
Organisation;
Authorities
STATOS;
SDEC;
MITeC
MUDeNR;
MLGH;
State Local
Authorities

MOTS

Review and refine system, as
needed.

Alignment
Smart Mobility - 19. Percentage
of reduction
in carbon emission
MYSMART

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital N.A.
technologies in transforming the
agriculture and driving innovation

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development Parking
Strategy: Expanding transit
orientated development Layout

Strategic Action 9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online
Strategic Action 18. Develop integrated
logistics solutions to support eCommerce

MLGH

State Local Authorities

State Local Authorities

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINTRED /
understand Sarawak state
MLGH
MSME digital
adoption rates
and MLGH
Implement
AI-powered
municipal
new needs.
facilities
inspection, such as
LiDAR for road checking.

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for the rest of the
industries with MSME funding
allocation.

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

MINTRED /
MLGH

Examples of Implementation

Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity Digital Technologies: China
1. Percentage of establishments
To increase the
with internet that utilises it for
private sector and
https://world.taobao.com/
specified purposes, by sector
citizen uptake and
readiness on
digitalisation to at
Henan-China
least 50%
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
Smart Environment - 6. Number Environmental
Digital Services:
Multiple examples
of days recorded as ‘Good’ and Sustainability
100% Government
Singapore
services are digital
https://cityos.io/Worlds-Best-City-Projects-for‘Medium’ measured by the API
end-to-end
Smart-Parking
in the study area in a year
https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/
Digital Technologies:
Smart People - 13. Level of
To increase the
Shenzhen-China
public satisfaction
private sector and
Smart Mobility - 3. Percentage
citizen uptake and
http://www.sznews.com/news/content/2019readiness on
02/18/content_21413265.htm
of major streets monitored by
digitalisation to at
ICT
least 50%
Smart Mobility - 4. Reduction in
travel time (minutes)

Smart Mobility - 19. Percentage

N.A.

Strategic Action 41: Collect data from
current and future digital services to
Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
support data-driven decision-making.
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions in egovernment services per year

Environmental
Sustainability

SMART GOVERNMENT: 6.
Government to government
(G2G) data sharing platforms
used by government entity

Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

Zhangye-China
http://www.gansu.gov.cn/art/2019/11/22/art_3
6_431004.html

Digital Services:
Sarawak
Dongcheng-Beijing-China
benchmarked
against Top 15
http://www.egova.com.cn/case/view?id=87
Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
India
countries in
SMART GOVERNMENT: 8.
1. Percentage of establishments
Government
Number of downloads per
with internet that utilises it for
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEEfficiency measures
shared G2G dataset
specified purposes, by sector
AR-2017-18-Eng.pdf
Hangzhou-China
SMART DIGITAL
4. Number of companies
http://www.egova.com.cn/case/view?id=88
INFRASTUCTURE: 13. ICT use
benefitted from collaboration
through intermediaries

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
opportunities for alternative energy

JKM

Conduct MSME
training
Implement
the plan
NREB
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions
and security.
Portal to enrich
functions
Develop
the big data
analysis functions Develop
the AI for
waste and
security.
for the end-to-end process from waste classification
and sorting.
Recruit new
productivity based MSME
collection
to disposal.
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

SAINS;
Outsourcing
Contractors

Strategic Action 26: Initiate Digital
Strategic Action 23. Increase
Government
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform
Strategic Action 34: Build, develop and
head hunt a workforce that is agile,
Strategic Action 24. Increase edigital-savvy and industry-ready.
Commerce adoption

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

Smart Mobility - 19. Percentage
of reduction in carbon emission
of reduction in carbon emission

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
MLGH

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

Smart Mobility - 15. Percentage
of increase in number of parking
lot/ spaces at LRT/ MRT/ KTMB
stations

Strategic Action 21. Provide a worldclass specialist healthcare services
and grow health tourism in Sarawak

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption
rates anddigital
new mapping
needs.
Implement
the dynamic
of managed object, based on
crowdsource such as mobile phone,
cars

Conduct MSME
training programmes
Implement
the plan
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.

KCCMP

Strategic Action 3. Develop new
markets and expand existing ones for
agriculture produce and products

System update, support and
maintenance

Implement Capability
Development programme

Annual review and revision of MSME
related marketing and training
programmes.

e-Marketplace
provider

DES

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow
localAction
SMEs15:
andEnsure
to provide
Strategic
efficient
opportunities
globalisationhousing
development for
of sustainable
and enhance convenience, safety and
Strategic
Action
7. Promote Sarawak
comfort for
city dwellers
through Digital Media

MUDeNR;
MLGH;
State Local
Authorities

Implement Capability Development
programme

Implement the AI-based detection and
Enhance MSME Incentive
advice
programmes for top 10 industries with
MSME funding allocation.
Integrated with the individual and
enterprise credit system
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
programme to attract participants.

Other Stakeholders

MOTS

MINTRED

System expansion

Supporting
Agencies

MINTRED /
MLGH
NREB

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
Strategicproviders
Action 12:
smart
service
toDevelop
enhanceatheir
solid waste management system
business

State Local
Authorities

SMA
State Local
Authorities

Outsourcing
Contractors

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

All trade agencies;
MLGH;
SEB;
SAGC;
Industry
Chambers
State Local
LAK;
SFSO;
(External)
Authorities
JBALB
SSMU;

MINTRED
MOU

Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

State Local
Authorities

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in SEB (Power);
different topics.
LAK(Urban
Water);
JBALB(Rural
Water)

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

SDEC
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26: Improve
Initiate Digital
Strategic Action 22.
the
Government
Sarawak
e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
Strategic Action 41: Collect data from
current and
future
services to
Strategic
Action
23.digital
Increase
support data-driven
decision-making.
awareness
of Sarawak
products and
services through digital platform

20. Adopting greenbased
development and practices:
Efficient waste management:
Transfer and sorting station
for solid waste management to
improve efficiency by reducing
the cost of transportation and
practising recycling

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 3.
Recycling rate per year

3. Environmental
Sustainability

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 4.
Percentage of waste diversion
(recycle and recovery)

2. Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 5.
Total hazardous waste
26. Strengthening digital
generated tonnes per year
infrastructure for smart cities:
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
Strategic Action 24. Increase emind-set of Government to be
Commerce adoption
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and solutions
business tools to secure a competitive
27. Strengthening digital
advantage in current and future
infrastructure for smart cities:
markets
Digital Economy: Introduce
Strategic Action 47. Establish a digital- policies to encourage
Government agencies to
ready community through developing
share data and adopt online
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation. services

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to 3 Enhancing economic density
fuel the digital transformation of the
- Foreign businesses.
manufacturing Sector
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
infrastructure for smart cities platform for tourism product and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
service providers to enhance their
mind-set of Government to be
business
the leader in Kuching in
adopting
online services and
Strategic Action 10: Provide clean,
Not applicable
Strategic
Action
Create
a Fintech
reliable and
cost25.
efficient
energy
using solution
platform
that provides technological and
smart technologies
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage
in current
and future
Strategic Action
11: Provide
efficient
markets
water supply services leveraging on

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

1. Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

Guizhou-China
http://www.ccgp-guizhou.gov.cn/view1153418052184995-4421306508829305.html
Jianye-Nanjing-China
http://www.njgp.gov.cn/pub/cght/gkzbgg/2020
05/t20200526_129701.html
Japan
https://www.env.go.jp/en/recycle/smcs/attach/
swmrt.pdf

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end

SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
SMART ENVIRONMENT: 12.
3. Environmental
Rate of national NRW reduction Sustainability
SMART
GOVERNMENT:
5.
by 25% in
2025
Percentage of users satisfied
with e-government services
provided per year

Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against
15
1. DigitalTop
Services:
countries
in
100% Government
Government
services are digital
Efficiency
end-to-endmeasures

2. Digital Services:
Sarawak
smart technologies
Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
benchmarked
Government
Strategic Action 38: Establish Digital
against Top 15
countries in
Village to facilitate technology transfer
Government
and commercialisation and accelerate
Strategic
Action
36:start-ups
Establishthrough
a centre 13 Strengthening knowledge- SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity Talent
& measures
Efficiency
the maturity
of the
of
excellence
(CoE)
to engage in
based clusters: Fostering
of companies benefitted from
Innovations:
global
accelerator
partnership.
fundamental and translational research creativity and innovation:
collaboration through
Sarawak
in
core areas
of digital
economy
Develop the entire ecosystem intermediaries
benchmarked
Strategic
Action
41: Collect
data and
from
other
economic
sectors
partnership
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startagainst Top 20
current
and future
digitalin
services
to
with
universities,
industry,
governments ups, incubators, accelerators, SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries in
support
data-driven
decision-making.
and community.
mentors)
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
measures
Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
UK
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/gover
nment/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_d
ata/file/830668/smart-meters-benefitsrealisation.pdf
Guinea
http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/i/dxfw/gzzd/
201910/20191002904178.shtml
Lausanne, Switzerland

https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labAfrica
project-kicks-off-44/
https://www.smart-energy.com/regionalnews/africa-middle-east/africa-smart-meters/
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/

Technology Partners
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Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

ST

SO1

ST6
ST1

24

Label

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Create a Green
Environment
Digitalised
& Vibrant
Economy
Create a Seamless
Digital aExperience
Businesses
Encouraging
Construct
managementfor
model
Policy
Enhancing Digital
Sustainable
Marketplace
&
Buildings
& Estates
Expertise Sharing
to Accelerate
Commerce &
Trade

Provide
a one-stop
location
for the Capability
for
township,
leveraging
on best
business community
to conduct
Development
practices
to optimise management
commercial transactions,
gain
efficiencies,
enhance sustainable
business
intelligence, improve
and learn
energy
management,
about use
of technology
public
safety,
and use of to
support theirto
businesses.
digitalisation
transform the
residents' experiences positively.

ST1.1 Ec1
Digitalisation of
Water Resource
Management

26

SO4

2

Enforce the quality and safety of Policy
Kuching's rivers, tributaries and
reservoirs, beautify the city and
ensure the sustainable
System
development of the city in tandem
with the environment.

ST6.2 En5

ST6.3 En6

ST7

Encouraging Home
Power Generation
for Resilience &
Sustainability

Encourage and support members Policy
of the public to leverage on the
use of alternative energy such as
home solar panels.

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing
cost efficient options to go digital.

Transparent & Unified Government
Policy
Build a Transparent and Service-Centric Government
One Stop Service

Enhance the public's interactions Governance
with the government, such as
enabling ease of secured access
and making government
transactions available anytime /
anywhere and more, thereby
improving the overall experiences
of the interactions.
Study
Capability
Development

Policy

ST1.2 Ec2

System
27

Service

ST7.1 Gv1

System

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

4

Year
3

1.Review the environment
Develop training
programmes
on: Review and refine training
sustainable
standards
for building
1. Selling
programmes.
and
estateon the digital
marketplace
initial
steps to
2.Update
the (key
design
standards
be taken);
and
specifications of buildings and Provide training at a nominal fee.
Note:
2. Usingindata
andofanalytics
to
estates
terms
ICT
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as infrastructure,
improve onlinecampus
sales; security
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
3. Online
marketing to reach a
and
access.
wider audience.

Deploy a smart campus system with the following features:
1. Use AI-powered CCTV and IOT to improving the safety of people and property.
2. Digital base (ICT capabilities, remote collaboration services and ICT services) for
tenants or residents.
3. Zero-touch services.
4.
Convenient
access
forexisting
visitorslocal
and cars.
Develop
or tie-in
with an
digital marketplace with the following features:
5. Protect the registered high-value assets.
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
6.
integrated
intelligent monitoring
and operation.
2. Provide
Forum for
expertise-sharing
or connecting;
7.
platform for
innovation
resource and
market resource.
3. A
Aggregate
trade
/ commerce-related
information
in a single location, with information
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
trade missions
and opportunities
regional
or overseas
expansion.
Review
the regulation
on drainagefor
outlets
to control
the quality
of discharge to rivers.

Year
4 ~5

L

MLG
MLG
MINT

Review and refine training
programmes.
Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

platform for
for innovation
innovation
Deploy a platform
resource and
and market
market resource.
resource.
resource

MINT

SSD
SSD
DID
DID
Develop the Kuching Water
Resource and Quality Map
Develop the Kuching map of
sewage and rainwater
discharge. Deploy CCTV and AI
to automatically monitor floating
solids at key locations or hot
spots..

Develop water resources and water
quality prediction functions based on
big data and AI.

SSD
SSD
DID
DID

Improving the release of water
quality data.

MOU
MOU

Perform MSME Market Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
landscape and digital adoption
needs.

Develop incentives to encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of
subsidies, free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.
Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to
foster and enforce collaboration.

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with
Expand
cross-departmental
MSME funding
allocation. / crossagency working teams to cover all
government
agencies.
Conduct marketing
events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
programme to attract participants.

Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals
Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Formulate MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 3 industries
programmes for top 6 more
Set
cross-departmental
/ cross- Expand
cross-departmental
withup
MSME
funding allocation.
industries
with MSME funding/
agency working teams for top 10 cross-agency
working teams
allocation.
e-Government
agencies
to
involved
in the 40% of essential
Conduct marketing events to
formulate
one-stop of
e-Government
e-Government
services.
create awareness
MSME
Conduct marketing
events to
services
processes,
incentive policies
programme
to attract
create awareness of MSME
charges
and costs.
participants.
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Commission BPR for top 10 eCommission BPR for the
Formulate MSME related
Annual review and revision of
Government services.
identified 40% of e-Government
marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
services.
programmes.
training programmes.

Note:
1. The strategy
leverage
on theup
enabler,
ICT Capability
as well as
Review
chargesshould
and costs
for setting
businesses
with view Development,
towards streamlining,
in
"Lv3 Makingwith
Continuous
Learning
Affordable
andoptimisation
Widely Available".
conjunction
overall Ease
of Doing
Business
programme under Smart
Economy

Conduct MSME training
programmes
Policy
review via
for CENTEXS,
top 10 eDigital Villageservices.
and private training
Government
centres.

Conduct MSME training programmes Conduct MSME training
via CENTEXS,
Village
and
programmes
viareview
CENTEXS,
On-going
policy
review
to
JKM
Policy
review forDigital
the rest
of essential
e- On-going
policy
to
JKM
private training
centres.
Digital Village
and private
training
One-stop
eGovernment
services.
enhance
One-stop
ecentres.
Government
services
Government
services

Perform annual MSME Survey to Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
understand Sarawak state MSME
MSME digital adoption rates and digital adoption rates and new needs.
new needs.

Conduct MSME training
programmes
Policy
review via
for CENTEXS,
the 40% of
Digital Village
and private training
essential
e-Government
centres.
services.

Commission BPR for the rest of eAnnual review and revision of MSME
Government services.
related marketing and training
programmes.

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINT
understand Sarawak state
MLG
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for the rest of the
the working
working teams
teams to
to
Maintain
industriesthewith
MSME funding
continuous service
service
focus
on continuous
allocation.
improvements.
improvements.
Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Continuous improvement
improvement and
and
Continuous
Annual review and revision of
optimisation of
of processes.
processes.
optimisation
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital Enhance MSME Digital Starter
2. Attract service providers to offer suitable MSME digitalisation solutions such as HRM, Starter Portal
Portal to enrich functions and
CRM, ERP and Financial packages relevant to Sarawak's businesses at attractive pricesecurity.
Set up physical One-Stop Service Centre(s) with appropriate processes
Leverage on Urban
One-stop Service Centres to
points. Incentives can be in the form of sharing market size, proposed financial
Recruit basic MSME digitalization
Transformation Centre (UTC) to support 40% of e-Government
schemes to support the MSMEs, tax-breaks and more.
solutions covering HRM, CRM,
Recruit new productivity based
setup One-stop Service Centres services.
ERP and Financial packages.
MSME digitalization solutions.
with enhanced processes for top
10 e-Government services.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
One-stop Service Centres to support Continuous
Continuous improvements
improvements on
on
Recruit new productivity based MSME
Government One-stop
One-stop Services.
Services.
100% of e-Government services.
Government
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Develop a One Stop e-Government Portal with the following features:
1. Government services related to legal and regulatory compliance to help with
improvement in legal and regulatory compliance.
2. Support submission of e-documents to simplify the application process and speed up
processing time. This is to speed up new businesses setup.
3. Support for registration of property or obtain construction permits.
4. Support for licensing and registration applications as well as payment of taxes.
5. Support for services in housing applications and applying for jobs.
6. Enable functions to allow statistical data export of these government transactions to
open data platform to encourage government transparency in digital services support to
citizens and businesses.

1. Enhance One-stop e-Government
portal to cover 100% of essential
Government services on-line.

Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
of the new norm arising from COVID-19. Develop marketing and training programmes
targeted at the business owners to encourage digitalisation for their businesses, and
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available to
the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.
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the integrated
integrated intelligent
intelligent (Prop
(Pro
Deploy the
monitoring and
and operation
operation system.
system. Deve
Deve
monitoring

Understand the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by start-ups, micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSME).
1. Initiate RFI with public cloud and technology solution providers to understand the
industry landscape, solutions available locally / regionally, functionality, pricing and
suitability.
2. Poll the MSMEs on their willingness to participate, price-sensitivity, issues to
overcome, level of digitalisation knowledge and training required.

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
Capability
through Smart City township development models
Development
Living Lab
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.
ST1.4 Ec7

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
online forum for expertisesharing and connecting.

Deploy the smart building and estate
system include the functions of
following areas:
1. The safety of people and high-value
assets with AI-powered CCTV and
IOT.
Build or tie-in with existing digital
2. Centralised power management.
marketplace portal to share analysed
3.
Zero-touch
trade
data withservice
public for further study
4.
Intelligent
and
decisionaccess
makingmgmt. system.

Provide incentives for the use of solar power in remote areas for schools and
households.

Conduct a review of the key aspects of the Ease of Doing Business improvement areas
for Sarawak. Identify the areas with the highest impact and room for improvements, that
can support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local
Develop a One Stop e-Government Portal with the following features:
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
1. Government services related to legal and regulatory compliance to help with
government processes, linkages with Federal processes, as well as set the direction for
improvement in legal and regulatory compliance.
future ones.
2. Support submission of e-documents to simplify the application process and speed up
processing time. This is to speed up new businesses setup.
3.
for registration of/ property
or obtain
construction
permits.
SetSupport
up cross-departmental
cross-agency
working
teams with
empowered Chairman to
4.
Support
for licensing
and registration
as well
as payment of taxes.
foster
and enforce
collaboration,
with theapplications
following initial
agenda:
5.
for services
in housing
applications
and applying
for jobs.
1. Support
Commission
BPR to set
up processes
to support
"one-stop"
approvals.
6.
Enable
functions
to
allow
statistical
data
export
of
these
government
transactions
to
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards
streamlining,
open
data platform
to encourage
transparency
in digital
services
support
to
in conjunction
with overall
Ease ofgovernment
Doing Business
optimisation
programme
under
Smart
citizens
and businesses.
Economy.

ST1.3 Ec3
ST7.2 Gv2
ST7.2 Gv2

Provide training for free for the
participants in the 1st year.

1. Identify suitable local platform to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp emarketplace), with focus on B2B;
2. Develop starter-kit for first time
users to start their online selling
quickly; the regulation on drainage
Review
3. Identify
the keythe
products
outlets
to control
quality of
Note:
available and
the targeted
discharge
to rivers.
1. If self-develop,
leverage
on with
the digital
infrastructure
initiatives such as the Data
audience
market
the platform
Deploy
the Smart to
Water
system
the following
features:
Refine
the- smart
water
master to
Centre
and
Cloud,
City monitoring
Digital Platform,
Data solid
Enablement,
theseand
companies
attract them
1.
CCTV
and
AI forSmart
automatic
of floating
objects. Digital ID and e-Wallet. plan
carry outtothe
on-board as buyers;
2. AI-driven CCTV to detect waste water dumping and garbage littering into the rivers.
implementation
plan of smart
4. Create an online community to
3. Continuously monitoring the quality of water through the sensors deployed at the inlet water.
encourage information exchange,
of tributaries and other monitoring points
4. Overall supervision of water resource and quality of Kuching, (can be integrated into advice-sharing, aggregation of
business data and government
IOC).
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
5. Water quality data for public.
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
6. Water resource and quality forecasting.
ensure active participation and
longer dwell time.
5. Build government trade
database and share information
via the platform.
Review the regulation to encourage the solar power and the micro grid.
Develop
and implement policies.

Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
Provide the public with multiple
System
reduce the wait-time, improve
channels for providing feedback
customer satisfaction and enable
(e.g. requests, complaints etc.) to
businesses to start their
the government, and ensure that
operations faster, making the
all feedback are tracked,
State an attractive location for
managed, responded and closed Governance
starting new businesses.
in a timely and satisfactory
manner.

Centralising
Feedback &
Response
Management

3
28
28

Year
2

Provide access to practitioners'
expert advice.

System

25

Year
1

1.Review the standards for carbon emission, solid waste management, waste water
Develop marketing
and
training
programmes
targeted
at MSME owners to encourage
management,
air and
land
pollution
management
of campus.
online retail
and and
digital
skill-sets development
forand
employees.
theof
2.Update
the/ e-Commerce,
design standards
specifications
of campuses
buildingsMake
in terms
programmes
widelycampus
available
to the MSMEs
for free or at nominal charges.
ICT
infrastructure,
security
and access.

ST6.1 En4
System

1

Mitigation Strategy

Note:
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".

1. Develop One-stop e1. Enhance One-stop eGovernment portal to offer top 10 Government portal to cover 40%
e-Government services on-line.
of essential Government
services on-line.
2. e-Government services
processing time reduced from
2. e-Government services
weeks to days.
processing time reduced from
within 1 day.
3). Overall citizens businesses
experiences of the interactions
with satisfaction survey score
Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local
higher than 95% monthly.
enterprises and MNCs on their
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands. EoDB experience and demands.
Deploy:
1. Unified Case Management
2. Omni Case Access Channel
3. AI Assistant for agent and
help desk
4.
Knowledge
Base
Choose the most concerned
Choose
the most
concerned
business process (as from the
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using digital survey) to improve by using
tools that supports cross-agency digital tools that supports crossprocess collaboration.
agency process collaboration.

Invite experts from government,
MNCs, universities and local
leading enterprises to provide
trainings to MSMEs that inspires
collaboration of innovation in
Kuching.

SSM
SSM
JKM

MINT
MLG

SSM
SSM

SSM
SSM

2. All e-Government services
processing time reduced from within 1
day.
3). Overall citizens businesses
experiences of the interactions with
satisfaction survey score higher than
95% monthly.
Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.
Deploy:
1. Big Data Based Case Analysis
2. Full Quality Inspection

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.
Continuous optimisation
optimisation and
and
MLG
Continuous
MLG
promotion
promotion

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINT

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organise trainings and forums in trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.
different topics.

Policy

1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
Build a collaborative effort for
phase. Involves technical and planning agencies such as JKR, JBALB, DID, Sewerage, integrated digital town planning at
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant the local planning phase.
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Test business models

Infrastructure

Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.
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Continuous improvements
improvements on
on
Continuous
One-stop e-Government
e-Government Portal
Portal
One-stop
functions.
functions.

MINT
MLG
JKM
JKM

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.
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Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

Year
4 ~5

Leading
Agency

MLGH
MINTRED

Review and refine training
programmes.

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Deploy the smart building and estate
system include the functions of
following areas:
1. The safety of people and high-value
assets with AI-powered CCTV and
IOT.
Build or tie-in with existing digital
2. Centralised power management.
marketplace portal to share analysed
3. Zero-touch service
trade data with public for further study
4. Intelligent access mgmt. system.
and decision making

MUDeNR (Land
Trade
Promotion
and Survey
Organisation;
Department);
STATOS;
MOU
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

DES

SHEDA,
Strategic Action 10: Provide clean,
e-Marketplace
Action
Adopt ICT
andusing
digital
Property Developers Strategic
reliable and
cost1.
efficient
energy
provider
technologies
in transforming the
smart technologies
agriculture and driving innovation
Strategic Action 26: Initiate Digital
Strategic
Action 3. Develop new
Government
markets and expand existing ones for
agriculture
produce
products
Strategic Action
42: and
Monetise
Big Data.

Deploy a platform for innovation
resource and market resource.

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

MINTRED

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
SDEC;
MITeC

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

SSDS (Sewage); State Local
DID
Authorities
SSDS (Sewage); State Local
DID
Authorities

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 13.
3. Environmental
Smart
Economy:
Economic
Prosperity
Percentage
of electricity
Sustainability
1.
Percentage
establishments
production
fromofrenewable
with
internet
that
utilises
it
for
sources
specified purposes, by sector
SMART ENVIRONMENT: 14.
Renewable energy share in the
total final energy consumption

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 16.
Energy intensity measured in
terms of primary energy and
GDP

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

N.A.
Digital Technologies:
To increase the
private sector and
citizen uptake and
readiness on
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Continuous improvement and
Annual review and revision of
optimisation of processes.
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

MINTRED /
MLGH
JKM

SSMU
JKM

Conduct MSME training
programmes
viareview
CENTEXS,
On-going policy
to
JKM
Digital
Village
and private
training
enhance
One-stop
ecentres.
Government services

SEB;
SESCO;
MLGH;
MESTR;
State Local
SMA;
Authorities
SDEC;
CENTEXS

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 7.
3. Environmental
Reduction in the number of
Sustainability
rivers in Class IV and Class V in
a year

Strategic
Strategic Action
Action 21.
14: Provide
Enhanceaaworldflood
class
specialist
healthcare
management
and
responseservices
system
and grow health tourism in Sarawak

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 12.
Rate of national NRW reduction
by 25% in 2025

2. Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
One-stop Service Centres to support Continuous improvements on
Recruit new productivity based MSME
100% of e-Government services.
Government One-stop Services.
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

MINTRED /
MLGH

SMA

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

SSMU

Related agencies
during onboarding process

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform

1. Enhance One-stop e-Government
portal to cover 100% of essential
Government services on-line.

SSMU

Related agencies
during onboarding process

Qingyuan-China
http://www.augurit.com/gsxw/2526.htm
Suzhou-China
http://www.ccgp.gov.cn/cggg/dfgg/qtgg/20190
9/t20190910_12875264.htm

https://www.pub.gov.sg/watersupply/singapor
ewaterstory

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel
the digital
transformation
of the
Strategic
Action
26. Initiate Digital
Digital Economy manufacturing
Government Sector
1. Cultivate the mind-set of
Government to be the leader
Strategic Action 5. Explore various
in Kuching in adopting online
opportunities for alternative energy
services and solutions
2. Introduce policies to
Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to encourage Government
grow local SMEs and to provide
agencies to share data and
opportunities for globalisation
adopt online services

Related agencies
during onboarding process

http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
https://power.in-en.com/html/powerbinfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
2314424.shtml

Singapore

19. Adopting greenbased
development and practice:
Transport: Build infrastructure
to support charging of electric
Strategic Action 15: Ensure efficient
vehicles
Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
development of sustainable housing
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
and enhance convenience, safety and
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
comfort for city dwellers
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products

Related agencies
TEGAS;
during onYayasan
boarding process
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

Henan-China
Zhuhai-China

https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

Strategic Action 13: Enhance the
Not applicable
Strategic
18. Develop
integrated
efficiency Action
of wastewater
management
logistics
solutions
support
eto prevent
pollutiontoand
water-borne
Commerce
diseases

Strategic Action 10: Provide clean,
Strategic
Action
Increase ereliable and
cost24.
efficient
energy using
Commerce
adoption
smart technologies

SMA;
SDEC;
Related agencies
CENTEXS
during onboarding process

Tianan-Shenzhen-China
China
http://www.chinastor.com/smartcity/0224223c
https://world.taobao.com/
2016.html

Singapore

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform
MOU

Examples of Implementation

Strategic Action 9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online

Strategic Action 26: Initiate Digital
Strategic
Action 22. Improve the
Government
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for the rest of the
Maintain the working teams to
industries with MSME funding
focus on continuous service
allocation.
improvements.

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 13.
Percentage of electricity
production from renewable
sources

3. Environmental
Sustainability

N.A.

Japan
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20
171005005546/en/

Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
1. Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

India
Lianyungang-Jiangsu-China
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEhttp://www.xinhuanet.com/2018AR-2017-18-Eng.pdf
05/25/c_1122888103.htm

4. Number of companies
benefitted from collaboration
through intermediaries
Smart Government N.A.
1. Website publication of the
following documents by
government entities:
• Annual meeting minutes
• Financial statement
• Budget
2. Percentage of government
entity's procurement conducted
online
4. Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
5. Percentage of users satisfied
with e-government services
provided per year

SEAC Digital Sector
Level Outcome 1 Digital Services 100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end
SEAC Digital Sector
Level Outcome 2 Digital Services Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

Guangdong-China
https://www.gdzwfw.gov.cn/

Shanghai-China
http://zwdt.sh.gov.cn/govPortals/index.do

Singapore - Citizen Connect
http://citizenconnectcentre.sg/

Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption
Continuous improvements on
One-stop e-Government Portal
functions.

Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

2. All e-Government services
processing time reduced from within 1
day.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

19. Adopting greenbased
N.A.
development and practice:
Transport: Build infrastructure
to support charging of electric
vehicles

MYSMART

Strategic Action 7. Promote Sarawak
through Digital Media

Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with
Expand cross-departmental / crossMSME funding allocation.
agency working teams to cover all
government agencies.
Conduct marketing events to create

3). Overall citizens businesses
experiences of the interactions with
satisfaction survey score higher than
95% monthly.
Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.
Deploy:
1. Big Data Based Case Analysis
2. Full Quality Inspection

KCCMP

Deploy the integrated intelligent (Property
monitoring and operation system. Developers)

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINTRED /
understand Sarawak state
MLGH
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Conduct MSME training programmes
via
CENTEXS,
Digital
Village
and
Policy
review for
the rest
of essential
eprivate
training
centres.
Government
services.

Other Stakeholders

SMART ENVIRONMENT: 15.
Efficiency of buildings: GDP per
unit of energy use

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.

Commission BPR for the rest of eAnnual review and revision of MSME
Government services.
related marketing and training
programmes.

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

Develop water resources and water
quality prediction functions based on
big data and AI.

awareness of MSME incentive
programme to attract participants.

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

Strategic Action 47. Establish a digitalready community through developing
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation.
Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.
Continuous optimisation and
MLGH / UKAS
promotion

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINTRED

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
SSMU;
State Local
State Local
Authorities
Authorities

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
Industry Chambers
SFSO;
(External)
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

SDEC

5 October 2021

Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
SAINS
(External)

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector
Strategic Action 26 : Initiate Digital
Government
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

3 Enhancing economic density SMART ECONOMY: 1.
- Foreign businesses.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
Guiding Principle:
Smart Government：
26 Strengthening digital
specified purposes, by sector
Strengthening digital
Strategy 2:Increase the scope
infrastructure for smart cities infrastructure for smart cities. of e-government services
Digital Economy: Cultivate the SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Area :economy
Strategy 3:Increase the quality
mind-set of Government to be Number of transactions of ePolicy Recommendation
of e-government services
the leader in Kuching in
government services per year
26 .Cultivate the mind-set of
adopting online services and
Government to be the leader
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
in
platform that provides technological and
SMART GOVERNMENT: 5.
Kuching in adopting online
business tools to secure a competitive
Percentage of users satisfied
services and solutions
advantage in current and future
with e-government services
27 .Introduce policies to
markets
provided per year
encourage Government
Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
Government

agencies to
Digital Economy share data
and adopt online services

Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
fundamental and translational research
in core areas of digital economy and
other economic sectors in partnership
with universities, industry, governments
and community.

13 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity and innovation:
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
1.Economic
1.100%
end-to-end
Prosperity
Government
services are digital
2.Inclusive Society
Digital Services:
end-to-end
3.Environmental
Sarawak
2.Sarawak
Sustainability
benchmarked
benchmarked
against Top 15
against Top 15
countries in
countries in
Government
Government
Efficiency measures
Efficiency measures

SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity Talent &
of companies benefitted from
Innovations:
collaboration through
Sarawak
intermediaries
benchmarked
against Top 20
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries in
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
measures

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
Guangzhou-China
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
http://gz12345.gz.gov.cn/

Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html

Lausanne, Switzerland
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/

Technology Partners
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Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

ST

SO1

ST8
ST1

Label

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Mitigation Strategy

Year
1

Digitalised
Vibrant
Economy
Implement &
Unified
Digital
Services to Improve Cross-Agencies Collaborations
Create
a Seamless
Digital
Experience
for Businesses
Integrated
&
Manage
city
operations efficiently
Infrastructure Build multi-tenant Operations Centre with flexible and configurable work spaces, and
Enhancing
Digital
Intellgent City
Marketplace
&
Operations Centre
Expertise Sharing
to Accelerate
Commerce &
Trade

Provide
a one-stop
location for the Capability
in an integrated
manner,
business
community
conduct
Development
automating
monitoringtoand
commercial
transactions,
response where
possible.gain
business intelligence, and learn
about use of technology to
support their businesses.

Prepare physical environment and
Develop
training
programmes on:
related digital
infrastructure
1. Selling on the digital
marketplace (key initial steps to
be taken);
Note:
2. Using data and analytics to
[Services] Build Core Operations team to manage Ops Centre as "co-working space"
1.
should
leverage onservices
the enabler,
ICT Capability
Development,
as well
as The
well strategy
as to provide
value-added
like operations,
analysis
and reporting
foras improve online sales;
"Lv3
Making
Continuous
Learning
Affordable
and
Widely
Available".
3. Online marketing to reach a
user Agencies without sufficient scale to deploy full-time headcount.
wider audience.

Develop
marketing
and training
programmes
targeted
at MSMEhigh
owners
to 24x7
encourage
which allows
for integrated
rich-media
presentation
supporting
tempo
online
retail /The
e-Commerce,
andinclude:
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the
operations.
major content
programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Year
2

Year
3

Expansion of infrastructure
Review and refine training
programmes.

Year
4 ~5

L

SSE
MINT

Review and refine training
programmes.

Provide training at a nominal fee. Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Provide access to practitioners'
expert advice.

29

Provide training for free for the
participants in the 1st year.

ST8.1 Gv3

System

System

1

ST1.1 Ec1

Pandemic
Management

Enhance the state's responses to Governance
pandemic management &
recovery, starting from
discovering, detecting, isolating
and treating of the disease.

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing
cost efficient options to go digital.

System

30

ST8.2 Gv4

System

Develop field-deployable integrated detection, alert and tracking systems for vital
installations and crowded areas, including non-intrusive temperature scanners, video
analytics to detect violation of social distancing and mask wearing.
Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

System

31

SO5

System

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

ST1.3 Ec3
ST9.1 Di1

Establish a unified smart city
System
network for Kuching, including
New SarawakNet government
network; public safety video
Enhance
interactions
between Study
backhaul the
network,
rural wireless
businesses
and government,
broadband access
network and
optimise
the experiences
to
5G communication
network.
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer
satisfaction
and
enable
Provide high-quality
and
reliable
businesses
to start
their
connection and
communication
operations
makingagencies
the
services tofaster,
Government
State
an
attractive
location
for
and businesses and citizens
Governance
starting
businesses.
through new
the Smart
City Network.

System

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
Capability
through Smart City township development models
Development
Living Lab
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.
4

2. Develop field-deployable
integrated detection, alert and
tracking systems including nonFormulate MSME Incentive
intrusive temperature scanners,
programmes for top 3 industries
video analytics to detect violation
with MSME funding allocation.
of social distancing and mask
wearing.
Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive
to alert
attract
Deployedprogramme
the detection,
and
participants.
tracking systems for top 10 vital
installations in Kuching city
Formulate MSME related
marketing and training
programmes.

1. Implement Pandemic
Command & Control, Workflow
Perform
MSME
Survey
to
and Dataannual
Analytics
systems
that
understand
Sarawak
state
supports changing
crossMSME
rates and
agencydigital
teamsadoption
and missions
for
new
needs.of Pandemic
all phases
Management.
2. Integrate the Pandemic
Command & Control, Workflow
Enhance MSME Incentive
and Data into IOC.
programmes for top 6 more
industries with MSME funding
allocation.

Integration Platform + Population &
House Data + Video Camera P2

Build
or tie-in
withsupport
existingand
digital
System
update,
marketplace
maintenance portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

Advance Big Data Analytics +
IOT expansion and
enhancements

SSE

MINT

System update, support and
maintenance

1. Enhance Post Action Reviews
processes to further development ICT
systems to support and enhance
Pandemic Management.

JKM

1. Enhance field-deployable integrated
detection, alert and tracking systems
Perform
MSME Survey to
with moreannual
functions
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital
adoption
and new
needs.
2. Enhance
the rates
Pandemic
detection,
alert and tracking system integration
with IOC to better manage Pandemic
at city level.

1. Enhance field-deployable
integrated detection, alert and
Perform
MSME
Survey to
tracking annual
systems
with more
understand
functions Sarawak state
MSME digital adoption rates and
new
needs. the Pandemic
2. Enhance
detection, alert and tracking
system integration with IOC to
better manage Pandemic at city
level.
Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme
attract participants.
create
of MSME
Deployed thetodetection,
alert and
Extendawareness
the deployment
for all
incentive
programme
to attract
tracking systems for all vital
vital installations
and crowed
participants.
installations in Kuching city for
areas outside Kuching city.
Annual
review
Annual review and revision of
crowded
areasand revision of MSME
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

SSE

MINT
MLG

MINT
MLG

Note:
Conduct MSME training
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as programmes via CENTEXS,
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Conduct marketing events to
create
awareness
of MSME
1. Enhance
field-deployable
incentive
to attract
integratedprogramme
detection, alert
and
participants.
tracking systems with more
Annual
review and revision of
functions
MSME related marketing and
training
programmes.
2. Deployed
the detection, alert
and tracking systems for all vital
Conduct
MSME
trainingcity
Conduct MSME training programmes
installations
in Kuching
programmes via CENTEXS,
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
Digital Village and private training private training centres.
centres.

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2.
Attractan
service
providers
offermanagement
suitable MSME
digitalisation
solutions
suchinas
Portal
Develop
integrated
smarttoflood
platform
to monitor
the floods
theHRM,
city. Starter
1. Develop
and deploy the
CRM,
ERP
and Financial packages relevant to Sarawak's businesses at attractive price- integrated flood management
Features
include:
points.
Incentives
be in the form
of sharing
market
size, proposed
financial
Recruit
MSMEfunctions.
digitalization
1. The smart
floodcan
management
platform
to be able
to forecast
disasters
and notify
platformbasic
with critical
schemes
to
support
the
MSMEs,
tax-breaks
and
more.
solutions
covering
citizen via disaster notification application.
2. Deploy additionalHRM,
flood CRM,
sensors
ERP
andTop
Financial
packages.
2. Smart Flood Management System that utilise flood sensors, including those
to cover
10 flooding
zones.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to
Portal
to enrich
functions
and
enrich
functions
and
security.tools to
1. Rollout
GIS map
to provide
1. Implement
flood
simulation
security.
early warning functions on flood perform flood simulations. Proactively
Recruit
newtoproductivity
based
MSME
take action
address flood
prone
alerts.
Recruit
new
productivity
based
digitalization
solutions.
areas.
2. Deploy additional flood
MSME
solutions.
2. Deploy additional flood sensors to
sensorsdigitalization
to cover 50%
of

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
MINT
Portal
to enrich
and
1. Enhance
floodfunctions
simulation
tools MLG
DID
security.
to predict flooding and take

flooding zones in Kuching city.
3. Collect flood statistics to plan
for focused areas of drainage
system maintenance.

cover 100% of flooding zones in
Kuching city.

Transforming the government network to support bandwidth scaling and data security
classification.

Dedicated Government
Network(Ring)

Dedicated Government
Network(Mesh, Phase I)

Dedicated Government Network SSM
(Mesh, Phase II)

SSE

JKM

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

actions to prevent floods.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Available & Agile Digital Infrastructure
Facilitate Socio-Economic Growth
Connectivity

32

1. Develop Pandemic Command &
Control, Workflow and Data
Perform
Market
Survey to
AnalyticsMSME
systems
that supports
understand
Sarawak state
MSME
changing cross-agency
teams
landscape
andfor
digital
adoption
and missions
all phases
of
needs.
Pandemic Management.

developed by DID with a Kuching city GIS map to provide Early Warning on flood alerts, 3. Develop and implement disaster
collect flood statistics to plan for focused areas of drainage system maintenance, and to notification application to alert
maintain historical flood records to provide data points for future flood mitigation projects. citizen.
3. Flood simulation tools to allow authorities to perform flood simulations and formulate
action plans to tackle potential flood prone areas.

ST8.3 Gv5

ST9

Develop dynamic and flexible Command & Control, Workflow and Data Analytics
systems that supports changing cross-agency teams and missions for all phases of
Understand
the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by start-ups, micro, small and
Pandemic Management.
medium enterprises (MSME).
1. Initiate RFI with public cloud and technology solution providers to understand the
industry landscape, solutions available locally / regionally, functionality, pricing and
suitability.
2. Poll the MSMEs on their willingness to participate, price-sensitivity, issues to
overcome, level of digitalisation knowledge and training required.

Develop incentives to encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of
subsidies, free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.

ST1.2 Ec2

Flood Management Proactively predict, manage and
recover from disasters such as
flooding, so as to mitigate loss of
lives and property damages.

Basic GIS system + Basic GIS
Data + Video Cloud Platform +
Video Camera P1
1. Identify suitable local platform to Build data analysis tools to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp eanalyse online retail data. Build
marketplace), with focus on B2B; online forum for expertise2. Develop starter-kit for first time sharing and connecting.
users to start their online selling
quickly;
3. Identify the key products
Note:
available and the targeted
1. If self-develop, to leverage on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
audience - market the platform to
Centre and Cloud, Smart City Digital Platform, Data Enablement, Digital ID and e-Wallet. these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
4. Create an online community to
encourage information exchange,
advice-sharing, aggregation of
Formalise multi-agency virtual teams and prepare drawer plans to meet future
1. Formalise multi-agency
1. Formulate Post Action
business data and government
Pandemic scenarios. Participation and considerations should include health, public
Pandemic virtual teams
Reviews team to development
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
safety, trade & industry, finance and communications. In addition, team structures
appropriate ICT systems to
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
should be formalised to allow ICT development agencies like SMA to participate in Post 2. Create Pandemic drawer plans support and enhance Pandemic
ensure active participation and
Action Reviews and other strategic and operational analysis meetings to learn the
to meet future Pandemic
Management.
longer dwell time.
detailed challenges and needs, so as to allow development of appropriate systems to
scenarios.
5. Build government trade
support Pandemic Management.
database and share information
via the platform.

Policy

Capability
Development

2

Develop and deploy Operations Management, Intelligence, Visualisation, Transactions,
Data Collation & Sense-Making, Predictive and other Systems to support Integrated City
Operations. Systems will also be supported by IoT Platform and Big Data Platform to
Develop
tie-in
with an
existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
integrate or
and
manage
information.
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
2. Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
trade missions and opportunities for regional or overseas expansion.

ST1.4 Ec7

5 October 2021

Dedicated Government
Network(Single Chain)

Conduct a review of the key aspects of the Ease of Doing Business improvement areas Yearly survey with local
for Sarawak. Identify the areas with the highest impact and room for improvements, that enterprises and MNCs on their
can support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local EoDB experience and demands.
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
government processes, linkages with Federal processes, as well as set the direction for
future ones.

Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local enterprises
enterprises and MNCs on their and MNCs on their EoDB experience
EoDB experience and demands. and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to
foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining,
Build
dedicatedwith
video
network
public safety
video connection
andunder
data Smart
in
conjunction
overall
Easetoofsupport
Doing Business
optimisation
programme
transfer.
Economy.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using digital
tools that supports cross-agency
Video Network
Pilot
process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossKuchingprocess
Video Network
agency
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossSarawakprocess
Video Network(Phase
agency
collaboration.
II)

Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
of the new norm arising from COVID-19. Develop marketing and training programmes
targeted at the business owners to encourage digitalisation for their businesses, and
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available to
the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Invite experts from government,
MNCs, universities and local
leading enterprises to provide
trainings to MSMEs that inspires
collaboration of innovation in
Kuching.

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organise trainings and forums in trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.
different topics.

Note:
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
Sarawak Video Network(Phase I)
collaboration.

Policy

1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
Build a collaborative effort for
phase. Involves technical and planning agencies such as JKR, JBALB, DID, Sewerage, integrated digital town planning at
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant the local planning phase.
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Test business models

Infrastructure

Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.
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Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.
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MINT

SSM

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

Year
4 ~5

Leading
Agency

SSEU
MINTRED

Review and refine training
programmes.

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Integration Platform + Population &
House Data + Video Camera P2

Build or tie-in
withsupport
existingand
digital
System
update,
marketplace portal to share analysed
maintenance
trade data with public for further study
and decision making

Advance Big Data Analytics +
IOT expansion and
enhancements

SSEU

MINTRED

System update, support and
maintenance

1. Enhance Post Action Reviews
processes to further development ICT
systems to support and enhance
Pandemic Management.

JKM

1. Enhance field-deployable integrated
detection, alert and tracking systems
Perform
MSME Survey to
with
moreannual
functions
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital
adoption
and new
needs.
2.
Enhance
the rates
Pandemic
detection,
alert and tracking system integration
with IOC to better manage Pandemic
at city level.

1. Enhance field-deployable
integrated detection, alert and
Perform annual
MSME
Survey to
tracking
systems
with more
understand Sarawak state
functions
MSME digital adoption rates and
new
needs. the Pandemic
2.
Enhance
detection, alert and tracking
system integration with IOC to
better manage Pandemic at city
level.
Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme
attract participants.
create awareness
of MSME
Deployed
thetodetection,
alert and
Extend
the deployment
for all
incentive
programme
to attract
tracking systems for all vital
vital
installations
and crowed
participants.
installations in Kuching city for
areas
outside Kuching city.
crowded
areasand revision of MSME
Annual review
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

SSEU

MINTRED /
MLGH

Other Stakeholders

SSMU;
Trade Promotion
MLGH;
Organisation;
SMA;
STATOS;
State
Local
Industry
Authorities
Chambers;
SDEC

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
MINTRED /
Portal
to enrich
and
MLGH
1.
Enhance
floodfunctions
simulation
tools DID
security.
to
predict flooding and take
actions to prevent floods.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Dedicated Government Network SSMU / SMA
(Mesh, Phase II)

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossSarawak
Video Network(Phase
agency process
collaboration.
II)

MINTRED

SSMU / SMA

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

(Propose
Governance via
SDMC)

Strategic Action 20. Safeguard the
Strategic Action 23. Increase
health of people who are living, staying
awareness of Sarawak products and
and working in Sarawak
services through digital platform

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

SDEC

N.A.

Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

SAINS;
Local Transmission
Network Operators;
NACSA
Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Industry Chambers
(External)

Strategic Action 47. Establish a digitalcommunity
through developing
i.ready
Develop
the infrastructure
in more
26 Strengthening digital
digital skills and
competencies
and
cost-effective
way
using Hub and
infrastructure for smart cities:
promoting
inclusive digital
participation.
Spoke
development
concept
in all
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
towns in Sarawak by end of 2020.
mind-set of Government to be
Strategic30,
Action
Adopt Industry 4.0 to the
3 Enhancing
economicin density
(Action
page4.
25)
leader in Kuching
fuel
the digital
of the
- Foreignonline
businesses.
ii.
Develop
an transformation
international internet
adopting
services and
manufacturing
Sectorand a new
gateway
in Sarawak
solutions
26
Strengthening
digital
submarine cable system to connect
StrategictoAction
8. Provide
a digital
infrastructure for smart cities directly
international
internet
platform for
tourism
and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
gateway.
(Action
30,product
page 25)
service
providers
to enhance their
iii.
Liberalise
the infrastructure
sector to mind-set of Government to be
business
attract
foreign 22 digital businesses to the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
set-up their operation in Sarawak.
Strategic30,
Action
solution
(Action
page25.
25)Create a Fintech
platform
that
provides and
technological
and
iv.
Provide
affordable
high-speed
businessaccess
tools tofor
secure
a competitive
internet
the masses
through
advantage
in
current
and
future
carrier-independent backhaul and
markets data transmission services.
backbone

SAINS;
Local Transmission
Network Operators;
(Action 30, page 25)
NACSA
Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
Government

Singapore
https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

http://www.gov.cn/fuwu/zt/yqfkzq/index.htm

Robots in hospital
http://www.gs-robot.com/news/2019-07-22
https://www.gaussianrobotics.com/
http://www.gs-robot.com/

Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
1. Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector

India
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEAR-2017-18-Eng.pdf

4. Number of companies
benefitted from collaboration
through intermediaries

Smart Environment N.A.
Flash flood and landslide 8. Number of initiatives for
disaster risk management and
implementation in a year
9. Number of deaths by disaster
per 100,000 people
10. Number of missing persons
by disaster per 100,000 people
11. Number of person affected
by disaster per 100,000 people

N.A.

a. Strategy 1: Enhancing
internet speed and connectivity
(Page 155)
i. Ranking in affordability drivers
SMART ECONOMY: 1.
index
Percentage
of establishments
ii.
Average 4G
download
with internetspeed
that utilises it for
connection
specified purposes, by sector

Digital Technologies:
1.Create Inclusive
digital participation of
Sarawakians by
Digital Services:
increasing
internet
100% Government
access
from 83%
services
digital
(2019)
to are
99.9%
of
end-to-end
households
Connectivity and
Digital Services:
Reliability:
Sarawak UX
1.Minimum
benchmarked
speeds
to increase
against
from
3 -Top
10 to1520 countries
100
Mbps in
Government
2.Reduce
latency
Efficiency
measures
from
200ms
to

b. Strategy 2: Enhancing indoor
SMART
GOVERNMENT:
4.
and
outdoor
network coverage
Number
of transactions of e(Page
155-158)
per year
i.government
Percentageservices
of population

covered by at least 3G mobile
network
SMART
GOVERNMENT:
5.
ii.
Mobile-broadband
penetration
Percentage
users satisfied
rate
per 100of
inhabitants
with
services
iii.
4Ge-government
network availability
provided
per
year
iv.
Building
with
internet /

Economic Prosperity
Inclusive Society
Environmental
Sustainability
Economic Prosperity

California-USA
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/floodmanagement

below 50ms
3.Increase total
bandwidth utilisation
network coverage probability
from 1Tbps to
more than 95% per floor
40Tbps
v. Percentage of households
4. Establish coastal
with internet access
road fibre to become
vi. Fixed-broadband penetration
Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre 13 Strengthening knowledge- rate
SMART
ECONOMY:
4. Number Economic Prosperity the
Talent
& backbone
third
per 100
inhabitants
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
based clusters: Fostering
of companies
benefitted
from
Innovations:
and
provide access
vii.
System Average
Interruption
fundamental and translational research creativity and innovation:
collaboration
through
Sarawak
to
coastal areas
Duration
Index
(SAIDI) for
in core areas of digital economy and
Develop the entire ecosystem Electricity
intermediaries
benchmarked
other economic sectors in partnership of entrepreneurship (e.g. start- viii. Investment in
against Top 20
with universities, industry, governments ups, incubators, accelerators, telecommunication
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries in
and community.
mentors)
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
measures
Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
http://www.ccgp.gov.cn/cggg/dfgg/gkzb/2019
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
01/t20190125_11567337.htm

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
Strategic Action 14. Enhance a flood
management and response system
Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
Strategic Action 41. Collect data from
services through digital platform
current and future digital services to
support data-driven decision-making.
Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
JKM;
State Local
MUDeNR
Authorities(Land
and Survey);
State Local
Authorities

N.A.

Henan-China
Dongguan-China

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

SMA

JKM;
MUDeNR (Land
and Survey);
State Local
All trade agencies;
Authorities
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Smart Living N.A.
3. Percentage of clinic/hospital
using ICT and integration
through e-health
4. Increase in the number of
beds per population
5. Reduce the gap in doctors to
population ratio
6. Increase of doctors per
population per year.

http://zfsg.gd.gov.cn/xxfb/dsdt/content/post_2
https://world.taobao.com/
700130.html

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
opportunities for alternative energy

SDMC;
SSMU;
MLGH;
State Local
Authorities;

SMA

N.A.

Strategic Action 33. Provide affordable
Strategic Action 24. Increase eand high-speed internet access for the
Commerce adoption
masses through carrier-independent
backhaul and backbone data
transmission
services.
Strategic Action
1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
Strategic
41. Collect
data from
agricultureAction
and driving
innovation
ecosystem of
current and future digital services to
entrepreneurship (e.g. startsupport
data-driven
decision-making.
Strategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products

SSMU;
SMA;
SMA; Local
State
SDEC;
Authorities;
CENTEXS
(Propose
Governance via
SDMC)

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

Strategic Action 10. Provide clean,
Strategy: Strengthening digital
Strategicand
Action
Adopt ICT
andusing
digital infrastructure
N.A.
reliable
cost1.
efficient
energy
for smart cities technologies
in transforming the
Infrastructure regulation
smart
technologies
agriculture and driving innovation

Examples of Implementation

China

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

5 October 2021

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

Strategic Action 19. Increase
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
accessibility and improve level of
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
medical and health services
ecosystem

e-Marketplace
provider

(Propose
Governance via
SDMC)

Dedicated Government
Network(Mesh, Phase I)

MYSMART

Related agencies
during onboarding process;

SSMU;
MLGH;
Local Authorities;
Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
SDEC;
MITeC

SSMU;
SMA;
Local Authorities;
TEGAS;
(Propose
Yayasan
Governance
via
Sarawak;
SDMC)
CENTEXS

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to
enrich
functions
and
security.tools to
1.
Implement
flood
simulation
perform flood simulations. Proactively
Recruit
newtoproductivity
based
MSME
take
action
address flood
prone
digitalization
solutions.
areas.
2. Deploy additional flood sensors to
cover 100% of flooding zones in
Kuching city.

KCCMP

Nanhai-Foshan-China
China

SSEU

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

DES

Smart Living - 2. Safe City Index N.A.
Digital Services Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity 100%
Digital Government
Technologies:
1. Percentage
To increase
Smart
People -of1.establishments
Crime Index
services
arethe
digital
with internet that utilises it for
private sector and
end-to-end
specified
purposes,
by sector
citizen uptake and
Strategy: Strengthening digital Smart
Digital
Infra - 13.
ICT use
Strategic Action 11. Provide efficient
Strategic
Action
3. Develop
new on
readiness
on infrastructure for smart cities Digital
Services
water
supply
services
leveraging
markets
and expand existing ones for Digital Economy
digitalisation to at
Smart Government Sarawak
smart
technologies
agriculture produce and products
least 50%
3. Percentage of inventoried
benchmarked
open datasets that are
Strategic Action 12. Develop a smart
against Top 15
Strategic
Action
6. Providesystem
incentives to
published by government entity
countries in
solid
waste
management
grow local SMEs and to provide
Government
opportunities
for 13.
globalisation
Smart Government - 6. Data
Strategic
Action
Enhance the
Efficiency measures
sharing across government
efficiency of wastewater management
Strategic
7. Promote
Sarawak
agencies: Government to
to
preventAction
pollution
and water-borne
through Digital Media
government (G2G) data sharing
diseases
platforms used by government
Strategic Action 14. Enhance a flood
Strategic Action
Provide asystem
digital
entity
management
and8.response
platform
for
tourism
product
and
Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
service providers
toon
enhance
their
Smart Government - 7.
Government
based
five principles:
business
Percentage of datasets shared
- Open Government
by government entity on G2G
- Data-Centric Government
Strategic
Action Government
9. Personalisation of
data sharing platform
- Innovative
tourist
experience
online
- Excellent Service Delivery
- Excellent Digital Governance
Strategic Action
Action 41.
18. Collect
Developdata
integrated
Strategic
from
logisticsand
solutions
support
e- to
current
future to
digital
services
Commerce
support
data-driven decision-making.
Strategic Action 43. Develop an Open
Strategic
Action 21. Provide a worldData
Ecosystem.
class specialist healthcare services
and grow health tourism in Sarawak

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
Sarawak
Video Network(Phase I)
collaboration.

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

MINTRED /
MLGH

JKM

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

ICT Development Index
https://www.itu.int/en/ITUD/Statistics/Pages/publications/mis/methodolo
Shanghai-China
gy.aspx

http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
China
http://www.sic.gov.cn/News/462/10367.htm
Beijing-China

http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
China
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html
http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/201308/17/content_2468348.htm

Lausanne, Switzerland
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/

Technology Partners
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3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

SO1

33

1

ST

Label

ST1

Initiative

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Data Enablement
DataEconomy
is considered as soul of
System
Digitalised
& Vibrant
smart
city Experience
and key resource
Create a Seamless
Digital
for Businesses

Enhancing Digital
Marketplace &
Expertise Sharing
to Accelerate
Commerce &
Trade

required
all smartlocation
city services.
Provide aby
one-stop
for the Capability
The
establishment
of to
a conduct
business
community
Development
comprehensive
and effective
commercial transactions,
gaindata
management
strategy
is
one
of
business intelligence, and learn
the
key
measurements
about
use
of technologyoftothe
successfulness
of a smart city.
support their businesses.
The government shall review the
current data sharing policies to
ease the opening up of data to the Service
public, and to help them to find
suitable data to create innovative
services, and review data security
classification strategy to meet the
government's security needs.

System

ST9.2 Di5

Policy

ST1.1 Ec1

Policy

Digital ID

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Digital ID would be positioned to
expand the coverage not only to
all government portals and
transaction but also private
Support micro, small and medium
enterprises such as banking and
enterprises to start their
retail whilst ensuring seamless,
digitalisation journeys by providing
reliable and secured identification,
cost efficient options to go digital.
authentication and verification of
government personnel, Kuching
citizens and visitors through not
just verification through password
but verification enhanced with
biometric authentication.

Mitigation Strategy

Develop a big data platform that is extensible and scalable.

Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
online retail / e-Commerce, and digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the
programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Develop or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
2. Forum for expertise-sharing or connecting;
Review the data sharing policies to ease the opening up of data to the public, and to help
3. Aggregate trade / commerce-related information in a single location, with information
them to find suitable data to create innovative services.
on grants availability (and links for application), business intelligence data, upcoming
trade missions and opportunities for regional or overseas expansion.

1. Identify suitable local platform to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp emarketplace), with focus on B2B;
Build open data operation team,
2. Develop starter-kit for first time
operate open data , provide
users to start their online selling
trainings and collect usage and
quickly;
feedback information for further
3. Identify the key products
analysis.
Note:
available and the targeted
1. If self-develop, to leverage on the digital infrastructure initiatives such as the Data
audience - market the platform to
Centre and Cloud, Smart City Digital Platform, Data Enablement, Digital ID and e-Wallet. these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
4. Create an online community to
encourage information exchange,
advice-sharing,
aggregation
of
Review data security classification strategy to meet the government's security needs.
Build
data security
team, review
business
datastrategy
and government
data
security
and
resources
(e.g. grants, upcoming
security
threats.
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
ensure active participation and
longer dwell time.
5. Build government trade
database and share information
via the platform.
Ensure all government portals and transactions offer Digital ID for login and
authentication.

Study

Understand the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by start-ups, micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSME).
1. Initiate RFI with public cloud and technology solution providers to understand the
industry landscape, solutions available locally / regionally, functionality, pricing and
Transform
suitability. the attitude and increase the uptake towards Digital ID.
2. Poll the MSMEs on their willingness to participate, price-sensitivity, issues to
Showcase
ease
of using a Digital
ID: and training required.
overcome, the
level
of digitalisation
knowledge
1. Ease of accessing social benefits provided by the government and other services,
Develop incentives
encourage uptake of digitalisation tools by MSMEs, in the form of
ensuring
a seamlesstoexperience;
subsidies,
free
training,
tax-breaks
for
higher
productivity,
and
more.
2. Single authentication to all government
services,
avoiding
need
to remember

Policy

username and password;
3. Simpler proof of identify for digital signing;
4. Combat identity fraud;
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Capability
Development

System

System

Year
2

Year
3

Build big data platform with data
Build local main data bases like
integration and data exchange
enterprise database, citizen
features.
and
land training
database.
Develop training programmes on: database
Review and
refine
Upgrade
data exchange
1. Selling on the digital
programmes.
features, link to open data.
marketplace (key initial steps to
Enhance
platform
with
data fee.
be taken);
Provide training at a nominal
analysis features.
2. Using data and analytics to

Note:
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as improve online sales;
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
3. Online marketing to reach a
wider audience.
Provide suitable tools or services (e.g. data catalogues, data dictionaries, standards,
Build data exchange team that
Provide access
to practitioners'
etc.) that can help to push for inter-agencies data-sharing.
manages
data exchange
among
expert advice.
agencies.
Collect agency
requirement and feedback to
Provide training
for free for the
improve
data exchange
participants in the 1st year.
experiences.

Governance

Campaign

Year
1

Develop or enhance policies,
processes, mechanisms to
ensure all agencies are aligned on
the Digital ID initiatives
Perform MSME Market Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
landscape and digital adoption
needs.
Develop campaign and actively
engage the citizens and residents.

Formulate MSME Incentive
programmes for top 3 industries
with MSME funding allocation.
Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME

incentive programme to attract
Emphasise the security and privacy concerns:
participants.
5. Security measures taken to mitigate cyber security risks;
6. Examples of the use of Digital ID all over the world and steps taken to address
Developconcerns;
marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
Formulate MSME related
privacy
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
marketing and training
Maketothe
programmes
widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.
programmes.
How
use
the Digital ID:
7. Clear instructions in written and video format to show how to use the Digital ID for
Note:
Conduct MSME training
transactions.
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as programmes via CENTEXS,
Note:Making
To leverage
on “Lv3
Making Continuous
Learning
Affordable and Widely
"Lv3
Continuous
Learning
WidelyAffordable
Available".
Digital Village and private training
Note:
To leverage
on "Lv3
Making Affordable
Continuousand
Learning
and Widely
centres. system
Develop eKYC API to support both public and private enterprises to leverage on the
Implement
Digital ID, starting with the government and banking sectors, to the retail sector.
1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2. Attractthe
service
to offer
suitable
Review
Digitalproviders
ID security
in areas
suchMSME
as: digitalisation solutions such as HRM, Starter Portal
CRM,
ERP authentication
and Financial packages
relevant
to and
Sarawak's
businesses at attractive price1.
National
infrastructure
design
implementation;
points.
Incentives
can be in the form of sharing market size, proposed financial
Recruit basic MSME digitalization
2.
Registration
of users;
schemes
to support thesuch
MSMEs,
tax-breaks
and more.end-to-end encryption, patch
solutions covering HRM, CRM,
3.
Use of technologies
as biometrics,
blockchain,
ERP and Financial packages.
management, etc.;

Update big data platform features.

Year
4 ~5
Update big data platform
features.

Review and refine training
programmes.

L

SMA

MINT

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Operate data exchange, collect
agency requirement and
feedback to improve data
exchange experiences.

Operate data exchange, collect
agency requirement and feedback to
improve data exchange experiences.

Operate data exchange, collect
agency requirement and
feedback to improve data
exchange experiences.

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
online forum for expertiseOperate open data , provide
sharing and connecting.
trainings and collect usage and
feedback information for further
analysis.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
Operate open data , provide trainings Operate open data , provide
and decision making
and collect usage and feedback
trainings and collect usage and
information for further analysis.
feedback information for further
analysis.

Review data security strategy
and security threats on a
regularly basis.

Review data security strategy and
security threats on a regularly basis.

Review data security strategy
and security threats on a
regularly basis.

SMA

MINT

SMA

SMA

SMA

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.
Send out periodic messages to
the citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback
channels, as well as current
Enhance
MSME
Incentive
issues
under
discussion.
programmes for top 6 more
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.
Send out periodic messages to the
Send out periodic messages to
citizens and residents on the
the citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback channels,
availability of the feedback
as well as current issues under
channels, as well as current
Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance
MSME
Incentive
discussion.
issues
under
discussion.
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.coverage expansion
System

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.
Review and refine system, as needed.

Enhanceand
MSME
Digital
Starter
Review
refine
system,
as
Portal to enrich functions and
needed.
security.
System update, support and
Recruit new productivity based
maintenance
MSME digitalization solutions.

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.

MINT
MLG

SMA

MINT
MLG

JKM

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.and refine system, as
Review
SMA
needed.
Enhance
MSME
Digital
Starter
Portal
to
Enhance MSME Digital Starter
MINT
System update, support and
enrich functions and security.
Portal toupdate,
enrich functions
and
MLG
maintenance
System
support and
security.
maintenance
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

4. Conduct regular code-testing, penetration testing, etc.;
5. Continuous updates on risks in the macro environment and to ensure robustness of
infrastructure and system.
Continuously simplify the user interface to encourage greater usages.

e-Wallet

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3
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Sarawak Pay has done relatively
Campaign
well and it is important to continue
the momentum of getting more
subsribers. This initiative
recommends several continuous
improvement needed to make the
Sarawak
more secure,
easy Study
Enhance Pay
the interactions
between
to
use and address
the data
businesses
and government,
privacy
on the use
optimiseconcern
the experiences
to of
Sarawak
Pay.
reduce the
wait-time, improve

customer satisfaction and enable
businesses to start their
operations faster, making the
State an attractive location for
starting new businesses.

Governance

System

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
Capability
through Smart City township development models
Development
Living Lab
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.
4

ST1.4 Ec7

Policy

Infrastructure

5 October 2021

Transform the attitude and increase the uptake towards e-Wallet.
Develop educational information for the public users on:
1. What is an e-wallet;
2. What are the benefits and incentives to use a particular e-wallet;
3. How to use e-wallet for transactions;
4.
Whereaare
the places
accepting
e-wallet
government
Conduct
review
of the key
aspects
of the (e.g.
Easeonline
of Doing
Businesstransactions,
improvementonline
areas
merchants,
etc.)
for Sarawak.physical
Identify merchants,
the areas with
the highest impact and room for improvements, that
5.
How
secure
it to use
an e-wallet.
can
support
theisother
economic
incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local

1. Integrate and on-board top 10 e- 1. Integrate and on-board 40% e- 1. Integrate and on-board 100% eGovernment services support
Government services to support Government services to support
Sarawak Pay.
Sarawak Pay.
Sarawak Pay.

1. Recruit 100% of Merchants in SMA
Kuching city to support Sarawak
Pay.

2. Recruit top 10 merchants and 2. Recruited 50% of Merchants
20% of Merchants in Kuching city in Kuching city to support
Sarawak
Pay. with local
to
support
Sarawak
Pay.
Yearly
survey
with local
Yearly survey
enterprises and MNCs on their
enterprises and MNCs on their
Promote
and increase
3.
Promote
and increase
Sarawak 3.
EoDB
experience
and demands.
EoDB
experience
and demands.
Pay mobile subscribers to 600K in Sarawak Pay mobile
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
Engage
merchants
to joinlinkages
the e-wallet
use of e-wallet
subscribers to 800K in Sarawak
government
processes,
with provide
Federal the
processes,
as wellfor
aspayment:
set the direction for Sarawak state.
1.
Develop
state.
future
ones.policies to support the merchant (e.g. subsidising the installation of
equipment, if any; reducing merchant fees, etc.)
2. Provide training on how to collect payment.
SetInstitute
up cross-departmental
/ cross-agency
working teams
with empowered
Chairman
Choose the most concerned
3.
feedback channel
to hear their comments
(e.g. connectivity
issues,
time forto Choose the most concerned
foster and enforce
collaboration,
business process (as from the
business process (as from the
transaction
vs actual
money, etc.)with the following initial agenda:
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
survey) to improve by using digital survey) to improve by using
2. Review
chargeson
and
costs
for setting
up businesses
view towards
streamlining, tools that supports cross-agency digital tools that supports crossNote:
To leverage
"Lv3
Making
Continuous
Learning with
Affordable
and Widely
in conjunction
withaccessible
overall Ease
of Doing
under to
Smart
agency process collaboration.
Available",
public
social
mediaBusiness
channelsoptimisation
to make theprogramme
learning available
all. process collaboration.
Economy.

2. Recruited 80% of Merchants in
Kuching city to support Sarawak Pay.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINT

Develop e-wallet API to support both public and private enterprises to leverage on the e- Plan and migrate existing Sarawak Develop Sarawak Pay Phase 2
wallet.
Pay platform to Cloud.
App features and security
upgrade.
Integrate Sarawak Pay payment
Review the e-wallet security in areas such as:
system with Government digital
1. National authentication infrastructure design and implementation;
Educate
and market
to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face platform
Invite experts
from government,
2.
Registration
of users;
as standards
e-payment Make it a regular practice,
of Use
the new
norm arisingsuch
fromas
COVID-19.
Develop
marketing
and training
programmes
MNCs, universities and local
organise trainings and forums in
3.
of technologies
biometrics,
blockchain,
end-to-end
encryption,
patch
service.
targeted at theetc.;
business owners to encourage digitalisation for their businesses, and
leading enterprises to provide
different topics.
management,
digital
skill-sets
development
for employees.
Make the
programmes widely available to trainings to MSMEs that inspires
4.
Conduct
regular
code-testing,
penetration testing,
etc.;
theContinuous
MSMEs forupdates
free or at
5.
onnominal
risks incharges.
the macro environment and to ensure robustness of collaboration of innovation in
Kuching.
infrastructure and system.
Note:
1. The
strategy
should on
leverage
on the enabler,
Capability
as to
well as
Put
in review
structure
the feedback
receivedICT
from
the publicDevelopment,
and merchants
"Lv3 Making
Continuous
Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
refine
the system
such as:

Develop Sarawak Pay Phase 3 App
features and security upgrade.

Continuous improvement on
Sarawak Pay platform
performance fine tuning and
security enhancements.

SMA

1. Continuously simplify the user interface to encourage greater usages;
1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
Build a collaborative effort for
2. Connectivity issues in certain blind spots and more.
phase. Involves technical and planning agencies such as JKR, JBALB, DID, Sewerage, integrated digital town planning at
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant the local planning phase.
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

© 2021, Sarawak Multimedia Authority. All rights reserved.

Test business models

Yearly survey with local enterprises
3.
Promote
andtheir
increase
and
MNCs on
EoDBSarawak
experience
Pay
mobile subscribers to 1.0M in
and demands.
Sarawak state.

2. Promote and increase
Sarawak Pay mobile subscribers
to
1.2Msurvey
in Sarawak
state.
Yearly
with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.
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Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

Update big data platform features.

Year
4 ~5
Update big data platform
features.

Review and refine training
programmes.

Leading
Agency
SMA

MINTRED

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Operate data exchange, collect
agency requirement and feedback to
improve data exchange experiences.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
trade data with public for further study
Operate open data , provide trainings
and decision making
and collect usage and feedback
information for further analysis.

Review data security strategy and
security threats on a regularly basis.

Operate data exchange, collect
agency requirement and
feedback to improve data
exchange experiences.

SMA

MINTRED
Operate open data , provide
trainings and collect usage and
feedback information for further
analysis.

SMA

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

Other Stakeholders

Related agencies
during onboarding
process e-Marketplace
Trade
Promotion
Organisation;
provider
STATOS;
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

Related agencies
during onboarding process

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
STATOS;
Related agencies
SDEC;
during onMITeC
boarding process

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

DES

KCCMP

Strategic Action 41: Collect data from
current and future digital services to
support data-driven
decision-making
Strategic
Action 1. Adopt
ICT and digital
technologies in transforming the
Strategic Action
42: Monetise
Big Data
agriculture
and driving
innovation

13 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity and innovation:
N.A.
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

MYSMART

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

SMART GOVERNMENT 3.
N.A.
N.A.
Percentage of inventoried open
datasets
that are published by
Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity Digital Technologies:
government
entity
1. Percentage
of establishments
To increase the
with internet that utilises it for
private sector and
SMART
4.
specifiedGOVERNMENT
purposes, by sector
citizen uptake and
Strategic Action
Action 3.
43:Develop
Developnew
an open
Number of transactions of eStrategic
readiness on
data ecosystem
government services per year
markets
and expand existing ones for
digitalisation to at
27 Strengthening digital
agriculture produce and products
least 50%
infrastructure for smart cities: SMART GOVERNMENT 6.
Government to government
Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to Digital Economy: Introduce
(G2G) data sharing platforms
policies to encourage
grow local SMEs and to provide
used by government entity
Government agencies to
opportunities for globalisation
share data and adopt online
SMART GOVERNMENT 7.
services
Strategic Action 7. Promote Sarawak
Percentage of datasets shared
through Digital Media
by government entity on G2G
data sharing platform
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
SMART GOVERNMENT 8.
service providers to enhance their
Number of downloads per
business
shared G2G dataset

Examples of Implementation

Yanbu-Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
https://en.saudishopper.com.sa/?p=6839
China

https://world.taobao.com/
Henan-China
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm
Singapore
https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

Strategic Action 9. Personalisation of
tourist experience online
Strategic Action 18. Develop integrated
logistics solutions to support eCommerce
Strategic Action 21. Provide a worldclass specialist healthcare services
and grow health tourism in Sarawak

Review data security strategy
and security threats on a
regularly basis.

SMA

Related agencies
during onboarding process

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.
Send out periodic messages to the
Send out periodic messages to
citizens and residents on the
the citizens and residents on the
availability of the feedback channels,
availability of the feedback
as well as current issues under
channels, as well as current
Enhance
MSME Incentive
Enhance
MSME
Incentive
discussion.
issues under
discussion.
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

Strategic Action 24. Increase eStrategic Action 26: Initiate Digital
Commerce adoption
Government

SMA, SSMU

EPU;
UPPAN;
SSEU;

MINTRED /
MLGH

SMA;
KKMM / MCMC
SDEC;
(Federal)
CENTEXS

SMA, SSMU

SSEU;
Related agencies
during onboarding process;
SMA;
SDEC;
KKMM / MCMC
CENTEXS
(Federal)

MINTRED /
MLGH

Strategy: Strengthening digital
infrastructure for smart cities Digital Economy
Strategic Action 27: Social: Accelerate
Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
the social development support to
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
disadvantage communities through the
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
use of digital and data technologies.
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
Strategic Action 41: Collect data from
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
current and future digital services to
inputs and products
support data-driven decision-making

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

Smart People - 19. Increase
Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
level of adaptability, digital usage
100% Government
(before and after initiatives)
Inclusive Society
services are digital
end-to-end
Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity N.A.
Smart Digital Infra - 13. ICT use
1. Percentage of establishments
Digital Services:
with internet that utilises it for
Sarawak
specified purposes, by sector
benchmarked
against Top 15
4. Number of companies
countries in
benefitted from collaboration
Government
through intermediaries
Efficiency measures

JKM

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.
Review and refine system, as
SMA, SSMU
needed.
Enhance
MSME
Digital
Starter
Portal
to
Enhance MSME Digital Starter
MINTRED /
System update, support and
enrich
functions and security.
Portal
toupdate,
enrich functions
and
MLGH
System
support and
maintenance
security.
maintenance
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

https://www.mcmc.gov.my/en/digital-idnational/digital-id-kebangsaan
India

https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEAustralia
AR-2017-18-Eng.pdf
https://www.dta.gov.au/our-projects/digitalidentity

Talent &
Innovations:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 20
countries in
Innovation
measures

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business

EPU;
Related agencies
SMA
during onboarding process

Malaysia

India
Digital Technologies:
https://uidai.gov.in/about-uidai/uniqueTo increase the
identification-authority-of-india/about.html
private sector and
citizen uptake and
readiness on
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
opportunities for alternative energy

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.
Review and refine system, as needed.

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem
Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform
Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption

1. Integrate and on-board 100% eGovernment services to support
Sarawak Pay.

1. Recruit 100% of Merchants in SMA
Kuching city to support Sarawak
Pay.

2. Recruited 80% of Merchants in
Kuching city to support Sarawak Pay.

2. Promote and increase
Sarawak Pay mobile subscribers
to 1.2Msurvey
in Sarawak
state.
Yearly
with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Yearly survey with local enterprises
3. Promote
andtheir
increase
and
MNCs on
EoDBSarawak
experience
Pay demands.
mobile subscribers to 1.0M in
and
Sarawak state.

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

MINTRED

Develop Sarawak Pay Phase 3 App
features and security upgrade.

Continuous improvement on
Sarawak Pay platform
performance fine tuning and
security enhancements.

SMA

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.

Related agencies
during onboarding process

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
Industry Chambers
SFSO;
(External)
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities
Related agencies
during onboarding process

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

SDEC

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to 3 Enhancing economic density
fuel the digital transformation of the
- Foreign businesses.
manufacturing Sector
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
infrastructure for smart cities platform for tourism product and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
service providers to enhance their
mind-set of Government to be
business
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

N.A.

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector
SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
SMART GOVERNMENT: 5.
Percentage of users satisfied
with e-government services
provided per year

Inclusive Society

SEAC Digital Sector
Level Outcome 3 Digital Technologies Create Inclusive
digital participation of
Sarawakians by
internet
Economic Prosperity increasing
Digital Services:
access
from 83%(1)
100% Government
(2019)
to are
99.9%
of
services
digital
households
end-to-end
SEAC
Sector
Digital Digital
Services:
Level
Outcome 4 Sarawak
Digital
Technologies benchmarked
To
increase
the
against
Top 15
private
sector
countries
in and
citizen
uptake and
Government
readiness
on
Efficiency measures
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Alipay
https://intl.alipay.com/
WeChat pay

Shanghai-China
https://pay.weixin.qq.com/index.php/public/we
chatpay
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html

Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
Government

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

5 October 2021

Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets
Strategic Action 22: Improve the
N.A.
Sarawak Action
e-commerce
and services
Strategic
47. Establish
a digitaleco-system
ready
community through developing
Strategic
Action
24: Increase e-and
digital
skills
and competencies
commerceinclusive
adoptiondigital participation.
promoting

Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
fundamental and translational research
in core areas of digital economy and
other economic sectors in partnership
with universities, industry, governments
and community.
Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

13 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity and innovation:
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity Talent &
of companies benefitted from
Innovations:
collaboration through
Sarawak
intermediaries
benchmarked
against Top 20
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries in
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
measures

Lausanne, Switzerland
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/

Technology Partners
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Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

3. Kuching Smart City Master Plan - Project Detail List
#

ST

Label

SO1 ST10
ST1

36

ST1.1 Ec1

37

ST10.2 Di3

Description

Mitigation
Strategy
Category

Digitalised
& Vibrant
Economy
Instil Openness
and Collaboration
Create
a Seamless
DigitalaExperience
Businesses
Cloud Data
Centre Establish
unified cloud for
service
System
Enhancing Digital
Marketplace &
Expertise Sharing
to Accelerate
Commerce &
Trade

ST10.1 Di2

1

38

Initiative

platform afor
Kuchinglocation
Smart City,
Provide
one-stop
for the Capability
providing community
IaaS, PaaS to
and
SaaS
business
conduct
Development
cloud services
for agencies;
commercial
transactions,
gainin
addition tointelligence,
basic cloudand
services
business
learn
such as
virtual
machines,to
about
use
of technology
networkstheir
andbusinesses.
storage, it also
support
provides advanced cloud services
such as big data and AI. Through
the unified cloud management
platform to achieve a unified
service interface, unified resource
scheduling, unified O&M, unified
disaster recovery and information
sharing; thereby improving
resource utilization, operation and
maintenance efficiency, reducing
costs and shortening time to
market.
System

City Digital Platform As Kuching aims to become a
System
smart city, it will require the help of
a robust ecosystem of ICT
companies to provide
technological solutions to meet the
business needs. The digital
platform is the digital core of
Kuching's smart city which acts
as a hub for applications in
various fields to obtain information
from each other and for
processes in different agencies to
integrate smoothly.

Kick-starting
MSME Digital
Journey through
Digital Starter Kit

Support micro, small and medium Study
enterprises to start their
digitalisation journeys by providing
cost efficient options to go digital.

Digital
Communications
Platform

There is a need to develop an
System
integrated communications
platform that can provide multiPolicy
channel incidents' reporting and
unified communications. This will
replace the current manual way of
communications, which is not able
to achieve timely information
sharing.

ST10.3 Di4

Capability
Development

2

ST1.2 Ec2

System

Improving Ease of
Doing Business

3

ST1.3 Ec3

Enhance the interactions between Study
businesses and government,
optimise the experiences to
reduce the wait-time, improve
customer satisfaction and enable
businesses to start their
operations faster, making the
State an attractive location for
Governance
starting new businesses.

Spurring Innovation Build a living lab to test out new
Capability
through Smart City township development models
Development
Living Lab
such as collaborative and
integrated town planning involving
all agencies, and where new
technologies can be tested as
trials or POCs to determine
effectiveness and usefulness in
the local context.
4

ST1.4 Ec7

5 October 2021

Mitigation Strategy

Year
1

Build the DC / Cloud infrastructure considering the resiliency (HA/DR) and ensure
capabilitymarketing
and capacity
meet demands
for the
next five
years.owners to encourage
Develop
and to
training
programmes
targeted
at MSME
online retail / e-Commerce, and digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the
programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Develop and implement Cloud
(Private cloud)
3 dataon:
Develop
trainingincluding
programmes
centres,
forthe
HAdigital
and 1 for DR
1.
Selling2on
(1000 vCPU,(key
200TB
storage
marketplace
initial
steps and
to
200TB
backup)
be
taken);
Note:
2. Using data and analytics to
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as improve online sales;
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
3. Online marketing to reach a
wider audience.

Year
2

Year
3

Platform expansion
Review and refine training
programmes.

Platform expansion
Review and refine training
programmes.

Year
4 ~5

L

Platform expansion

SSM
MINT

Provide training at a nominal fee. Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Provide access to practitioners'
expert advice.
Provide training for free for the
participants in the 1st year.

Develop or tie-in with an existing local digital marketplace with the following features:
1. Online retail with accompanying data for analytics.
Develop
fundamental
digital platform
with following features:
2.
Forumafor
expertise-sharing
or connecting;
1. Aggregate
Embed intelligent
technology components
big data,
IoT, AI,
next-gen
3.
trade /digital
commerce-related
information (e.g.
in a single
location,
with
information
security,
into the(and
government's
technological
capability.
on
grantsetc.)
availability
links for application),
business
intelligence data, upcoming
2. Usemissions
data as a
keyopportunities
production and
operational
resourceexpansion.
to innovate.
trade
and
for regional
or overseas
3. Provide API-based standard digital services that will facilitate business development
and operations.
Note:
4. If
Ease
of integration
with multi-vendors'
into theinitiatives
platformsuch
to ensure
1.
self-develop,
to leverage
on the digitalsolutions
infrastructure
as the Data
compatibility
and open-ness.
Centre
and Cloud,
Smart City Digital Platform, Data Enablement, Digital ID and e-Wallet.

1. Identify suitable local platform to
collaborate (e.g. SME Corp eBuild Digital Platform
phase
marketplace),
with focus
onone
B2B;on
cloud
with ICT
platform,
2.
Develop
starter-kit
fordata
first time
platform
integrate
users
to features,
start theirand
online
selling
with Digital Communications
quickly;
Platform,
Data
portal, Digital
3.
IdentifyOpen
the key
products
ID and e-Wallet
available
and the targeted
audience - market the platform to
these companies to attract them
on-board as buyers;
4. Create an online community to
encourage information exchange,
advice-sharing, aggregation of
business data and government
resources (e.g. grants, upcoming
overseas tradeshows, etc.) to
ensure active participation and
longer dwell time.
5. Build government trade
database and share information
via the platform.

Build data analysis tools to
analyse online retail data. Build
Build Digital
phase 2
online
forumPlatform
for expertisewith development
tools and
sharing
and connecting.
enhance other features. Provide
common API for other
government services

Understand the supply and demand of digitalisation tools by start-ups, micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSME).
1. Initiate RFI with public cloud and technology solution providers to understand the
industry landscape, solutions available locally / regionally, functionality, pricing and
suitability.
Develop a integrated platform with following features:
2. Poll the MSMEs on their willingness to participate, price-sensitivity, issues to
1.Enable the sharing of voice+video+data between multiple parties to ensure real-time
overcome, level of digitalisation knowledge and training required.
access to data, enhancing decision-making and execution on the ground.
Develop
incentives
encourage
uptakesuch
of digitalisation
tools byand
MSMEs,
in ensure
the form of
2. Integrate
differenttovoice
technologies
as GSM, TETRA
more to
subsidies,
free training, tax-breaks for higher productivity, and more.
seamless communications.

Perform MSME Market Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
landscape and digital adoption
needs.

Perform annual MSME Survey to Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state
understand Sarawak state MSME
MSME digital adoption rates and digital adoption rates and new needs.
new needs.

Set up the command centre facility
and implement the DCP system in
the command centre.
Formulate MSME Incentive
programmes for top 3 industries
with MSME funding allocation.

Development and implement of
DCP by integrating with
applications and existing
Enhance
MSMEsystem.
Incentive
communication
programmes for top 6 more
industries with MSME funding
allocation.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Develop marketing and training programmes targeted at MSME owners to encourage
digitalisation for their businesses, and digital skill-sets development for employees.
Make the programmes widely available to the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Formulate MSME related
marketing and training
programmes.

Conduct marketing events to
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of
MSME related marketing and
training programmes.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
Build Digital
Platform
3 with
AI
trade
data with
publicphase
for further
study
tools,decision
and enhance
and
makingother features.

MINT
Continuously upgrade the
platform with latest technology.

SSM

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINT
understand Sarawak state
MLG
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Review and refine system, as needed. Review and refine system, as
needed.

SSM

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

MINT
MLG

JKM

Note:
Conduct MSME training
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as programmes via CENTEXS,
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Conduct MSME training
Conduct MSME training programmes
programmes via CENTEXS,
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
Digital Village and private training private training centres.
centres.

1. Design and develop MSME Digital Starter Portal.
Develop and rollout MSME Digital
2. Attract service providers to offer suitable MSME digitalisation solutions such as HRM, Starter Portal
CRM, ERP and Financial packages relevant to Sarawak's businesses at attractive pricepoints. Incentives can be in the form of sharing market size, proposed financial
Recruit basic MSME digitalization
schemes to support the MSMEs, tax-breaks and more.
solutions covering HRM, CRM,
ERP and Financial packages.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter
Portal to enrich functions and
security.

Conduct a review of the key aspects of the Ease of Doing Business improvement areas Yearly survey with local
for Sarawak. Identify the areas with the highest impact and room for improvements, that enterprises and MNCs on their
can support the other economic incentives that the State is offering to foreign and local EoDB experience and demands.
investors. The findings should be used to guide the optimisation of the existing
government processes, linkages with Federal processes, as well as set the direction for
future ones.

Yearly survey with local
Yearly survey with local enterprises
enterprises and MNCs on their and MNCs on their EoDB experience
EoDB experience and demands. and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINT
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

Set up cross-departmental / cross-agency working teams with empowered Chairman to
foster and enforce collaboration, with the following initial agenda:
1. Commission BPR to set up processes to support "one-stop" approvals.
2. Review charges and costs for setting up businesses with view towards streamlining,
in conjunction with overall Ease of Doing Business optimisation programme under Smart
Economy.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using digital
tools that supports cross-agency
process collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

Educate and market to local businesses on the imperative to digitalise, especially in face
of the new norm arising from COVID-19. Develop marketing and training programmes
targeted at the business owners to encourage digitalisation for their businesses, and
digital skill-sets development for employees. Make the programmes widely available to
the MSMEs for free or at nominal charges.

Invite experts from government,
MNCs, universities and local
leading enterprises to provide
trainings to MSMEs that inspires
collaboration of innovation in
Kuching.

Make it a regular practice,
Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CEN
organise trainings and forums in trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.
different topics.

Note:
1. The strategy should leverage on the enabler, ICT Capability Development, as well as
"Lv3 Making Continuous Learning Affordable and Widely Available".

Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Policy

1. Build a collaborative effort for integrated digital town planning at the local planning
Build a collaborative effort for
phase. Involves technical and planning agencies such as JKR, JBALB, DID, Sewerage, integrated digital town planning at
DOA, Land Survey, SIMU, EPU, SMA, telecommunication operators and other relevant the local planning phase.
agencies. Test business models to ensure sustainability.
2. Test business models to ensure sustainability.

Test business models

Infrastructure

Provide a suitable location that to implement technology POCs / trials such as 5G, smart Choose a suitable location and
street lights, smart parking, smart city management and more to showcase the
start to provide high-tech infra
effectiveness of such technologies in Sarawak's context.
support (like 5G, smart sensors,
etc.) that supports ICT POCs.
Note: Trial here before rolling out to "En4 Smart Campus".

Continuously improve the smart Continuously improve the smart testtest-bed environment. Provide
bed environment.
opportunities for POCs/trials.
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Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.
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MINT
MLG

MINT

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CEN

Kuching Smart City Master Plan

Year
3

Platform expansion
Review and refine training
programmes.

Year
4 ~5

Leading
Agency

Platform expansion

SSMU / SMA
MINTRED

Provide training with 70% government
subsidy to the training providers.

Build or tie-in with existing digital
marketplace portal to share analysed
Build
Platform
3 with
AI
trade Digital
data with
publicphase
for further
study
tools,
and enhance
and decision
makingother features.

Perform annual MSME Survey to
understand Sarawak state MSME
digital adoption rates and new needs.

Alignment

Supporting
Agencies

Other Stakeholders

Related agencies SAINS
during
onTrade Promotion
e-Marketplace
boarding
process provider
Organisation;
STATOS;
Industry
Chambers;
SDEC

DES

KCCMP

Smart City
1.Physical
Infrastructure
Strategic Action
1. Adopt and
ICT Utilities
and digital
technologies in transforming the
agriculture and driving innovation

26 Strengthening digital
infrastructure
for smart cities:
N.A.
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
mind-set of Government to be
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
solutions

Strategic Action 3. Develop new
markets and expand existing ones for
agriculture produce and products

MYSMART

SEAC Top Level
Outcomes

SEAC Digital
Sector Level
Outcomes

Smart government digital
Contribute to
N.A.
infrastructure,
e-government,
infrastructure
and
Smart Economy:
Economic Prosperity
Digital Technologies:
Data
sharing. of establishments connectivity
1. Percentage
To increase the
with internet that utilises it for
private sector and
specified purposes, by sector
citizen uptake and
readiness on
digitalisation to at
least 50%

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

MINTRED
Continuously upgrade the
platform with latest technology.

SSMU / SMA

Trade Promotion
Organisation;
Related
agencies
STATOS;
during
SDEC;onboarding
MITeC process

e-Marketplace
provider;
Industry Chambers
(External)

26 Strengthening digital
infrastructure for smart cities:
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
mind-set of Government to be
18. Create
Developanintegrated
Strategic Action 45:
effective the leader in Kuching in
logistics
solutionstototackle
support
e- risks in adopting online services and
legal
framework
cyber
Commerce
Sarawak
solutions

Enhance MSME Incentive
Enhance MSME Incentive
programmes for top 10 industries with programmes for the rest of the
MSME funding allocation.
industries with MSME funding
allocation.
Conduct marketing events to create
awareness of MSME incentive
Conduct marketing events to
programme to attract participants.
create awareness of MSME
incentive programme to attract
participants.
Annual review and revision of MSME
Annual review and revision of
related marketing and training
MSME related marketing and
programmes.
training programmes.

MINTRED /
MLGH

Conduct MSME training
programmes via CENTEXS,
Digital Village and private training
centres.

Enhance MSME Digital Starter Portal to Enhance MSME Digital Starter
enrich functions and security.
Portal to enrich functions and
security.
Recruit new productivity based MSME
digitalization solutions.
Recruit new productivity based
MSME digitalization solutions.

Strategic Action 1. Adopt ICT and digital Fostering creativity and
technologies in transforming the
innovation - Develop the entire
agriculture and driving innovation
ecosystem of
entrepreneurship (e.g. startStrategic Action 2. Establish efficient
ups, incubators, accelerators,
N.A.
N.A.
distribution system for agriculture
mentors)
inputs and products
Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to
fuel the digital transformation of the
manufacturing Sector

MINTRED /
MLGH

https://en.saudishopper.com.sa/?p=6839

SMART DIGITAL
Smart Economy: 11. Ranking Economic Prosperity N.A.
INFRASTUCTURE
1. E-Participation
Percentage of establishments
of
Index (EPI)
with internet that utilises it for
specifiedDIGITAL
purposes, by sector
SMART
MySMART City Policies
4. Number of companies
Policy11: Safety and security
benefitted from collaboration
shall be improved to enhance
through intermediaries
quality of life.

N.A.

Not applicable

India
https://msme.gov.in/sites/default/files/MSMEAR-2017-18-Eng.pdf
Yanbu-Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
https://en.saudishopper.com.sa/?p=6839

MySMART City Policies- Smart
Living Strategy3: Optimise
emergency response.

Strategic Action 6. Provide incentives to
grow local SMEs and to provide
opportunities for globalisation

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
CENTEXS

Yanbu-Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

MySMART City Policies- Smart
Living Strategy1: Enhance
safety and security.

Strategic Action 5. Explore various
opportunities for alternative energy

JKM

SMART GOVERNMENT 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year

Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

SMART GOVERNMENT 8.
Number of downloads per
shared G2G dataset

Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption

Related agencies
during onboarding process
SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

SMART GOVERNMENT 3.
N.A.
Percentage of inventoried open
datasets that are published by
government entity

SMART GOVERNMENT 7.
Percentage of datasets shared
by government entity on G2G
data sharing platform

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform

SSMU / SMA

China
Henan-China
http://www.xinhuanet.com/202004/30/c_1125929139.htm
http://www.xichuan.gov.cn/xcxzfw/zl/dzsw/we
binfo/2018/12/1550101830504869.htm

SMART GOVERNMENT 6.
Government to government
(G2G) data sharing platforms
used by government entity

Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

SMA;
SDEC;
CENTEXS

China
China
http://ggzy.guizhou.gov.cn/jyxx/zfcg/zfcg/202
001/t20200108_41942832.html
https://world.taobao.com/

https://www.ntp.gov.sg/home/

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business
Strategic Action 44: Develop a cyberStrategiccode
Action
Personalisation
of
security
of 9.
practice
to improve
tourist experience
online
awareness
about cyber-security

21. Protec
Providethe
a worldStrategic Action 46:
State's
class specialist
healthcare
services
Critical
Information
Infrastructure
(CII)
and grow health tourism in Sarawak

Perform annual MSME Survey to MINTRED /
understand Sarawak state
MLGH
MSME digital adoption rates and
new needs.

Examples of Implementation

Singapore

Strategic Action 7. Promote Sarawak
through Digital Media

Review and refine system, as needed. Review and refine system, as
needed.

Conduct MSME training programmes
via CENTEXS, Digital Village and
private training centres.

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

Smart Government-Lack of
information and data sharing in
and between government
agencies.

Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
platform for tourism product and
service providers to enhance their
business
Strategic Action 22. Improve the
Sarawak e-Commerce and services
ecosystem

SMA

Strategic Action 23. Increase
awareness of Sarawak products and
services through digital platform
Strategic Action 24. Increase eCommerce adoption
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets
Strategic Action 47. Establish a digitalready community through developing
digital skills and competencies and
promoting inclusive digital participation.

Yearly survey with local enterprises
and MNCs on their EoDB experience
and demands.

Yearly survey with local
MINTRED
enterprises and MNCs on their
EoDB experience and demands.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
SFSO;
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

Choose the most concerned business
process (as from the survey) to
improve by using digital tools that
supports cross-agency process
collaboration.

Choose the most concerned
business process (as from the
survey) to improve by using
digital tools that supports crossagency process collaboration.

All trade agencies;
SAGC;
Industry Chambers
SFSO;
(External)
SSMU;
State Local
Authorities

MINTRED

Industry
Associations;
Industry Chambers
(External)

Strategic Action 4. Adopt Industry 4.0 to 3 Enhancing economic density
fuel the digital transformation of the
- Foreign businesses.
manufacturing Sector
26 Strengthening digital
Strategic Action 8. Provide a digital
infrastructure for smart cities platform for tourism product and
Digital Economy: Cultivate the
service providers to enhance their
mind-set of Government to be
business
the leader in Kuching in
adopting online services and
Strategic Action 25. Create a Fintech
solution
platform that provides technological and
business tools to secure a competitive
advantage in current and future
markets

SMART ECONOMY: 1.
Percentage of establishments
with internet that utilises it for
specified purposes, by sector
SMART GOVERNMENT: 4.
Number of transactions of egovernment services per year
SMART GOVERNMENT: 5.
Percentage of users satisfied
with e-government services
provided per year

Economic Prosperity Digital Services:
100% Government
services are digital
end-to-end
Digital Services:
Sarawak
benchmarked
against Top 15
countries in
Government
Efficiency measures

Shanghai-China
http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/nw2/nw2314/nw2
319/nw44142/u26aw64019.html
Beijing-China
http://sthjj.beijing.gov.cn/bjhrb/index/xxgk69/zf
xxgk43/fdzdgknr2/czxx35/zbggjzcdylygs/172
6051/index.html

Strategic Action 26. Initiate Digital
Government

Make it a regular practice, organise
Make it a regular practice,
CENTEXS
trainings and forums in different topics. organise trainings and forums in
different topics.

TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously test business models
and make necessary changes.

Continuously test business
models and make necessary
changes.

SMA

CENTEXS;
TEGAS;
Yayasan
Sarawak;
SDEC

Continuously improve the smart testbed environment.

Continuously improve the smart
test-bed environment.

CENTEXS

SDEC

5 October 2021

Strategic Action 36: Establish a centre
of excellence (CoE) to engage in
fundamental and translational research
in core areas of digital economy and
other economic sectors in partnership
with universities, industry, governments
and community.
Strategic Action 37: To establish one
innovation centre in each divisions and
facilitate others (private sector,
universities and communities).

13 Strengthening knowledgebased clusters: Fostering
creativity and innovation:
Develop the entire ecosystem
of entrepreneurship (e.g. startups, incubators, accelerators,
mentors)

SMART ECONOMY: 4. Number Economic Prosperity Talent &
of companies benefitted from
Innovations:
collaboration through
Sarawak
intermediaries
benchmarked
against Top 20
SMART PEOPLE: 20. Rate of
countries in
youth and adult with ICT skills
Innovation
measures

Lausanne, Switzerland
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/the-smart-living-labproject-kicks-off-44/
Fribourg, Switzerland
https://www.smartlivinglab.ch/en/

Technology Partners
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4. Definiton for Mitigation Strategy Category (MSCat)
#
1

Mitigation Strategy
Category (MSCat)
Issue

Definition
An “Issue” is a point observation made from Primary and Secondary
Research. Primary Research points include opinions from Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) participants, Interviewees, Survey participants, and also
issues arising from prior work including the Pre-Engagement Workshop.
Secondary Research points include observations and conclusions from prior
studies like the EPU Reports, the RMK12, the DES Report, as well as other
publicly available global study reports. “Issues” are filtered from the set of
observations if they are motivations for actions, like identified opportunities
or threats, or desires and aspirations, or simply an expression of need or
dissatisfaction.
It should be noted that, in this respect, “Issues” are distinct from our
definition of “Challenges” in that “Issues” are motivations for actions while
“Challenges” are difficulties that need to be overcome when resolving
“Issues”.

2

Study

A “Study” is needed to clarify the nature and details of an issue so as to
allow for informed and targeted action down the road. A “Study” may be
done by the respective departments or teams themselves, or an external
consultant may be commissioned to do detailed research, analysis, and
provide expert opinion. For the purposes of this Table, a “Study” is explicitly
included as a Mitigating Strategy only if the issue to be addressed is
complex and requires significant time, effort and leadership attention to
complete.

3

Governance

“Governance” implies an action to establish an organisation structure with
defined terms of reference, and to formulate and implement relevant
controlling processes. The intent of “Governance” is usually to regulate and
coordinate the actions of multiple agencies and organisations with different
reporting hierarchies in a federated manner. “Governance” measures often
begin with the commissioning of a Cross-Agency / Cross-Department
Committee.

4

Infrastructure

“Infrastructure” implies an action to build physical city infrastructure like
bridges, buildings or lights. “Infrastructure” is distinct from “System” in that
the Information Communications Technology (ICT) content of the specific
piece of infrastructure, if any, is a very minor component of it.
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Mitigation Strategy
Category (MSCat)

Enclosure A – KSCMP Project List

Definition

5

Policy

“Policy” implies an action to implement a new policy, or to change or
remove an existing policy. In this definition, we refer to Public Policies
rather than internal public sector policies. A time of policy consultation and
review is usually needed, which if large, complex and significant enough,
can be separated out as a “Study”.

6

Service

“Service” implies an action provide services to residents, businesses or
visitors. Examples include counter services for transactions with the
Government, municipal services like pest control etc. “Service” providing
organisations may be supported by ICT systems. If these said systems are
large and complex with potential to provide value beyond the “Service”
itself, they may be abstracted as a separate “System” Mitigating Strategy.

7

System

“System” implies an action to design and implement an ICT system
(including software, hardware, networks and data) which provides a
function or value to an organisation or an individual. A “System” could
include Civil Infrastructure like buildings or Mechanical and Electrical (M&E)
Infrastructure like grid power.“

8

Capability
Development

“Capability Development“ implies an action to educate or upskill a
person, an organisation or a sector of the economy so that they can
take on a new job or function. “Capability Development” is distinct from
the other Mitigation Strategies in that it is usually done as a separate
a-priori effort to ready the person, organisation or sector of the economy
to tackle relatively open-ended opportunities.

9

Campaign

“Campaign” implies an action in the form of a programme to change an
aspect of society. It leverages primarily on marketing and communications
tools, possibly supported by or works hand-in-hand with public policies,
services and systems. Examples include “Clean River Campaign” or “Save
Water Campaign”.
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Glossary

GLOSSARY
Glossary List

Definition

Artificial
Intelligence (AI)

Artificial intelligence (AI) applies advanced analysis and logicbased techniques, including machine learning, to interpret
events, support and automate decisions, and take actions

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
artificial-intelligence

Available Zone

An availability zone is a logical data centre in a region available
for use by cloud customer. Each zone in a region has redundant
and separate power, networking and connectivity to reduce
the likelihood of two zones failing simultaneously. A common
misconception is that a single zone equals a single data centre.
In fact, each zone is backed by one or more physical data centres.

https://www.rackspace.
com/blog/aws-101regions-availabilityzones

Data Governance

Data governance is defined as the exercise of authority and
control over the management of data assets.

Global Data
Management
Community’s Data
Management Body of
Knowledge (DAMADMBoK)

DevOps

DevOps represents a change in IT culture, focusing on rapid IT
service delivery through the adoption of agile, lean practices in
the context of a system-oriented approach. DevOps emphasizes
people (and culture), and it seeks to improve collaboration
between operations and development teams. DevOps
implementations utilise technology — especially automation
tools that can leverage an increasingly programmable and
dynamic infrastructure from a life cycle perspective.

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
devops

E-Government
Development
Index

The E-Government Development Index presents the state of
E-Government Development of the United Nations Member
States. Along with an assessment of the website development
patterns in a country, the E-Government Development
index incorporates the access characteristics, such as the
infrastructure and educational levels, to reflect how a country
is using information technologies to promote access and
inclusion of its people. The EGDI is a composite measure
of three important dimensions of e-government, namely:
provision of online services, telecommunication connectivity
and human capacity. The EGDI is not designed to capture
e-government development in an absolute sense; rather, it
aims to give a performance rating of national governments
relative to one another.

https://
publicadministration.
un.org/egovkb/en-us/
About/Overview/E-GovernmentDevelopment-Index
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Glossary

Glossary List

Definition

Source

Edge Computing

Edge computing is part of a distributed computing topology
where information processing is located close to the edge,
where things and people produce or consume that information.

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
edge-computing

Enterprise
Architecture

Enterprise architecture is a structured approach for developing
and using a blueprint for the efficient use of technology for an
enterprise. This systematic approach is based on the essential
characteristics and critical objectives of the enterprise and its
mission and strategy and strategic business resources such as
processes, entities, roles, events, and locations. The enterprise
architecture is a description of the scope, requirements,
definition, design, and implementation of both IT resources
and business structures.

IDC

FTTx

Fibre to the x (e.g. FTTH means fibre to the home) or fibre in the
loop is a generic term for any broadband network architecture
using optical fibre to provide all or part of the local loop used
for last mile telecommunications. As fibre optic cables are able
to carry much more data than copper cables, especially over
long distances, copper telephone networks built in the 20th
century are being replaced by fibre.

https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Fiber_to_the_x

Government
Agency

“Government Agency” refers to a permanent or semi-permanent
organisation in the machinery of the Sarawak Government
that is responsible for the oversight and administration of
specific functions, such as telecommunications.

Master Plan Definition

In the context of the Kuching Smart City Master Plan project,
this refers to the ministries, departments, agencies and stateowned companies within the Sarawak Government, such as:
1. Chief Minister’s Department
2. Ministry of Modernisation of Agriculture, Native Land and
Regional Development
3. Ministry of Urban Development and Natural Resource
4. Ministry of International Trade and e-Commerce
5. Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Research
6. Ministry of Local Government and Housing
7. Ministry of Tourism, Arts, Culture, Youth and Sports
Sarawak
8. Ministry of Infrastructure Development and Transportation
9. Ministry of Utilities
10. Ministry of Industrial and Entrepreneurial Development
11. Ministry of Welfare, Community Wellbeing, Women,
Family and Childhood Development
12. Non-ministerial bodies such as State Legislative Assembly
and State Public Service Commission
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Glossary

Definition

Source

Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 is referred to as production or manufacturing based
industries digitalisation transformation, driven by connected
technologies. Industry 4.0 introduces what is referred to as
“smart factory” in which cyber physical systems monitor real
time physical progress of the factory and are able to make
decentralised decisions. Other terminology includes Smart
Manufacturing. Some regard Industry 4.0 as a subset of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution.

https://www.miti.
gov.my/index.
php/pages/view/
industry4.0?mid=559

ITIL

ITIL (formerly known as the Information Technology Infrastructure
Library) is an IT service management framework owned by Axelos
— a joint venture between the U.K. government and Capita.
ITIL is structured as five core books to cover the full-service life
cycle: service strategy, service design, service transition, service
operation and continual service improvement.

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
devops

Micro Service

A microservice is a service-oriented application component
that is tightly scoped, strongly encapsulated, loosely coupled,
independently deployable and independently scalable.

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
microservice

NB-IoT

Narrowband-Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is a standard-based
low power wide area (LPWA) technology developed to enable a
wide range of new IoT devices and services. NB-IoT significantly
improves the power consumption of user devices, system
capacity and spectrum efficiency, especially in deep coverage.

GSMA

Public (Citizens)

In the context of the Kuching Smart City Master Plan project,
“Public” refers to Malaysian citizens residing in Kuching (North
Kuching, South Kuching and Padawan), aged 18 to 65, and
who are not employed in a market research company, mass
media or Government of Malaysia / Government of Sarawak.

Master Plan Definition

SDN

Software-defined networks are emerging networking
architectures that separate the control plane from the data plane
in networking equipment. This is so that network intelligence
and state are logically centralized, and the underlying network
infrastructure is abstracted from applications.

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
software-definednetworks

SNMP

A Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)derived protocol governing network management and the
monitoring of network devices. Strictly speaking, SNMP is the
Management Information Base (MIB) described in the SNMP
standard; extensions to this MIB proposed by the Electronic
Messaging Association permit the monitoring and reporting
of all conforming messaging components through standard
SNMP management tools for network components.

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
snmp-simple-networkmanagement-protocol
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Smart City
Framework

Glossary

Definition
A Smart City Framework serves as a non-binding guide to
facilitate smart city development, in a manner that is specific
to each city’s needs and potentials, as well as its local and
cultural context.

Source
ASEAN Smart Cities
Network (ASCN)

In the context of the Kuching Smart City Master Plan project,
the framework comprises various components such as ICT
technology, people, organisation, policies and more, securely
integrated together to guide the smart and sustainable
development of the city’s smart city projects. The aim is to
enable the city to be more relevant to the citizens and businesses
residing in Kuching, improving lives, creating new business
opportunities and innovation in smart city development, and
ensuring that no one is left behind.
Sustainable
Development
Goals

The Sustainable Development Goals are the blueprint to
achieve a better and more sustainable future for all. They
address the global challenges we face, including those related
to poverty, inequality, climate, environmental degradation,
prosperity, and peace and justice.

https://www.un.org/
sustainabledevelopment/
sustainabledevelopment-goals/

Value Chain

The idea of the value chain is based on the process view of
organisations, the idea of seeing a manufacturing (or service)
organisation as a system, made up of subsystems each
with inputs, transformation processes and outputs. Inputs,
transformation processes, and outputs involve the acquisition
and consumption of resources - money, labour, materials,
equipment, buildings, land, administration and management.

https://www.ifm.eng.
cam.ac.uk/research/
dstools/value-chain-/

VPN

A virtual private network (VPN) is a system that delivers
enterprise-focused communication services on a shared public
network infrastructure and provides customised operating
characteristics uniformly and universally across an enterprise.
The term is used generically to refer to voice VPNs. To avoid
confusion, IP-based data services are referred to as data VPNs.
Service providers define a VPN as a WAN of permanent virtual
circuits, generally using asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) or
frame relay to transport IP. Technology providers define a VPN
as the use of encryption software or hardware to bring privacy
to communications over a public or untrusted data network.

https://www.gartner.
com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/
vpn-virtual-privatenetwork

Value Chain

The idea of the value chain is based on the process view of
organisations, the idea of seeing a manufacturing (or service)
organisation as a system, made up of subsystems each
with inputs, transformation processes and outputs. Inputs,
transformation processes, and outputs involve the acquisition
and consumption of resources - money, labour, materials,
equipment, buildings, land, administration and management.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation
4P

Actual Term
Public-Private-People Partnership

ANSI

American National Standards Institute

APT

Advanced Persistent Threat

ASCN

ASEAN Smart City Network

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ASQ

American Society for Quality

ATM

Asynchronous Transfer Mode

AWS

Amazon Web Services

AZAM

Angkatan Zaman Mansang Sarawak

BACS

Building automation and control systems

BIP

Building information management – A standard framework and guide to BS 1192

BLT

Build-Lease-Transfer

BOM

Build-Own-Manage

BOOT

Build-Own-Operate-Transfer

BOT

Build-Operate-Transfer

BPI

Business Process Improvement

BSI

British Standards Institution

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CAN

Environmental management – Life cycle assessment – Data documentation format

CCTV

Closed-circuit Television

CDO

Chief Data Officer

CEN

CEN-CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization)

CENTEXS
CIO
COVID

Centre of Technical Excellence
Chief Information Officer
Corona Virus Disease

CSA

Canadian Standards Association

CWA

CEN Workshop Agreement
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Abbreviation
DAMA

Actual Term
Data Management Association

DES

Digital Economy Strategy

DGC

Digital Government Committee

DKICT
EGDI

Abbreviations

Dasar Keselamatan ICT
e-Government Development Index

EIA

Electronic Industries Alliance

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FGD

Focus Group Discussion

FTTH

fibre to the home

GCIO

Government Chief Information Officer

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GIS

Geographical Information System

GIV

Global Industry Vision

GOST R
GSMA

Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology Russia
Global System for Mobile Association

HPT

High Performance Team

IAG

Industry Academia Government

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

IDC

International Data Corporation

IDECS

International Digital Economy Conference Sarawak

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IESE

Instituto de Estudios Superiores de la Empresa (English: Institute of Higher Business Studies)

IMD

Institute for Management Development

IOC

Intelligent Operations Centre

IPS

Intrusion prevention systems

ISO

International Organization for Standardisation

ITIL

Information Technology Infrastructure Library

ITS

Intelligent Transport Systems
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Abbreviation
ITU
KCCMP
KPI

Abbreviations

Actual Term
International Telecommunication Union
Kuching City Competitiveness Master Plan
Key Performance Indicator

KPKT

Ministry of Housing and Local Government,

LPWA

Low-Power Wide-Area

MDEC

Multimedia Development Corporation

MESTR

Ministry of Education, Science and Technology Research

MIB

Management Information Base

MSME

Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

NEMA

National Electrical Manufacturers Association

NEN

Royal Netherlands Standardization Institute

NQF

National Qualifications Framework

OCR

Optical Character Recognition

ODMM

Open Digital Maturity Model

OIP

Open Innovation Programme

OODA

Observe, Orient, Decide, Act

OPEX

Operating Expenditure

PAS

Publicly Available Specification

PAYG

Pay-As-You-Grow

PHYx

Pay-How-You-Use

PPCP

Public-Private-Community Partnership

PPP

Public Private Partnership

PPU

Pay-Per-Use

SAINS

Sarawak Information Systems Sdn Bhd

SDN

Software Defined Networks

SFIA

Skills Framework for the Information Age

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SMA

Sarawak Multimedia Agency
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Abbreviation

Actual Term

SME

Small and Medium-sized Enterprise

SMG

Sarawak Media Group

SNMP
SOA

Abbreviations

Simple Network Management Protocol
Service-Oriented Architecture

SSMU

State Service Modernisation Unit

SUTD

Singapore University for Technology and Design

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

TEGAS

Tabung Ekonomi Gagasan Anak Bumiputera Sarawak

TOGAF

The Open Group Architecture Framework

TTT

Train-the-trainer

UCTS

University College of Technology Sarawak

UITM

Universiti Teknologi MARA

UNIMAS

Universiti Malaysia Sarawak

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

VDI

Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (English: Association of German Engineers)

VPN

Virtual Private Network

WAF

Web application firewall

WAN

Wide Area Network
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